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ABSTRACT
Kimberly A. Francis: Mediating Modern Music: Nadia Boulanger Constructs Igor Stravinsky
(Under the direction of Annegret Fauser)
In 1925, French pedagogue, composer, performer, and conductor Nadia Boulanger
proclaimed that no composer could provoke such profound thoughts and intense enthusiasms
as Igor Stravinsky. Beginning in the 20s, Boulanger promoted the Russian expatriate
unceasingly in her private teachings, her public lectures, and her press releases. And as
the grande dame of the Conservatoire Américain after 1921, Boulanger held the power to
introduce Stravinsky to the world in the early twentieth century. In the Château de
Fontainebleau just outside of Paris, she taught countless students the discipline necessary to
understand the infinite beauty of music. In this milieu, Boulanger served as cultural mediator
between the Russian master and her beloved students until her death in 1979.
Fuelling this passion was an hitherto undocumented creative exchange between Boulanger
and Stravinsky that lasted over forty years. Beginning in 1929, Stravinsky sent his son,
Soulima, to Boulanger for his musical education, and by 1930, the composer started
exchanging autograph scores with her. In 1931, they engaged in their first project together:
the editorial revision of the piano/vocal reduction for the Symphonie de psaumes. This
iv
exchange led to numerous other projects, and Boulanger eventually assumed responsibility
for securing commissions for Stravinsky, conducting and performing in premieres of his
music, and copy-editing his manuscripts. In particular, this dissertation will explore
Boulanger’s involvement with the Symphony of Psalms, the Symphony in C, Stravinsky’s
Mass, and his opera, The Rake’s Progress. Yet, despite this key role, Boulanger’s voice has
all but been erased from the literature. As a result, generalities, anecdotes, and rumors are all
that account for the current scholarship about Stravinsky and Boulanger’s involvement.
Drawing on newly-discovered correspondence, scores, and analytical materials, my
dissertation offers for the first time a detailed and nuanced account of how these two figures
existed in a symbiotic relationship that in turn helped shape the larger course of twentieth-
century music.
vTo my family
and
in loving memory of Eric Francis, who told me to “stay put and get my work done.”
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Introduction
This letter is to say how much my thoughts these days are not only of memories of the
beloved Stravinsky, but [also] of you in my life, and my musical life, which you made
possible. Of course, he will always be with “us.” You, who brought his music and the best in
all music to all of us, your pupils, we shall be, as we were and are, eternally grateful.1
Alexei Haïeff to Nadia Boulanger, 18 April 1971
On 18 January 1925, a diminutive, bespectacled man sat in a restaurant just outside Vassar
College across from a distinguished, middle-aged woman. They spoke in French—his
encumbered by a thick, Russian accent, hers marked by only the most proper of Parisian
inflections—and over lunch they discussed the events that had brought them both to tour the
United States that winter. They had no way of knowing, but this short tête-à-tête between
Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky, marked the first of many to come.2 The dialogue these
two musicians began at this polite luncheon in upstate New York developed into a forty-six-
year partnership that would see the pair discuss more than forty musical projects while
helping shape the course of twentieth-century music.
1 Letter from Haïeff to Boulanger, 18 April 1971, F-Pn, N.L.a. 74 (205-206).
2Boulanger’s first recorded meeting with Stravinsky took place on 18 January 1925. Boulanger, F-Pn,
Agendas, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 93 (1). Her first surviving impression is contained in a letter to her mother, Raïssa,
written several weeks later on 13-14 February (N.L.a. 282 [108-109]) : “Été au Concert Strawinsky –les gens,
étouffés par cette musique qu’au fond ils n’aiment pas, mais subjugués par la volonté foudroyante, impérative
de ce petit homme qui les tient dans sa main…Succès. ” (“Been to a Strawinsky concert. The people, smothered
by this music, which they dislike after all, were seduced by the devastating, imperious will of this little man
who held them in his hand…Success.”) Boulanger did not keep a letter sent by Stravinsky until 26 September
1929; N.L.a. 108 (116).
2By 1925, Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky had become members of modernism’s
vanguard, and though they had maintained a passing professional acquaintance of each other
since the early 1920s, they otherwise remained unlikely friends. Boulanger’s was a sober
world of pedagogy and performance that, for the most part, was far removed from the
Russian exile’s flashy Parisian coterie.
Yet, by virtue of both Boulanger and Stravinsky being highly-visible participants
within the Parisian avant-garde community, their artistic spheres occasionally overlapped.
Anecdotes speak of Stravinsky appearing at the occasional Boulanger class in the 1920s, and
as early as 1923 he sent “Mademoiselle Nadia Boulanger” an autographed copy of his re-
orchestrated L’Oiseau de feu.3 The organ arrangement of his “Ronde des princesses” and
“Berceuse et Finale,” also from L’Oiseau, followed in 1924.4 Moreover, the pair shared
several colleagues in common, among them the Princesse de Polignac, Maurice Ravel, and
Sergey Koussevitzky. For her part, Boulanger began reviewing Stravinsky’s music for the Le
Monde musical in 1923, and she lectured on it extensively during her 1925 tour of the United
States. 5 These two musicians knew each other, but at a professional distance.
This changed in September 1929 when Stravinsky proposed Boulanger assume the
musical education of his younger son, Soulima. Boulanger accepted, and within two weeks
the eighteen-year-old Stravinsky had been packed off to Paris. At some point, Soulima’s
3 For a discussion of Stravinsky’s pre-1930 visits to Boulanger’s studio see, Stephen Walsh,
Stravinsky: A Creative Spring, Russia and France, 1882-1934 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1999), 408.
4 Stravinsky, Oiseau, “Ronde des princesses” and “Berceuse et Finale,” F-Pn, Vmg. 22962.
5 Nadia Boulanger, “Concerts Koussevitzky,” Le Monde musical 34 (Nov 1923), 365. For a transcript
of one of these American lectures, see Boulanger, “Lectures on Modern Music Given under the auspices of the
Rice Institute Lectureship in Music, January 27-29, 1925,” The Rice Institute Pamphlet 13 (1926): 138–42. See
also Jeanice Brooks, “Les Écrits de Nadia Boulanger: Bibliographie,” in Nadia Boulanger et Lili Boulanger:
Témoignages et Études, ed. Alexandra Laederich (Lyon: Symétrie, 2007), 451–54.
3work on his father’s music became the subject of his weekly lessons with Boulanger, and
through it, the French pedagogue became drawn into the outer orbit of Stravinsky’s
compositional process while Stravinsky’s compositional process was also pulled into the
orbit of Boulanger’s professional activities. In January 1931, Boulanger assumed editorial
responsibility for the revision of the piano/vocal score of the Symphonie de psaumes, an
experience which resulted in her transcribing an analysis of the piece that she exchanged with
Stravinsky a year later.
These interactions laid the foundation for a creative dialogue between Stravinsky and
Boulanger that would last until the early 1950s and a friendship that would endure until
Stravinsky’s death in 1971. Following the Symphonie de psaumes, Boulanger was entrusted
with organizing commissions for Stravinsky, conducting his works, and performing in their
premiere. These experiences became an integral part of her curricula and lecture materials,
and she used her exchanges with Stravinsky to design and organize her own writings on the
composer and to aid the international progression of his career.
Despite this unique involvement, few details have been published concerning
Stravinsky and Boulanger’s interaction.6 Conventional narratives concerning these two icons
would have us believe that Boulanger was but a friend of the composer’s family and a
passing professional acquaintance of the composer. Most Stravinsky scholars who choose to
6 Outside of the general Boulanger biographies, there is little extant literature on her and Stravinsky’s
partnership: see Carole Jean Harris, “The French Connection: The Neoclassical Influence of Stravinsky,
through Boulanger, on the Music of Copland, Talma, and Piston,” PhD diss., State University of New York at
Buffalo, 2002. Robert Craft, Stravinsky’s amanuensis, included Boulanger sparingly in his publications: see his
Stravinsky: Glimpses of a Life (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992), 310; and Craft and Vera Stravinsky, eds.,
Dearest Bubushkin: Selected Letters and Diaries of Vera and Igor Stravinsky (London: Thames and Hudson,
1985). Boulanger makes no appearance in the conversation books produced by Robert Craft and Igor
Stravinsky. Boulanger’s letters to Stravinsky are included as part of the published correspondence, Craft (ed.),
Stravinsky, Selected Correspondence (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1982), 236–61, but their presentation is
highly problematic. For a trenchant criticism of Craft’s treatment of these letters, see Jeanice Brooks, “The
fonds Boulanger at the Bibliothèque Nationale,” Notes 51 (1995), 1235.
4mention Boulanger have locked her in a peripheral function, segregating her to the domestic
sphere. She has suffered through depictions of her as either Ned Rorem’s doting disciple of
the great composer or, in Robert Craft’s words, nothing more than a “prodigious proof-
reader.” 7 Thus, in the Stravinsky literature, Boulanger’s pedagogical voice has been reduced
to a whisper, though a whisper dedicated to Stravinsky’s neoclassical oeuvre even to the
detriment of her own reputation following his turn to serialism in 1952.
Deep within recent publications, particularly the new, two-volume biography on
Stravinsky by Stephen Walsh, glimmer details of a richer story. 8 Here and there Walsh
touches upon Boulanger’s trespasses into the inner sanctum of Stravinsky’s creative process,
particularly where it concerned helping the Russian expatriate to secure American
commissions and performances. 9 Other encouraging details rest within the sparse literature
on Boulanger. Her biographer, Jérôme Spycket, cites excerpts from Boulanger’s letters where
she apologizes to Stravinsky for the delayed delivery of corrections to his scores. I am
particularly indebted to Jeanice Brooks’s work on the materials of the fonds Boulanger, the
enormous archive bequeathed to various libraries in France and the United States by the
pedagogue following her death in 1979. In Brooks’s article on this collection, she gives a
listing of just some of the scores and letters now part of the archive that once belonged to
Boulanger and that concern the composer and his family. Her work suggests that there is
extant evidence that could tell a fascinating story of both the friendship shared by Stravinsky
7 Craft, Glimpses of a Life, 310.
8 Stephen Walsh’s: Stravinsky: A Creative Spring; and idem, Stravinsky, the Second Exile: France and
America, 1934-1971 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2006).
9 Walsh, Second Exile, 152–53, 161–62, 199, 502.
5and Boulanger and the development of musical modernism in general—one that could not be
collapsed within the image of the passive, subservient helpmate image.
Archival Collections
I went in search of these and other primary sources that might allow me to circumvent the
problematic secondary literature. What I found in the archives far surpassed my expectations.
Over the course of their acquaintance, these musicians exchanged materials for more than
forty-three projects; Boulanger’s archives alone hold fifty-four different scores, many of
which are annotated by both her and Stravinsky, are in various states of completion, and
present analyses found nowhere else. The findings of my work are largely indebted to my
reading of these new, unpublished documents located in the fonds Boulanger of the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France , the Stravinsky Sammlung of the Paul Sacher Stiftung and
the private archives of the Centre international Nadia et Lili Boulanger.10 From these various
archives, I have collected relevant letters, programs, diaries,11 teaching/lecture notes, daily
10 Supplementary documents have also been supplied by the Loeb Music Library of Harvard
University and the Mediathèque Nadia Boulanger of the Conservatoire de Musique et de Danse of Lyon,
France.
11 Boulanger, Agendas, 1907-1979, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms 60-108. According to the online
bibliographical record, the diaries are no longer in Boulanger’s hand after 1973. Diaries are missing for the
years 1921, 1929–30, 1934–35, 1939–40, 1949, 1951–52, 1955, and 1969. Incomplete diaries exist for 1932–
33, 1938 (missing the second trimester), 1946–48, and 1950. Jeanice Brooks suggests that the missing diaries
may make up part of the sealed archive that will be opened in 2011. See: Brooks, “Fonds,” 1223. Most
references state that this sealed case will be opened in 2009, thirty years following Boulanger’s death, but
Annette Dieudonné actually specified a date thirty years after the day the materials were donated to the library:
21 December 1981. For a transcription of Dieudonné’s letter to François Lesure—then the conservateur en chef
of the Département de la Musique—see Jérôme Spycket, À la recherché de Lili Boulanger (Paris: Fayard,
2004), 16. Particularly vexing, considering the projects Boulanger and Stravinsky developed at these times, are
the missing diaries from 1930 (Symphonie de psaumes), 1934 (Perséphone), 1938 (Dumbarton Oaks Concerto)
and 1951 (The Rake’s Progress).11
6calendars,12 music manuscripts/published scores, sketchbooks, and miscellaneous personal
documents. Combined, they provide evidence with which to extrapolate a detailed account of
the artistic discussion maintained by Boulanger and Stravinsky for more than forty years.
The Stravinsky-Boulanger Correspondence
Essential to this dissertation are the over 800 letters that I consulted at the fonds Boulanger
and the Stravinsky Sammlung. The Stravinsky family alone sent 389 letters to the French
pedagogue between 1929 and 1979, all now collected at the Bibliothèque Nationale de
France (see Table I.1). The often dramatic letters, particularly those written by the two sons,
Soulima and Theodore, inform Boulanger about the family’s lives centered around Igor
Stravinsky. 406 of the remaining items were exchanged between Boulanger and Stravinsky
themselves. Some of these are already in print, published by Robert Craft, but as Jeanice
Brooks and others have shown, Craft’s edition is “heavily flawed” and edited without
indication.13 Furthermore, he published exclusively those letters written by Stravinsky, and in
omitting Boulanger’s responses, very often deleted pivotal discussions concerning the
composer’s oeuvre, his working methods, and her artistic motivations.14
12 Boulanger, Calendars, 1941, 1946–79, F-Pn, Rés. Vmb. Ms. 88. The pages of the calendars reveal
much of Boulanger’s early post-WWII activity. Also recently made available, are three homemade notepads
that Boulanger kept as diaries from 1941–43. Boulanger, Notepads, F-Pn, Rés. Vmd. Ms. 53 (1-3). These
documents made it possible to reconstruct a sense of Boulanger’s daily movements during the war years more
accurately in this dissertation.
13 Craft, Selected Correspondence, 236–61. Craft’s edition is highly problematic owing to translation
and transcription errors. Furthermore, he excised sections of several letters without indication, and cites other
letters that were never actually sent. (Or if they were, Boulanger discarded them uncharacteristically.).
14 Once a week, the originals of these materials become available for consultation, and I highly
recommend to anyone wishing to make sense of Boulanger’s activity that they take advantage of this. For
example, simply touching the tracing paper used by Boulanger after the war adds an entirely new level of
understanding to the state of poverty experienced be her in reconstruction France. See Correspondence with
Nadia Boulanger, 1931–70, SS, CH-Bps. All letters in this dissertation are cited by author and date, as opposed
to by microfilm code, as per the Stiftung preferences.
7Table I.1 Letters sent by the Stravinsky family to Boulanger, F-Pn
Name N.L.a. shelfmark Microfilm
roll
Dates
Stravinsky, Anna
Mother.
N.L.a. 108 (85-87) 28148 1930-1935
Stravinsky, Catherine
First wife
N.L.a. 108 (88-96) 28148 1929-1937
Stravinsky, Kitty
(Catherine)
Granddaughter
N.L.a. 108 (97-101) 28148 1959-1970
Stravinsky, Denise
Daughter-in-law
N.L.a. 108 (102-107) 28148 1939-1976
Stravinsky, Françoise
Daughter-in-law
N.L.a. 108 (108-114) 28148 1946-1972
Stravinsky, Igor N.L.a 108 (115-310) 28148 1929-1969
Stravinsky, Milène
Daughter
N.L.a. 108 (312-318) 28148 1969-1975
Stravinsky, Soulima
Son and student of Nadia
Boulanger
N.L.a. 108 (319-387) 28148 1929-1977
Stravinsky, Theodore
Son
N.L.a. 109 (1-62) 28149 1931-1980
Stravinsky, Vera de Bossett
Second Wife
N.L.a. 109 (63-87) 28149 1939-1956
The Paul Sacher Stiftung holds all of Boulanger’s 255 letters to Stravinsky, which are
of a remarkable intimacy found nowhere else in the literature. When compared with the
correspondence she maintained with others, such as Aaron Copland, it becomes obvious that
Boulanger typically remained trapped in a position of teacher first and peer second; the
letters to Stravinsky are clearly written to someone Boulanger considered an intimate friend.
Her prose is at times uncomfortably emotional and raw, exposing her private opinions,
reactions, and motivations—material that has heretofore been lacking from our
understanding of this famously taciturn woman. Joined together in dialogue, it is Boulanger
and Stravinsky’s correspondence that forms the core of this dissertation.
8Supplementing these texts are the letters of mutual friends and acquaintances found in
both the Stravinsky Sammlung and the F-Pn. Numerous people wrote to Boulanger about
Stravinsky, painting with their insights a colorful backdrop against which larger projects play
out. Particularly elucidating are the letters of Mildred Bliss, Samuel Dushkin,15 Edward
Forbes, Alexei Haïeff, Marcelle de Manziarly, Igor Markevitch, Nicolas Nabokov, Louise
Talma, and Paul Valéry 16 (Table I.2 contains the shelf-marks for those letters held at the F-
Pn).
Table I.2 Third-Party correspondents, F-Pn
Name N.L.a. shelfmark Microfilm
roll
Bliss, Mildred N.L. a. 56 (238-280) 25285
Forbes, Edward N.L.a. 70 (193-221) 25933
Françaix, Jean N.L.a. 71 (40-257; 266;
272; 294)
26415
Haïeff, Alexei N.L.a. 74 (176-214) 26673
Manziarly, Marcelle de N.L.a. 83 (105-144) 26675
Markevitch, Igor N.L.a. 83 (169-407) 26676
Nabokov, Nicolas N.L.a. 90 (195-243) 27303
Sachs, Arthur N.L.a. 103 (1-125) 21685
Sachs, Georgette N.L.a. 103 (26-123) 21685
Talma, Louise N.L.a. 110 (20-427;
430-432; 55 (150)
28213-28214
Valéry, Paul N.L.a. 113 (305-313) 28218
These letters inform the reader of Boulanger’s mediation between Stravinsky and her
students, friends, and colleagues. They also reveal her efforts to perform, edit, lecture on, and
15 Correspondence sent by the following people to Stravinsky is housed at the Paul Sacher Stiftung:
Mildred Woods Bliss, John Alden Carpenter, Aaron Copland, Samuel Dushkin, Marcelle de Manziarly,
Winaretta Singer, and Paul Valéry.
16 The F-Pn also holds Stravinsky’s letters to Marcelle de Manziarly. See N.L.a. 11 (86-119). For more
on Boulanger’s relationship to Paul Valéry, see Brian Stimpson, “Nadia Boulanger et le monde littéraire,”
Nadia Boulanger et Lili Boulanger, ed. Laederich, 139–56; and Robert Pickering, “À la recherche des rapports
Nadia Boulanger-Paul Valéry: les ressorts d’une affinité privilégiée,” Nadia Boulanger et Lili Boulanger, ed.
Laederich, 157–72.
9arrange commissions for Stravinsky’s compositions. Working through these documents it
becomes apparent that the network that connected Stravinsky and Boulanger is far larger than
most often portrayed; Boulanger and those associated with her were involved with much of
Stravinsky’s activity, beginning in the mid-1920s (see Figure I.1).
Figure I.1 Boulanger-Stravinsky connections
For this reason, these documents offer a rich resource for re-configuring the external
networks by which Stravinsky operated. 17
17 The categories of “student,” “friend ,” and “colleague ” were tremendously fluid amongst those of
the Boulangerie. This chart illustrates only some of the myriad ways Boulanger was able to connect people to
Stravinsky. In certain cases, i.e. Koussevitzky, Boulanger was not responsible for introductions with the
Igor
Stravinsky
Nadia
Boulanger
Students
Jean Françaix
Alexei Haïeff
Jean Papineau-Couture
Claudio Spies
Glenn Watkins
Friends
Richard
Hammond
Arthur Sachs
Paul Valéry
Professional Contacts
Pierre Boulez
Edward Forbes
Sergei Koussevitzky
Willy Strecker
Aaron Copland
Marcelle de Manziarly
Igor Markevitch
Georgette Sachs
Sinsinawa Nuns
Louise Talma
Katharine Wolff
Leonard Bernstein
Mildred Bliss
Nicolas Nabokov
Winnaretta Singer-
Polignac
Francis Poulenc
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Additional Documents of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France
The Bibliothèque Nationale de France also holds various personal documents catalogued in
folders or dossiers held in the library’s reserve section. The state of this part of the fonds is
still in flux, though one can now consult most items on microfilm. Documents concerning
specific activities—for example, Boulanger’s work with the Société Musicale Indépendante,
or her visa applications for various tours—are grouped together. Less-easily categorized
documents are organized by year under titles such as “Séjour aux États-Unis,” “1939 tour,”
or simply “Documents d’archives” (see Table I.3). The range of materials collected in these
dossiers is vast, and it is not always clear what one will find, but the rewards are often worth
the search.18
composer , but she did mediate relationship between the two at various points in time. The shelf marks for those
whose letters are available at the F-Pn but were not cited in Table 2 are: Aaron Copland, N.L.a. 63 (122–71)
and N.L.a. 294 (23-28); Sister Edward Blackwell, N.L.a. 105 (292-358); Jean Papineau-Couture, N.L.a. 92
(144, 147–83, and 186–88); Sister Ignatia Dourney, N.L.a. 105 (362-407); Richard Hammond, N.L.a. 74 (242-
309); Winnaretta Singer-Polignac N.L.a. 94 (193-358) and 97 (182–83); Francis Poulenc, N.L.a. 95 (85-95, 98-
130, 96-97); Claudio Spies, N.L.a. 107 (175-318); Glenn Watkins, N.L.a. 115 (351–55); and Katharine Wolff,
N.L.a. 117 (100-310).
For more on Boulanger’s relationship to Copland see: Mark DeVoto, “Copland and the ‘Boulangerie’,”
in Copland’s Connotations: Studies and Interviews, ed. Peter Dickinson (Woodbridge, UK: Boydell and
Brewer, 2002): 3-13; Annegret Fauser, “Aaron Copland, Nadia Boulanger, and the Making of an ‘American’
composer,” Musical Quarterly 89 (2006): 524–54; Howard Pollack, Aaron Copland: The Life and Work of an
Uncommon Man (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 199), 45-50. For more on Boulanger and the circle of the
Princesse de Polignac see: Jeanice Brooks, “Nadia Boulanger and the Salon of the Princesse de Polignac,”
Journal of the American Musicological Society 46 (1993): 415–68; Myriam Chimènes, “Nadia Boulanger et ses
Mécènes: connivences sociales,” in Nadia Boulanger et Lili Boulanger, ed. Laederich, 99-112; Sylvia Kahan,
Music’s Modern Muse: A Life of Winaretta Singer, Princesse de Polignac (Rochester, NY: University of
Rochester Press, 2003), 294-325; and eadem., “‘Quelque chose de très raffiné et de très musical’: la
collaboration entre Nadia Boulanger et Marie-Blanche de Polignac ,” in Nadia Boulanger et Lili Boulanger, ed.
Laederich, 85-98.
18 There is, for example, a frantic letter in Rés. Vm. Dos. 148 (24) written from Duncan Phillips to
Mlle Boulanger in which he delicately explains the impossibility of re-hanging the major rooms of the Phillips
Memorial Gallery in time for her Stravinsky concert of 9 May 1941. Elsewhere, one finds seven disheveled
drafts of Stravinsky’s speech for the 1944 Koussevitzky Testimonial Dinner—drafts written by Boulanger.
Boulanger, n.d., Rés. Vm. Dos. 124 (103–10). There are many gems like these amongst the odds and ends of
Boulanger’s amassed memorabilia that contain insights unique to this collection.
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Filed away in this series of folders are the concert programs Boulanger collected over
the course of her lifetime.19 These programs span the length of three microfilm reels and
reference concerts from 1902 until 1973. This is where one finds the programs for the private
premieres of Perséphone, the Dumbarton Oaks Concerto, and the Sonate pour deux pianos—
events all masterminded by Boulanger. There are also numerous examples of concerts
containing Stravinsky’s music in which Boulanger was the performer, conductor, or
organizer.
Also included in Rés. Vm. Dos. are the syllabi for Boulanger’s Wednesday afternoon
classes from 1934-1939 and 1946-1979. 20 Stravinsky’s works figure prominently
throughout, sometimes before they were available through publication. Indeed, for the
majority of their relationship, Boulanger received Stravinsky’s scores in autograph form from
him directly or from his publisher. Reading these syllabi, it is clear that Boulanger was the
first voice to present much of Igor Stravinsky’s music to generations of students, and that the
composer depended on her for this. Furthermore, the design of the classes and the excerpts
selected reflect Boulanger’s intimate familiarity with these pieces—particularly the neo-
classical compositions—drawn from first-hand experience discussing and editing them
alongside the composer.
19 Boulanger, Programmes, 1901–73,F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 195; Jeanice Brooks, “Noble et Grande
Servante de la Musique: Telling the Story of Nadia Boulanger’s Conducting Career,” Journal of Musicology 14
(1996): 92-116; and Alexandra Laederich, ed., “Au clavier et au pupitre: les concerts de Nadia Boulanger de
1901 à 1973,” in Nadia Boulanger et Lili Boulanger, 173–90.
20 Boulanger, Les Cours de la rue Ballu, ‘Les cours du mercredi’, 1934–39; 1946–79, F-Pn, Rés. Vm.
Dos. 128. For a documentary on these classes late in Boulanger’s life see: Bruno Monsaigeon (director),
Mademoiselle: A Film by Bruno Monsaingeon, DVD (1977, Paris: Idéale Audience Internationale, 2007).
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Table I.3 Relevant Rés. Vm. Dos. contents
Folder Title (translated into
English)
Shelfmark Microfilm No.
Wednesday Afternoon
Classes
Rés. Vm. Dos. 128 Vm bob 31970
École Normale Documents Rés. Vm. Dos. 127 Vm Bob 31970
Société Musicale
Indépendante
Rés. Vm. Dos. 138 Vm Bob 32624
Activity during 1932 Rés. Vm. Dos. 140 Vm Bob 32625
Activity during 1936 Rés. Vm. Dos. 141 Vm Bob 32625
Materials relating to tours of
the United States
Rés. Vm. Dos. 143 Vm Bob 32625
1939 tour Rés. Vm. Dos. 144 Vm Bob 32626
Exile in the United States Rés. Vm. Dos. 145-
149
Vm Bob 32626-
32627
Archival documents Rés. Vm. Dos. 150-
152
Vm Bob 32627-
32628
Programs Rés. Vm. Dos. 195 Vm Bob 34028-
24031
Scores: Autographs, Proofs, and Printed Materials
As I mentioned earlier, Boulanger and Stravinsky began exchanging scores as early as 1923.
Fifty additional scores would follow over the next forty-six years. 21 It is perhaps only fitting
that these musical scores and their annotations should tell the story of Boulanger and
Stravinsky’s partnership more vividly than any of the other items in the archival collections I
consulted. The following table lists the various scores authored by Stravinsky contained in
21 There are three different places to locate these items. The call-numbers for some are referenced at
the end of the Nadia Boulanger section of the card catalog (including some of the Symphonie en ut and
Symphonie de psaumes scores.) Others are only listed in the Département de Musique’s register of gifts, a
cahier that can be requested from the Présidence de Salle. The third way to find scores is by cross-referencing
items in the Stravinsky drawer of the card catalog with the number of the fonds Boulanger. All gifts to the F-Pn
are assigned a number, and all items in the card catalog reference the gift that they came from. In the case of the
fonds Boulanger, this number is 80-113. If a Stravinsky score lists this number as a part of its catalog record, it
belonged to Boulanger before coming to the F-Pn. Unfortunately, none of this information is available via the
online catalogue.
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Boulanger’s collection (see Table I.4). 22 Throughout the course of this dissertation, I return
to these scores, weaving their details into the narrative of each project, and allowing the
music to stand in dialogue with the other archival materials.
Table I.4 Stravinsky scores owned by Boulanger (F-Pn), 1930-1969
Work Type of Score A
nn
ot
at
ed
Date Shelfmark
Capriccio Autograph two-piano
reduction
X 1930 Ms. 17941
Symphonie de
psaumes
Copy of the autograph
orchestral score
X 1931 Gr. Vma. 476
Proofs for the
piano/vocal (p/v) score,
also entitled “pages
bleues” (Paris: Édition
Russe de Musique,
1930)
X 1931 Rés. Vma. Ms. 245
Revised p/v score
(Paris: Édition Russe de
Musique, 1931)
X 1931 Rés. Vma. 317
Original analysis and
sketches23
X 1931-
1932
Rés. Vma. Ms. 984
Perséphone Proofs p/v score, three
different versions (Paris:
Éditions Russe de
Musique, 1934)
X 1934 Rés. Vma. Ms. 316
Copy of the autograph
orchestral score (1934
version –given to NB in
X 1934 Gr. Vma. 474
22 The SS, CH-Bps also holds all the extant Stravinsky sketch materials. These are of slightly less
importance to this work, seeing as there is no evidence that Boulanger was ever involved in the pre-
compositional stage of Stravinsky’s creative process (with the possible exception of the Sonata for Two
Pianos). The sketches offer little information to confirm this. Ultimately, the sketch-books do provide a unique
point of comparison for understanding the effectiveness of Boulanger’s analytical sketches which, at times,
show an uncanny ability to mirror Stravinsky’s processes.22
23 These are listed in the catalog as “Esquisses de la Symphonie en ut.”
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Work Type of Score A
nn
ot
at
ed
Date Shelfmark
1947)
Bogoroditse
devo; later
Ave Maria
Autograph original
given to Boulanger
(probably during the
revision process of
1949)
1934 Rés. Vma. Ms. 980
Jeu de cartes Copy of the autograph
orchestral score
X 1937 Vma.4004
Concerto en
Mib
(Dumbarton
Oaks
Concerto)
Proofs of the autograph
orchestral score used by
Boulanger to conduct
the piece, (Mainz: B.
Schött’s Söhne, 1938)
X 1938 Rés. Vma. 315
Autograph two-piano
reduction
X 1938 Ms. 17945
Published two-piano
score (Mainz: B.
Schott’s Söhne, 1938),
given to NB in 1941.
X 1938 Vma. 4002
Revised two-piano score X 1938 Vmg. 22935
Symphonie en ut Copy of the autograph
orchestral score, mvt. I
and II
X 1941 Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 (1-2)
Boulanger’s sketches
and analyses of the
symphony
1942? Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 (3)
X
Autograph score, two-
piano reduction, mvt I
X Undated Rés. Vma. Ms.
1039
Autograph score, two-
piano reduction, mvt. I-
IV
X 1940 Rés. Vma. Ms. 982 (1-3);
983 (1-2); and 984
Copy of autograph for
two-piano reduction24
X Undated Vma. 4015 (1-3)
24 This score also states that it comes with Boulanger’s esquisses or analytical notes. They are missing
from the actual document and I suspect became Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 (3). Louise Talma references a photostat of
this score in a letter to Boulanger stating: “As you know from the cable we sent there was quite a Boulangerie
here this summer… your presence was truly in our midst, both in the music we wrote and the music we studied
and played together, the latter including the two Stravinsky Symphonies. (One of the men had a photostat copy
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Work Type of Score A
nn
ot
at
ed
Date Shelfmark
Four Norwegian
Moods
Copy of the autograph
orchestral score
X 1942 Vmb. 4455
Piano-Rag-
Music
Copy of the published
score (London: J & W
Chester, 1920)
X 1942 Vmg. 22930
Circus Polka Copy of the autograph
score
1942 Vmb. 4452
Copy of published score
(New York: Associated
Music Publishers, 1942)
X 1943 Vmg. 22920
Apollon
Musagète
Copy of autograph score X 1943 Vmb. 5461
« Danse
Sacrale » from
Le Sacre du
printemps
Autograph orchestral
score X
1943 Ms. 17946; Bob 6378
Sonate pour
deux pianos
Score missing, but
referenced in dedication
to Circus Polka and in
letters
X
1943-
1944
Danses
concertantes
Copy of published two-
piano score (New York:
Associated Music
Publishers, 1942)
X
1944 Vma. 4001
Scherzo à la
Russe
Copy of the autograph
orchestral score X
1945 Vma. 4013
Symphony in
Three
Movements
Copy of autograph score
(draft of first
movement)
X
1945
Gr. Vma. 475
Undated but likely from 1941-45 are her copy of the autograph orchestral score for
Oedipus Rex (Vma. 4006); incomplete autograph of the revised Pastorale (Rés.Vma. Ms.
981); new Latin version of the Pater Noster (published score, New York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1949, Vmh. 8581; copy of the autograph, Vmg. 22928); original autograph
sketches for Scènes de ballet (Ms. 17942); and a copy of the published score for the Star
Spangled Banner (New York: Mercury Music Corp., 1941, Vmh. 8582).
of the manuscript of the C. sym. with your marginal notes.)” Talma to Boulanger, 21 September 1947, F-Pn,
N.L a. 110 (233–35). These missing esquisses are not part of the donation of scores Boulanger bequeathed to
Harvard.
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Work Type of Score A
nn
ot
at
ed
Date Shelfmark
Messe Copy of the autograph
score, Gloria mvt.
X 1945 Vmg. 22923
Copy of autograph score X 1947 Vmg. 22925
Published score (New
York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1948)
X 1949 Vmg. 22924
Hommage à
Nadia
Boulanger
Original autograph
score
1947 Ms. 17940
Orpheus Copy of the autograph
score
X 1948 Vma. 4008
The Rake’s
Progress
Autograph Summary
Sketches
X 1951? Rés. Vma. Ms. 329 (1-3)
Copy of the published
score (New York:
Boosey and Hawkes,
1951)
X 1951 Vma. 4010
Undated but probably from the 1946-1951 period is a copy of the autograph score for the
Ebony Concerto (Vma. 4003).
Credo Published Score (New
York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1949)
1952 Vmh. 8580
The Flood Published Score (New
York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1963)
1963 Vmg. 22922
Elegy for J.F.K. Published Score (New
York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1964)
X 1964 Vmg. 12520A
Sacre du
printemps
Published Sketches
(New York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1969)
X 1969 Vma. 4011-4012
Materials of the Centre internationale Nadia et Lili Boulanger
The materials of the Centre internationale Nadia et Lili Boulanger are extensive and a
testament both to Boulanger’s wide-reaching pedagogical activities and the remarkable
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dedication and organizational skill of her team of secretaries. These archives are housed in
the heart of Paris, and, as if haunted by the ghost of the two sisters, are still watched over by
the bust of Lili Boulanger that had served as the imposing centerpiece of Boulanger’s salon
after 1913.25 Boulanger’s teaching supplies (articles, lecture notes, analytical sketches, and
other varia) line the Foundation’s walls and are stacked upon the floor. Here, they retain their
original filing, organized alphabetically by subject or composer. Added to this are several
binders of photographs, the majority of which remain unpublished and continue to be
controlled by the Foundation.
A wealth of materials are contained within the collection that pertain to Stravinsky.
These include items such as unpublished studies written by Boulanger’s students, article
proofs by Stravinsky himself, Boulanger’s lecture notes on various pieces—among them the
Septet, Cantate, and two lectures on the Mass—and analytical notes that were not included as
part of the F-Pn donation (see table I.5).
The volume of information represented by these binders alone is remarkable. Add to
that the possibility to cross-reference other files held by the Centre and one marvels at the
possibilities this archive presents. It fell well beyond the scope of my project to provide an
in-depth study of each of the documents discovered here, and instead I chose to focus on one
specific composition, Stravinsky’s Messe, for which the Bibliothèque Nationale evidence
was minimal. The remainder of these documents await another scholar and further visits to
the Foundation, before their wealth can be fully mined.
25 The statue was commissioned of Lucienne Heulvelmann after Lili Boulanger won the Prix de Rome
competition in 1913. See Leonie Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger: A Life in Music (New York and London:
Norton, 1982), 165–66.
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Table I.5 Documents of the Centre Internationale Nadia et Lili Boulanger
STRAWINSKY: 95
Shelfmark Document Title (translated into
English)
(Author)
Material Type Language
A (A1-A2) Article on Perséphone
(Igor Stravinsky)
Article proofs26
1934
French
B1à20 Study on the rhythm of Stravinsky
with examples
(Jeanne Seitz)
Unpublished essay English
C1-11 Some Rhythmic Characteristics of
the Music of Strawinsky
(Jane Burgess)
Unpublished essay English
D 1-21 (22) Lecture on the Septet
(Boulanger)
Lecture notes French
E Lecture notes on Stravinsky
(Boulanger)
Lecture notes (piece
unlisted) 1943
French
F1-F50 Stravinsky Home at Oustiloug
(Unknown)
Article describing
Stravinsky’s summer
home at Oustiloug
[sic]
French
G Chronological list of works
(from1906 to 1944)
(Stravinsky)
Published list of
works
French
H1-H8 Article sur les pièces pour deux
pianos, 1944
(Robert Tangeman)27
Article proofs, 1944 English
I1-I5 Musical notes on the Mass
(Boulanger)
Handwritten musical
analyses
French
J1- J8 La Cantate by Igor Stravinsky, 1952
and Analytic Sketches for the
program notes of the L.A. Symphony
Orchestra concert,
11, Nov. 195228
French
AD K Notes on Stravinsky’s Pastorale
(Boulanger)
Handwritten analyses French
AD L1-L3 Notes on Stravinsky’s Capriccio Handwritten analyses French
26 Igor Stravinsky, “Igor Strawinsky Nous Parle de Perséphone,” Excelsior (29 April 1934): 579–81.
This is where Stravinsky wrote of his technique: “Mon nez est. Ma technique est.” Boulanger referenced this
quote repeatedly in lectures on the composer afterwards.
27 Later published as “Stravinsky’s Two-Piano Works,” Modern Music 22 (1945): 93-98.
28Secretarial annotations suggest this lecture was also part of a series on BBC talks and talks on
Modern Music given by Boulanger. I was unable to consult either of these other series because of time
constraints.
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Shelfmark Document Title (translated into
English)
(Author)
Material Type Language
(Boulanger)
AD M1-M6 Analysis of the Chants Russes
(Boulanger)
Handwritten analyses French
AD N1-N32 Analysis and lecture for the
Mass,1972
(Boulanger)
Boulanger’s lecture
notes on the Mass
French
AD O1-O3 Analysis of the Pater Noster and Ave
Marie
(Boulanger)
Handwritten analyses English
NB+AD –P1-P Various Notes
(Boulanger)
Various
NB Q1-Q5 Chronology of works and notes
(Boulanger)
Chronological list of
Stravinsky’s works
alongside other
compositions written
in the same years
French
CA R1-R2 Lecture notes on the Mass, 1972 Lecture notes French
S1-S35 Lecture by Stravinsky on Art and
Creation
(Stravinsky)
Lecture notes French
Methodology
To connect these materials and place them in a meaningful context I use a rigorous
methodology that combines archive-based historical research with musical analysis and the
tools of cultural and critical theory. This approach is relatively new to research on musical
modernism in general and Stravinsky in particular. For this dissertation, I join the burgeoning
work of such scholars as Brigid Cohen, Mary Davis, Annegret Fauser, and Tamara Levitz
who are beginning to explore new, interdisciplinary ways of engaging modernist
historiographies.29 For my own project, I draw theoretical constructs from an array of sources
29 Mary Davis, Classic Chic: Music, Fashion, and Modernism (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
of California Press, 2006); Tamara Levitz is currently working on the collaborative relationships between
Stravinsky, André Gide, and Ida Rubenstein during the development of the melodrama Perséphone. Levitz,
“Perséphone’s Liminal Dance” (Paper read at the Meeting Feminist Theory and Music 9: Speaking Out of
Place/Parler Sans Frontières, McGill University, Montreal, QC, June 6-10, 2007); and “Stravinsky’s Exquisite
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in the humanities including theories of post-structural feminism, transnationalism, cultural
transmission, and cultural capital.
Feminist Musicology/Feminist Methodologies
This dissertation is first and foremost a feminist account of Boulanger’s career and the role
she played in mediating Stravinsky’s compositions. It is all too easy when exploring the
relationship of two strong characters such as Boulanger and Stravinsky to struggle between
serving two masters. Even more dangerous is the pull to invert any claim to Boulanger’s
primacy in her relations with Stravinsky. 30 In lieu of doing either, I have chosen to center
this dissertation on Boulanger, using feminist theories and methodologies as framing devices.
In so doing, I join with modernist scholarship that seeks to reinterpret, in Suzanne Cusick’s
words: “woman’s work and the culturally feminine so that they cease to be marginalized and
devalued, but might be re-interpreted as important elements of musical culture.”31
I argue that throughout her career, as Boulanger crafted a public image for
Stravinsky, she did so by performing—in the Judith Butler sense—gendered discourses with
great success.32 Whenever possible, I highlight these gender discourses and consider how
they interacted with and informed Boulanger’s professional mobility, analytic approaches,
Corpses” (Paper read at the Annual Meeting of the American Musicological Association, Quebec City, QC, 1-4
November 2007); Brigid Cohen, “Wolpe’s ‘Geschichte der Verknüpfungen’: Reflections on Writing and
Community,” Mitteilungen der Paul Sacher Stiftung 19 (2006): 17-21; and eadem, “Migrant Cosmopolitan
Modern: Cultural Reconstruction in Stefan Wolpe’s Musical Thought,” PhD diss., Harvard University, 2007.
30Suzanne Cusick discusses the relative difficulty that resides in writing about women’s work in:
“Gender, Musicology, and Feminism,” in Rethinking Music, ed. Nicholas Cook and Mark Everist (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1999), 490.
31 Cusick, “Gender, Musicology, and Feminism,” 497.
32 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: Routledge,
1990).
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and pedagogical constructs. Thus my work follows in the same vein as that of feminist
musicologists Marcia Citron, Annegret Fauser, Ellie Hisama, and Judith Tick, who have
recently begun the task of reconsidering how women artists in particular, and gender in
general, have played a role in shaping the modernist canon.33 Via this emphasis, I place
Boulanger and Stravinsky’s activities along what Judith Tick describes as the “continuum of
possible adaptations and resistances between individuals and society and between men and
women who, as composers and musicians, are bound together as much as torn apart by the
ideology surrounding music and gender.”34
Indeed, as this dissertation shows, Boulanger is a particularly difficult figure to situate
within the musicological continuum, because her activity so often fell outside of
conventional models of the creative process. Though she composed early in her career,
Boulanger abandoned this activity in the mid-1920s.35 She did not serve as an official editor
for Stravinsky’s music, and her intermittent work as conductor or performer was never tied to
any one particular orchestra or ensemble. Instead, Boulanger was a teacher, a vocation
33 Marcia Citron, Gender and the Musical Canon (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2000);
Annegret Fauser, “The Making of an ‘American’ composer,” 524–54; eadem., “La Guerre en Dentelles:
Women and the Prix de Rome in French Cultural Politics,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 51
(1998): 83-129; Ellie Hisama, Gendering Musical Modernism (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2001); Hisama and Ray Allen, eds., Ruth Crawford Seeger’s Worlds: Innovation and
Tradition in Twentieth-Century American Music (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2007); and Judith
Tick, Ruth Crawford Seeger: A Composer’s Search for American Music (New York: Oxford University Press,
1997).
34 Judith Tick, “Charles Ives and Gender Ideology,” in Musicology and Difference, ed. Ruth Solie
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1993), 105.
35 For Boulanger’s compositional activities see: Caroline Potter, “Nadia Boulanger’s and Raoul
Pugno’s La Ville Morte,” Opera Quarterly 16 (2000): 397-406; eadem.,“Nadia and Lili Boulanger: Sister
Composers,” Musical Quarterly 83 (1999): 536–56; and eadem., Nadia and Lili Boulanger (Burlington,
VT:Ashgate Publishing, 2006). Interestingly enough, Boulanger continued to list her occupation as “composer”
on her visa documents when touring the United States from 1937–39. See: Boulanger, Voyages aux États-Unis,
1937–39, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 125. For the details of her conducting career see: Brooks, “Noble et Grande,”
92-116.
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disparaged by accusations of feminization, itself equated with inferiority.36 This gendered
devaluing of her, such as in Virgil Thomson’s metaphor of Boulanger as a “musical
midwife,” placed and continues to place her in a marginal position, rendering her as neither
the established composer nor the composer-in-training, a reality which has tarred her with the
stigma of historical irrelevance.37
My work calls this into question, specifically by reconsidering the ability of the
“Master Teacher” to imbue music with canonical worth. This was especially true of
Boulanger’s engagement with Stravinsky’s oeuvre. It was Boulanger’s cultural capital that
helped in part to assert a canonical place for Stravinsky’s music amongst a younger
generation of students who went on themselves to propagate her ideas across the globe.
Boulanger’s pedagogical acumen meant that she could successfully execute her valuation of
Stravinsky’s music oftentimes before his works had even been published. Boulanger’s ability
to influence the canon was invaluable to the development of musical traditions, especially
those that included Stravinsky. It is this activity that Cusick argues feminist musicology
ought to reintroduce as a powerful contribution to the musicological literature, as it informs
the “means by which people are inculturated, and taught behaviours that will eventually be
markers of gender, ethnicity, and class.”38
36 For this disparaging view of the teaching profession in early twentieth-century America see: Carol
Oja, Making Music Modern: New York in the 1920s (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 201–03 and
221–27; Nadine Hubbs, The Queer Composition of America’s Sound: Gay Modernists, American Music, and
National Identity (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2004), 133; and Tick, “Charles
Ives,” 95.
37 “Being midwife to developing musical nations would seem to be her basic role.” Virgil Thomson, A
Virgil Thomson Reader (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981), 391.
38 Cusick, “Gender, Musicology, and Feminism,” 484.
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Moreover, lest I re-inscribe notions of Boulanger operating solely as Stravinsky’s
helpmate, it is essential to remember that in validating Stravinsky’s music, Boulanger
validated her own authority as a pedagogue. Boulanger’s advocacy for Stravinsky also served
to promote the neoclassic aesthetic over and above the work of serialists like Arnold
Schoenberg or “systematic composers” like Olivier Messiean. In championing Stravinsky,
Boulanger championed her own school, and in fighting for his music, shaped the circle that
would continue to validate her own teaching practices. As we shall see, it is easy to lose sight
of this self-validation amongst the powerful rhetoric employed by Boulanger in her creative
dialogue with Stravinsky. Yet this motivation was at least in part responsible for Boulanger’s
fervent support of her favorite composer. For in devotion to him, Boulanger was subtly
miming the devotion she wished to inspire in her own pupils for her teachings.
In large part, this wish to empower Boulanger and implicate her professional agency
when working with Stravinsky was my motivation for choosing the verb “constructs” for the
title, and one of the dominant themes, of this dissertation. I do not mean to suggest that
Boulanger constructed Stravinsky the man, rather that Boulanger constructed an image of
Stravinsky—his personality, his compositional process, his legacy—that she then taught to
the public. The Stravinsky that Boulanger mediated developed in a two-part process that
corresponds with the first and second halves of this dissertation. Boulanger crafted her
construction of Stravinsky primarily, as we shall see, from firsthand exposure to Stravinsky
and his music between 1930 and 1946. She gained an understanding of his compositional
proclivities and motivations, personality and sense of humour, by observing (and, I believe,
influencing) them first-hand during this time. Thus Boulanger warrants, and receives in this
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dissertation, a treatment similar to other exegetes that Valerie Dufour has connected with
Stravinsky, including Charles-Albert Cingria, Roland Manuel, André Gide, and others.39
After the Second World War when Boulanger separated from Stravinsky—she moved
back to Paris, he remained in the United States—Boulanger’s manufacturing of the
composer’s identity became entirely her own. Her presentations on Stravinsky grew to be
increasingly the stuff of memory, of times past (jadis). In this second half of the dissertation,
the idea of construction takes on an even greater artificiality, in that the Stravinsky Boulanger
presented post-1946 was a direct reflection of who Boulanger wished Stravinsky to be, and
what she wished him to represent for music, and less perhaps of the realities of his
compositional activity, especially after 1952 when he turned to serialism. This is the
Stravinsky of Boulanger’s more dogmatic period, and is the persona most commonly
presented in the few historical accounts about her, given that Boulanger only authorized
biographical efforts in the final decade of her life. Simultaneously, this is the Stravinsky who
more clearly reflects Boulanger’s own self and her own desires for the future of music,
because this persona was designed primarily by her selective memories.
Thus feminism serves as a framing device that focuses the other discoveries of this
dissertation. Through it, I present an active, complex Boulanger—a woman fraught with
contradictions, yet vibrantly passionate about her musical practices. Through the various
projects presented in this dissertation, I shift gears and lenses as I explore the various shades
of Boulanger’s kaleidoscopic relationship to Igor Stravinsky and his music. This theoretical
framework informs and is informed by the music-theoretical insights I read in the sketches
and scores of the archives and in the rhetoric found within the two musician’s letters.
39 See Valerie Dufour’s work on Stravinsky’s co-authors and assistants up until the 1940s, Stravinski et
ses Exégètes (Brussels: Unversité de Bruxelles, 2006).
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Transnationalism and Cultural Mediation
After gender, this dissertation is primarily about location. By location, I mean both
geographical positionings, such as those tied to nation-states, and locations within cultural
networks, which in Boulanger and Stravinsky’s cases so often mapped onto
transnational/trans-Atlantic systems. In reconfiguring the cultural landscape over which
Boulanger’s ideas travelled, and the methods she used to propagate these ideas, I borrow
theoretical constructs from the field of transnational studies and notions of cultural
transmission.40 Previously, the musicological use of these theories has most commonly
focused on the mediation of subaltern or diasporic cultural traditions in relation to a dominant
culture, particularly concerning people of color and their relationship with Western nations.41
I wish to extend this theoretical usage, to show that these constructs can be useful to
explorations of topics positioned closer to the “center” of academic inquiry. Though neither
Boulanger nor Stravinsky fall into the traditional experiential paradigms explored in
transnationalism studies, they too held positions that oscillated between standing squarely
within the dominant culture and also outside of it—positions that they were able to put to
powerful use. In my work, I interrogate Boulanger and Stravinsky’s shifting relations to
dominant cultural discourses during the modernist era, especially to explore how they
exploited their shifting hybrid positions as cultural insiders/outsiders to add further credence
to their avant-garde identities. Furthermore, I consider how Boulanger established
40 My model of cultural transmission has also been informed by recent work on cultural transfer,
especially that undertaken by musicologists, Mark Everist and Annegret Fauser. See: Music, Theater, and
Cultural Transfer: Paris 1830 to 1914 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009). See also, Michael Werner
and Michel Espagne, eds. Transferts: Les Relations interculturelles dans l’espace franco-allemand (XVIIIeet
XIXe siècle) (Paris: Editions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1988).
41 Ethnomusicologists have also begun addressing the intersections of cultural mediation,
transnationalism, and pedagogy. See: Margaret Kartomi and Steven Blum, Music-cultures in Contact:
Convergences and Collisions (Basel, Switzerland: Gordon and Breach, 1994).
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pedagogical conduits that transcended national boundaries, thereby complicating further her
use of modernist discourses that were themselves so heavily rooted in national politics but
inherently dependent upon trans-Atlantic systems of transmission.
“I do not accept that anyone is permanently fixed by his or her identity.”42 In his
seminal book, Routes, James Clifford discusses the ways in which culture traverses the globe
and the roles people play in its diffusion. The above quotation, asserts the fundamental
theoretical kernel that lies at the heart of Clifford’s writing: identities are fluid, dependent on
context, and malleable if manipulated by the right actor. His words also summarize
Boulanger’s own chameleon-like persona. She could frame herself and Stravinsky in fluid
and flexible ways, depending on where she was, and which culture she was interacting with.
Boulanger was, as transnational models suggest, “‘anchored in’ while also transcending one
or more nation-states.”43 Hers was a cultural affiliation centered in Paris, France, and
extending outwards to England, Canada, the United States and South America. Eventually,
she made inroads in the former Soviet Union, Hungary, Poland, Japan, and China. As we
shall see, depending on where Boulanger was situated and to which audience she was
speaking, she could alter her cultural message while still retaining authority. Boulanger was
one of the main actors in what Carol Oja describes as the “conduit for artistic exchange” that
the Atlantic became after 1920. 44 This was in part because of Boulanger’s ability to appeal
to North Americans through the authority of the French tradition, while also asserting a
42James Clifford, Routes: Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth-Century (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1997), 12.
43 Brenda S.A. Yeoh, Michael W. Charney, and Tong Chee Kiong, eds. Approaching
Transnationalisms: Studies on Transnational Societies, Multicultural Contacts, and Imaginings of Home
(Boston: Kluwer Academic, 2003), 17.
44 Oja, Making Music Modern, 331.
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message of music’s “universal” language. Consider Khagram and Levitt’s work on
transnational systems where they state that “some people function as transporters and
transmitters of new ideas and practices, while others act as translators or transformers.”45 In
her negotiations with America patronesses, her lectures in Switzerland, and her concerts in
England, to name just three examples, Boulanger became this translator for Stravinsky. She
transported his music via her performances, and by extension, the performances and
teachings of her students
Music was to Boulanger a second home, a second culture. She could oscillate
between belonging to the French tradition, place emphasis on her Russian heritage via her
mother, or suggest that she was familiar with American traditions by virtue of her many
students, depending on what her role required of her. Glenn Watkins attributes Boulanger’s
success in large part to her French nationality, given that, after World War I, studying in
France was the dominant option for Americans who had previously travelled to Germany
instead.46 It was in this transnational situation that Boulanger espoused her own brand of
neoclassicism. As Carol Oja writes, transnationalisms of the 1920s bore a “syncretic process
of international exchange in which aspects of neoclassicism were manipulated and fused to
form different breeds in different contexts.” In Boulanger’s own pedagogical spaces,
neoclassicism became, as described by Alan Kendall, “a means to transcend national
45 Sanjeev Khagram and Peggy Levitt, eds., The Transnational Studies Reader (New York: Routledge,
2008), 6.
46 Before World War I, the following composers and scholars all went to Leipzig or Berlin to study
music: Horatio Parker of Yale University (Dean: 1904–18); Edward MacDowell of Columbia University. (He
began studies at the Paris Conservatoire in 1877, but after a year he moved to Frankfurt, Germany to continue
studies there.) It was his wife, Marian MacDowell, who founded the eponymous colony in Peterbourgh, N.H.;
John Knowles Paine, the first professor of music in the United States who taught at Harvard beginning in 1861;
and George W. Chadwick, Director of the New England Conservatory as of 1897. After the war, people went to
Paris to study instead of Germany. Glenn Watkins, Proof Through the Night (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 2003), 95-97.
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boundaries,” or, an international aesthetic.47 Her particular brand of neoclassicism allowed
Boulanger to void notions of culture belonging to any one nation or being the purview of any
one national language.
Thus, in an environment as politically charged as inter-war Europe, where nationality
carried with it a great deal of baggage and could lead to jingoism or other forms of
discrimination, Boulanger attempted to mediate nationality with internationalism, belonging
to two cultures at once or none at all. In this space, Boulanger wielded a great deal of cultural
power, resonating with Clifford’s comment that political power is directly related to: “who
deploys nationality or transnationality, authenticity or hybridity, against whom, with what
relative power and ability to sustain hegemony.”48
In her position as educator, Boulanger navigated the complex task of mediating the
music of Igor Stravinsky to various audiences. He was also a cultural outsider by, after 1913,
never “belonging” to the culture in which he lived. In Paris, he was not Parisian, in America,
he was not American. Boulanger stood in compassionate relation to this, because, even as a
Parisian in Paris, she was a woman, and therefore a relative outsider in the male-dominated
world of musical production. Boulanger’s brilliance resided in not only acknowledging this
imbalance, but in then using it as a manipulative tool that allowed her access to an unspoken,
hidden authority. Her activity took place in interstitial locations: The Conservatoire
Américain; her rue Ballu apartment. By entering the cultural dialogue from the periphery,
Boulanger could manipulate the center. She did so adroitly, and, as we shall see, soon after
the 1920s, her periphery became the center only to recede into the boundaries again after the
47Alan Kendall, The Tender Tyrant: Nadia Boulanger, A Life Devoted to Music (London: Macdonald
and Jane’s, 1976), 24.
48Clifford, Routes,10.
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1950s push towards what Nadine Hubbs refers to as the “decline of tonal modernism in
America…and the ascent of complexity music.”49 In this dissertation, I will follow
Boulanger’s transnational network from the moment Stravinsky encountered it fully in 1930,
through its collapse during the Second World War, to Boulanger’s post-war attempts at
reconstruction and its eventual dilution after 1950.
One final theme that this dissertation will address that relates to the idea of cultural
positioning is the notion of community versus isolation. Especially interesting to me is the
question of how Boulanger mapped Stravinsky’s geographical and cultural difference onto
notions of his artistic genius. In his text, The Location of Culture, Homi K. Bhabha writes
that culture is defined in:
those moments or processes that are produced in the articulation of cultural
difference. These “in-between” spaces provide the terrain for elaborating
strategies of selfhood—singular or communal—that initiate new signs of
identity, and innovative sites of collaboration, and contestation, in the act of
defining the idea of society itself.50
In defining Stravinsky, Boulanger made him an artistic visionary, one whose extreme
position at the cutting-edge of musical production also isolated him. This metaphor of
“solitude” dialogues interestingly with Boulanger’s attempts to construct an international
concept of modernist art. By suggesting that Stravinsky’s extraordinary talents caused him to
stand “outside” of the community, Boulanger facilitated a way by which Stravinsky could be
received as an outsider without attributing his difference to his Russian heritage. Stravinsky’s
music was so unique, that, in Boulanger’s mind, it isolated him. He stood at the boundaries
49 Nadine Hubbs, Queer Composition, 71.
50 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (New York: Routledge, 2004), 12
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and was the guiding light across the “bridge”—in the Rennée Green sense.51 This coincides
with what Carole Oja describes as the “modernist criteria”: to fulminate against tradition, be
completely new; and be rejected by critics and the establishment.” 52 The modernist
conception of “the composer” almost required of Stravinsky—or, at least, Boulanger’s
construction of Stravinsky—that he remain outside the community, that he instead live as a
solitary genius, a strong “individual.” In this way, Boulanger isolated Stravinsky from
mainstream culture while still allowing him to inform it. “Solitude” became Boulanger and
Stravinsky’s marker, but it was also their rallying cry. I will trace this metaphor of isolation
and consider how it was that solitude and belonging interacted in Stravinsky and Boulanger’s
discourse, and how it was that this shifted over time.
Cultural Capital
Dovetailing closely with this idea of transnationalism and cultural transfer is the model of
cultural capital developed by the sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu. Cultural capital is most helpful
in highlighting the professional agency and authority Boulanger commanded during her
career. The task of expressing this agency, so key to addressing Boulanger’s own successes,
is made exceptionally difficult because of her efforts to mask any evidence of it through her
manipulation of public gender tropes that ran counter to a narrative of the professional
authoritarian. Disentangling this apparent paradox—successful acquisition of professional
power through the artificial denial of such—is better theorized by incorporating into the
equation that which Boulanger professed to serve above all else: music.
51 Bhabha, Location of Culture, 3.
52 Oja, Making Music Modern, 43.
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The term “cultural capital” describes the way in which cultural artefacts and patterns
of behavior are validated and taught. Bourdieu’s central text on the topic is the book, La
Distinction: Critique sociale du jugement, published in 1979. 53 Bourdieu’s is a tri-partite
model, involving what he terms as habitus, capital, and fields.
Habitus can be defined as the series of unspoken cues that structure, and are
structured by, how people behave.54 It must be remembered that the nexus of relationships
that establish a habitus are constantly changing and redefining themselves rather than
remaining in fixed form.55 Furthermore, they exist on the subconscious level, often learned
through unspoken triggers. Habitus is both defined by and capable of dictating behaviors; it
is a reflexive system. It is “at once inter-subjective and the site of the constitution of the
person-in-action.” 56 Learning to interact with a habitus occurs at the levels of familial and
educational socialization.57 This interaction of the domestic and the educational resonates
particularly well with Boulanger’s own eliding of her educational practices with her home
life, inviting particularly gifted students to visit her in her home for lessons, or in opening up
her rue Ballu apartment as a salon on Wednesday afternoons. Fashioned as such,
Boulanger’s teaching practices intersect well with the description of habitus as: “a process of
improvisation that in turn is structured by cultural orientations, personal trajectories, and the
53 Pierre Bourdieu, La distinction: Critique sociale du jugement (Paris: Éditions de Minuit, 1979).
54 Craig Calhoun, Edward LiPuma, and Moishe Postone eds., Bourdieu: Critical Perspectives
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 4.
55 Calhoun et. al, Bourdieu, 4.
56 Ibid., 4.
57 David Swartz, Culture and Power: The Sociology of Pierre Bourdieu, (University of Chicago Press:
Chicago, 1997), 76. See also, John R. Hall and Mary Jo Neitz, Culture: Sociological Perspectives, (Prentice-
Hall: Englewood Cliffs, 1993).
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ability to play the game of social interaction.” 58 The ability to engage with a habitus and
evoke its codes leads to the collection of cultural capital.
Bourdieu’s notion of capital entails the ability to “exercise control over one’s own
future or that of others. As such, it is a form of power.” 59 Bourdieu also distinguishes
between three types of capital: economic, social, and cultural. The latter two of these are
referred to as “symbolic” since they lack overt connections to wealth.60 Economic capital, as
the name implies, involves the accumulation of monetary goods. This is a more traditionally
recognized form of wealth, and certainly a very powerful one. Despite this, economic capital
is useless unless it can be exchanged. Moreover, the acquisition of economic resources often
requires some ability to participate in the social order. To facilitate both of these actions, one
must have access to the “symbolic” forms of capital; without the ability to interact with
others, economic capital becomes unusable and unattainable.61
Cultural capital is one of the ways to mediate the acquisition and the investment of
economic capital. Furthermore, cultural capital can be accumulated and invested, just like the
economic variety. The act of accumulation occurs as one gains facility interacting with a
habitus; the more one’s actions are reflected by cultural cues, the more cultural capital one
gains. “Articulation” of cultural capital is therefore synonymous with the act of “investing,”
though it is a performative act, rather than a tangible object.62 Its rewards manifest
58 Calhoun et. al. Bourdieu, 4.
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid., 5.
61 Calhoun et al, Bourdieu, 5.
62 David Palumbo-Liu and Hans Gumbrecht eds., Streams of Cultural Capital: Transnational Cultural
Studies ( Stanford: Stanford University, 1997), 5.
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themselves in cultural respect, and emulation. Boulanger was intensely sensitive to these
outward reinforcements of cultural capital, demanding of her students displays of validation
and loyalty. Denying such exhibitions was accutely hurtful to Boulanger on both a personal
and a professional level. Boulanger was also very aware that increase in cultural capital
means increased upward mobility within a cultural system. In this way, cultural capital can
grant one power; if one is well-versed in a set of cultural codes, one can then manipulate and
actively re-define the system as Boulanger did throughout her career for herself, her students,
and for Stravinsky.
Finally, all interactions, investments, and improvisations must be situated in a
context, and this variable is taken into account by Bourdieu through the third portion of his
model, the “field.” David Palumbo-Liù describes this concept as “a particular grid of
relations that governs specific areas of social life (economics, culture, education, politics).”63
It is a relational term and aids in defining the area within which a habitus will exist. Because
it is impossible to segregate and isolate fields, Bourdieu refers to them as “semi-
autonomous”64 Shifts in the location of each field reflect differences in history, gender,
geographic position—all factors which Bourdieu refers to as “determinate agents.” 65
Transnationalism scholars such as Levitt and Kaghram have already begun to combine the
concept of transnational systems and Bourdieu’s idea of fields to consider how cultures
travel. In their words:
some transnational migration scholars define social fields as a set of multiple,
interlocking networks of social relationships through which ideas, practices,
63 Palumbo-Liu and Gumbrecht, Streams, 6.
64 Calhoun et al., Bourdieu, 5.
65 Ibid., 5.
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and resources are unequally exchanged, organized, and
transformed…transnational social fields involve direct and indirect relations
and dynamics across borders and boundaries that may or may not be
national.66
As I argue in this dissertation, Boulanger’s own cultural capital was tremendously sensitive
to the shifting status of the fields in which her career took place. When her transnational
network was strong, so too was her ability to manipulate cultural capital, but when this
network broke down or shifted in some manner, so too did her symbolic wealth.
It is the interaction of these three planes that help to describe a person’s sociological
function. In the case of Boulanger, this model provides a complex metaphor by which to
describe her powerful cultural position, a position fortified through symbolic capital that has
otherwise been difficult to theorize. I use Bourdieu’s construct to consider how Boulanger’s
musical pedigree, her heritage, her skill-set, and her nationality provided her with a habitus
that when manipulated in the fields of Fontainebleau and the École Normale amounted to a
great deal of cultural authority. Using this methodological approach, I follow the ebb and
flow of Boulanger’s capital as her position in modern music circles shifted over time. This
allows me to theorize her assent during the 1920s and 30s and then her decline after the
Second World War. This model allows me to move beyond the anecdotes about Christmas
cards and afternoon luncheons to interpret Boulanger’s actions as capable of imparting
cultural knowledge. Thus I unpack what have otherwise been devalued as Boulanger’s
feminine—and subsequently trivial—actions and view them as sources of symbolic currency.
66 Kagrahm and Levitt, Transnationalisms, 9.
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Summary
Taking as my framework the theoretical models of feminism, transnationalism, cultural
transmission, and cultural capital, I then blend in the chronological data collected from
archival documents. Combined, this information allows me to construct a narrative that
accounts for the myriad social and cultural relationships exploited by Boulanger for
Stravinsky’s benefit. Each chapter explores a different project and a different role played by
Boulanger. The chapters progress both chronologically through time and in increasing
professional complexity. My historical analysis considers in what ways Boulanger adapted
her techniques to defend Stravinsky’s music while both moved from France into exile in the
United States and then, after World War II, operated on opposing sides of the Atlantic. This
methodology allows me to flesh out a rich narrative, painting a picture of one of twentieth-
century music’s most vibrant friendships. It also allows me to voice the complexities
suggested by the archival evidence but that would otherwise remain hidden in liminal spaces,
between the lines.
Chapter Overview
In January 1931, Nadia Boulanger began working with Igor Stravinsky on his Symphonie de
psaumes. Boulanger had followed the work closely up to that point, corresponding with the
Stravinsky family during its composition and attending the premiere on 13 December 1930.
She selected the newly published piece for her class the following summer at Fontainebleau,
while also informing the composer that the score was riddled with errors. Learning this,
Stravinsky asked her to oversee the revisions, and Boulanger seized the opportunity to
combine teaching with editing. She completed the corrections by the end of her course.
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Boulanger used the next scholastic session, in 1932, to develop an analysis of the Symphonie
that she sent to Stravinsky that June as a birthday present. The composer was impressed, and
he quickly returned the analysis to her with his own comments appended, thereby drawing
their project to a close. These newly discovered documents reveal the reciprocal nature of
Boulanger and Stravinsky’s unique collaborative activities that began with the Symphonie de
pasumes and continued for the remainder of Stravinsky’s career.
In Chapter 1, I present their dialogue during both the editorial and analytical phases
of this project. First, I present how Boulanger suggested corrections to tempo markings, pitch
selection, and graphic representations of prosody based on discrepancies between
Stravinsky’s newly-released recording and his score. The exact correspondence of the written
music and its aural presentation were of paramount importance for both musicians
throughout the process. I then trace Boulanger and Stravinsky’s analysis of the work. Here,
their discourse centers upon identifying over-arching formal relationships, providing a rare
illustration of Boulanger’s grande ligne concept. I consider how Boulanger’s analysis of the
entire symphony examines its thematic, harmonic, and structural properties. I also argue that
their notes to the first movement reveal a possible discussion of Stravinsky’s use of
octatonicism. Boulanger and Stravinsky’s exchange over the work’s publication and
analytical presentation set a pattern that only intensified in the subsequent decade. Thus this
first chapter considers how the Symphonie de psaumes laid the groundwork for Boulanger’s
increasingly vigorous involvement in Stravinsky’s compositional activities.
In the waning months of her 1938 American tour, Boulanger became involved with
Stravinsky’s Symphonie en ut. Initially, she worked to find the piece a financial backer, but
the possibility for success withered away as events leading up to the Second World War
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escalated. Simultaneously, Stravinsky lost his daughter and wife to tuberculosis, exacerbating
his disenfranchisement with European life, and further motivating him to relocate to the
United States. Stravinsky arrived in his new home in 1939; Boulanger followed a year later.
Finding themselves in exile, the symphony took on a new life for the pair. It framed their
professional activities from December 1940 until the summer of 1944, while also serving as a
means of negotiating their new identities as émigrés.
In this second chapter, I trace the details of this work’s post-compositional
development. First, I consider how, in Boulanger’s hands, the symphony became a means to
promote Stravinsky as an expatriate composer in America. Second, I turn to Boulanger’s
work as editor of the symphony. Here, the letters reveal a story of blunders and frustrations
as both musicians grappled with balancing professional development and the omnipresent
distraction of living so far from loved ones. Finally, I investigate Boulanger’s analytical
sketches for the symphony’s first movement, created during the editorial process. I consider
how her analysis reflects her experience of exile and the impact this eventually had on the
place the work took in her pedagogy. Combined, these materials reveal Boulanger’s complex
involvement in the post-compositional evolution of the Symphonie en ut and how the work
itself reflects the tumultuous environment in which it developed.
Nadia Boulanger believed Igor Stravinsky’s religious faith and his strong artistic
signature were borne of the same passion. The mind of this great composer did not discern
between a focus intense enough to play Chinese checkers and one required to contemplate
the existence of the divine. Because faith and psyche were indivisible, Boulanger taught that
Stravinsky’s music likewise reflected this relationship. In her hands, the Messe became the
ultimate lesson to explicate the composer’s religious faith. Therefore, Stravinsky’s Messe—
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though written for the Catholic Church by a self-proclaimed Eastern Orthodox believer—
manifested the depth and breadth of the composer’s faith in its details.
Chapter 3 treats Boulanger’s involvement with Stravinsky’s Messe in two sections.
First, it presents the biographical narrative through which Boulanger became acquainted with
the work. Begun while she was still a regular visitor to the composer’s Los Angeles home in
1944, the work did not reach completion until after Boulanger returned to Paris following the
end of World War II. Thus it serves as an excellent window on the transition that Stravinsky
and Boulanger’s professional relationship underwent during this time. I will consider the
letters the pair exchanged concerning the work, the scores and recordings sent to Paris by
Stravinsky, and the way in which Boulanger incorporated the composition into her
burgeoning role as the composer’s champion in post-war Europe. This discussion presents
Boulanger’s mounting of the composition in 1949, and the symbolic importance the piece
took on as both musicians aged.
The second part of this chapter presents the two lectures Boulanger gave on the Mass
in 1950 and 1972 respectively. This involves the detailed interpretation of nine pages of
teaching notes Boulanger prepared for these lectures, including formal, harmonic, and
rhythmic analyses of the entire work. Being one of the few analyses for which Boulanger
provides an almost complete script, this document offers a unique glimpse of Boulanger’s
pedagogical approach to Stravinsky’s late neo-classical style.
In 1948, Stravinsky began work on his final neo-classical composition, his opera The
Rake’s Progress. Boulanger followed his compositional activity from afar while serving as
his impresario and spy in Europe. In 1951, they reunited in Venice for the opera’s premiere.
It was the first time they had seen each other since Boulanger had left the United States for
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Paris. The premiere was also when Boulanger first met Stravinsky’s new American assistant,
the conductor, Robert Craft, and she began to get a sense of the new influences in her old
friend’s life.
The years following the opera’s premiere saw Stravinsky and Boulanger’s
relationship slowly fray. Stravinsky uncharacteristically cancelled his request for Boulanger
to oversee the translation of his opera in French, quarrelled with her over performance
practice, and grew increasingly disinterested with her reports on his European reception.
Despite this breakdown in communication, Boulanger continued to champion her
construction of Stravinsky through her classes and public lectures. Even as Stravinsky
switched to composing using serial techniques, Boulanger seemed to grow increasingly
committed to presenting an ossified idea of Stravinsky-the-composer based upon her
memories of a friendship and partnership that belonged to the increasingly distant past. The
fourth chapter reconstructs the historical and musical events that surrounded this final
project. In addition to drawing upon letters, diaries, and other personal documents, I also
consider the artistic persona Boulanger constructed for Stravinsky as evidenced in her
annotations to her copy of the opera’s piano/vocal reduction and the three volumes of
summary sketches for the work that Stravinsky sent her in 1952.
Boulanger continued to champion Stravinsky’s music even as their friendship faded.
Despite Stravinsky’s turn to serialism with his Cantate in 1952, his works remained the
corner-stone to Boulanger’s classes, and friends, colleagues, and old students still wrote to
her about his new works. Though Stravinsky stopped sending her autograph materials in the
early 1960s, she still had his permission to solicit his latest scores from Boosey and Hawkes,
who sent complimentary copies to her until the end of her life.
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In the final chapter, I consider the place that the composer’s serial methods occupied
in Boulanger’s pedagogy, and the importance his children held in her personal life. I dispel
the myth that Boulanger had no use for Stravinsky’s later works by drawing on syllabi,
concert programs, and letters. I also consider how, after 1960, Boulanger’s transnational
network kept her informed about Stravinsky’s fading health and his relationship with Robert
Craft. I use the archival materials to assert that, even as the ties of friendship weakened
between she and Stravinsky, Boulanger remained publicly supportive of him. Privately, these
documents relate that she chose to support Stravinsky’s children instead of confronting the
patriarch or Robert Craft about matters. These materials then allow me to draw connections
between the fading decades of Stravinsky’s life and the place Boulanger eventually held in
the literature on the composer.
The following text paints through its details a vivid picture of Boulanger and
Stravinsky’s extraordinary careers during the tumultuous twentieth-century. Woven together,
their words tell a moving story of a friendship in music, while also serving as a case study in
how gender, nationality, religion, and aesthetic politics shaped the cultural fields in which
musical modernisms developed. Ultimately, this is a story about the stakes that surrounded
modernist cultural politics and a friendship that witnessed it all.
CHAPTER ONE
Foundations (1929-1932): Boulanger, Stravinsky, and the
Symphonie de psaumes
In the final weeks of September 1929 Nadia Boulanger retreated to her summer home in
Gargenville, France to afford herself a few moments of peace. That summer had been spent
as every summer since 1921 had, teaching at the Conservatoire Américain at Fontainbleau,
France, and the following academic year would be exceptionally busy, because Boulanger
had agreed to take over the late Paul Dukas’s music history courses at the École Normale de
Musique in Paris. Boulanger therefore seized the opportunity to sequester herself at
Gargenville and permit herself some time to prepare her courses, entertain friends, and
provide lessons to those students invited by her to loiter during the intersessional period. In
the middle of this activity, on 26 September 1929, a letter from Igor Stravinsky arrived
stating that the composer was looking for Boulanger.1
Stravinsky had recently returned to Paris after a summer vacationing with his family
in Culoz. There, he had composed portions of his latest work, the pseudo piano-concerto,
Capriccio, and socialized with Sergei Prokofiev, Ernest Ansermet, and Pytor Souvtchinksky.
The vacation ended with the sudden news that Stravinsky’s impresario for twenty years, the
mercurial Sergei Diaghilev, and died on 19 July. After returning with his family to their
1 Igor Stravinsky to Nadia Boulanger, 26 September 1929, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (115).
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home in Nice, Stravinsky departed for Paris, perhaps to seek comfort in the arms of his lover,
Vera Sudeinkina. In addition, it seems that Stravinsky felt the need to impose some sense of
order on his personal life, and so he requested an audience with Boulanger concerning his
son, Soulima.2
Stravinsky’s message precipitated a house-call at Gargenville during which time the
composer asked Boulanger to assume the musical education of his middle child. Boulanger
accepted, and within two weeks the eighteen-year-old Soulima Stravinsky had been packed
off to Paris, far from both parents’ watchful eyes.3 Over the course of the 1929-30 academic
year, Boulanger grew close to Soulima, serving as a sort of surrogate parent for him. This
brought her into closer contact with Stravinsky’s immediate family, and eventually, within
the creative circle of the composer himself.4 The resulting familiarity between Boulanger and
Stravinsky led these two musicians to engage in their first project together: the editorial
revision and analysis of the Symphonie de psaumes.
The details of this project have never been published, and remain hidden in
documents I recently discovered at the fonds Boulanger archive of the Bibliothèque
Nationale de France and the Stravinsky Sammlung of the Paul Sacher Stiftung. Bringing
these materials together, I re-enter the musical conversation shared between Boulanger and
Stravinsky in the early 1930s. First, I reconstruct the particulars of Boulanger and
2 The details of these events can be found in Stephen Walsh’s: Stravinsky: A Creative Spring, Russia
and France, 1882-1934 (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1999), 483–85.
3 Boulanger only agreed to teach Soulima Stravinsky music analysis, composition, and music history.
For a piano teacher, Boulanger connected him with Mme. C. Chailley-Richez. Walsh, Creative Spring, 492.
4 The members of the Stravinsky family, excluding the patriarch, sent 256 letters to Boulanger from
1930 until her death in 1979. In the early years (pre-1935), Soulima, Theodore, and Catherine Stravinsky were
the most prolific. See: F-Pn, N.L.a 108 (88-96) for Catherine’s letters; F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (319-387) for
Soulima’s; and F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (1-62) for those of Theodore Stravinsky.
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Stravinsky’s editorial work on the Symphonie de psaumes from August–October 1931 that
resulted in the publication of the composition’s “Miniature Score.” Second, I examine the
analytical materials Boulanger and Stravinsky exchanged in June 1932 to consider how they
reflect the Symphonie de psaumes’s inner workings and Boulanger’s most famous teaching
concept, the grande ligne. In so doing, I redraw the connections between Boulanger’s and
Stravinsky’s professional activities between 1930 and 1932.
In the Beginning: Nadia Boulanger as Cultural Authority
By the late 1920s, Nadia Boulanger was a powerful figure in the trans-Atlantic field of
musical production. She had taught at Alfred Cortot’s École Normale de Musique for eleven
years and served as professor at the Conservatoire Américain at Fontainebleau since 1921.5
Boulanger was also an active participant in the Princesse de Polignac’s prestigious salon and
served as the only female board member of the Société Musicale Indépendente (SMI).6
But it had not always been this way. Parisian social strictures concerning gender
greatly limited Boulanger’s professional ambitions during the early twentieth century. Third-
Republic Paris was still a place where professional opportunities for women were highly
circumscribed, at least in those professions—such as professor at the prestigious
5 In 1926, a stenographer for the Le Monde musical attended Nadia Boulanger’s classes at the École
Normale and recorded her lectures. See: Nadia Boulanger “La Musique Moderne,” Le Monde musical, 37
année, nos. 2, 5, and 6, 1926 : 59-61, 201, and 242–44.
6 For Boulanger and Polignac’s professional relationship, see: Jeanice Brooks, “Nadia Boulanger and
the Salon of the Princesse de Polignac,” The Journal of the American Musicological Society 3 (1993): 415-68;
and Sylvia Kahan, Music’s Modern Muse: A Life of Winaretta Singer Princesse de Polignac (Rochester, New
York: University of Rochester Press, 2003). For more on the Société Musicale Indépendante see: Michel
Duchesneau, L’Avant-garde musicale à Paris de 1871-1939 (Sprimont : Mardaga, 1997); idem, “La musique
française pendant la guerre 1914-1918: Autour de la tentative de fusion de la Société Nationale de Musique et
de la Société Musicale Indépendante, ” Revue de musicologie 82 (1996): 123–53; and Nadia Boulanger, F-Pn,
“Société Musicale Indépendente,” Rés. Vm. Dos. 138.
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Conservatoire de Paris—to which Boulanger aspired.7 As Sharif Gemie writes: “young
women entering the schooling sector encountered new social and political dilemmas…As
female teachers, they were to be at once public and private beings, within the state and yet
outside it.”8 To circumvent these restrictions, Boulanger partially removed herself from the
Parisian milieu during the 1920s and entered the interstitial, transnational space of the
Conservatoire Américain. This institution, housed outside Paris in the Louis XIV wing of the
ancient Palais de Fontainebleau, was founded in 1921 and had a mandate to recruit students
from across North America as pupils. In turn, the French benefitted from an increase in
Franco-American relations and enhanced their image as a global cultural authority.9
Few capitalized on this mixing of American and French fields as well as Nadia
Boulanger. Even in its most nascent of forms, this transnational network validated her artistic
authority in ways precluded by Parisian mores. Boulanger inherited her cultural capital from
several generations of musically prominent Boulangers. This pedigree allowed her access to
what Pierre Bourdieu describes as a set “of cultural orientations, personal trajectories, and an
ability to play the game of social interaction,” that imbued her cultural cues with prestige in
7 Though the French government made training more female teachers a priority in 1882, this
encouragement was restricted primarily to women intending to instruct at primary schools. Boulanger’s
ambitions to practice as a professor of composition at a Conservatory fell far outside this mandate. See: Ingrid
Sykes, Women, Science, and Sound in Nineteenth-Century France (New York: Peter Lang, 2007); Sharif
Gemie, Women and Schooling in France, 1815-1914 (Keele, UK: Keele University Press, 1995); and Jo Burr
Margadant, Madame le Professeur: Women Educators in the Third Republic (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1990).
8 Gemie, Women and Schooling, 56.
9 For a history of Boulanger’s involvement with the École Américain de Fontainebleau see: Kendra
Preston Leonard, The Conservatoire Amércain: A History (Toronto : Scarecrow Press, 2007); eadem, “‘Two
Hard Etudes and a Schumann Number’: American Women, Repertoire and Mentoring in France, 1921-1951,”
International Alliance of Women and Music Journal 12 (2006): 9-14; and eadem, “‘Excellence in Execution’
and ‘Fitness for Teaching’: Assessments of Women at the Conservatoire Américain,” Women and Music: A
Journal of Gender and Culture 11 (2007): 29-50. For more general information on her teaching career see:
Caroline Potter, “Nadia Boulanger (1887-1979), The Teacher in the Marketplace,” in The Business of Music,
ed. Michael Talbot (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2002), 152–70.
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the eyes of many of her students. 10 Her mother, Raïssa Boulanger (née Myschetsky)
claimed to be a Russian princess and had been a student at the highly prestigious
Conservatoire de Paris during the latter half of the nineteenth century.11 Boulanger’s famous
paternal relatives included her grandmother, a renowned opera singer, and her father, a Prix
de Rome laureate, composer, and Conservatoire instructor.12 Practically by birthright,
Boulanger became acquainted with the musical elite of fin-de-siècle Paris, including Gabriel
Fauré, Jules Massenet, and Charles Gounod. This heritage translated into immense cultural
authority in the transnational field created at Fontainebleau. Here, the customs of France, and
in particular the cultural acumen of Nadia Boulanger, held immense sway among the young
American students. In this setting, they were less deterred by Boulanger’s gender than they
were, as Annegret Fauser writes, “willing to worship this attractive and brilliant teacher.” 13
It was in the first decade of Fontainebleau’s existence that Boulanger began to truly
enforce her opinions about what constituted reputable music in her role as professor of
harmony, counterpoint, and composition. Many of her students eagerly digested her ideas
about tonality, form, dissonance, and discipline partially because they were validated by
Boulanger’s potent pedigree. She made these ideas especially palatable by wrapping them in
an ample dose of her version of Parisian life: inviting students back to her Paris apartment for
10 Craig Calhoun, Edward LiPuma, and Moishe Postone, Bourdieu, Ciritical Perspectives (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1993), 4.
11 For information on Boulanger’s mother’s background see: Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger : A Life in
Music (New York and London : Norton, 1982), 14-16; Jérôme Spycket, Nadia Boulanger (Lausanne: Payot,
1987), 9-10; idem, À La Recherche de Lili Boulanger (Paris : Fayard, 2004), 30-60; and Bruno Monsaingeon,
Entretiens avec Nadia Boulanger (Paris: Van de Velde, 1981), 17-18.
12 For a detailed account of Ernest Boulanger’s life see: Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 7-13.
13 Annegret Fauser, “Aaron Copland, Nadia Boulanger, and the making of an ‘American’ composer,”
Musical Quarterly 89 (2006): 535. See also Aaron Copland and Virgil Thomson’s reminisces in: Virgil
Thomson, A Virgil Thomson Reader (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Press, 1981), 389–93; and Aaron Copland.
“Nadia Boulanger: An Affectionate Portrait,” Harper’s Magazine (1960): 49-51.
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luncheons, and to her classes at the École Normale. 14 Boulanger found such success with
these American, and increasingly international, students that she began to invite them for
Wednesday afternoon classes at her home, linking her educational pursuits with the tradition
of the French salon.15 By 1930, these tactics yielded Boulanger a great deal of international
clout. A generation of students, including Melville Smith, Aaron Copland, Walter Piston, and
Virgil Thomson returned to America to propagate her fame, teach in institutions, and in
several cases, run entire music departments such as those at Harvard University, the Longy
School of Music, and the Peabody Conservatory. Advocating for her students also allowed
Boulanger to enhance ties with conductors of American ensembles, the most loyal to her
being Sergei Koussevitzky and Walter Damrosch. She also became increasingly well
connected amongst the highly female-dominated patronage circles of early twentieth-century
America, befriending Mildred Bliss, Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge, and Ellen Carpenter.16 In
the late 1920’s Nadia Boulanger, as Fauser writes, “epitomized the modern European
woman.” She was capable of connecting people with a vast array of creative resources and
was, as Richard Taruskin writes “a committed modernist, who abetted every innovative
tendency in American music.”17 This was the Nadia Boulanger that Igor Stravinsky
approached in 1929, seeking a teacher for his son and, eventually, an editorial advisor.
14 Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 156–57
15 Ibid., 162
16 For more on women patrons in America see: Ralph P. Locke and Cyrilla Barr, eds., Cultivating
Music in America: Women Patrons and Activists Since 1860 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1997).
17 Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music, vol. 5 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2005), 620. Taruskin raises this point when comparing and contrasting the influence of Boulanger and
Sergei Koussevitzky on American composers with that of Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov and Mitrofan Belyayev on
Russian composers. Taruskin also argues that what these four musicians had in common was “their insistence
on a pronounced national character in whatever music they supported.” Perhaps this similarity between Rimsky-
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Boulanger and Stravinsky: A Partnership Begins, 1929-1932
As a Boulanger pupil, Soulima Stravinsky dutifully attended her newly-inaugurated music
history courses at the École Normale, alongside students such as Igor Markevitch, and
received weekly private lessons in her rue Ballu apartment.18 Boulanger granted Soulima
Stravinsky unfettered access to her inner circle, inviting him to her Bach Cantata classes held
on Wednesday afternoons, and introducing him to her Russian mother, Raïssa Boulanger.
Shortly after 2 March 1930, Soulima Stravinsky presented Boulanger with the autograph
manuscript of the two-piano reduction of his father’s Capriccio. Inside, it bore the
inscription: “For you, dear Nadia Boulanger, this little souvenir from your faithfully devoted,
Igor Stravinsky.”19 By October, Boulanger had won over the heart of Soulima’s mother,
writing encouragingly to her of what a dedicated and hard-working student her son was.
Catherine Stravinsky replied that the pedagogue’s kind and sincere words, coupled with
Soulima’s own glowing reports, were of great comfort to the entire family.20 Also during the
1929-30 academic year Boulanger had chance to meet Stravinsky’s older son, Theodore, and
her charms had an equal effect on him.21
By July 1930, when Stravinsky finished the final notes of his Symphonie de psaumes,
Korsakov and Boulanger was also perceived by Stravinsky and further influenced his decision to solicit
Boulanger as his son’s teacher.
18 By 1931, these lessons took place every Tuesday at 11:30: Nadia Boulanger, Agendas, 1931, F-Pn,
Rés. Vmf. Ms. 97 (1). Markevitch discussed these classes for the Bruno Monsaingeon documentary made in
1973: Bruno Monsaingeon (director), Mademoiselle: A Film by Bruno Monsaingeon, DVD (1977, Paris :Idéale
Audience Internationale, 2007).
19 Stravinsky, Capriccio: Two-Piano Reduction, Autograph, 1930, F-Pn, Ms. 17941,. “Pour vous, chère
Nadia Boulanger, ce petit souvenir de votre fidèlement dévoué, Igor Strawinsky. Paris 2 III 3.”
20 Catherine Stravinsky to Boulanger, 23 October 1929, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (88).
21 Boulanger and Theodore Stravinsky met sometime in the summer of 1930 and by the following New
Year, Theodore was sending her greeting cards containing warm wishes. Theodore Stravinsky to Boulanger, 2
January 1931, F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (1). He and Boulanger would eventually become quite close.
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Boulanger was considered a membre de famille by the Stravinsky household.22 Their growing
awareness of her love for the patriarch’s music elicited an invitation to join them for the
world premiere of the Symphonie de psaumes on 13 December 1930 at the Palais des Beaux-
Arts, in Brussels, Belgium.
The opportunity for Boulanger to attend this concert was the culmination of several
exceptional circumstances —the Stravinskys’ invitation being but the crowning touch. Sergei
Koussevitzky had originally secured the work’s commission and premiere for the fiftieth
anniversary of the Boston Symphony Orchestra (BSO) on the other side of the Atlantic.
Stravinsky placed a clause in the contract, however, that required the performance take place
before 1 December 1930. Unfortunately for Koussevitzky, unforeseen delays led the BSO to
reschedule their performance date to 19 December, which meant that Ernest Ansermet’s
concert, planned for Brussels on the 13th, became the premiere instead. This string of events
allowed Boulanger to be present at the first performance of Stravinsky’s Symphonie along
with the rest of his immediate family.23 There, Stravinsky joined with his wife and sons in
welcoming Boulanger. Once again ingratiating himself to the pedagogue, and as a gesture of
friendship, he presented her with a copy of the autograph orchestral score to his Symphonie.
The title page inscription reinforces that Boulanger was now considered an extended family
22 After a brief trip to Avignon and Marseilles with Sudeinkina, Stravinsky took his family to
Charavines-les-bains for a summer vacation. This was where he completed his Symphonie de psaumes. Walsh,
Creative Spring, 496. Soulima did not attend with them, he had taken ill and was in the hospital in Paris where
Boulanger visited him on a regular basis. Catherine Stravinsky to Boulanger, 27 June 1930, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108
(89).
23 Boulanger attended the premiere with members of the immediate Stravinsky family excluding the
composer’s mother, Anna, who had not been able to travel and stayed in Nice. Boulanger wrote to her from
Brussels of the success of the performance. Anna Stravinsky was most grateful and sent her a reply several days
later. Anna Stravinsky to Nadia Boulanger, 17 December 1930, F-Pn, N.L.a 108 (85).
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member. It reads: “to Nadia Boulanger, to her who hears all in complete artistic
sympathy…Day of this symphony’s premiere, when we were all together” (see Figure 1.1).24
Boulanger accepted Stravinsky’s gift and began preparing the Symphonie de psaumes
as the centerpiece for her upcoming courses at the École Normale and the Conservatoire
Américain.25 In February, Boulanger attended several concerts related to Stravinsky,
including the French premiere of the Symphonie de psaumes at the Théâtre des Champs
Élysées.26 Her diaries reveal that this concert coincided with evening soirées and dinners
where Boulanger’s and Stravinsky’s otherwise isolated spheres merged, and she rubbed
elbows with various acquaintances including Sudeinkina, both of his sons, and mutual friends
Prokofiev, Samuel Dushkin, Hélène and Raymond Lifar, and Arthur Honegger.27 These
evenings created the perfect milieu wherein to discuss and celebrate Stravinsky’s new
masterpiece.
24 Igor Stravinsky, “Symphonie de psaumes,” Photostat of the Autograph Manuscript, 1930, F-Pn, Gr.
Vma. 476. “À Nadia Boulanger, À celle qui entend tout en toute sympathie artistique. Igor Strawinsky,
Bruxelles, Jour de la 1ère de cette Symphonie quand nous étions tous ensemble, le 14 XII 1930. ” Stravinsky
most likely wrote his inscription the day after the premiere, seeing as the date is wrong. He was performing his
own Capriccio on the same concert, so it was unlikely he brought the score with him to the actual concert. On
the opposite page to this inscription are Boulanger’s first markings indicating that, from the very start, she was
dividing the work for analysis.
25 Boulanger began teaching her course on the Symphonie de psaumes at the École Normale de
Musique on 21 February 1931. Boulanger, Agenda, 21 February 1931,F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 97 (1). Léonie
Rosenstiel claims that this lecture was intended for publication in the Monde musical, but was never actually
produced, Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 237. Boulanger’s course at Fontainebleau began on 18 August 1931.
Boulanger, Agenda, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 97 (3).
26 Boulanger, “Concerts Stravinsky,” Agenda, 20 February 1931, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 97 (1). The
French premiere is listed in her diary as “Stravinsky, Symphonie de psaumes,” Agenda, 24 February 1931, F-
Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 97 (1).
27 The first dinner was the night of the Parisian premiere, Agenda, 24 February 1931, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf.
Ms. 97 (1). Boulanger hosted the second dinner: “Dîner Strawinsky, Théodore, et Sviétik; Irène Baliankine
[sic]; Mme Soudéikine [sic], Prokofieff [sic], 2 Honegger, Sam [Dushkin], Hélène et Raymond, Lifar,” Agenda,
26 February 1931,F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 97 (1). Vera recorded the second of these events in her diary: Craft, ed.,
Dearest Bubushkin (London: Thames and Hudson, 1985), 53.
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Figure 1.1 Igor Stravinsky, Symphonie de psaumes, Nadia Boulanger’s copy of the
autograph manuscript. Inside cover bearing the composer’s dedication to
Boulanger. [Source: F-Pn, Gr. Rés. Vma. 476] Used with permission.
“Il reste encore des questions:" Nadia Boulanger Edits the Symphonie de psaumes
As Boulanger became more intimately acquainted with the composition between December
1930 and February 1931, she grew concerned about the accuracy of Stravinsky’s unpublished
orchestral score, and the piano/vocal reduction created by her pupil, Soulima Stravinsky—
published by Édition Russe just prior to the Symphonie’s premiere. Furthermore, having
attended the recording sessions with avid curiosity, she could not help but comment to
Stravinsky that certain parts of his newly-released recording did not correspond with what
she had heard at live performances, what was contained in her copy of the manuscript
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orchestral score, or what had been published as the piano/vocal reduction. 28 Because of this,
Boulanger wrote up a “short list” containing her concerns that she sent to Stravinsky early in
1931. In this unapologetically thorough appraisal Boulanger criticized the accuracy of
Stravinsky’s score and implied the need for a new edition of the work:
I
1) Dedication –omitted –voluntarily?
Psalm numbers, can we indicate them?
2) Domine in capitals beginning at four measures after R17
Must capitals be reserved for Dominum until the end, for the third movement,
for the end of the second movement, or is it to be in capitals throughout?
Is this correct?
4) Fugue
Sixth measure of R4, orchestra: sub. meno f
piano: sub. dolcissimo
-- The second version seems more accurate
Remarks made after the recording
I
At R4, left hand staccatissimo
7 after R12 the altos sing B-natural on the record–the correction seems to indicate C-
natural in the first beat
28 Boulanger’s copy of this recording was donated after her death to the Médiathèque of the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, NC Columbia LFX 179/LFX 181. It is especially comical that she felt this
recording so problematic, given that Stravinsky wrote later in 1936 that the rehearsals were run with “that
exceptionally minute care which…is demanded by all record[ing]s.” Stravinsky, Chroniques de ma vie (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1936), 263.
3) At R. 9, the part in ♪ 
At R. 12:
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II Fugue
Before R12, retenu
1 after R13 retenu
The movement is slower than 60 = ♪ in the fugue 
III
6 after R2, the sopranos and altos drop out on the 3rd beat —this creates a
silence which I find excellent before the tenors’ Laudate, don’t you think?
R20 is a little closer to 66 =  noticebly slower than 48 to the 
At R22, the tempo is a little better here, maybe slightly slower than 48=  , but only slightly
3 after R28 there is a C-natural in the recording, but I believe I heard a C-sharp at the
performance. You corrected this as a C-sharp—Is it better like this?
II
Fugue
3 after R8, luto or lato
4 after R17, Do’ mi – no (the comma’s in the right place, no?)
III
Aren’t you afraid that in writing:
Al-le-lui-a
There will be an emphasis on the “i” to the detriment of the “u.” Must you isolate the
“i:”
 
Al-le-lu...i-a
R1, maybe indicate poco meno p. and reserve the p for four after R1
3 after R2, fir-ma-men-to or tés ?
3 after R2 you’ve indicated in the piano me-nto, but left in the orchestral part: men-
to?
but at 5 after R26:
5 after R22, mistake in the trumpet (actual notes) :
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Are these two versions supposed to be different? I think so, but…29
Boulanger divided her inventory into two major sections: issues found prior to
listening to the recording, and those found after. She then reviewed each movement
thoroughly, listing items she perceived as errors or discrepancies. No aspect escaped
comment. Her list speculates about Stravinsky’s dynamics, pitches, tempi, text underlay, and
expressive gestures. Several of these points call into question the accuracy of the recording,
and in particular the quality of the choir.30 Considering Boulanger’s only contact with the
composer’s creative process prior to crafting this list had been tangential at best, I find her
note surprisingly brazen for its unflinching criticism. Boulanger did not write this to suggest
that what her pupil, Soulima Stravinsky, had produced as a reduction needed editing; this was
her acting as teacher to the older Stravinsky, implying that his orchestral writing needed
greater attention to detail.
Outside of textual problems and some pitch issues, concerns about tempi and
expressive markings dominate Boulanger’s list. Other scores in Boulanger’s collection show
that tempo issues were a recurring sticking point for her and Stravinsky.31 This is particularly
29 Nadia Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, ca. 1931, SS, CH-Bps. For a transcription of the original French
document see Appendix I, 1.
30 This is not surprising, considering the life-long disdain both she and Stravinsky maintained for those
who performed Stravinsky’s works inaccurately. Over the course of their dialogue, Boulanger and Stravinsky
often exchanged letters and reviews in order to comment on the quality of performers and their respectful (or
abominable) realization of Stravinsky’s scores. See, for example, letters from Nadia Boulanger to Igor
Stravinsky, ca. 1 April 1949, and 5 February 1952, SS, CH-Bps. Comments such as this also dominate a
compilation of “notes divers” Boulanger made during a series of undated conferences on Stravinsky. These are
now part of the archives of the Centre Internationale Nadia et Lili Boulanger, and include scraps of paper,
napkins, or anything else Boulanger had on hand while listening to conference presentations. Here, one finds
many marks of frustration in Boulanger’s handwriting concerning performers and their obligation to obey the
markings of Stravinsky’s score. Nadia Boulanger, “notes divers,” FINLB, NB + AD, P1-P. I am thankful to
Alexandra Laederich, Sécrétaire Générale of the Centre for generously allowing me access to these archives.
31 See Boulanger’s annotations to her copy of the autograph manuscript to the “Dumbarton Oaks
Concerto,” 1938, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 315; her copy of the autograph score for the “Symphonie en ut,”
1941,F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 (1-2); and her copy of the The Rake’s Progress (London: Boosey and Hawkes,
1951), F-Pn, Vma 4010.
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fascinating given that later in life Stravinsky claimed that “the relation of tempo and meaning
is a primary question of musical order [for me], and until I am certain I have found the right
tempo, I cannot compose.”32 The evidence from 1930 suggests that issues of timing may not
always have been so cut-and-dry in Stravinsky’s mind. In total, Boulanger’s “petite liste”
raised serious concerns about the accuracy of Stravinsky’s score, and this in part led her to
assume editorial responsibility for the revision of the piano/vocal reduction.33
The All-Important Piano-Vocal Score
Boulanger had her reasons for advocating that Stravinsky’s music—in performance, and
especially in piano/vocal reduction—be pristine. First, the reduction had been prepared by
her student, and it is difficult to imagine Boulanger being at all comfortable with someone
under her supervision producing a sub-standard result. Furthermore, in 1930, Stravinsky’s
piano/vocal scores were the first point of departure for many interested in his music. Even
today, Stephen Walsh and Paul Griffiths equate Stravinsky’s piano reductions with a sort of
return to first principles for his compositions, given that Stravinsky composed at the piano.34
Beyond this purely aesthetic reasoning, piano scores performed a far more practical role in
the 1920s and 1930s. As Eric Walter White writes of this time:
Few of [Stravinsky’s] works had been recorded for gramophone [by the late
1920s]; and broadcasts on the sound radio…were rare, and [sometimes] left a
32 Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Dialogues and a Diary (New York: Doubleday, 1963), 45.
33 For further information on Stravinsky’s interactions with Édition Russe see Walsh, Creative Spring,
424-425 and 428. A brief history of the Édition Russe is also provided in Helen Wallace, Boosey and Hawkes,
The Publishing Story (London: Boosey and Hawkes, 2007).
34 According to Paul Griffith, the piano “represents Stravinsky…[the piano reductions] return the
music to its original medium…[they are] the sound of Stravinsky composing.” Paul Griffith, Stravinsky (New
York: Schirmer Books, 1993), 24; 80. Walsh expresses similar sentiments in his Creative Spring, 438.
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lot to be desired. [Often] the sound that emerged through earphones or
amplifiers was apt to be so crude and distorted as to make it extremely
difficult to arrive at a balanced judgment…A great deal of preliminary study
had to be done on the scores at the piano.35
The piano score was equally important in Boulanger’s classroom where she taught
almost exclusively from the keyboard or had one of her more advanced students play the
piano while she lectured. 36 Prior to attending her classes, all students were obligated to
purchase the music listed in her syllabi, and to aid those with less advanced score-reading
abilities, Boulanger often specified that orchestral works be bought in short-score editions.37
Moreover, whenever Boulanger chose to teach a piece that had not yet been published, and
this included many of Stravinsky’s works after 1931, she hired students to copy out parts for
the rest of the class.38 From a pragmatic point of view, it only made sense that they copy out
short-scores and not complete orchestral versions.
Beyond that, however, Boulanger was motivated to revise the piano/vocal score by a
desire to remain an authority on modern music. Her position as a Master Teacher—
particularly one who could draw students from international sources—was partially
dependent on the belief that she could provide an elite level of education, including an
introduction to the leading masters. Her pedagogical repertoire placed a strong emphasis on
35 Eric Walter White, Stravinsky: The Composer and His Works (Berkley: University of California
Press, 1979), 13. Boris de Schloezer, one of Boulanger’s favorite Stravinsky analysts, wrote that after hearing a
performance the night before, he returned to his piano score to try and understand the work. De Schloezer,
“Chronique Musicale,” Nouvelle Revue française 36 (1 April 1931), 623–25.
36 See especially the recollections of Maurice Perrin, “Stravinsky in a Composition Class,” Feuilles
Musicales, December 1951.
37 Boulanger, Les cours de la Rue Ballu (“les cours de mercredi”), 1934–39 and 1946–79, F-Pn, Rés.
Vm. Dos. 128.
38 Elliott Carter recounts his experience as one of these copyists in: “‘Elle est la musique en personne’:
A Reminiscence of Nadia Boulanger,” in Elliott Carter: Collected Essays and Lectures, 1937-1995, Jonathan
W. Bernard, ed. (Rochester, N.Y.: University of Rochester Press, 1997), 282–83.
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Stravinsky, and it remained of the utmost importance to her that people consider him a genius
and afford his music the same care as his historical predecessors, such as Bach, Mozart, and
Beethoven. As we shall see, many of Boulanger’s editorial corrections involve copy-editing
issues, but the moments with which she took the most umbrage—resulting in completely re-
organizing measures—were those places that held the potential to reinforce (or undermine)
her views about Stravinsky, and subsequently her authority as a teacher.
Boulanger’s Edits – Stage One
Boulanger and Stravinsky’s editorial work unfolded over the course of two stages. In its
entirety, the process elicited ten letters between Boulanger, Stravinsky, and his publishing
liaison in Paris, Gayvril Païdchaze (see Table 1.1) and involved three musical scores (see
Table 1.2).
Table 1.1 Correspondence concerning the Symphonie de psaumes, 1931–1932
Date Location of Sender Author Recipient
ca. Summer 1931 Unlisted Nadia Boulanger Igor Stravinsky
13 August 1931 Les Maisonettes,
Gargenville
Nadia Boulanger Igor Stravinsky
5 September 1931 Paris Gayvril Païdchaze Nadia Boulanger
7 September 1931 Les Maisonettes,
Gargenville
Nadia Boulanger Igor Stravinsky
8 September 1931 Les Maisonettes,
Gargenville
Nadia Boulanger Igor Stravinsky
12 September 1931 Voreppe, France Igor Stravinsky Nadia Boulanger
17 September 1931 Les Maisonettes,
Gargenville
Nadia Boulanger Igor Stravinsky
ca. autumn 1931 Paris Nadia Boulanger Igor Stravinsky
17 June 1932 Paris Nadia Boulanger Igor Stravinsky
5-18 June 1932 Voreppe, France Igor Stravinsky Nadia Boulanger
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Table 1.2 Musical materials used to edit the Symphonie de psaumes, 1931-1932
Catalogue Title of
Score
Date
(approx.)
Shelfmark, F-Pn Comments
Autograph Orchestral
Score
12/13/1930 Gr. vma. 476 Complete copy of the
autograph; dedicated to
Boulanger; annotated in
three hands: Stravinsky’s,
Boulangers’s, and one
unknown. Boulanger’s
initial analyses on inside
front cover.
Boulanger’s
“exemplar”, the
revised version of the
SdP piano/vocal score
08/13/1931 Rés. vma. 317 Complete version of
piano/vocal score with all
revisions indicated;
annotated in both
Stravinsky and
Boulanger’s hands,
possibly also Soulima
Stravinsky’s.
“Pages bleues” or
proofs to the
Piano/Vocal Score
09/05/1931 Rés. vma. ms. 245 Selected
pages/incomplete score;
Annotated in both
Stravinsky and
Boulanger’s hands;
concern final edits for
creation of a fair copy.
In the first stage, Boulanger prepared a revised version of the work’s piano/vocal
transcription. Boulanger’s efforts during this stage resulted in a new fair copy, finished on 13
August 1931. The second stage involved refining the fair copy. Here, Boulanger and
Stravinsky exchanged scores and letters concerning specific measures of the piece from 7-19
September 1931. Though only concerned with a small number of notes—compared to the
sweeping alterations to Soulima’s arrangement that Boulanger made during the first part of
the editorial process—this second stage reveals information about Stravinsky’s
compositional process in unprecedented detail by way of the instructions and explanations he
provided to Boulanger in their letters and the proofs that accompanied them. With the
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completion of this second and final stage at the end of September 1931, Boulanger and
Stravinsky’s editorial work on the Symphonie de psaumes drew to a close.
Boulanger’s initial editorial process was simple, though in many cases she took
liberties well beyond those enumerated in her “petite liste.” Boulanger never “recomposed”
Stravinsky’s music: she revered his autonomous genius too much for that. Instead, she
typically engaged each score just after its composition and prior to its publication. Entering
the process during this transitional phase, Boulanger advised Stravinsky on how to refine his
works and clarify their graphic representation before they solidified as published texts.
In the case of the Symphonie de psaumes Boulanger began by recording her changes
on her copy of the original published score, referred to in the letters as her “exemplar.” Here,
Boulanger deftly revised the text using red ink and pencil for moderate alterations and paste-
overs or complete measure rewrites for substantial changes.39 The first set of edits was
completed independent of Stravinsky’s input, and forwarded along to Païtchadze to create
proofs for a new edition. He returned these to Boulanger on 13 August 1931, and Boulanger
then forwarded them, and her annotated exemplar, to Stravinsky for his approval, writing:
Dear friend,
It is not because of negligence, but out of respect for your work that I have not
yet responded to you – given the circumstances, I had thought that the only
reasonable solution would be to send you the proofs: they arrived today at the
same time as your letter. Unfortunately, I’m leaving for Fontainebleau. They
will be corrected. No, I will send you immediately the exemplar that M.
Païtchadze returned to me. Could you please respond to my questions as soon
as you can, on this exemplar, and I will adjust things on the proofs.
(I hope you still have my petite liste)
39 The “exemplar” was Boulanger’s copy of the original published piano/vocal score. See: Igor
Stravinsky, Symphonie de psaumes (Paris: Édition Russe, 1930), F-Pn, Rés. Vma. 317.
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I’m terribly sorry to think I’ve bored you with all this, there are several
instances when “responsibility” makes me brave, but there are also two or
three places where only you can decide things.
Must I tell you what a place you hold here in all our hearts and minds?
Unbeknownst to you, you are present unceasingly through your work –You
have inspired an affection here that, I believe, manages to equal the
admiration we have for you. Well…
May our faithful thoughts surround you.
To you, dear, great Friend, all that we have that is most sincere and profound,
Nadia Boulanger 40
Boulanger’s exemplar now resides as manuscript Rés. Vma. 317 of the fonds Boulanger of
the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Not one page of this text eludes Boulanger’s careful
editing, and in certain places, one finds Stravinsky’s own hand located in the margins to
elaborate on compositional motivations, or to circumvent Boulanger’s suggestions. Turning
to examples of three different pages—one from each movement—provides detailed
information about both Boulanger’s editorial process and Stravinsky’s compositional habits
(see examples 1.1 and 1.2). 41
For the first and third movements of Stravinsky’s Symphonie, Boulanger’s process
was simple but thorough. She first inserted missing expressive and dynamic markings left out
of the initial transcription from orchestral score to piano/vocal reduction. These account for
the vast majority of changes made to the third movement especially, where accents and
40 Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, 13 August 1931, SS, CH-Bps. For a transcription of the original
document in French, see Appendix I, 2.
41 I have drawn my conclusions for this section from transcriptions of Boulanger’s copy of the
published piano/vocal score: Igor Stravinsky, Symphonie de psaumes, partition chant et piano (Paris: Édition
Russe, 1930), F-Pn, Rés. Vma. 317 (marked in examples as “original version”). I have used the corresponding
pages of the corrected edition, published as the symphony’s miniature score, to illustrate the “revised version,”
because it matches the changes Boulanger noted in the archival documents exactly. Stravinsky, Symphonie de
psaumes: Miniature Score (Paris: Édition Russe, 1931).
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Example 1.1a Nadia Boulanger’s Edits to the Symphonie de psaumes, First Movement,
R5 to 1 before R. 8. Corrected draft. [Source: Symphonie de psaumes,
réduction chant/piano (Paris: Éditions Russe de Musique, ca. 1930), M 531
STR UFNB, Médiathèque Nadia Boulanger, CNSMD.] Used with permission.
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Example 1.1b Symphonie de psaumes, first movement, R5 to R8-1, revised version.
SYMPHONY OF PSALMS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by
Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by
permission.
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Example 1.2a Nadia Boulanger’s Edits to the Symphonie de psaumes, Third Movement,
R18.4 to R20.2. Corrected draft. [Source: Symphonie de psaumes, réduction
chant/piano (Paris: Éditions Russe de Musique, ca. 1930), M 531 STR UFNB,
Médiathèque Nadia Boulanger, CNSMD.] Used with permission.
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Example 1.2b Symphonie de psaumes, Third Movement, R18.4 to R20.2. Revised version.
SYMPHONY OF PSALMS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by Hawkes
& Son (London) Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by permission.
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sforzando markings were missing from almost every bar (see example 1.2). Stravinsky’s
chronic exclusion of such markings until the final stages of composition is a recurring theme
in the scores he shared with Boulanger throughout their partnership.42 One wonders if this
habit was simply the result of time constraints. Alternatively, perhaps these manuscripts
reveal that a composition was a far more static organism for Stravinsky, and he waited to
address issues of dynamics, articulations, and orchestral balance until faced with a living
ensemble through which he could experiment, albeit rather surreptitiously.
After inserting these missing materials, Boulanger then edited any type-setting issues,
such as changing markings of CANT to cant and editing a text-extension line one measure
after R7, both in the first movement (see example 1.1). This same measure, one after R7, also
contained one of Boulanger’s note corrections, where she changed the f-natural to an e-
natural in the alto part. Boulanger then revised items she deemed lacking from an analytical
perspective. For example, she insisted on the addition of several cue notes to the piano part in
both the first and the third movements (see example 1.1, R7-2 and -1, piano, L.H., and
example 1.2, R10+5, middle stave). These notes serve little performative purpose, but they
do clarify the voice-leading of these sections. For Boulanger, one’s perception of the
development of Stravinsky’s counterpoint was inherently connected to the mental act of
performing the piece, and so these cue notes were necessary for the score’s intellectual
completion. Her concern over the presentation of voice-leading and counterpoint was a
dominant theme in her editorial process, as we shall see.
42 Omissions such as this exist in Boulanger’s copy of the autograph manuscript to the “Dumbarton
Oaks Concerto,” 1938, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 315; her copy of the autograph score for the “Symphonie en ut,”
1941, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 (1-2); and her copy of the “Symphonie Concertante,” 1945, F-Pn, Gr. Vma.
475, the work that would eventually become the Symphony in Three Movements.
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Boulanger’s further revisions to the first movement include a change in time signature
R5+4 (see example 1.1, last measure, first system). Here, Boulanger corrected the initial time
signature of 4/4 to 3/4 and deleted the two final notes of the original piano part. This must
have been a change made fairly late in the compositional process, reflected in Boulanger’s
copy of the autograph score, but not available in time for Soulima to incorporate it into the
first draft of the piano/vocal reduction. Stravinsky’s alteration of metre disrupts the regularity
of the exposition’s final moments and drives the music towards the subsequent oboe cadenza
a beat earlier than expected. The incorporation of this idiosyncrasy fairly late in his
compositional process suggests that Stravinsky’s metric conception of a piece was not always
settled until the final stages of a work’s development. 43 In addition, metrically truncating
phrase endings, particularly at the end of larger formal units, is another compositional
proclivity that Stravinsky shared with Boulanger in later autograph manuscripts, especially
the summary sketches to The Rake’s Progress that he sent her in 1951.44
The final significant change to these outer sections takes place in the third movement,
where Boulanger and Stravinsky insert the additional syllables of (hau), (ha), and (he)
between the existing text of the vocal part (see example 1.2, R20). To ensure this particular
revision was implemented correctly, Boulanger added one of her few extensive nota bene
markings in the margins and added an ossia bar at the bottom of the score’s page, reproduced
in example 1.3.
43 It is possible, though highly unlikely, that such a discrepancy was the result of a transcription error
on the part of Soulima Stravinsky’s work.
44 Igor Stravinsky, “Autograph Summary Sketches for The Rake’s Progress,” 1951, F-Pn, Rés. Vma.
Ms. 329 (1-3).
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Nota Bene: (hau) (ha) (he) All of the (hau), (ha), and (he) markings on this page,
page 32, and the first two measures of 33, in small characters and in parentheses.
Example 1.3 Nadia Boulanger’s edits to the Symphonie de psaumes, third movement, R
20, soprano voice
These altered syllables clarify the performance practice of this recurring vocal passage from
the third movement. The addition of “h’s” to the beginning of the syllables “au,” “a,” and
“e,” along with the incorporation of tenuto markings, suggests that the choir should begin
each syllable with a subtle accent. The addition of slur markings to the subsequent larger
intervals implies the need for the smooth connection of these notes without a break. Instead
of being four discrete pitches, these are now two sets of intervals. Placing an emphasis on the
eighth note of each pair encourages its full realization while also assisting the conjunct
execution of the larger leaps that follow them. The connection here between notation and
performance is direct, most likely a result of Boulanger’s own experiences listening to the
work in rehearsals and concerts. A letter written to her three years following by student
Louise Talma, reveals that this editorial process also informed Boulanger’s pedagogical
approach to the piece. Talma writes:
Dearest Godmother,
…Last week Otto Klemperer performed the Symphony of Psalms with the
Philharmonic orchestra. It was a terrible performance…As for the Lau(hau)
da(ha) te you would have jumped to hear them slide down from the first to the
second note without a trace of “hau” as though their eyes went blind between
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each syllable. The whole thing was totally lacking in majesty and
understanding. I was glad for Strawinsky that he missed that performance.45
Boulanger’s moderate alterations to this text setting clearly carried over into what she taught
her own students about the composition’s appropriate performance practice. Her editorial
role then directly translated into the piece’s reception among her pupils, and would explain
her rather dogmatic approach to the work’s performance throughout her life.
These were some of the smaller alterations Boulanger made to the score during her
role as editor —adjusting tempi, correcting notes, and fixing incorrect time signatures. There
were other points, however, where Boulanger moved beyond these more minor adjustments.
Turning now to an example from between R12-R13 of the second movement helps to explain
Boulanger’s larger editorial goals, showing that she was concerned with more than simply
ensuring all the notes were correct.
Beyond Proof Reading: Nadia Boulanger’s Edits to the Second Movement
The second movement once again saw Boulanger correcting articulations, expression
markings, and text underlay in Stravinsky’s score. She also changed pitches enharmonically
to match Stravinsky’s spellings in the orchestral autograph (see example 1.4, solid boxes).
R12 + 2, Boulanger incorporated one of the largest of her personal edits to be found in her
exemplar (see example 1.4, dotted lines).
Beginning at R12, Stravinsky’s opening fugue subject returns in a dense stretto.
Soulima’s transcription renders the counterpoint almost illegible because of its thick,
overcrowded presentation (example 1.5a). Boulanger re-transcribed the entire section,
45 Louise Talma to Nadia Boulanger, 27 October 1934, F-Pn, N.L.a., 110 (24-26). (Original text in
English.)
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clarifying the texture and setting the music as if it were a five-voice Bach chorale (example
1.5b-d). 46 Her edition lays bare the horizontal lines of Stravinsky’s counterpoint—
emphasizing in particular the interaction of soprano and bass. This visual presentation of the
music matched her philosophy about Stravinsky’s counterpoint that she voiced as early as
1925 in her Rice Lectures, stating:
In Stravinsky’s music, we are not only confronted by counterpoint, but by
counterpoint whose vertical concordances are new and which, being new,
naturally draw our attention so forcibly to them that we lose sight of the lines
which produced them and which ought to be our chief concern…To
appreciate such music, it is obvious that we must establish new habits of
hearing, re-acquire a new sense of the old linear values which were the pride
of the Renaissance and the glory of Bach. 47 [emphasis mine]
Once again, Boulanger revised the score not so much to make it more performable—though
in certain places that is an added benefit—but so that it was analytically clearer. The post-
Boulanger version now portrayed Stravinsky’s text in relation to past musical traditions. At
the same time, its language and rhythm emphasized the future of fugal composition.
These were the changes that Boulanger sent to Stravinsky along with her letter of 13
August 1931. He returned the score to her shortly thereafter with his own comments
appended, accepting the majority of her changes and emphasizing certain points through
marginal annotations—such as his insistence that DOMINUM be in capital letters throughout
the score. The demands of Fontainebleau and Boulanger’s typically peripatetic summer
46 This section contains transcriptions of Igor Stravinsky, Symphonie de psaumes, partition chant et
piano, (Paris: Édition Russe, 1930), F-Pn, Rés. Vma. 317; and Stravinsky, “Symphonie de Psaumes,” F-Pn, Gr.
Vma. 476. I have once again used the corresponding pages of the published scores for these illustrations
because they match the archival documents: Igor Stravinsky, Symphonie de psaumes: Orchestral Score (Paris :
Éditions Russe, 1932) for the “orchestral score,” idem., Symphonie de psaumes, partition chant et piano (Paris:
Éditions Russe, 1930) for the “original version”; and, for illustrations of the “revised version,” I have used
idem., Symphonie de psaumes : Miniature Score (Paris: Édition Russe, 1931).
47 Nadia Boulanger, “Lectures on Modern Music,” 138.
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Original Version: Revised Version:
Example 1.4 Nadia Boulanger’s edits to the Symphonie de psaumes, second movement, R11.1 to R13. 4. SYMPHONY OF PSALMS
by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by
permission.
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Example 1.5 Boulanger’s edits to the Symphonie de psaumes, second movement, R. 12.2 to R. 13. SYMPHONY OF PSALMS
by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by
permission.
c)
b)
a)
)
d)
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schedule slowed down the next stage of the editorial process and on 5 September, Gavryil
Païtchadze sent both Stravinsky and Boulanger this desperate letter:
Dear Mademoiselle,
Yesterday, I sent you the new proofs of Stravinsky’s Symphonie de Psaumes
(piano/vocal) by registered mail, along with the exemplar of the first edition
that you corrected.
I would ask you to review these proofs as soon as you have a free moment and
to return them to me as soon as would be possible for you. This urgency is
caused by the fact that the first edition of this score has been sold out to the
last exemplar for quite some time and we have been forced to refuse requests
for this work, which is greatly disagreeable for both the composer and the
editor. The new edition is therefore very urgent, all the more because we must
have several performances of the Symphonie during the first months of the
upcoming season.
In the hopes that you will hear this S.O.S. call and thanking you in advance, I
ask you, dear Mademoiselle, to believe in my most respectful sentiments.
G. Paitchadze 48
Two days following, Boulanger was once again set up in her summer residence in
Gargenville at work on the second stage of editing the Symphonie de psaumes.
48 “Chère Mademoiselle, Je vous ai envoyé hier sous bands recommandée les nouvelles épreuves de la
Symphonie de Psaumes de Strawinsky (chant et piano) avec l’exemplaire de la première édition que vous avez
corrigé. Je me permets de vous prier de regarder ces épreuves à votre premier moment libre et de me les
renvoyer aussi vite que ce sera possible pour vous. Cette urgence est causée par le fait que la première édition
de cette partition est épuisée jusqu’au dernier exemplaire il y a déjà un bon moment et nous sommes obligés de
refuser les demandes pour cette œuvre ce qui est très désagréable pour le compositeur et pour l’éditeur. Le
nouveau tirage presse donc beaucoup d’autant plus que nous devons avoir beaucoup d’exécutions de cette
Symphonie pendant les premiers mois de cette saison. Espérant que vous voudrez bien entendre cet appel de
S.O.S. et vous remerciant d’avance, je vous prie, chère Mademoiselle, de croire à mes sentiments respectueux.
G. Paitchadze” Gavriyil Païchadze to Nadia Boulanger, 5 September 1931, SS, CH-Bps.
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Boulanger’s Edits, Stage Two
To draw the editorial process to a close, Boulanger composed a pair of letters to Stravinsky.
These texts, spaced a day apart, reveal that in spite of the exemplar she and the composer had
exchanged a month earlier, there remained unanswered questions concerning pitch-class
values, questions to which only Stravinsky could provide the answers. Boulanger
rearticulated these concerns in her letters, and supplemented them with four pages of proofs
illustrating the last of the note changes that needed Stravinsky’s approval. She wrote:
Dear Friend,
I’ve made the corrections –everything is at rue d’Anjou –but unfortunately,
there remain several questions. I’m sorry to bother you, but what can one do?
Respond on these sheets, use the envelope, and forgive me for not having
saved you this annoyance.
You know with what deep sentiments of admiration, affection, and confidence
I call myself your,
NB
My respects to your dear mother.49
In typical Boulanger fashion, she followed this initial letter with a longer, more specific note
the following day:
Dear Friend,
I see that certain points have already been set by you. I’m only sending you
the pages containing questions. Could you respond to the following at the
same time :
1) Indication of Psalm numbers?
49 “Cher Ami, J’ai fait les corrections –tout est rue d’Anjou –mais hélas, il reste quelques questions –Je
suis désolée de vous déranger, mais que faire? Répondez sur les feuilles –servez vous de l’enveloppe et plaignez
moi de ne pouvoir vous épargner cet ennui.Vous savez avec quel profond sentiment d’admiration, d’affection et
de confiance je me dis votre, NB. Mes respects à votre chère Maman.” Nadia Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, 7
September 1931, SS, CH-Bps.
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2) Wouldn’t it be useful to indicate whether you want men’s voices or
children’s voices (and women in their absence?)
The rest is as follows:
1) Compare the trumpet on p. 33 with that on p. 35
2) the a-natural added in pencil but not in your hand on p. 22, second measure
of R7
3) And the chord of the last page –but I believe very much that the c-sharp is
correct, in spite of the recordings, because when the orchestra raised the issue
with it’s c-natural, you added the c-sharp quickly, as if in revulsion.
Excuse me for having tarried slightly –Please be sure, it was not my fault.
In deep devotion
NB 50
Though Boulanger had few qualms about altering dynamics, expressive markings, or
even rewriting the presentation of Stravinsky’s counterpoint, she could not, in good
conscience, change actual notes. Boulanger refused to alter any of the last three measures
mentioned in her letters without Stravinsky’s input, hence the expedient dispatch of yet
another set of proofs. Her hesitancy, however, is history’s gain, as this final exchange of
scores forced Stravinsky to record clear details about his compositional methods in the third
movement of his Symphonie de psaumes.
Ostinato Treatments
Stravinsky responded quickly to Boulanger’s letters, probably acutely aware of the
implication for haste in Païtdchaze’s message. Along with his missive, Stravinsky returned to
50 “Cher Ami, Je vois que certains points ont été déja[sic] fixés par vous –je ne vous envoie que les
pages contenant des questions –Veuillez en même temps répondre: 1) indication du no. des Psaumes? 2) Ne
serait-il pas bon d’indiquer que vous avez voulu des voix d’hommes et des voix d’enfants, (femmes à défaut ?)
Reste donc : 1) la trompette p. 33 à comparer avec p.35 2) le la-naturel ajouté au crayon, mais pas de votre main
p.22, 2de mes de R7 3) et l’accord de la dernière page –mais je crois vraiment de do-dièse, malgré les disques,
car vous avez joué, quand la partition d’orchestre avec son do-naturel, a soulevé la discussion, ce do-naturel
avec une sorte de révolte –et avez ajouté le dièse aussitôt. Pardon d’avoir un peu tardé –ce n’est pas de ma faute,
soyez-en sûr. En profond dévouement, NB.” Nadia Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, 8 September 1931, SS, CH-
Bps.
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the Boulanger the few pages of proofs she had sent him annotated with his comments.51 His
accompanying letter reads:
Very dear friend,
With all my heart I thank you for the trouble you have taken, and please be
most kind in forgiving me the haste of my responses
Attached are the blue pages with my answers written beside them in the
margins.
As for the first two questions of your letter 1) indication of the Psalm numbers
and 2) the use of men’s and children’s voices, and in their absence, women’s
voices in the composition –it is completely essential to include this in this
piano/vocal reduction. For the rest, if I remember correctly, I’ve already
spoken in this sense to Païtchadze about the matter. But my memory fails me
to such a point that I can’t seem to remember anything anymore! It’s
becoming terrible.
Please believe in my loyal friendship and my infinite thanks,
Your,
Igor Strawinsky 52
The first of Boulanger’s complaints the pair addressed concerns the “trumpet from p. 33
compared to the trumpet of page 35.” This point of contention was a vestige of Boulanger’s
initial “petite liste,” where she suggested that 5 after R 22,
might be an error when compared with 5 after R26: .
In its fullest context, Boulanger was referencing the first two Laudate ostinati of the
third movement’s final measures (see example 1.6). The piano/vocal reduction replicated the
51 These proofs, transcribed in examples 6-8, are catalogued as Igor Stravinsky, “Symphonie de
Psaumes, ‘Pages Bleues,’” 1931, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 245.
52 “Trés [sic] chère amie,Merci de tout cœur pour la peine que vous y prenez et excusez-moi
magnanimement la hâte de mes réponses. Ci-joint les pages bleues avec mes réponses à côté de vos questions
sur leurs marges. Quant aux deux premières questions de votre lettre, I) l’indication des numéros des Psaumes et
2) la mention de la composition du chœur pour voix d’hommes et d’enfants avec, à leur défaut, des voix de
femmes, très indispensable de l’inserrer[sic] dans cette réduction de piano et chant de chœur. Du reste, s’il m’en
souvient, j’en ai parlé dans ce sens à Païtchadze [sic] Mais la mémoire me fait à tel point défaut que je ne me
souviens plus de rien! Ça dévient[sic] terrible. Croyez à ma fidèle amitié et à ma reconnaissance infinie. Votre,
Igor Strawinsky.” Igor Stravinsky to Nadia Boulanger, 12 September 1931, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (118).
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cadential preparation in both instances exactly. This conflicted with the orchestral score,
where Stravinsky set these two versions differently. Boulanger wrote to Stravinsky about this
discrepancy, trying to learn which was the error: the repetition, found in the piano/vocal
score, or the altered version located in the orchestral manuscript.
R22.5 (also p. 33): R26.5 (also p. 35):
Example 1.6 Problematic ostinato section, third movement. SYMPHONY OF PSALMS by
Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.U.S.
Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by permission.
The main issues at hand concerned which pitches to sustain and which to reiterate in
these two sections —in a sense, which voices were contrapuntally necessary, and how to best
introduce each cadence. Boulanger and Stravinsky eventually concluded that this theme
should indeed be varied, and the most important components to control in their variation
were presentation of the counterpoint, limitation of the use of pitch extremes, and the clear
statement of harmonic rhythm directly preceding cadential points.
The changes made from the original to the final version reveal these concerns (see
example 1.7). In deciding to alter the first cadence, Boulanger and Stravinsky first changed
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Original Version:
R22.5 R26.5
(Ostinato treatment repeated exactly)
Revised Version:
R22.5 R26.5
(Pitches of first statement altered)
Example 1.7 Final editorial change R22.5, third movement
the C-flat of the original to a B-natural. This identified the note as a lower-neighbor to the
surrounding pitch-class C’s and analytically clarified the underlying major-minor-seventh
harmonies of the passage. Second, Boulanger eliminated the introduction of a high E-flat on
the last half-note of the example’s first measure. This climactic pitch was now reserved for
the second iteration of the ostinato, two measures before R27, allowing for a subtle increase
in drama with each repetition. Finally, several pitches—such as the D-natural and A-flat of
the right-hand’s inner voices—were changed to whole notes. This revision once again
clarified the active lines of Stravinsky’s counterpoint. It was now the moving, horizontal
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voices that garnered aural attention in lieu of a vertical texture emphasized by repeated block
chords.
Together, these changes add contrast to the final movement of Stravinsky’s
symphony and reveal an underlying desire for his music to undergo large-scale development.
Gretchen Horlacher has shown that the interaction of the third movement’s ostinati affect the
piece’s overall progression, arguing that: “the developmental process…produces a formal
framework through the joint completion among [ostinati] strata of a contrapuntal pattern.” 53
This need for strata to perform developmental functions was not lost on Boulanger either
during the editorial process, reflected in her sustained concern over this discrepancy in the
third movement. Boulanger’s insistence that the musical text accurately portray Stravinsky’s
compositional practices engendered a revised piano/vocal reduction that placed renewed
emphasis on the work’s contrapuntal lines and treatment of developmental—as opposed to
stagnant—ostinati patterns.
Pattern Completion
Stravinsky then confirmed that the A-natural identified by Boulanger as suspicious—two
measures after R7, third movement—was indeed an incorrect adjustment made in someone
else’s hand (see example 1.8). He wrote to Boulanger that he wanted to reserve the A-natural
for the following measure, where it would occur specifically at the end of the phrase, and she
was to leave the music as it was in the original.54
53 Gretchen Horlacher, “The Rhythms of Reiteration: Formal Development in Stravinsky’s Ostinati,”
Music Theory Spectrum 14 (1992): 173.
54 Boulanger wrote into the score: “La naturel remis au crayon?” “A-natural inserted in pencil?” to
which Stravinsky responded “Non…tout en il y est.” “No…leave everything as it is.” Igor Stravinsky,
“Symphonie de Psaumes, ‘Pages Bleues,’” 1931, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 245, 22.
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Example 1.8 A-flat or A-natural question, third movement, R7 – R8. SYMPHONY OF
PSALMS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by Hawkes & Son (London)
Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by permission.
On the surface, this would seem as simple as Stravinsky and Boulanger fixing a stray pitch
introduced by an ill-guided conductor, but on a formal level, this A-natural suggests
something more.
Joseph Straus has argued that Stravinsky’s musical structure is a function of the pitch
classes within each self-contained formal unit. Straus writes:
A certain unordered collection…is established as a structural norm for the
composition…Through repetition, this normative unit becomes so engrained
in the listener’s consciousness that the sounding of part of the pattern creates
an expectation for the completion of the pattern…The arrival of missing notes
will bring with it a sense of cadence or of structural arrival. 55
For example, were Stravinsky composing diatonically, he would use all pitches of the C-scale
but one and when ready to move to a new formal section, he would introduce the withheld
pitch directly before proceeding to the subsequent structural area.
55 Joseph Straus, “A Principle of Voice Leading in the Music of Stravinsky,” Music Theory Spectrum 4
(1982): 106-107.
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The Symphonie de psaumes extract in question suggests another possible motivation
for delaying a pitch. In this section, Stravinsky allows for a modal tension or ambiguity to
exist between C-Phrygian and C-Aeolian (see example 1.9).
Example 1.9 Modal content, third movement, R7 – R8
He then delays the articulation of the A-natural pitch until the climax of the phrase. This does
not so much complete the previous pattern as much as disrupt and dissolve it. Stravinsky’s
introduction of the A-natural three measures before R8 serves as a catalyst, just as Straus’s
model suggests it would, for the music to move away from its initial modality, drive towards
a cadence, and transition into a new formal area. Stravinsky’s admission that he reserved this
pitch for just before the end of the phrase, suggests that his habit of “pattern completion” was
indeed a conscious one, though sometimes he reserved pitches so that they could serve to
undo his patterns as much as to satisfy or complete them. This excerpt shows that,
simultaneous to Stravinsky using pattern completion as a means of controlling the structure
of his atonal works, he was also introducing the idea as a means to trigger structural change
in his quasi-modal/tonal pieces. Boulanger was sensitive enough to Stravinsky’s
compositional habits that she noticed this issue. She had shown previously that she had no
qualms correcting pitches that were blatantly wrong, as was already discussed concerning
example 1.1. In this case, however, she remained sceptical of the A-natural’s early
( )
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introduction, perhaps trusting instead in her observations of Stravinsky’s structural processes
and thereby resisting its insertion.
The final edit identified by Boulanger—a problematic C-sharp three measures after R
28 in the third movement—was never addressed by Stravinsky, and though it caused
Boulanger some unease, as her final letter attests, she sent the fair copy along with her and
Stravinsky’s stray pages of additional edits to Païchadze on 17 September 1931. Boulanger’s
last words on the work are found in her letter to the composer that same day. In this missive,
she both dismisses her participation by framing her actions in the self-effacing context of the
teacher and help-mate, while also asserting her edition’s primacy and her hesitancy to
relinquish the project to Édition Russe in a final assertive postscript. In this way, she see-
saws between rhetorical strategies, aiming to protect herself through gendered prose on the
one hand, while also inserting one lingering, insistent suggestion on the other. Boulanger
wrote:
Dear Friend,
I have received your letter—everything is finished, sent off—I regret the c-
sharp because of the c-natural in the following measure, but…I’m sure, at the
heart of the matter, naturally, you are correct.
No need to thank me, we would be deeply honoured and happy if we could
have helped you with anything at all. These are certainly not jobs for you.
In all haste, and in sincere affection,
Nadia Boulanger
[P.S.] I recommend to Païtchadze to have someone review the orchestral score
and ensure that the corrections are incorporated. I hope that he has someone
who can do that with care.56
56 “Cher Ami, Bien reçu votre lettre –tout est fait, envoyé – je regrette le do-dièse à cause du do-naturel
de la mesure suivante, mais…au fond je suis sûre, naturellement, que vous avez raison. Ne me remerciez pas,
nous serions tous si fière et heureux, au fond, si nous pouvions vous aider au quoi que ce soit. Ce ne sont pas là
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Édition Russe published Boulanger and Stravinsky’s work that autumn under the title:
Miniature Score for the Symphonie de psaumes, though it was still only a piano/vocal
reduction. In many ways, I consider this “miniature score” to be Boulanger and Stravinsky’s
critical edition of the composition; it is a distillation of the extant written and aural sources
into one, definitive text. For whatever reason, Édition Russe continued to sell the original
piano/vocal reduction—along with its errors—after the Miniature Score version was publicly
available. Subsequently, when Boosey and Hawkes purchased the Édition Russe library in
1948, they too published both versions: the highly problematic piano/vocal transcription and
the revised Miniature Score. By consulting the Boosey and Hawkes piano/vocal reduction,
one can still see where Édition Russe attempted to incorporate Boulanger’s changes by
manuscript addition. Tightly-scrawled alterations were squeezed in by hand, though most
errors remain, because of the impossibility of changing anything without requiring new plates
altogether. Today, if one wants to get a sense of the thorough impact Boulanger had on the
work’s revision, one need but open these two scores to any page and compare the differences.
Conspicuously, Stravinsky failed to acknowledge Boulanger’s input publicly—both
scores still read: “Réduction pour Chant et Piano par son fils SVIATOSLAV/ Reduction for
Voice and Piano by his son SVIATOSLAV.” Stravinsky’s reticence may very well have been
a result of Boulanger’s own urging, or of both publisher and composer choosing to turn a
blind eye to the issue. That said, Stravinsky had a history of being unkind to collaborators.
With the exception of Maurice Ravel’s work with him on the re-orchestration of Modest
des besognes pour vous. En toute hâte, avec tant d’affection. Nadia Boulanger. P.S. Je recommande à
Païtchadze de bien faire revoir la partition d’orchestre et de veiller à ce que les corrections soient reportées –
j’espère qu’il y [a] quelqu’un qui puisse faire cela avec soin.” Nadia Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, 17
September 1931, SS, CH-Bps.
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Mussorgsky’s Khovanshchina in 1913, and the various ballets the Russian ex-patriate
developed with George Balanchine, Stravinsky rarely admitted to productive collaborative
experiences.57 On several occasions, Stravinsky even went to great pains to publicly discredit
those who claimed to have assisted him with his compositions, such as the choreographer
Michel Fokine and the staging for the ballet The Firebird, or the librettist Charles Ferdinand
Ramuz and the text for The Soldier’s Tale.58 Furthermore, beyond these more blatant
examples of outside influence, it was not atypical of Stravinsky to take advantage of people’s
editorial abilities in passing, including Samuel Dushkin, or Arthur Lourié.59 Stravinsky
would often seek external input and then not acknowledge it, a habit to which Boulanger all-
too-easily lent herself.
Stravinsky was in part driven by monetary concerns; anytime he admitted to a
collaborator, he had to share the royalties for sales and performances. If Boulanger was
willing to forgo recognition and therefore provide no reason for future payment, I doubt very
much that Stravinsky was troubled by it. Furthermore, discrediting past collaborators also
served to reinforce Stravinsky’s image as operating with complete creative autonomy and it
is difficult for me to believe that Boulanger would have ever wanted to impinge upon this
aspect of Stravinsky’s persona. At the same time, Boulanger’s participation remains
unacknowledged. This has not only damaged her historical treatment, it has also affected the
57 For Stravinsky’s collaborative work with George Balanchine see: Charles Joseph, Stravinsky and
Balanchine: A Journey of Invention (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002). For Stravinsky’s work on
Khovanshchina see: Walsh, Creative Spring, 197-198; and Griffith, Stravinsky, 29.
58 See Stravinsky’s comments in Memories and Commentaries (New York: Doubleday, 1960), 34-35.
For his issues with Ramuz over The Soldier’s Tale see: Walsh, Creative Spring, 375–76.
59 For Dushkin see: Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues, 47; and Samuel Dushkin, “Working with
Stravinsky,” in Igor Stravinsky, Edwin Corle ed. (New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pierce, 1949); Lourié assisted
Stravinsky by proof-reading his Suite No. 2. See: Walsh, Creative Spring, 414.
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act of research. Documents used in the revision process—Boulanger’s exemplar, and the
autograph orchestral score, for example—are not even cross-listed in the contents of her
archive at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Instead, they are catalogued exclusively as
Stravinsky’s materials; the catalog description of the exemplar even remarks that the
manuscript bears Stravinsky’s annotations, but there is no mention of Boulanger’s. Scholars
know of the involvement of Fokine, Dushkin, Lourié, and the others, but of Boulanger’s
assistance, they do not.
I am uncomfortable, however, with calling Boulanger a collaborator, at least not to
the extent that Ramuz or Balanchine ever were. But I do not think she fits into the same
category as Dushkin, and Lourié, as her involvement was more extensive than theirs, as this
dissertation will show, spread over several projects until 1952. Instead, I believe her actions
warrant such vocabulary as advisor, guide, or consultant, particularly for the Symphonie de
psaumes project. The leadership Boulanger claimed in the score’s preparation is evident in
her interaction with Païchadze and Stravinsky, particularly in her final letters, and the lasting
impact she had on the score is evident by its revised condition. Her success allowed her close
insight into the composer’s compositional methods while also allowing her to impose her
own conception of Stravinsky’s music onto the score itself.
“The Inestimable Qualities of Your Heart and Ear”: Nadia Boulanger’s analysis of
the Symphonie de psaumes
By the time Boulanger finished editing the Symphonie de psaumes, she had worked with the
composition for nine months. Eight of those months were also spent running classes on the
work in Paris and at Fontainebleau. Boulanger’s intimate knowledge of the symphony, and
experience discussing it with Stravinsky and her pupils, inspired her to compose a series of
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analytical sketches that she began in the winter of 1932. That summer, on 17 June, she sent
them to the composer on behalf of her and her students as a 50th birthday present, writing:
My dear Friend,
How I would have liked to embrace you by the hand, and join with those who
love you in stating my inexpressible attachment.
You are for us such a great light. You give to us a joy that renews itself each
day —and you have honored me with a friendship, a confidence, that are
precious to me above all others.
Some difficulties of a nature which I’m sure you can guess, have prevented us,
my students and me, from sending you the gifts intended for you. I want to
believe that we will finally succeed, because to miss this opportunity to do
something for you, would be too cruel to us.
Happy Birthday, Dear Friend —and thank you. That I could only tell you with
what affection and with what admiration I am
Your
Nadia Boulanger 60
Hampered by the failing economic conditions in Europe brought about by the effects of the
Great Depression, Boulanger and her students were at a loss to produce anything substantial
to give to Stravinsky for a birthday present. In lieu of this, Boulanger forwarded along a
series of analytical sketches, including analyses of the outer two movements of the
Symphonie de psaumes. The “difficulties” Boulanger mentions, may also refer to the fact that
her sketches were incomplete: she failed to send along the second movement with the other
60 “Mon cher Ami, Comme j’aurais aimé vous embrasser demain, me joindre à ceux qui vous aiment et
vous témoigner mon inexprimable attachement. Vous êtes pour nous une si grande lumière. Vous nous donnez
des joies qui se renouvellent chaque jour –et vous voulez bien m’honorer d’une amitié, d’une confiance que me
sont précieuses entre toutes. Des difficultés d’un ordre que vous devinez, nous empêchent, mes élèves et moi de
vous envoyer le souvenir que nous vous destinions. Je veux espérer que nous finirons par réussir, car perdre
cette opportunité de faire quelque chose pour vous, nous est très cruel. Bonne fête, Cher Ami –et merci si je
pouvais vous dire avec quelle affection, quelle admiration je suis, Votre Nadia Boulanger.” Nadia Boulanger to
Igor Stravinsky, 17 June 1932, SS, CH-Bps.
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folios. In response, Stravinsky wrote to her immediately, on 18 June 1932, thanking her and
begging her not to send him anything else too extravagant:
How can I thank you, dear Nadia, for your sketches full of a friendship that is
all the more precious to me, for I know too well the inestimable quality of
your heart and ear!
But I do beg of you, please don’t be recklessly indulgent in finding me things
which I love passionately, but which are, thanks to the sinister times in which
we live, unaffordable, for us musicians. Let’s leave those to the rich, if rich
they truly are.
I embrace you with all my heart
Your cinquantenaire*,
Igor Strawinsky
*) I know it’s quinquagenaire[sic], but the other number sounds so much
better 61
Along with this note, Stravinsky returned her sketches, adding his own annotations to them.
Years later, the two friends’ analysis was incorrectly filed away in an envelope
marked “Outline for the Symphony in C.” It remains in this packaging today, though now it
is part of the fonds Boulanger of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France.62 Carefully opening
this worn envelope, one finds eight pages of Boulanger’s work, including her complete
formal analysis of the outer two movements of the Symphonie de psaumes and a discussion
of the inner fugue that she abandoned before completion. Included in this stack of materials
61 “Comment vous remercier, chère Nadia, pour vos esquisses pleinne[sic] d’amitié qui m’est tant
particulièrement précieuse puisque je connais trop bien les qualités inestimables de votre cœur et de votre
oreille! Mais, je vous en supplie, ne faites pas des folies pour me trouver des choses que j’aime passionnément
mais qui sont, par le sinistre temps que nous vivons, inabordables, pour nous autres musiciens. Laissons cela
aux riches si riches il y a. Je vous embrasse de tout cœur, Votre cinquantenaire*, Igor Strawinsky*)
quinquagenaire[sic], j’admets, mais le nombre sonne mieux.” Letter from Igor Stravinsky to Nadia Boulanger,
18 June 1932, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (120). Walsh also cites this letter, though he omits the opening section
concerning the “esquisses,” Creative Spring, 513.
62 Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky, “Esquisses pour la Symphonie en ut,” F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms.
984, folios 2-8. The analytical chart is catalogued as folio 2 verso. (The first folio is a blank sheet.)
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is a small slip of scrap paper, approximately 6 x 4 inches. On one side is Boulanger and
Stravinsky’s analysis of the first movement of the Symphonie de psaumes while on the other,
is their discussion of the third.
Analysis, First Movement
Boulanger and Stravinsky’s analysis of the first movement is reproduced in Figure 1.1.
Boulanger prepared the initial document; the black handwriting is hers. Her use of a
shorthand format implies that she and Stravinsky had developed a specific analytical
vocabulary by this point. The subsequent red and blue wax-pencil markings are most likely
Stravinsky’s.63
This chart presents a formal outline and harmonic analysis of the Symphonie de
psaumes’s first movement. The first column states the length, in quarter-notes, of each
distinct segment (see example 1.10, “A”). The second column lists specific rhythmic and
thematic aspects of each gesture (example 1.10, “B”) while the third comments on each
segment’s relationship to e-centric collections (see example 1.10, “C”). The final column is
reserved for commentary on the significant pitch characteristics of individual gestures
(example 1.10, “D”). To the extreme left of the chart, as well as in the center column, are
Boulanger and Stravinsky’s formal markings. These arcs indicate how different segments and
key relationships return throughout the piece. Finally, the top left-hand corner replicates the
segments found in the chart below, except that the unit of measure is the bar and not the
quarter note (example 1.10, “E”). To the right of these upper calculations, Boulanger has also
63 Igor Stravinsky, “Concerto en Mib,” F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 315.
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Figure 1.2 Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky, analysis of the Symphonie de
psaumes, first movement, ca. 18 June 1932 [Source: F-Pn, Rés Vma. 984, folio 2
verso.] Used with permission.
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Example 1.10 Organization of Symphonie de psaumes analysis, first movement
highlighted certain moments of e-centricity in the piece and their duration in measures
(example 1.10, “F”). Boulanger believed Stravinsky’s music was organized “around a ‘home’
key,” though, after 1925, perhaps around a pitch center.64 In the case of her analysis of the
Symphonie de psaumes’s first movement, Boulanger left her harmonic nomenclature flexible
64 Boulanger, “Rice Lectures,” 143. Joseph Straus also provides a discussion of the Symphonie de
psaumes’s centricity in his text: An Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 2000), 124–
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and somewhat ambiguous, designating sections’ pitch content only with lower-case e’s, so as
to indicate e-minor, e-Phrygian, or possibly even e-octatonic.65
I should emphasize that I have found no archival evidence that Boulanger or
Stravinsky ever used the word “octatonic” to describe his music. Such terminology would
have to wait thirty-one years before Arthur Berger—himself a Boulanger pupil from 1937-
1939—introduced it in his seminal Perspectives of New Music article, “Problems of Pitch
Organization in Stravinsky.”66 What I do find intriguing about Boulanger and Stravinsky’s
analysis, however, is that they isolate sections that contain octatonicism as distinct from the
surrounding material. Whether this isolation was also in reference to the unique thematic
elements of these measures is open to interpretation, but it is tantalizing to imagine that
Boulanger and Stravinsky considered what we now refer to as “octatonicism” a deliberate
and specialized collection in the Symphonie de psaumes.67
A close reading of R1-5 will help illustrate in greater detail how the chart functions.
The first gesture identified is the opening e-minor sonority, or what is now commonly
referred to as the “Psalms chord.” Boulanger isolated this sonority and its surrounding rests
as one complete gesture. She then traced its return in measures 4, 8, 14 and so on. After its
second appearance, Boulanger labels it simply as “1,” which I interpret as her identification
25. His work on the Symphonie de psaumes’s “tonal axis” also resonates with Boulanger and Stravinsky’s
analysis. See: Straus, “Stravinsky’s ‘Tonal Axis,’” Journal of Music Theory 26 (1982): 261–90.
65 Boulanger herself rarely differentiated between modal or tonal classification in her short-hand
analyses; lower-case letters were all she used. See, for example, her similar analytical markings on the inside
cover of her copy of Gabriel Fauré’s Requiem, F-Pn, Vma 1938a,.
66 Arthur Berger, “Problems of Pitch Organization in Stravinsky,” in Perspectives of New Music 2
(1963): 11-42.
67 It is also possible that Boulanger may have absorbed the idea of the octatonic scale from interactions
with the Princesse de Polignac whose husband, Edmund de Polignac, had been experimenting with octatonic
collections well before Stravinsky. See: Sylvia Kahan, In Search of New Scales: Prince Edmund de Polignac,
Octatonic Explorer (Rochester, N.Y.: University of Rochester Press, 2009).
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Example 1.11 First movement analysis, transferred to printed score. SYMPHONY OF PSALMS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright
1931 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by permission.
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of the “psalms chord” as a sort of tonic, possibly because all three collections used in this
piece—minor, Phrygian, and octatonic—share this fundamental trichord (example 1.11,
section A).
Contrasted with this is the sixteenth-note bassoon and oboe entry that begins in
measure 2 (example 1.11, section B). Boulanger characterizes this gesture by the b-flat/b-
natural cross relation at play within it. She then traces the return of this gesture in measures 5
and 9, after which it disappears from the chart. I will return to the possible significance of
this b-flat/b-natural relationship momentarily.
Boulanger identifies a third distinct section in the eighth row of the chart, also found
in the last three measures of the printed score’s first page (example 1.11, section C). These
bars are identified by their e pedal-point, the thickening of the orchestral texture, and the
clear use of the e-Phrygian diatonic collection —the first of its kind in the piece.
The next discrete section isolated by Boulanger closes the expository section and follows R4
(example 1.11, section D). In the handwritten chart, this material also bears the first of
Stravinsky’s three red-and-blue “one” annotations. In the third column, Boulanger links this
segment to the preceding e-Phrygian material—perhaps viewing it as developmentally
related—while Stravinsky isolates it analytically, suggesting that the passage is an
amalgamation of the preceding harmonic and thematic content. This is, in fact,
where the first complete statement of the octatonic collection occurs in the piece. Each
subsequent area highlighted by Stravinsky with his red-and-blue “ones” also contains the
complete octatonic scale. This is perhaps the same idea Stravinsky referenced in his only
other commentary on the piece. Found as part of the fourth of his conversation books
produced along with Robert Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, Stravinsky stated that “sequences
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of two minor thirds joined by a major third [were] the root idea of the whole [Symphonie de
psaumes].” 68 The markings found thirty years earlier in the Boulanger/Stravinsky analysis
suggest that, even then, Stravinsky wanted people to be aware of the distinctive harmonic
materials present in these measures of his Symphonie.
The segments identified in the chart’s first ten rows are the movement’s fundamental
building blocks. For the remainder of the piece, the chart reveals where and how these
motives return as well as any new material inserted for developmental purposes, such as that
found in row seventeen. Throughout, the governing principle is the aural event taking place
and its relationship to the overall dramatic tension of the piece.
Viewing the chart as a discussion about harmony between Boulanger and Stravinsky
also provides one possible explanation for Boulanger’s identification of the opening
measures’ B-flat/B-natural cross-relation. The use of B-flat as a structural pitch and not as a
leading-tone to b-natural cannot be easily explained in diatonic terms. This dual identity for
pitch-class “b”—in flat and natural form—also makes the piece octatonic, by very definition.
This is perhaps one reason why Boulanger was so interested by this property of the work and
added her fourth column. Additionally, the harmonic emphasis of the chart could help
explain the remainder of Stravinsky’s annotations. In addition to potentially indicating
thematic relationships, his circles and squares delineate harmonic content. Items circled in
red contain the “Psalms chord;” items circled in blue use the e-Phrygian scale; those
68 Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, 45. It is difficult to take this entire quotation verbatim,
considering in the next sentence Stravinsky goes on to complain that he “was not aware of Phrygian modes,
Gregorian chants, Byzantinisms, or anything of the sort” while writing this work, and he begrudges analysts
who write otherwise. Clearly the analyses he and Boulanger developed in 1932 suggest that some conscious use
of Phrygian harmonies did indeed take place.
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underlined in blue use a subset of the octatonic scale; and those enclosed with blue squares
contain the complete octatonic collection.
Today, there is but one analysis that shares the same conclusions as Boulanger and
Stravinsky’s chart. It was developed fifty-one years later by one of Boulanger’s pupils, Pieter
van den Toorn.69 In his 1983 book The Music of Igor Stravinsky, van den Toorn offers a
thorough analysis of the Symphonie de psaumes’ first movement.70 His divisions line up
almost exactly with Boulanger and Stravinsky’s. He too separates the harmonic language of
the piece into “three distinct blocks:” those using the “Psalms Chord;” those involving the
“E-Scale-on-E” diatonic collection; and those using “Octatonic Collection 1” (see Table 1.3).
The debate continues today amongst theorists about the importance of octatonicism in
the music of Igor Stravinsky, and perhaps his and Boulanger’s chart can add one further clue
to this already complex puzzle. 71
69 Pieter C. van den Toorn, The Music of Igor Stravinsky (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983),
344–51. Edward T. Cone’s article “Stravinsky: The Progress of a Method,” in Perspectives of New Music 1
(1962): 18-26 shares Boulanger’s interest in overall harmonic connections between movements. He is one of the
few theorists to treat the “Psalms chord” in isolation, just as Boulanger does. Richard Taruskin’s later study of
the historical derivations of Stravinsky’s octatonicism directly engages and furthers several of the analyses
found in van den Toorn’s book, but, unfortunately, he never addresses the Symphonie de psaumes. Taruskin,
“Chez Petrouchka: Harmony and Tonality ‘chez’ Stravinsky,” 19th Century Music 10 (1987): 265–86. Other
theorists, including Gretchen Horlacher, have engaged the third movement of the Symphony, but have not
addressed the first. See: “Running in Place: Sketches and Superimposition in Stravinsky’s Music,” Music
Theory Spectrum 23 (2001): 196-216.
70 van den Toorn, Music of Stravinsky, 344–51.
71 The most current debate concerning the relevance of octatonicism for the analysis of Stravinsky’s
music was sparked by Dmitri Tymoczko’s 2002 article “Stravinsky and the Octatonic, A Reconsideration,” in
Music Theory Spectrum 24 (2002): 68-102. Here he argues for dismissing the idea that the octatonic scale “has
now been promoted to the deepest level of musical structure, purportedly controlling extended lengths of
musical time,” 68. He criticizes scholars, particularly van den Toorn, for placing such an emphasis on
Stravinsky’s octatonic language, and argues that the “octatonic scale is less central to Stravinsky’s work than it
has been made out to be,” 68. His own analysis of the Symphonie de psaumes is found on page 92 of the article
and both resonates and conflicts with Boulanger and Stravinsky’s work. Following the publication of this text,
van den Toorn engaged in a Colloquy with Tymoczko in which they both argued the merits of octatonicism as
an analytical tool. “Colloquy -- Stravinsky and the Octatonic: The Sounds of Stravinsky,” Music Theory
Spectrum 25 (2003): 167-202.
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Table 1.3 Comparison of Boulanger/Stravinsky and Pieter van den Toorn analyses
Boulanger/Stravinsky
Divisions
Pieter van den Toorn’s
Divisions
2 “Psalms Chord”
5
2 “Psalms Chord”
6
1 “Psalms Chord”
10
1 “Psalms Chord”
6 “E-Scale-on-E”
16
28 “Octatonic Collection 1”
15
9
28 “Octatonic Collection 1”
1 “Psalms Chord”
14 “E-Scale-on-E”
1 “Psalms Chord”
66
12 “E-Scale-on-E”
42 “Octatonic Collection 1”
24
V of C
“Half Cadence”
While providing us with myriad ideas about the content of the piece, her and
Stravinsky’s chart also tells us about Boulanger’s main pedagogical concept: the grande
ligne. This tenet of Boulanger’s held that all successful compositions contained an
architecture that controlled a work’s dramatic tension from beginning to end. She outlined
this idea in her chart on at least three levels: harmonically, formally, and rhythmically. I have
already discussed Boulanger’s exploration of the compositions’ large-scale harmonic
1
1
1
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development. Her fascination with the expansion of harmonic collections based on “e”
engendered the arcs she added to the third column while also partially controlling the overall
division of the music.
Formally, her grande ligne indications rest to the left-hand side of the chart where she
maps out the progression of various thematic units. Boulanger’s interest in the evolution of
the “Psalms chord” serves as a prime example. Even this single chord, sandwiched between
rests, does not escape development— or Boulanger’s keen analytical sense— over the course
of the entire movement. Additionally, by identifying the final chord of the movement as
functionally dominant, she emphasizes how Stravinsky extends compositional momentum
across larger sections. With this final sonority, Boulanger shows how Stravinsky’s large-
scale formal control extends beyond single movements and carefully knits together the end of
this section with the remaining two, both of which are built on C.
Finally, division of the composition into quarter notes illustrates how its grande ligne
works rhythmically. By distilling rhythms to their lowest common denominator in the first
column, Boulanger taught her students to perceive Stravinsky’s constantly shifting metre as
part of a larger scheme.72 This was a common aspect of Boulanger’s approach to Stravinsky’s
music. Focusing on the basic rhythmic unit enabled her pupils to perceive the piece’s longer
developmental arcs. Thus, they were less likely to mentally segment rhythmic progressions
via barlines or changing time signatures.
72 In addition to his counterpoint, Boulanger was fascinated by Stravinsky’s rhythms. A discussion of
his rhythmic techniques occurs as early as 1925 in her Rice lectures, 140–42. She also kept on file in her
teaching notes two unpublished articles from the early 1930s on Stravinsky’s rhythmic procedures: Jeanne
Seitz, “Étude sur le rythme de Strawinsky avec examples,” and Jane Burgess, “Some Rythmic Characteristics of
the Music of Strawinsky.” Both of these documents are now part of the archives of the Centre Internationale
Nadia et Lili Boulanger, Paris, France, items B 1-20 and C1-11 of the “Stravinsky documents,” respectively.
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Through this small piece of paper, Boulanger laid bare the complexity of her grande
ligne concept. It functions on multiple levels, and applies to several different compositional
aspects. To my knowledge, this chart is one of the only documented examples of Boulanger’s
grande ligne in her own hand. As a pedagogue, it must have been of immense value to her to
be able to explore this concept so thoroughly in the work of a living composer.
The analysis of the first movement was by far the most thorough and complete
treatment of the symphony found in Boulanger’s eight pages of esquisses. It considers
harmonic, rhythmic, thematic, and structural aspects of the composition while also
benefitting from the most thorough of Stravinsky’s own annotations. Turning over this small
scrap of paper, one finds Boulanger and Stravinsky’s treatment of the third movement.
Though it does not contain a similarly varied amount of information, it still provides insights
into the work’s construction and Boulanger’s early approach to teaching the Symphonie de
psaumes.
Analysis, Third Movement
Stravinsky and Boulanger’s analysis of the third movement appears as Figure 1.2. Once
again, Boulanger prepared the formal outline and (almost certainly) Stravinsky added his
annotations later in blue wax-pencil. This part of Boulanger’s birthday present, however, was
a work-in-progress, being slightly less organized than that created for the first movement.
Indicative of Boulanger’s limited spare time while in the height of the teaching season at
Fontainebleau, this chart lacks the clarity of her previous work—numbers are repeated
without indication of their redundancy, and items are partially erased and hastily scribbled
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Figure 1.3 Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky, analysis of the Symphonie de
psaumes, third movement, ca. 18 June 1932. [Source: F-Pn, Rés Vma. 984, folio 2
recto] Used with permission.
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over without clear explanation. In spite of these seeming imperfections, the chart still
provides unprecedented details about the construction of Stravinsky’s composition and
Boulanger’s ability to perceive and describe these relationships in her pedagogical practice.
The numbers to the left and far right of the chart are, for the most part, mirror images
of each other. On the left-hand side, Boulanger lists the length—this time in measures—of
each distinct segment. On the right-hand side, she tallies the number of measures involved in
larger segments. Those numerals found one step closer to the middle of the chart on both
sides list Stravinsky’s distribution of verses from Psalm 150. The middle section then
identifies each segment’s incipit or the presence of an orchestral interlude.
Consider, for example, the first four rows of the chart (example 1.12a and b):
(a) Handwritten notes
Example 1.12 Organization of Symphonie de psaumes analysis, third movement, first
four rows
On the left-hand side (section A), Boulanger segments the first fifty-two measures into
various groups that are 3, 2, 9, 1, and 29 bars long. The text setting governs these divisions.
For this reason, Boulanger omits the final, textless bar, R3-1, in this portion of her analysis.
She then calculates the sum length of this music twice on the right-hand-side. First, she
incorporates the textless measure omitted previously and then groups the opening material
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Example 1.12b Analysis transferred to the printed score. SYMPHONY OF PSALMS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by
Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by permission.
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into sections that are 8, 15, and 29 bars long (section B), for a total of 52 bars. She then
regroups them as 8 + 44 measures (section C) for yet another total of 52. These opening bars
are also identified in the center column by their use of the Alleluia and laudate texts, and an
orchestral interlude, respectively. This is the movement’s expository material, as indicated by
the solid line to the right that Stravinsky later subjected to an emphatic underlining.
Boulanger delves into greater detail concerning the work’s organization in the chart’s
subsequent 8 rows (see example 1.13). Once again, in the sections marked “A,” Boulanger
totals the measures involved in each section, arriving at sums of 46 and 51 respectively. In
the sections marked “B,” she identifies the verses from Psalm 150 used by Stravinsky in the
second portion of the movement: verses one, two, and the first half of the third. In the center,
Boulanger comments on the contrapuntal treatment of the vocal parts, the text used, and each
segment’s length in measures. Finally, in the sections marked “C,” Boulanger includes her
Example 1.13 Organization of Symphonie de psaumes analysis, third movement, eight
middle rows
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only comments on the pitch-class content of the third movement. These annotations identify
each of the indicated section’s initial bass pitches, and in the first case, this could also be a
comment on the section’s modal center.
The final rows of the chart follow suit, explaining the formal structure of the
movement’s remaining measures in terms of formal groupings, and psalm verse distribution
(see example 1.14). Overall, one garners the impression that this final portion of the chart
was left incomplete. For example, above this section, Boulanger began to outline the
movement’s grande ligne—connecting the two internal orchestral sections and the opening
Alleluia setting with that located in the middle of the chart—but she never connected these
arcs to the final sections of her diagram. Certainly not, at least, to the extent of those found in
the first movement.
Example 1.14 Organization of Symphonie de psaumes analysis, third movement, final
rows
The immediate evidence suggests that, for this movement, Boulanger was interested
in proportions: the relationship of each larger structural section’s length to the others.
Boulanger considered formal proportionality a hallmark of Stravinsky’s neoclassical style
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ever since her review of his Octet in 1923.73 As Jeanice Brooks writes “Boulanger’s glowing
review of the première…is characteristic in describing the piece in terms of geometrical
construction, classical form, simplicity and clarity”74 [emphasis mine]. The resultant totals
found in Boulanger’s Symphonie de psaumes chart reveal a relative equality between larger
segments—52:45:51:55—that satisfied her criteria for a balanced neo-classical composition.
Whether Boulanger was drawn to extract this information about the piece based on her
knowledge of Stravinsky’s compositional methods, or because of a quality she felt inherent
to the genius of his music, is impossible to answer definitively —she left no further evidence
behind. But the central place structural content occupied in her analysis emphasizes once
again the importance she placed on the need for formal awareness. As was already witnessed
with her grande ligne concept, conscious attention to formal control was not only essential to
composers, but to listeners, performers, and conductors alike. It served as a powerful and
fundamental point of entry into any composition worthy of study.
Overall questions of structural relations, however, were not Boulanger’s only
concern with the symphony’s third movement. Further clues about the details of this chart
and Stravinsky’s additional annotations, rest in another piece of paper —the final scrap of
analysis included in the esquisses envelope. On the eighth folio contained in Rés. vma. 984,
one finds Boulanger’s skeletal transcription of the movement’s opening thirteen measures
(see Figure 1.4 and example 1.15).
73 Nadia Boulanger, “Concerts Koussevitzky,” Le Monde musical 34 (1923): 365.
74 Jeanice Brooks, “Performing Autonomy: Modernist Historiographies and the Concerts of Nadia
Boulanger,” (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Musicological Society, Washington, D.C.,
27-30 October, 2005), 18. I am very thankful to Jeanice Brooks for sharing with me the transcript for a version
of this paper that is currently under development as a forthcoming publication. Boulanger’s Octet review is also
discussed by Mary Davis, Classic Chic, 191.
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Figure 1.4 Nadia Boulanger, analysis of the Symphonie de psaumes, third movement,
mm. 1-8, ca. 18 June 1932. [Source: F-Pn, Rés Vma. 984, folio 8] Used with
permission.
Here, Boulanger separates the Alleluia setting from that of the subsequent laudate section.
She also includes a column to the left of her musical notation where she reproduces the
measure divisions found in her chart (3+2+.3+9+2). Using internal marginalia, such as the “5
to 6” and “7” found between the second and third staves of the first system, Boulanger
outlined the intervals exploited in the movement’s opening instrumental chords, especially
the relationship between the soprano and bass voices. And the annotation added to the end of
the second system of “Min E-flat/Maj. D-sharp” shows the flexibility Boulanger allowed for
the interpretation of pitches within Stravinsky’s harmonies. In this case, if the note E-flat was
found in a minor context, it served as the modal mediant, but if found in a major context, it
served as the leading tone to scale-degree 3 of the major mode. In isolation, this handwritten
scrap reveals Boulanger’s painstakingly detailed approach to the minutiae of Stravinsky’s
score: measure by measure and interval by interval. But when combined with her chart, it
also suggests that Boulanger was curious about Stravinsky’s text setting.
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Example 1.15 Analysis of third movement, mm. 1-8, transferred to the printed score.
SYMPHONY OF PSALMS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by Hawkes
& Son (London) Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by permission.
In her chart, Boulanger assigned structural significance to Stravinsky’s use of the
Laudate DOMINUM , or “Praise the Lord” text of the third movement. She separated the
3 mes. 2 mes.
major
tenor, octaves tutti
3 mes.
(G-A-flat)
7
5 - 6 7
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repeated Laudate sections analytically from their preceding Alleluia parts, further
emphasized by her visual distinction between the opening Alleluia and Laudate settings
found in folio 8. In editing the piano/vocal score, Boulanger familiarized herself with
Stravinsky’s compositional habits, habits often centered on his paradoxical use of
“developmental repetition.” In the case of the third movement, Stravinsky once again
incorporated developmental repetition, though this time he used the text as an additional
marker. His alteration of the text began with the repetition of the word laudate, and this is
where Boulanger’s analysis also found its roots (see Table 1.4).
Table 1.4 Stravinsky’s treatment of Vulgate Psalm 150 text, Symphonie de psaumes, Third
Movement
Text
(italicized text: repetition
inserted by Stravinsky)
Original Verse Measures
Involved
Alleluia Laudate laudate
laudate DOMINUM in sanctis
Ejus.
Laudate laudate Eum in
firmamento virtutis Ejus
Laudate DOMINUM
Alleluia
Laudate Dominum in
sanctis eius
laudate eum in firmamento
virutis eius
1 3 + 3 + 2 +
3 + 9 +2
Orchestral Interlude 29
Laudate, laudate, Eum, in
virtutibus Ejus.
Laudate DOMINUM in
virtutibus Ejus
Laudate DOMINUM in
sanctis Ejus
Laudate Eum secundum
multitudinem magnitudinis
Ejus
laudate eium in virtutibus
eius
laudate eium secundum
multitudinem magnitudinis
eius
2 12 + 7
Laudate Eum in sono tubae
Laudate Eum
laudate eum in sono tubae
laudate eum in psalterio et
cithara
First
half of 3
27
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Alleluia 1
(reprise
of
original
verse)
5
Laudate, laudate, laudate
DOMINUM
Laudate DOMINUM
Laudate DOMINUM
Laudate DOMINUM
Laudate Eum
Laudate DOMINUM
Laudate Eum
1
(reprise
of the
original
verse)
11
Orchestral Interlude 35
Laudate Eum in timpano et
choro,
laudate Eum in cordis et
organo
laudate eum in tympano et
choro
laudate eum in cordis et
organo
4 13
Laudate Eum in cymbalis
bene sonantibus
Laudate Eum in cymbalis
jubilationibus
laudate eum in cymbalis
bene sonantibus
laudate eum in cymbalis
jubilationis
5 12
Laudate DOMINUM
Laudate DOMINUM
Laudate Eum
1
(reprise
of the
original)
8 + 4
Omnis spiritus laudet
DOMINUM,
Omnis spiritus laudet, laudet
Eum.
omnis spiritus laudet
Dominum
6 12
Alleluia
Laudate Laudate Laudate
DOMINUM
1
(reprise
of the
original)
8
In her analysis, Boulanger set out to decipher the reasons, if any, behind Stravinsky’s
manipulation of the laudate text. She grouped these treatments separately, noting their
specific vocal settings and length in measures. She noted that these laudate sections,
relatively similar in length, were typically sandwiched between Stravinsky’s recurring setting
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of the Alleluia text and an orchestral interlude. Its repetition, however, did not appear to
involve any numerical significance or any particularly striking symmetries, despite
Boulanger’s attempts to calculate such a relationship. Perhaps this is where Boulanger’s
analysis floundered, causing her to leave the analysis incomplete; she may also have simply
run out of time. Whatever the reason, it appears Boulanger abandoned her work on the third
movement before resolving this question. Stravinsky’s markings, added later, provide some
clarity to Boulanger’s work, and suggest that she had not been that far off in her approach.
Stravinsky’s annotation of the third movement involves a single blue arc, drawn from
the opening Alleluia, Laudate Dominum, to the middle Alleluia statement and ending at the
final eight measures. His marking indicates that these three sections are the formal pillars of
the work. Boulanger had over-shot the mark just slightly with her own analysis, focusing on
the developmental sections that followed the Alleluia segments. Instead, Stravinsky used his
single wax-pencil mark to lay bare the inherent symmetry of his movement: 8:5:8, or the
length, in measures, of these three Alleluia pillars. For Boulanger, a firm believer in the
overtone series and Stravinsky’s unique manipulation of it, a symmetry built on the numbers
8, 5, and 8 may have held additional significance because of their correspondence to the
intervals of the octave and the fifth. The use of three pillars may also have been a reference to
the Trinity, a religious marker of significance to both musicians.75
The conversation book, Dialogues and a Diary, also contains insights from later in
Stravinsky’s life on the Symphonie de psaumes’s third movement. In this text, Stravinsky
goes into detail about the choice of Psalm 150 based on its popularity, “something
75 Other compositional tendencies shared by Stravinsky’s religious music are addressed by Amy
Gilbert in her article: “Aspects of the Religious Music of Igor Stravinsky,” in Confronting Stravinsky: Man,
Musician, and Modernist, ed. Jann Pasler (Berkley: University of California Press, 1986), 195-206.
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universally admired” and because of an “eagerness to counter the many composers who had
abused these magisterial verses as pegs for their own lyrico-sentimental ‘feelings.’” 76 He
also emphasizes the importance of text setting to the piece, writing “in setting the words of
this final hymn, I cared above all for the sounds of the syllables.”77 Could this emphasis on
the “sounds of syllables” and textual focus be a later echo of the same characteristics that
inspired Boulanger’s methodologies? In their entirety, the insights provided in Dialogues are
substantially augmented by the musical details found in the work Stravinsky completed with
Boulanger in 1932. The emphases that Boulanger and Stravinsky drew out of the music then
show how the composer’s own conception of the piece—its notable characteristics and
components—changed over time and were dependent upon whom he was conversing with.
Together, Stravinsky and Boulanger’s markings unlock the various structural properties of
this movement and suggest the sentiments behind Boulanger’s early approach to teaching the
sections’ formal organization.
Analysis, Second Movement
Boulanger’s notes for the second movement rest in the last of the folios of Rés. vma. 984.
These analyses exist on loose-leaf and manuscript paper —there is no separate sheet for it
like that created for the first and third movements. Also, Boulanger’s notes on the second
movement are void of any annotations in Stravinsky’s hand. Because of this, and because
Boulanger implied in her letter of 17 June 1932 that the notes she was sending to Stravinsky
76 Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, 44. I find it difficult to believe, having read
Stravinsky’s contemporaneous letters to Boulanger, that the conversation books written with Robert Craft
contain direct quotations of Stravinsky’s English. This scepticism has been similarly echoed in writings by
Stephen Walsh, Jann Pasler, and other Stravinsky scholars. These conversation books remain, however,
documents that cannot be ignored, and that even Boulanger herself grudgingly endorsed, albeit somewhat
sarcastically. I will address the conversation books in further detail in the final chapter of this dissertation.
77 Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, 46.
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were incomplete, I believe the folios concerning the second movement were never sent to the
composer. Though most likely drawn in relation to what she had learned from discussions
with Stravinsky, the insights of these five remaining folios are Boulanger’s and Boulanger’s
alone.
Boulanger approached her analysis of the second movement as if the music were a
traditional Baroque-style fugue with two expositions, subjects, answers, countersubjects, and
several stretti. Her analysis unfolds in her trademark fashion: a progression of vertical formal
sections, each defined by its tonal center, its length in measures, and its contrapuntal content
(see Figure 1.5 and example 1.20). This movement was the cleanest and most straightforward
for Boulanger to analyze. In her work, the section unfolds clearly as a well-designed fugue.
Even harmonic points are relatively straightforward to her, mainly underlined by pedal points
and cadential reinforcement. Boulanger’s analytical markings for this movement dovetail
with her changes during the editorial stage. The emphasis on Stravinsky’s fugal
construction—both its novelty and its relation to past traditions—are the two defining aspects
of Boulanger’s approach to this music. The analyses reinforce a sense of formal clarity that is
somewhat absent from the outer two movements, but which proceeds from the inner section’s
adherence and respect of past traditions as well as its propagation of Stravinsky’s own
individual compositional personality. Stravinsky references this same fugal organization
himself in Dialogues and a Diary writing that, “The [second movement] makes the most
overt use of musical symbolism in any of my music before The Flood. An upside-down
pyramid of fugues, it begins with a purely instrumental fugue…the human fugue…and the
upside-down foundation” that unites them.78 Boulanger’s own graph mirrors this formal
78 Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, 45.
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Figure 1.5 Nadia Boulanger, analysis of the Symphonie de psaumes, second movement,
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undated (likely ca. June 1932). [Source: F-Pn, Rés. Vma. 984, folios 3-4].
Used with permission.
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Example 1.16 Analysis of second movement, mm. 1-32, transferred to the printed score. SYMPHONY OF PSALMS by Igor
Stravinsky © Copyright 1931 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.U.S. Copyright Renewed. Reprinted by permission.
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organization, even producing a pyramid-like structure in the graphic presentation of the fugue
subjects. In her subsequent skeletal rendering of the opening subject and answer, (see Figure
1.6) Boulanger underscores the compound melodies found in Stravinsky’s counterpoint,
making evident the linearity of his disjunct lines. Boulanger’s skeletal rendering is
remarkable for its attention to detail and inclusion of articulations and phrase markings. Her
conception of Stravinsky’s melodic writing was a fairly conjunct one. To her, this subject
was simply two stepwise lines fused together —a modern interpretation of the compound
melodies of the Baroque masters (see example 1.21).
Boulanger perceived of this linearity in Stravinsky’s music even when the music’s
visual presentation seemed to preclude it. This later translated into her involvement with
Stravinskian performance practice, already witnessed in Louise Talma’s letter from earlier. In
subsequent decades, Boulanger incorporated this advocacy for smooth melodic lines into her
teaching of many of Stravinsky’s neo-classical compositions, including her 1954 lecture on
The Rake’s Progress.79 This lecture preceded the opera’s premiere in Monte Carlo, and in it
Boulanger “taught” the audience what to expect during the performance by playing excerpts
from her copy of the score. The recording of this lecture shows how Boulanger produced
rich, resonant, conjunct melodies out of the opera’s difficult lines —lines that many
recordings and performers continue to struggle with today. Her intimate appreciation of
Stravinsky’s melodic writing, first witnessed in these folios from 1932, resonated well
beyond her work on the Symphonie de psaumes, becoming a marker of her professional
activity and aesthetic opinions.
79 Nadia Boulanger, “Conférence sur le Rake’s Progress,” Monte Carlo, 1954, Audio recording, F-Pn,
SDCR-7154.
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Figure 1.6 Nadia Boulanger, analysis of the Symphonie de psaumes, second movement,
undated (likely ca. June 1932). [Source: F-Pn, Rés. Vma. 984, folio 5 with
transcription of the first four measures.] Used with permission.
Example 1.17 Compound melodies of Stravinsky’s fugue subject
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In their totality, these analyses provide unprecedented insights into both Boulanger’s
work as a pedagogue and Stravinsky’s activity as a composer. Resting in this single folder is
information about Boulanger’s perception of Stravinsky’s forms, ostinati, rhythms,
harmonies, and text settings in the early 1930s. They suggest that the pair discussed
octatonicism, formal proportions, and religious imagery as deliberate compositional
techniques in Stravinsky’s symphony. They also reveal that Boulanger’s awareness of
Stravinsky’s counterpoint resonated well beyond the act of analysis. In their entirety, these
insights were an unacknowledged arsenal that informed what Boulanger transmitted on an
international scale via her public lectures and the concerts she conducted. This knowledge
also greatly informed Boulanger’s establishment of Stravinsky’s canonical identity amongst
her transnational pedagogical community. The documents of Rés. Vma. 984 are invaluable in
filling in the gaps about Boulanger’s teaching techniques in the early 1930s, gaps left behind
by her refusal to record her own pedagogical insights. And finally, these eight folios show
that Stravinsky was willing to discuss his music in great detail in a collaborative
environment, an environment established by Boulanger, but that enriched both musicians’
lives. It is Boulanger’s own words to Stravinsky, written at the end of that first summer
teaching the Symphonie to her students at Fontainebleau, that summarize best the extent to
which this initial project touched her life:
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My dear Friend…
I could never tell you what these months with your symphony have meant,
and each day bringing new discoveries in reading and re-reading this
extraordinary score.
If I knew how to speak of it, how I would like to tell you the significance of
such a work, in all aspects. But in truth, what pretention that would be—it
speaks only too well for itself!
Find here our wishes, our affection, and a fervent admiration. 80
A Partnership Formed
Boulanger’s authority, garnered from her participation in the transnational community of
Fontainebleau, allowed her to circumvent the gendered limitations of Third-Republic Paris
and put her in a position to mediate Stravinsky’s music to the global community. It also
validated her analytical acumen, allowing her to champion his compositions and advocate for
their incorporation into the canon. Boulanger was first able to mobilize her cultural capital on
Stravinsky’s behalf to its fullest potential with the Symphonie de psaumes project, and her
approach continues to resonate today within the piece’s analytical reception and its
performance practice.
During the entirety of her early dialogue with Stravinsky, Boulanger emphasized her
position as teacher and caretaker to her aging mother—both roles comfortably gendered as
feminine—to frame her transgression into the masculine sphere of editorial and analytical
discussion. Each of her letters couches her work as related to her role as teacher and
daughter; rarely does she use the first-person voice for long before slipping into the
80 “Mon cher Ami, Merci de tout cœur –votre pensée me touche tant. Jamais je ne pourrai vous dire ce
qu’ont été ces mois avec la symphonie et chaque jour ces découvertes en lisant et relisant cette extraordinaire
partition.Si je savais parler, comme j’aimerais dire la signification d’un telle œuvre, dans tous les domaines.
Mais à vrai dire, quelle prétention –elle parle si bien pour elle-même!Trouvez ici nos vœux, notre affection et
une fervente admiration. Nadia Boulanger. ” Boulanger to Stravinsky, ca. autumn 1931, SS, CH-Bps.
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discursive “we” to soften sentiments and ideas as not only hers, but also those of her mother
and her students. Boulanger mastered this somewhat asexual, yet highly gendered, identity
and used it in these early discussions with Stravinsky, perhaps believing they would ease her
transition into his own creative circle as they had facilitated and protected her entry into so
many aspects of professional life.
The Symphonie de psaumes became a fundamental part of Boulanger’s teaching
repertoire after 1932. Years after she created a specific pedagogical practice for the
Symphonie, those exposed to it such as Igor Markevitch, Nicolas Nabokov, Claudio Spies,
and Louise Talma wrote to Boulanger, telling her of their own adoption of her teaching
techniques, or of particular performances with which they were involved.81 As late as 1962,
Boulanger still included it on programs performed by her students,82 and when asked by
Bruno Monsaingeon in 1973 if there were any compositions written in the twentieth-century
fit to be called “masterpieces,” Boulanger responded emphatically that the Symphonie de
psaumes was just such a work.83
With the projects that directly followed the Symphonie, Boulanger became
increasingly responsible for enfolding Stravinsky into her transnational network, her cultural
capital expended to perpetuate the greatness of Stravinsky’s neo-classical compositions. As
the Great Depression began to further affect European economic conditions, Boulanger used
her connections to garner Stravinsky commissions, like that for the Dumbarton Oaks
81 Letter from Igor Markevitch to Boulanger, F-Pn, N.L.a. 83 (281); and letter from Nicolas Nabokov
to Boulanger, ca.1944, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 147 (9). Other accounts such as these from various acquaintances
pepper the correspondence.
82 “Symphonie Psaumes concert étudiants.” Boulanger, Agendas, 28 August 1962, F-Pn, Rés. Vmb.
Ms. 88.
83Bruno Monsaingeon (director), Mademoiselle.
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Concerto. Boulanger was also able to promote Stravinsky amongst Parisian circles, gaining
him employment at the École Normale de Musique in 1936, despite the misgivings of its
directors.84 Though only cordial acquaintances three years earlier, by 1932 Stravinsky and
Boulanger had developed a working partnership.
84 The contract negotiations for this position are held in the fonds Boulanger. See: Nadia Boulanger,
“École Normale Documents,” F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 127.
CHAPTER TWO
Surviving Exile:
Nadia Boulanger, Igor Stravinsky, and the Symphonie en Ut, 1937-1944
After 1932, Boulanger and Stravinsky’s careers were firmly entwined, and their creative
dialogue thrived alongside a blossoming friendship. The years following the Symphonie de
psaumes marked a sort of Golden Age for the pair. Boulanger’s archives reveal that they
exchanged materials for four of Stravinsky’s six compositions between 1933 and 1937.
Additionally, they co-taught classes at the École Normale de Musique and at Fontainebleau
following 1935, much to the delight of those few students who could still afford to attend.
Though hampered by the extreme economic hardships caused by the Great Depression and
brewing political tensions in Europe, Boulanger and Stravinsky found their professional
partnership flourishing within the confines of Paris’s inner arrondissements and the
Fontainebleau palace. This was a friendship for which both would be tremendously grateful
as, after 1935, events took a turn for the worse. On a personal level, both Stravinsky and
Boulanger suffered the deaths of loved ones. In March 1935, Boulanger lost her mother.
Three years later, tuberculosis claimed the life of Stravinsky’s eldest daughter and his wife;
his own mother’s death followed only a few months later. By the end of the decade, the
threat of the Second World War loomed menacingly over Europe, and Stravinsky and
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Boulanger emigrated to the United States in 1939 and 1940 respectively to escape Hitler’s
army.
Finding themselves in exile, Boulanger and Stravinsky returned to their musical
dialogue as a means for comfort. For their first years in America, this meant developing the
Symphony en ut. Boulanger had been involved with the work since 1937 when it was but a
series of sketches in need of a patron. By December 1940, however, collaborating on the
work became the means by which she and Stravinsky discussed their experience as
expatriates. The details of this second major project unfold in a three-part story that straddles
the period from 1937-1945 during which Stravinsky and Boulanger transitioned from French
to American soils.
For the first period of this collaborative project, Boulanger was active as Stravinsky’s
impresario. From 1937-1939, Boulanger championed the Symphonie en ut’s commission
amongst the American patronesses she befriended while on tour at the time. Her steady hand
in directing negotiations for the symphony reveals the power she possessed to sustain
Stravinsky financially in a foreign country by means of her galvanized transnational network.
It also exposes the central responsibility Boulanger assumed in re-locating the composer to
America in the waning years of the 1930’s. Even after her efforts to secure the work’s
commission failed, Boulanger rallied her patroness friends to instead participate in events
surrounding early concerts of the Symphonie en ut in Chicago, Washington, and Boston. This
activity helped to augment Stravinsky’s celebrity during his early career in exile and eased
his economic transition into American life.
The second portion of this narrative exposes Boulanger’s work as editor of the
symphony after 1941. Here, the surviving letters reveal in unprecedented detail both
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Boulanger’s attempts to endure the pain of separation from home and her altered, but
woefully unsuccessful, methods for executing editorial changes to Stravinsky’s score. During
the 1930s, Boulanger had been consistently responsible for implementing corrections to
Stravinsky’s manuscripts, but once in America this resolve and efficacy seemed to evaporate.
The letters from this time period reveal for the first time Boulanger’s own voice describing
the difficulties she experienced while in exile and the impact this had on the editorial changes
to Stravinsky’s symphony.
As a by-product of her access to the symphony’s score after 1940, Boulanger
composed fourteen pages of analytical sketches. My reading of eight of these pages
comprises the third portion of this investigation. Found here are analytical similarities to and
points of departure from that of the Symphonie de psaumes, revealing the organic and
shifting nature of her pedagogical approach to Stravinsky’s compositions. Dovetailing
observations about these two symphonies, it becomes possible to suggest parameters for a
broader pedagogical theory implemented, though never directly articulated, by Boulanger. I
also believe that the emotional effect of the period from 1937-1945 on Boulanger affected the
eventual place the composition took in her canon. This had ramifications for the emphasis the
Symphonie en ut received for the remainder of Boulanger’s teaching career, both as a
pedagogical tool and as a concert work.
These are the materials left behind to bear witness to Boulanger’s seven-year
involvement with the Symphonie en ut. Woven together, they present compelling and
emotional testimony to Boulanger and Stravinsky’s experiences as expatriates. They also
offer an intimate entry point to understanding Boulanger’s own perception of exile, which
currently remains barely explored in the secondary literature. These documents reveal that
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Boulanger’s professional choices affected Stravinsky’s oeuvre in hitherto misunderstood
ways. They also provide a new lens through which to view Boulanger’s pedagogical choices
following the Second World War and the implications this had for the development of
modern music post-1946 in general.
From Symphonie to Symphonie: Boulanger and Stravinsky’s Projects from 1932-1937
Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky worked together on four separate projects after the
Symphonie de psaumes (see Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 Stravinsky scores owned by Boulanger, 1934-1938
Work Type of Score A
nn
ot
at
ed
Date Code
Perséphone
Proofs p/v score (three
different versions)
X 1934 Rés. Vma. Ms. 316
Copy of the autograph
orchestral score (1934
version –given to NB in
1947)
X 1934
Gr. Vma. 474
Bogoroditse
devo; later
Ave Maria
Autograph original given
to Boulanger (probably
during the revision
process of 1949)
1934
Rés. Vma. Ms. 980
Jeu de Cartes Autograph orchestral
score
X 1937 Vma.4004
Concerto en
mib
(Dumbarton
Oaks
Concerto)
Autograph conductor’s
Score
X 1938 Rés Vma. Ms. 315
Autograph two-piano
reduction
X 1938 Ms. 17945
Published two-piano
score (1938 version,
given to NB in 1941)
X 1938
Vma. 4002
Revised two-piano score X 1938 Vmg. 22935
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The first of these was Stravinsky’s melodrama, Perséphone, with which Boulanger was
involved with from 1933-34. The work, commissioned by Ida Rubenstein, recounts the rape
and abduction of the mythical goddess Persephone by the god Pluto. The initial text was
written by André Gide, and the work had its formal premieres in the Paris Opéra in April and
May 1934.1
Informally, Boulanger helped Stravinsky workshop the piece by means of her
Wednesday afternoon classes in her Paris apartment at 36 Rue Ballu. Here, her students
realized the parts of the performers, working initially with a piano/vocal reduction and with
full orchestra on the day of Boulanger’s own “informal” premiere. Alongside these
rehearsals, Boulanger undertook the thorough editorial revision of Stravinsky’s piano/vocal
score, prepared once again by his son, Soulima.2 Boulanger revised the music in five separate
passes, as per the composer’s request, finishing her efforts just prior to the melodrama’s first
public performance (see Figure 2.1).
1 Stravinsky took such liberties with André Gide’s text that he offended the writer to the point that
Gide refused to attend Perséphone’s premier. See: Maureen Carr, Multiple Masks: Neoclassicism in
Stravinsky’s Works on Greek Subjects (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2002), 158–61. Tamara Levitz is
also currently working on the connections between Perséphone, neoclassicism, modernism, and mourning.
Tamara Levitz, “Perséphone’s Liminal Dance” (Paper read at the Feminist Theory and Music 9: Speaking Out
of Place/Parler Sans Frontières Conference, McGill University, Montreal, QC, June 6-10, 2007); and
“Stravinsky’s Exquisite Corpses” (Paper read at the Annual Meeting of the American Musicological
Association, Quebec City, QC, 1-4 November 2007).
2 Boulanger completed the revision of the piano/vocal reduction of Perséphone in four stages started in
22 February, 27 February, 16 March, 25 April, and 28 April 1934 respectively. She most likely did this while
having access to the orchestral score because of the nature of the annotations. Soulima Stravinsky also probably
helped with the final stages. Igor Stravinsky, Perséphone, piano/vocal reduction proofs, 1934, F-Pn, Rés. Vma.
Ms. 316. In 1947, in remembrance of her efforts in 1934, Stravinsky provided Boulanger with an annotated
copy of the orchestral score. Stravinsky, Perséphone, 1934 (1947), F-Pn, Gr. Vma. 474.
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Figure 2.1 First page of proofs for the piano/vocal reduction of Perséphone. Annotations
in Boulanger’s hand. 1934 [Source: Perséphone, piano/vocal reduction proofs, F-
Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 316, folio 1.] Used with permission.
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This was also the last Stravinsky piece Boulanger performed before the death of her mother
on 19 March 1935; though there is no record of it, one wonders if the work’s story of a
mother separated from her daughter by the cruel hand of death carried special meaning for
the tremendously superstitious Boulanger. After working with Stravinsky on this
composition, Boulanger made Perséphone a perennial favorite for use as a musical example
in the classroom. It appears numerous times in the syllabi to her Wednesday afternoon
classes, both in excerpted and complete forms, before and after World War II.3
In the year following the death of Raïssa Boulanger, her daughter sought to shore up
feelings of immense depression by taking on more work. Part of this included accepting the
position of Professor of Composition at the École Normale de Musique, where she succeeded
Paul Dukas after his death in May 1935.4 Ever the pragmatic businesswoman, and acutely
aware that Stravinsky was in need of a regular income, Boulanger negotiated a contract for
Stravinsky to “supervise” her class. Her intervention was a major factor in Stravinsky’s being
hired. As a private school, the École Normale received few state subsidies, and the Great
Depression had greatly strained its enrolment numbers. By the end of 1932, Paris had also
become a safe haven for many Jewish refugees who had fled the increasingly anti-Semitic
3 In those years for which Boulanger provided the exact details of her Classes d’Analyse et Chant,
Perséphone appears five times: 1935–36, 1938–39, 1954–55, 1955–56, 1957–58, and 1977–78. See: Nadia
Boulanger, Les cours de la Rue Ballu (“les cours de mercredi”), 1934–39 and 1946–79, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos.
128. A syllabus does not exist for the 1933-34 school year in which her students would have first workshopped
the piece. I suspect the process resembles the one recreated for the 35-36 school year. (Boulanger often recycled
her programs with only slight alterations from year to year.) I have included the full text of the 1935–36
syllabus as Appendix II.
4 1935 was the same summer that two Dominican nuns from the Sinsinawa Convent in Madison,
Wisconsin came to study with Boulanger. After a tremendously positive experience at Fontainbleau, the two
women, Sister Edward Blackwell and Sister Ignatia Dorney, sought and received special permission to stay on
for the year to study with Boulanger in Paris. These three women became life-long friends: Léonie Rosenstiel,
Nadia Boulanger: A Life in Music (New York and London: Norton, 1982), 261. Both nuns also provided entries
for Boulanger’s student directory, see: Boulanger, Student Directory, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Ms. 1198 (1).
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policies of Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, and Lithuania.5 The capital was soon swollen
with foreigners at a time when jobs were few, even for Parisians. By 1933, laws were put in
place that prohibited non-French nationals from making up more than ten percent of musical
ensembles.6 The École Normale was similarly hostile to hiring on a foreigner, even one who
had adopted French citizenship, when the wages they were paying their employees was
already decidedly lower than that of other institutions such as the Conservatoire Nationale de
Musique.
But Boulanger prevailed. Documents show that she was quite ruthless in her
negotiations with the school, probably because the responsibility for paying Stravinsky
eventually fell to Boulanger.7 It was she who fixed the curriculum and course fees, and
demanded that students commit to more than a single trimester.8 She also lobbied to have her
private students allowed to attend the classes at a reduced price, her main point being that the
5 Rosenstiel. Nadia Boulanger, 244.
6 Ibid.
7 Boulanger was concerned that the excuse the administration would choose to not hire Stravinsky was
that he had not written an opera “technically speaking.” The school wrote back and assured her this would not
be a problem, as he had written enough “ballets and cantatas” to satisfy the panel. École Normale de Musique to
Boulanger, 4 September 1935, F-Pn, Rés Vm. Dos. 127 (5).
8 In early negotiations, Boulanger fought with the administration concerning curriculum issues, then
later about fees and student commitment requirements. I have drawn this information from letters written by the
École Normale to Boulanger that she subsequently annotated (sometimes ferociously) before they were re-
typed, incorporating her changes, and sent back. Concerning the curriculum see: École Normale de Musique to
Nadia Boulanger, ca. September 1935, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 127 (3). This is the École Normale’s public
announcement for Boulanger’s course. In the copy they sent to Boulanger, they made sure to “strongly suggest”
she include in her syllabus Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande, Dukas’s Ariane et Barbe-bleue, and Fauré’s
Penélope, evidence of the pro-French artistic agenda the school—and the country—were pushing at the time.
(Not to mention the emphasis that she was to place on opera). Boulanger annotated her own additions to the
bottom of the page, adding Purcell, Rameau, Gluck, Mozart (Don Giovanni), Beethoven (Fidelio), Weber
(Obéron), Roussel (Padmavati), and Ravel, (L’Enfant et les Sortilèges). Later, she argued over the fees and the
necessary commitment students would be required to make. Letters between École Normale and Nadia
Boulanger, September 1935, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 127 (5,8-10). In the last of these letters, the administration
reduced Boulanger’s course price back to a final 1000 fr., saying they refused to charge more for her class than
they had previously for Dukas.
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cross-fertilization caused by this mixing would promote creativity and learning.9 She claimed
to not expect more than ten students in her composition class from the École Normale itself,
though by admitting students from other schools this number quickly grew. By September of
1935, negotiations were settled, and the following promotional flyer released:
Course in Musical Composition
By
Mlle Nadia BOULANGER
Supervised by M.
Igor STRAWINSKY
Tuesday 10 am—Correction of students’ work and study of composition proper.
Thursday 10 am—Lecture involving commentary on and analysis of Master Works. Program
for 1935-1936: From Monteverdi to Today
The dates of M. Igor STRAWINSKY’s visits to Tuesday classes and his participation in
Thursday lectures to be announced.
Course Fees
Composition Class : 1.000 f per year. Payable by:
350 f. 1st trimester.
350 f. 2nd
300 f. 3rd
Lecture and Analysis Class : 600f. per year payable as 200. f. per trimester 10
Example 2.1 Advertisement for Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky’s composition
course, 1935-1936 [Source: Boulanger, École Normale Documents, F-Pn, Rés.
Vm. Dos. 127 (10).]
9 Boulanger to École Normale, September 1935, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 127 (5,8).
10 For the document in its original French, see Appendix III.
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Boulanger and Stravinsky’s composition course ran from September 1935 until the
end of the 1936-7 school year. The pair had found a perfect working arrangement: Stravinsky
was present when able and also permitted to tour the United States, Europe, and South
America, while Boulanger was free to run a course on composition as she saw fit.11
Additionally, the work supplemented Stravinsky’s income and allowed Boulanger direct
access to his ideas. This increased contact with Stravinsky meant that she became acutely
aware of the financial straits he faced. Meanwhile, Stravinsky became more familiar with
Boulanger’s international connections, especially vis à vis her pedagogical activities. It was
at this time that Boulanger began contemplating a return tour to the United States. She had
not been there since 1925, and she still maintained the impression that it was the land of
financial opportunity. For Boulanger, this return to the United States was to be a triumphant
one that could also equate to an opportunity to connect Stravinsky with her professional
network there. This was when the seeds for Symphonie en ut’s commission were planted.
Back to America: Boulanger’s 1937 and 1938 tours
Nadia Boulanger decided that spring 1937 would mark her return to the United Sates, and she
approached Louise Talma, a former student and then professor at Hunter College, to arrange
all the events. Despite the unenviable deadline of three months, Talma managed to fill
Boulanger’s seven-week stay with engagements in Philadelphia, Boston, New York and
11 In 1935 and 1936, Stravinsky toured extensively. The first year, he travelled to the United States
from January until April and the second to Spain, Italy, and South America from February until June. In late
December 1936, he departed once again for a visit of the United States, and this time stayed until May. This
activity left with him very limited time to actually be present in Boulanger’s École Normale classroom, see:
Stephen Walsh, Stravinsky, the Second Exile: France and America, 1934-1971 (New York: A. A. Knopf, 2006),
5-14; 44-51; and 56-66.
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Washington.12 The pedagogue arrived in New York on the Queen Mary on 31 March 1937,
bringing with her tenor, Hugues Cuénod, and soprano, Gisèle Peyron.13 This trio travelled
extensively, presenting concerts and lectures “with illustrations,” Boulanger’s term for live
musical examples.14
Their various engagements eventually brought them to the Dumbarton Oaks Estate,
home to Mrs. Mildred Woods Bliss, a patron of the arts and friend of Boulanger. In this
Georgetown mansion, the two women negotiated a commission for Stravinsky for May 1938,
when the Bliss’s would celebrate their thirtieth wedding anniversary. The work became the
small chamber piece, the Dumbarton Oaks Concerto. Boulanger left satisfied that she had
met her goal to aid her friend. Added to this good news, she also received invitations from
several institutions such as Radcliffe and Wellesley College for extensive engagements the
following year. 15 Boulanger’s return to the United States had been an unqualified success.
Sailing for France on the S.S. Paris in late May 1937, Stravinsky and Boulanger reunited on
board. The composer, who had been touring the United States since January with their
12 Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 274; Spycket, Nadia Boulanger, 92-93.
13 Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 275. Anything Boulanger planned on performing that might require a
larger ensemble, Talma was to find the performers for. For more on Boulanger’s conducting activities while on
various American tours see: Jeanice Brooks, “Noble et Grande Servante de la Musique: Telling the Story of
Nadia Boulanger’s Conducting Career,” The Journal of Musicology 14 (1996): 92-116.
14 Using live musical examples in her lectures became a signature of Boulanger’s. When she confirmed
plans to teach at Radcliffe College in 1938, advertisements for her classes often referenced her “inimitable
illustrated talks.” See: G. H. L. Smith, “Nadia Boulanger Engaged by Radcliffe,” Correspondence and Papers,
Office of the President, 1936–37, II, Ser. 2, Fol. 244, Schlesinger Archives, Boston, Mass.
15 The competing invitations from Radcliffe and Wellesley Colleges caused slight tension between the
schools as they negotiated who actually got to claim that they brought Boulanger to America. See: Kimberly
Francis, “‘Our Grand Exception’: Ada Louise Comstock Brings Nadia Boulanger to America, 1937-1939,”
International Alliance for Women and Music Journal 15 (2009): 17-23.
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mutual friend, Samuel Dushkin, celebrated with Boulanger the good news that he had
secured himself a new American patron.16
Despite this early success, 1938 loomed dark and distressing for Stravinsky. His
wife’s case of tuberculosis worsened, and to exacerbate the situation, his eldest daughter,
Lyudmilla (Mika), had also fallen ill with the disease. The latter was sent to join her mother
in the Sancellemoz sanatorium in eastern France. Spliced in between hospital visits, holidays
with Vera Sudeinkina, and concert tours, Stravinsky attempted to compose the Dumbarton
Oaks Concerto.17 Boulanger sought to help in whatever way she could by coordinating
efforts on the other side of the Atlantic where she had returned in January 1938.18 Letters
poured back and forth between Stravinsky and Boulanger. The former, frantic and desperate,
sent Boulanger scores piece-meal, in states of bare completion, with the plea that she copy
out the parts. Boulanger, whose eyes were already too weak to conduct the piece without
memorizing it first, gallantly marshalled forces in Washington to bring all the pieces of the
premiere together on time.19
16 The S. S. Paris arrived in Europe on 12 May, Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 277. The following week
Boulanger noted meetings and classes with Stravinsky, but that the composer was very tired and rundown.
Nadia Boulanger, Agendas, 17 and 20 May 1937, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 101 (2).
17 Walsh, Second Exile, 69-88.
18 For the larger implications of Boulanger’s programming choices for the Dumbarton Oaks premiere
see, Jeanice Brooks, “Collecting Past and Present: Music History and Musical Performance at Dumbarton
Oaks,” in A Home of the Humanities: The Collecting and Patronage of Mildred and Robert Woods Bliss, ed.
James Carder and Robert Nelson (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, in press). Brooks has done extensive
work on Boulanger’s programs and how they served to construct modernist narratives that connected with the
past. See also her: "New Links Between Them: Modernist Historiographies and the Concerts of Nadia
Boulanger," Crosscurrents: American and European Music in Interaction, 1900-2000, ed Carol Oja, Anne
Schreffler, Felix Meyer, and Wolfgang Rathert (Basel: Paul Sacher Stiftung, in press).
19 The scores were sent to Boulanger in three “rolls,” one for each movement. One can still see the
bends in the pages from this treatment. The documents are also heavily annotated with Stravinsky’s last-minute
corrections. See: Igor Stravinsky, “Dumbarton Oaks Concerto,” 1938, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 315. Letters
concerning the Dumbarton Oaks Concerto include: Igor Stravinsky to Nadia Boulanger, 6 April-20 June 1938,
F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (125-132); letters from Nadia Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, 19 April-15 May 1938, SS, CH-
Bps; Willy Strecker to Igor Stravinsky, 30 April 1938, SS, CH-Bps; Strecker to Boulanger, 3 May 1938, F-Pn,
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Boulanger was well-rewarded for her efforts; the premiere on 8 May 1938 was a great
success.20 The Blisses were so enamoured with Stravinsky’s passionate commitment to their
commission—an ardor invented to a great extent by Boulanger—that they stated an interest
in purchasing Stravinsky’s next masterpiece. Serendipitously, the composer had begun his
Symphonie en ut just the previous year, and a commission had never been definitively
secured for it. Indeed, with the intervening urgency to finish the Dumbarton Oaks Concerto,
followed by the death his daughter, Lyudmila, the Symphony en ut remained but a collection
of sketches until the spring of 1939, when Stravinsky finished the first movement.21 On 2
January 1939, Nadia Boulanger left for her third and final tour of America, well-aware of the
emotional and financial difficulties Stravinsky faced in the wake of the previous months.
Stravinsky sent along a parting message to Boulanger from Sancellemoz, where his wife
remained ill:
Dear Nadia,
How can I thank you for your kind thoughts? Victor and Sam also left on the
Ile de France on the 11.[Victor] saw an American woman to whom Miss[sic]
Bliss sent the letters and a copy of your cable to find out what can be done
about the American premiere of my symphony next season. Do you believe
this will be possible? Dear God, to whom I would be so thankful if these
inquiries of yours actually brought about the result for which we are
hoping*…
N.L.a. 109 (107). Letters N.L.a. 108 (125-130) also appear in Robert Craft’s publication of the Stravinsky,
Selected Correspondence (New York: Knopf, 1982), 237–38. Craft’s edition, however, contains many
translation errors and unmarked ellipses. Furthermore, he does not cite handwritten annotations, because they
do not appear on the carbon copy kept by the composer that he used as his reference point.
20 Mildred Bliss was extraordinarily thankful to Boulanger for her efforts concerning the concert. She
thanked her profusely, paid her handsomely, and begged her to take some time to herself after expending so
much effort for Stravinsky’s sake. See: Bliss to Boulanger, after 8 May 1938, F-Pn, N.L.a. 56 (240). This letter
is also discussed by Jeanice Brooks, see: “Mildred Bliss Tells Nadia Boulanger to Think of Herself for Once,”
in Cultivating Music in America: Women Patrons and Activists Since 1860 (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1997), 209-213.
21 Walsh, Second Exile, 90. The autograph sketches are also available for consultation at the Paul
Sacher Stiftung: Igor Stravinsky, Symphonie en ut, SS, CH-Bps.
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Your, Igor Stravinsky
*[P.S.] If this plan does materialize, I truly wish my manuscript (of the
Symphonie) be given to Mrs. Bliss 22
With these parting words of hope and desperation, Stravinsky charged Boulanger with the
task of aiding him once again. To reassure the composer, and to facilitate their
communication during her trip, Boulanger sent him her schedule of events for the 1939 tour,
as well as a list of addresses at which she could be reached.23 Armed with nothing more than
an acquaintance of the piece’s first movement, Boulanger left France determined to help her
close friend by finding the symphony a patron.
Commissioning a Symphonie: The American Patronesses
Upon arriving in America in the winter of 1939, Boulanger first approached Mrs. Woods
Bliss about serving as a patron for the Symphonie en ut, and quickly found herself involved
with a triad of American socialites. Added to the ranks of Mildred Bliss were now Mr. and
Mrs. John Alden Carpenter—with whom Boulanger initially lodged after arriving in
America—and a Mrs George Horace Lorimer.24 Boulanger’s schedule of events for this
22 “Chère Nadia, Comment vous remercier pour votre vœux si affectueux? Victor [Cherbourg] qui Sam
également parti avec Ile de France (le 11). Il a vu une dame américaine à laquelle Mlle. Bliss envoyer des
lettres et copie de votre cable (à Mme Bliss) pour lui faire savoir ce qu’il y avait à faire pour avoir la 1ère de ma
Symphonie aux États-Unis la saison prochaine. Croyez-vous à la possibilité de la réussite? Mon Dieu, de qui je
vous serai reconnaissant si les demandes que vous avez entreprise agent le succès qu’on voudrait
espérer…*Votre, I Stravinsky * Si la chose se réalise je voudrais tellement donner mon manuscrit (de la
Symphonie) à Mme Bliss” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 12 January 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (134-135).
23 The list is seven pages long. Françoise Campbell to Stravinsky, 25 December 1938, Boulanger
correspondence, SS, CH-Bps.
24 Ellen Carpenter and Boulanger were acquaintances through the former’s husband, John Alden
Carpenter. See J. Carpenter to Boulanger, 1937, F-Pn, N.L.a. 59 (223). Mrs. George Horace Lorimer (née Alma
V. Ennis) was a Philadelphia socialite who chaired the Philadelphia Chapter of the Metropolitan Opera
Association. She was the widow of George H. Lorimer, editor of the Saturday Evening Post from 1899-1936.
See “George H. Lorimer Noted Editor, Dies,” New York Times, 23 October 1937, 1; “Lorimer Gave Art and
Park to Public,” New York Times, 28 October 1937; “Opera Leaders Plan Philadelphia Party,” New York Times,
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period was saturated, and one only wonders how she found time to court her wealthy friends
(see example 2.2).
February: March:
7, Cambridge, Mass. Course–Longy School
8, New York City, Rehearsal (10-12:30)
(3-4:30)
9 Lecture, Juilliard School
11 Rehearsal (10-12:30), Concert
(Evening), after the concert–Wellesley
Club
13 Cambridge, Lecture Wellesley
14 Lecture, Longy School, Evening, Longy
School
15, Lecture, Radcliffe
16, New York City, Lecture, Juilliard
School, Lecture, Diller
17, Lecture, Diller
19, Exeter, New Hampshire, Lecture with
singers
20, Cambridge, Lecture at Wellesley
21, Lecture at Longy
22, Philadelphia, Lecture Shipley School,
Bryn Mawr (evening)
23, Inspection, Shipley, New York City,
Lecture, Juilliard
24 Diller (morning)
25, Cambridge, Mass.
26 Lecture, St. Mark’s School,
Southborough, Mass.
27 Lecture, Wellesley
1 Lecture, Radcliffe
2 Lecture, Wellesley, Concert, Wellesley
3-5 Rehearsals
6 Memorial Concert (Harvard Glee Club)
7 Lecture, Longy
8 Lecture, Radcliffe
9 New York, Lecture Juillard
10 Lecture Diller (morning), Lecture, Sarah
Lawrence, Bronxville (N.Y.) Afternoon
12 Cambridge, Lecture, Hartford School of
Music
13, 20 Lecture, Wellesley
21 Lecture, Longy
22 Lecture, Radcliffe, Rehearsal, Bowdoin
(evening)
23 New York City, Lecture, Juilliard
25 Cambridge
26 Concert, Gardner Museum, rehearsal
Wellesley
27 Lecture, Wellesley
28 Lecture, Longy
29 Lecture, Radcliffe
30 Lecture, Juilliard
31 Hinners, Waltham
Example 2.2 Schedule of Activities, 1939 tour, February to March [Source: Letter from
Françoise Campbell (Secretary to Boulanger) to Igor Stravinsky, 25 December
1938, SS, Ch-Bps]
13 November 1938, 50; For a discussion of George H. Lorimer’s career, see Jan Cohn, Creating America:
George Horace Lorimer and the “Saturday Evening Post” (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1989).
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The first negotiations took place in February and March, in between Boulanger’s conducting
engagements with the New York Philharmonic, the Philadelphia Orchestra, and a Harvard
production of Oedipus Rex.25 These meetings saw Boulanger wax poetically about the
“importance” of such a work as Stravinsky’s symphony—and considering she had only seen
portions of the first movement, one can only imagine the mental cartwheels she underwent to
achieve this.
Following these first negotiations, Boulanger wrote to Stravinsky optimistically, even
though she was obviously exhausted:
Dear Friend,
I think of you everyday that I have news, but the implausibly busy life I live
here doesn’t really permit me to write. Don’t think I’ve been inactive, though.
I’ve seen the Blisses, the Carpenters, and Mrs. Lorimer, and things seem
finally to be taking form this week. I’m hoping for a letter from Mrs. Lorimer
this Friday in Washington, where I will be at the Blisses, and if these
equivocations finally cease, I will be able to give you precise details. How
much patience one needs! The Carpenters and the Blisses want to act,
everything depends though on Mrs. Lorimer, because without her, the sum is
not complete. This is to say that a beautiful letter will be sent to you, and you
know, don’t you, that I dwell constantly on thoughts of your worries, your
hopes, and your work…
Nadia 26
25 The letter from Françoise Campbell listing all addresses also listed the schedule of events for
Boulanger’s 1939 tour. See: Campbell to Stravinsky. The schedule having been set long before Boulanger
actually arrived in America, saw many additions once she was actually present in the United States. She
mentions some of her additional engagements when explaining the state of negotiations to Stravinsky. See:
Boulanger to Stravinsky, March 1939, SS, CH-Bps.
26 “Cher Ami, Je pense à vous chaque jour j’ai des nouvelles, mais la vie invraisemblable que je mène
ne m’a réellement pas permis de vous écrire. Ne me croyez pourtant pas inactive. J’ai vu les Bliss, les
Carpenter, Mme Lorimer, et les choses semblent enfin devoir prendre forme cette semaine. J’espère une lettre
de Mme. Lorimer Vendredi à Washington, où je serai chez les Bliss, et si enfin les tergiversations cessent, je
pourrai vous donner des nouvelles précises. Que de patience il faut user. Les Carpenters et les Bliss veulent
vraiment agir, tous dépend donc de Mme Lorraine, car sans elle, la somme n’est pas complète. Dire que c’est
une belle lettre qui va vers vous, mais vous savez, n’est-ce-pas, que je vis dans la pensée de vos angoisses, de
vos espoirs, et de votre travail…Nadia.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, March 1939, SS, CH-Bps. According to the
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These early efforts seemed to bode well for Stravinsky’s Symphonie. According to
Boulanger, the Carpenters and the Blisses were very interested in supporting the composer
and commissioning his latest composition. Ultimately, the success of the entire project rested
with Mrs. Lorimer who vacillated about whether or not she was willing to contribute part of
the investment required for the venture. The drawn-out process, however, was interrupted by
the news on 2 March 1939, that Catherine Stravinsky had died. Boulanger was beside herself
with sadness and concern for the family, and cabled Stravinsky frantically as soon as she
heard: 27
OVERWHELMED BY TERRIBLE NEWS AM DEEPLY TROUBLED TO
BE SO FAR FROM YOU KNOW THAT I AM WITH YOU WITH ALL MY
HEART YOUR
NADIA 28
The death of Stravinsky’s wife fell just prior to the day Boulanger set aside annually for
grieving for her own sister, Lili, and mother: 15 March. In 1939, Boulanger marked this day
not only with her usual memorial Mass, but also by sending along messages to each member
of the Stravinsky family to tell them they were included in her prayers. Along with these
notes, she broke her usual rule of evading business on her day of mourning and wrote once
again to the composer about the Symphonie negotiations:
My Dear Friend…
I received a telegram from Mildred Bliss. Everything is finished concerning
the Symphony, finally. What her and Ellen Carpenter have been, I could never
timeline she sent the composer, Boulanger was somewhere in between New York and Cambridge when
negotiations began.
27 Boulanger sent six letters/telegrams to the Stravinsky family including two to Soulima, and one to
“Mademoiselle et Messieurs Stravinsky.” See Boulanger to Stravinsky, 4-15 March 1939, SS, CH-Bps.
28 “Bouleversee par terrible nouvelle suis profondement malheureuse etre si loin sentez moi de tout
cœur votre Nadia.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 3 March 1939, SS, CH-Bps.
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tell you. Everything was complicated by the fact that so many possibilities
were presented, but none offered you enough of a guarantee in our opinion.
Anyway, Mildred Bliss is going to write to you with the details, the
manuscript goes to the Library of Congress, and the premiere has been
reserved for Chicago, under your direction (a condition that I maintained was
non-negotiable)
I just received the news, and I don’t know how to explain the situation to you-
—such as it is, it represents the result of a truly admirable effort, you would
say—and I am quite agreed that it is a pleasure to help with the production of
the work of such a man as yourself. But, finding oneself involved with
material questions, everything has been so difficult, unfortunately. And the
persistence, the will to succeed that the Blisses and the Carpenters displayed,
was tremendously moving.
Do I have to tell you that I think of you ceaselessly? But I’m suffering from a
terrible cold, and a foolish work schedule—I literally do not have a minute to
myself. It’s too cruel at a moment when I wish I could do nothing but think of
you, of Catherine, of Mica…
My love to you,
Your,
Nadia 29
Whether Boulanger was stretching the truth in this letter, or she simply sent the news to uplift
Stravinsky’s spirits, she never let on. Instead, her optimism suggested that all efforts to
commission the symphony had borne fruit, and Stravinsky would indeed be paid for his
work. It truly was a cultural coup on the part of Boulanger and her formidable transnational
29 “Mon cher Ami, Je reçois un télégramme de Mildred Bliss –tout est fait pour la Symphonie, enfin.
Ce qu’ont été, elle et Ellen Carpenter, je ne pourrai jamais vous le dire. Tout était compliqué par le fait que tant
de possibilités étaient offertes, aucune ne vous offrent à notre avis assez de garantie. Ainsi, Mildred Bliss va
vous écrire le détail, le manuscrit va à la Library of Congress, la 1ère audition est réservée à Chicago, sous votre
direction, ce que j’ai suggéré etre[sic] une condition absolu.Je viens de recevoir la dépêche et ne sais comment
vous sera exposé la situation—telle qu’elle est, elle représente le résultat d’un effort vraiment admirable, vous
me direz—et je suis bien d’accord que c’est un bonheur de faciliter la production d’une œuvre d’un homme tel
que vous.Mais quand on s’est trouvé devant les questions matérielles tout a été si difficile hélas. Et la
persistance, la volonté d’aboutir qu’ont montrée les Bliss et les Carpenter est vraiment émouvante. Je pense à
vous sans cesse, dois je vous dire. Mais, je sors à peine d’une grippe sévère, avec un travail fou—et je n’ai
littéralement une minute à moi. C’est très cruel dans un moment où je voudrais ne songer qu’à vous, qu’à
Catherine, à Mica…Je vous embrasse,Votre Nadia ” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 15 March 1939, SS, CH-Bps.
This was the same time that she began to negotiate with Edward Forbes about inviting Stravinsky to be the
Elliot Norton Chair of Poetry at Harvard in 1939, Walsh, Second Exile, 91.
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network. On 6 April, Denise Stravinsky, the composer’s daughter-in-law, responded on
Stravinsky’s behalf with grateful thanks:
Dear Mademoiselle,
My father-in-law thanks you greatly for you letter of 15 May, and you can just
imagine how happy he was at the news that everything is finished concerning
the subject of the Symphonie, and he thanks you warmly again for all the
pains that you have taken and all the heartfelt effort that you have put into it.
He awaits with impatience the promised letter of Mrs. Bliss which has not yet
arrived…
Dear Mademoiselle, my father-in-law would write to you personally to tell
you again how happy he is for everything you’ve done, but he remains bed-
ridden in order to rest himself and in the next few days, as soon as he takes up
his usual work schedule, he will write to you…
Denise Stravinsky 30
The lack of a letter from Mrs. Bliss mentioned here by Denise was the omen that foretold the
unravelling of Boulanger’s triumph. Unfortunately for Stravinsky, the resolution reached by
the Blisses, Carpenters, and Mrs. Lorimer began to dissolve in the late spring months of
1939. By the time 11 May arrived, Boulanger had no choice but to write to Stravinsky of the
project’s failure:
Dear, dear friend…
I live in such a haste that I daren’t even speak of it to you. It’s not for the best,
but I think of you constantly. The stories from Chicago are not yet in order
after everything seemed fixed. But, I am going to Washington next week
30 “Mon beau-père vous remercie beaucoup pour votre lettre du 15 mai, et vous pouvez penser combien
il a été heureux a la nouvelle que tout est fait au sujet de la Symphonie et il vous remercie encore très
chaleureusement de toute la peine que vous avez prie et de tout le cœur que vous y avez mis. Il attend avec
beaucoup d’impatience la lettre promise de Madame Bliss qui n’est toujours pas arrivée…Chère Mademoiselle
mon beau-père voulait vous écrire personnellement pour vous dire encore combien il vous était reconnaissant
pour tout ce que vous avez fait, mais tous ces jours il passe encore son temps au lit pour se reposer
complètement, un de ces tous prochains jours, dès qu’il reprendra son travail normalement il vous
écrira…Denise Strawinsky.” Denise Stravinsky to Boulanger, 6 June 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (104-105). Denise
Stravinsky wrote three separate versions of this letter, two which are at the Sacher Stiftung and a third that was
actually sent to Boulanger: F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (104-105). The version here is the one Boulanger received.
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before leaving again for the West, in order to finally have a definitive
solution. The forced departure of Mrs. Carpenter seems to have brought
everything into question again, and it’s very disappointing.
Rest assured that I will do everything to fix these affairs in your best
interest…My love to you, as I am your,
Nadia B 31
Boulanger’s letters no longer mention Mrs. Lorimer, and it is probable that she had
abandoned the project, leaving the Blisses and the Carpenters financially responsible.
According to Boulanger, this then forced Mrs. Carpenter into an untenable financial
situation, and she backed out of her part of the contract. In the end, only the Blisses
remained, and it was to them that Boulanger paid one last, desperate visit prior to returning to
France. Boulanger’s hope in the face of all else was driven in part by a desire to have
something work out for her friend after he had suffered such an extended series of personal
losses. Boulanger’s frenetic schedule also mitigated her perception of how dire the general
financial situation in America was at the end of the Great Depression. Her eternal optimism,
however, was finally deflated in June, just a month before her tour ended. As she prepared
for one final trip to Chicago, she wrote to Stravinsky on 4 June 1939:
My dear friend,
…I’m stopping in Chicago Wednesday to try to resolve the Chicago
situation—I can somewhat understand these hesitations, these uncertainties,
but they are so difficult to tolerate at this point. And what can you do? Each
person knows the importance of the awaited decision, but each one is so
preoccupied with fiscal measures that no one dares to budge.
All my love, and I am with all my heart,
Your
31 “Cher, Cher Ami…Je vis dans une telle hâte, que je n’ose même pas vous parler. Ce n’est pas bien,
mais je pense à vous, sans cesse. Les histoires Chicago ne sont pas encore en ordre après que tout semblait
arrangé. Mais je vais à Washington la semaine prochaine avant de partir pour l’Ouest, afin d’avoir enfin une
solution définitive. Le départ forcé de Mrs. Carpenter semble avoir remis tout en question c’est vraiment
décevant. Sachez du moins que je ferai tout pour que les choses s’arrangent au mieux de vos interets[sic]…Je
vous embrasse et suis votre, Nadia B.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 11 May 1939, SS, CH-Bps.
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[P.S.] Will be in Paris the 2 or 3 of July and will do everything I can to see
you as soon as possible.32
By 2 July, Boulanger returned to Paris with the situation unchanged. Though there was the
positive news that Stravinsky had accepted the position of Harvard Norton Lecturer the
following fall, Boulanger had nothing good to report about the commission of his latest
composition.33 From that June forward, the Symphonie en ut seemed destined to disappoint
Boulanger and Stravinsky.
Despite this upsetting result, the two musicians spent much of the summer of 1939
together. The school at Fontainebleau had been closed because of the threat of war, and all
foreign students were urged to return home.34 Shortly thereafter, Stravinsky’s mother, Anna,
died.35 Suffering this last blow, Stravinsky retreated to Boulanger’s summer cottage in
Gargenville and took up residence there in July.36
Somehow, in spite of the brewing political tensions around her, Boulanger turned her
home into a center for cultural discussion that summer, and both Paul Valéry and Edward
32 “Mon Cher Ami…M’arrête à Chicago mercredi pour « essayer » de fixer la question Chicago –ces
hésitations, des difficultés s’expliquent peut-être, mais sont si difficiles à supporter. Et que faire? Chacun sait
l’importance de la décision attendue, mais chacun est si préoccupé par les mesures fiscales qu’on n’ose plus
bouger. Je vous embrasse, et suis de tout cœur, Votre, NB. [P.S.] Serai à Paris le 2 ou 3 juillet et ferai tout ce
qui sera possible pour vous voir aussitôt que possible.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 4 June 1939, SS, CH-Bps .
33 Though Boulanger helped lobby for Stravinsky to win the post at Harvard, she also suggested Forbes
hire her friend, and acclaimed French poet, Paul Valéry. Edward Forbes to Boulanger, October 1939, F-Pn,
N.L.a. 70 (195-202). Forbes chose Stravinsky instead, but promised Boulanger that he would keep Valéry in
mind.
34 Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 312; Spycket, Nadia Boulanger, 104.
35 Upon learning about the tragedy from Stravinsky’s agent, Richard Copley, Boulanger wrote directly
to Stravinsky: Boulanger to Stravinsky, 4 July 1939, SS, CH-Bps.
36 A bill for Stravinsky’s laundry written by one of Boulanger’s secretaries and included as part of the
Stravinsky documents provides a date of July 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (136).
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Forbes visited to meet with her and Stravinsky.37 It was in these waning months of peacetime
that Stravinsky completed the first and second movements of the Symphonie en ut. He also
read his Harvard lectures, tentatively entitled “The Poetics of Music,” for Boulanger and Paul
Valéry.38 On 1 September 1939, Hitler’s army invaded Poland, and the United Kingdom and
France declared war on Germany. By the end of the month Stravinsky had resolved to
relocate permanently to the United States. Seven days after Soviet forces also began to attack
Poland, on 23 September, he sailed from Le Havre to America. He did so accompanied by
Boulanger’s student, Katharine Wolff, who wrote to Boulanger saying:
Dear Nadia,
[Stravinsky and I] are installed on the boat waiting for it to sail. Nobody
knows when that will be—perhaps tonight, perhaps tomorrow. I have drawn a
deep breath and decided the worst is over. The journey was not too bad and
the formalities of getting on board, even though tiresome and long drawn out
are over thank goodness!!!
Last night we had no baggage—nothing—as we had registered it all at
Bordeaux. This morning it all arrived. No one is being given any preference.
The boat is full to overflowing, but everyone is good humoured and accepting
the situation as they should. Six people to a large stateroom and three to a
small is the rule. Toscanini is on board and sat up all night in the corridor. A
charming young boy of 14 years has the bed next to Igor and is waiting on
him hand and foot. Igor is wonderful, accepting all inconveniences with good
humour and patience.
The weather this morning is perfect and I am hoping it is a good omen and
that it will remain so throughout the voyage. I am sure everything will work
out for the best. We have had no news since we left Bordeaux yesterday
morning—no papers this morning, and no broadcast.
37 Paul Valéry eventually wrote about this meeting to his friend and former Stravinsky collaborator,
André Gide. In the letter, Valéry comments on the curious similarity between his own work and Stravinsky’s
Poetique Musicale. Valéry to Gide, 17 September 1939, SS, CH-Bps. This letter somehow made it into the
Stravinsky collection afterwards. Edward Forbes also wrote to Boulanger while on the S. S. President returning
to America after visiting her at Gargenville that summer. He remarked at how lovely it was to meet Valéry and
spend time with Stravinsky while there. Forbes to Boulanger, 9 Septemebr 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 70 (193); Louise
Talma also wrote of how excited she was to hear that Stravinsky was at Gargenville that summer. Talma to
Boulanger, 21 September 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 110 (83).
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I keep thinking of the few weeks I had in France and you just don’t know how
thankful and grateful I am for them. So many memories to cherish for the rest
of my life. A great sense of regret also that I could not remain and do
something for you and your country from whom I have gotten everything that
is sustaining and making life worth while.
Goodbye, dear friend,
Ever devotedly,
Katharine 39
Boulanger would follow a year later.
Exiled in America
By the time Stravinsky emigrated to America, very little remained of his “Russian-ness.” He
no longer had staunch ties to his homeland beyond a sort of imaginary Eurasian construction
of its pre-Revolutionary state.40 By embracing the neo-classical aesthetic after 1919, and
attempting to strip away immediate references to Russian folk music such as those found in
his early ballets, Mavra, and Les Noces, he moved towards a more flexible persona. Though
he became a French citizen in 1934, he remained an étrangère in France, even requiring
Boulanger’s backing to ensure himself a teaching position. His family was slowly shrinking,
he conducted business (and pleasure) in myriad languages, and his religious predilections,
though in practice linked to the Russian Orthodox church, began to also incorporate Roman
Catholicism, witnessed in the subjects of his religious compositions, the discussions he had
with Boulanger on the matter, and his own encouragement that his first grandson be baptized
39 Katharine Wolff to Boulanger, 23 September 1939,F-Pn, N.L.a. 117 (185-186). (Original letter in
English.)
40 Richard Taruskin describes Stravinsky’s Russian cultural orientation as “Eurasian,” or a somewhat
romanticized and artificial representation of Russian culture. See, Taruskin, Stravinsky and the Russian
Traditions (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1996), 17; Glenn Watkins, Proof
Through the Night: Music and the Great War (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2003),
135.
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Catholic.41 In the wake of the 1917 revolution, and in light of the escalating global tensions
seen after 1933, Stravinsky was well aware of the efficacy of cultural and aesthetic flexibility
and the benefits of deracination.42
In lieu of identifying with a particular national identity, Stravinsky embraced a
cosmopolitan persona, an orientation characterized by Homi K. Bhabha as “a sense of
mutuality in conditions of mutability” learning to “live tenaciously in terrains of historic and
cultural transition.” 43 He asserted an identity politics that allowed him to belong partially to
Russia, but, more importantly, also to the universal spirit of human kind. From a nationalistic
perspective, Stravinsky became inherently transitional and staunchly isolated. Lydia Goehr’s
description of the cosmopolitan condition in general, resonates strongly with Stravinsky’s
own self-representation. She writes: “the cosmopolitan wants to be both estranged and at
home in the modern metropolis.”44 Stravinsky both belonged to France, and was set apart; he
was both a foreigner and one who could participate culturally. And so, when Stravinsky
arrived in America at the age of fifty-seven, the notion of exile, or, perhaps “re-exile” in his
case, was laced for him with both a complexity and a familiarity. Stravinsky had coping
41 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 30 December 1945, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (202).
42 Stravinsky, like Boulanger, oscillated between using a more diffuse cosmopolitan identity and
asserting outright his Russian heritage. For him, it was a flexible nexus that Lydia Goehr engages critically, see:
Goehr, “Music and Musicians in Exile: The Romantic Legacy of a Double Life,” Driven Into Paradise: The
Musical Migration from Nazi Germany to the United States, eds. Reinhold Brinkmann and Christoph Wolff
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999), 77.
43 Homi K. Bhabha, “Introduction,” Cosmopolitanism, Carol A. Breckenridge, Sheldon Pollock, Homi
K. Bhabha and Dipesh Chakrabarty, eds. (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002), 4.
44 Goehr, “Music and Musicians,” 70.
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mechanisms; he knew, at least in part, what to expect and how to negotiate what he
encountered.45
Boulanger’s experience was quite different. Initially, one would think Boulanger as
prepared as Stravinsky for relocation to America. She too had travelled extensively before
emigrating to the United States. Boulanger spoke the English language fluently, was
intimately familiar with America’s institutions, and had many friends and professional
contacts there. But moving to America for an indeterminate period of time was profoundly
different from touring. Previously, the vast expanse of the Atlantic Ocean between her and
her students had imbued her with a degree of allure and mystique. When people came to her
to study, or when she came to them, great distances were travelled and a good deal of money
invested. Furthermore, when students came to France, they anticipated the cultural gap and
necessary adaptation that their travels would require. They were visitors. When she came to
America on tour, she did so as a foreign celebrity, whose idiosyncrasies and mannerisms
could be tolerated. She had been a guest.
As an exile, it was Boulanger who needed to change and adapt, not her students.
World War II and the abandonment of the Fontainebleau campus meant that Boulanger’s
transnational system had been subsumed under one continent, and not her own. Boulanger
suddenly found herself the subaltern, the outsider. This power imbalance disrupted the rigidly
constructed hierarchy by which she operated; she no longer had access to the sympathetic
45 Walsh believes that this second exile “was profoundly, even disturbingly, different from the first.”
Stephen Walsh. "Stravinsky, Igor." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/52818pg8(accessed Jan
uary 24, 2010); and Walsh, Second Exile, 104–23. He argues that, like Boulanger, Stravinsky was also
unfamiliar with America customs, and found it difficult to negotiate life in this new territory. Unlike Boulanger,
however, Stravinsky had experienced exile before, and was better equipped to negotiate the territory than she.
For a differing treatment of Stravinsky’s experience of exile, see: Claudia Maurer Zenck, "Challenges and
Opportunities of Acculturation: Schoenberg, Krenek, and Stravinsky in Exile,” Driven Into Paradise, eds.
Brinkmann and Wolff, 172–93.
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publishers, administrators, or bureaucratic officials and procedures of Europe. She was
acutely aware of the “multivalent [experience of exile]…the act of expulsion, the process
both of leave-taking and of arrival in the new land,” 46 and of her new immigrant status.
Now, instead of emphasizing solitude as a by-product of artistic genius—a rhetoric
she had bandied about in reference to Stravinsky—she instead used the concept of isolation
to encapsulate her sense of loneliness. Boulanger was an artist similar to those described by
Reinhold Brinkman for whom “the anxiety of losing their identity was stronger [because] an
intact self represented a secure [musical] tradition,” and, like so many other immigrants,
Boulanger experienced “a distinct feeling of self-isolation.” 47 She began to embrace a sort of
diasporic identity, “mediating a lived tension [between] the experiences of separation and
entanglement, of living here and remembering/desiring another place.” 48 The problem for
Boulanger did not lie in the mundane tasks of finding a new job, living comfortably, or even
securing professional distractions in her new home, but in reconciling this activity with her
sense of guilt at having left France. She suffered immensely from a fear of forgetting—a fear
already manifest in her need to annually celebrate the lives of her deceased sister and mother.
Boulanger did not wish to adapt to American life and by so doing forget what it meant to be
French; simultaneously, she needed to rebuild her professional contacts, and to accomplish
this required a certain amount of assimilation on her part.
This internal duel that Boulanger fought resonates with Lydia Goehr’s concept of
“doubleness.” Goehr writes: “doubleness exists in practices of thought and activity that
46 Reinhold Brinkmann, “Introduction,” Driven Into Paradise, eds. Brinkmann and Wolff, 5.
47 Ibid., 9.
48 James Clifford, “Diasporas,” Cultural Anthropology 9 (1994): 311, 319.
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invoke two-sided, mediating, or conflicting ideals, productions, and conditions. In particular,
doubleness has been expressed in, for example…strategies of adaptation and resistance, [and]
articulations of insider and outsider positions.” 49 Boulanger, as we shall see shortly,
struggled to negotiate her doubleness on many levels: finding a balance between her
American persona and her French identity; between being the authority figure/Master
Teacher, and needing to be a peer or a friend; balancing her desires to be both modernist and
traditionalist; and needing to be both a woman, and navigating what Jeanice Brooks describes
as her intensely powerful, asexual persona as a grande servante de la musique. These
identities invoked, to borrow from Goehr again “extreme emotions: melancholy mixed with
relief in leaving, happiness mixed with guilt for surviving, excitement mixed with trepidation
for the new life to be lived.” 50 And for Boulanger, there was no way to reconcile these
various desires smoothly. She struggled with them for her entire period of exile in profound
and deeply moving ways. For Boulanger, to concede compromise was to admit defeat and
was to twice abandon the people she loved and the country to which she was indelibly linked.
Instead, she chose continuous, agonizing struggle that would take its toll on her both
mentally and physically. It was this internal battle, waged between Boulanger and herself,
that reflected greatly in her professional life while in America and directly affected
Stravinsky’s Symphonie en ut between 1940 and 1944.
49 Goehr, “Music and Musicians,” 67.
50 Ibid.
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Romantic Entanglements
Stravinsky and Wolff docked safely in New York the following Saturday after a lengthy, but
uneventful, voyage.51 Initial attempts to find a financial backer for the score having failed,
and after losing three family members in the span of under a year, Stravinsky emigrated to
America in a state of financial uncertainty and emotional depression. He was met there by
his friend Dr. Alexis Kall. Wolff wrote to Boulanger that Kall “reminded [her] of a big St.
Bernard dog” who she didn’t believe provided Stravinsky with the “right stimulation.”52 This
veiled allusion to Stravinsky and Kall’s drunken exploits was also reported to Boulanger by
Edward Forbes, who reached out to her to help him corral the composer into fulfilling his
Norton Lecture duties as planned.53 Eventually, everything calmed down and Stravinsky
presented his talks as scheduled in a tuxedo with tails and a white bowtie.54 With the arrival
of his mistress, Vera Sudeinkina, from France, he began to settle into his new American life,
and by March, the Blisses had become involved with helping Stravinsky with visa issues,
concert funding, and finding social engagements.55
For the entire time between September 1939 and March 1940, not a single letter or
telegram was exchanged between Stravinsky and Boulanger. Students and friends reported to
the French pedagogue at various intervals, and so Boulanger remained aware of events, but
no contact was made on Stravinsky’s part, nor from Boulanger. It was not until 18 April
51 Wolff to Boulanger, 7 October 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 117 (187-188).
52 Wolff to Boulanger, 8 January 1940, F-Pn, N.L.a. 117 (192).
53 Forbes to Boulanger, October 1939 and 11 December 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 70 (195-202 and 203-204).
54 Many of Boulanger’s ex-pupils also attended the lecture, including Walter Piston and Alexei Haïeff,
Walsh, Second Exile, 104.
55 Walsh, Second Exile, 113–15.
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1940, just after Stravinsky and Vera were married, that Stravinsky broke his extended silence
writing to Boulanger this awkward letter:
Very dear Nadia,
I have an irresistible urge to write to you, even if it’s only a few lines. I hope
that someone has let you know the news of my marriage to Vera (for the
moment-civil, caused by the long Orthodox Lent) about which I cabled Paris,
but I wanted to also announce it to you personally. We had to celebrate earlier
than I originally predicted, but the indiscretion of the press since the arrival of
Vera in America and my terrible solitude (despite numerous occupations)
finally made me decide to have her come from Charleston (where she is
staying with friends) to Boston so that we could get married—which
happened in Bedford on 9 March, 30 km from here at the country home of
Russian friends (a professor at Harvard).
A month ago, thanks to the hospitality of our ambassador, and with the clever
and powerful aid of Mr. and Mrs. Bliss, I succeeded in giving a chamber
concert in New York to benefit the French musicians affected by the war that
was relatively successful financially and also from an artistic point of view.
You and Mme. Loudon should already be in possession of the important sum
of $2640, that we collected and that I gave to the kind Mrs. Bliss.
We are very troubled by current events though full of confidence in the
outcome of this enormous war with evil. I truly wish to hear of your news,
dear friend, directly from you. Sister Edward, who I saw in Chicago had heard
some, and me none!...A word from you would bring me great joy.
Your
I. Str. 56
The announcement of Vera and Igor Stravinsky’s wedding was a shock to many of
Boulanger’s close acquaintances. Sister Edward Blackwell, an old student of Boulanger’s
and afterwards a close friend, had been aware of the possibility of Stravinsky remarrying
since 1939, and wrote to Boulanger about the situation on two occasions. The first letter
appeared on 22 November 1939:
56 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 18 April 1940, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (137–38). For a transcription of the
original French document see Appendix I, 3.
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Let me say my big wish! It is intimate but [because] I love you, I know I can
be articulate. It is this. I wish that in God’s dear Providence, you and
Strawinsky could be together for the rest of your lives! You know, I am
praying, that that will be. You are not offended, are you? Somehow, I do think
you could make his life so happy and he yours.57
Out of some context, presumably what Blackwell had witnessed while studying with
Boulanger and possibly even based on confidences shared with her by her former teacher,
she seemed fixated on the idea that Stravinsky and Boulanger should be married. Later, after
an encounter with the composer in Chicago, Blackwell wrote to Boulanger of her
conversation with Stravinsky. The Sister seemed convinced that his requests for news about
Boulanger exposed an underlying devotion and love for her that Blackwell hoped would
become something more.
So I saw [Stravinsky] –and he is lovely. Such force and charm and such
sincerity of purpose.
I read that he was married. I said to him “is Madame Strawinsky with you?”
and you should have seen the look of wonder and amazement. Instantly I
knew there was a mistake and I can’t tell you how I felt. So I told him that I
had heard he was married and he understood and said “Not yet—Soon! The
wedding—secret.”
I told him I had a letter from you and he asked question after question. Were
you in Gargenville or had you returned to Paris. And so many questions—and
his whole expression animated and with such real solicitude in it—that I still
wish I could be right—and you could be wrong—before he married again!58
Adding further fodder to the idea that Boulanger should have been Stravinsky’s intended and
not Sudeinkina, was correspondence from Louise Talma. Directly after hearing the news of
the new union, Talma wrote to the pedagogue on 23 April 1940: “as for Stravinsky’s re-
57 Sister Edward Blackwell to Boulanger, 22 November 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 105 (296–97). (Original in
English.)
58 Blackwell to Boulanger, undated (ca. 1940?), F-Pn, N.L.a. 105 (294–95). (Original in English.)
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marriage, I assure you I am very much surprised, as I’m sure you are and everyone is in
general. When he brought up the idea, most of those who knew you could not believe that it
wasn’t you.” 59 Talma’s assertion that Boulanger herself must have been surprised is
particularly curious here: had Boulanger given her the impression that such a relationship
was likely or even desirable on her part? Talma was connected with Sister Blackwell through
her work with the order of Sinsinawa nuns, and they had probably concocted their viewpoint
during heated discussions concerning this latest gossip. Perhaps in their fervor they had
blown Boulanger’s—or Stravinsky’s—romantic desires for the other out of proportion.
Stravinsky mentioned this encounter with Blackwell himself in his letter to
Boulanger, reinforcing that he too wished to have news from his friend directly, instead of
hearing of her from others. The lack of direct contact from Boulanger, and the implication by
Stravinsky that this was unorthodox behavior, makes one wonder what lay behind
Boulanger’s silence. Adding to this is the oddity that Stravinsky came to stay with Boulanger
at Gargenville in the summer of 1939, while there is no mention of his lover being there.
Vera Sudeinkina instead wrote unanswered letters to Boulanger after Stravinsky’s departure
for the United States, to try and get in touch with her and discuss matters, eventually using an
imagined problem with Soulima Stravinsky to flush her out of the woodwork:
Dear Nadia,
I regret that all my telephone calls rest without a response. I’ve called
repeatedly to tell you many things. I leave today for America (on the Rex)
where I’ll stay with a friend in Charleston while Igor finishes his course in
Cambridge. I’m very happy and wanted to talk to you about it. Also, I wanted
to speak to you about [Soulima] who must be helped. He can’t become an
59 Talma to Boulanger, 23 April 1940, F-Pn, N.L.a. 110 (100-103). “Quant au mariage de Str., je
t’assure que l’idée que j’en ai et dont tu es tellement surprise est tout à faire générale. Lorsqu’il en était d’abord
question beaucoup de ceux qui te connaissent ne pouvaient pas croire que ce n’était pas toi. ”
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officer (he failed his exams) and he suffers greatly among soldiers who are
kind but tremendously depressing...
Excuse this hastiness, I’m on my way out. I embrace you with all my heart,
Vera 60
In the end, however, no concrete evidence of a love affair between Boulanger and
Stravinsky exists. I believe Boulanger’s silence and avoidance of Sudeinkina was not related
to the former’s nursing of a jealous heart, as much as it was out of respect for Stravinsky’s
children and the memory of his ex-wife. As we shall see in the final chapter of this
dissertation, Boulanger often chose to protect the injured feelings of Stravinsky’s three
children over facilitating conversation with the family patriarch. Theodore Stravinsky’s
letters to Boulanger from 1940 are particularly indicative of a wounded child unwilling to
accept his father’s remarriage. There are hints in Theodore’s responses to Boulanger that she,
too, was lukewarm about Stravinsky’s actions, or felt his new union indecorously soon after
the death of his first wife. I do not believe the underlying reason for her silence was a
sublimated desire to be Mrs. Stravinsky, thereby forcinga situation that would have forced
her to abandon her own professional activities and ambitions. Instead, I think Boulanger was
concerned about what would be the long-term affects of Stravinsky’s decision to remarry,
both for his career and for his relationship with his children.
Nonetheless, the question of Boulanger’s sexuality, and her typical treatment as an
asexual being, have significant ramifications for the musicological literature, and is part of
why I chose to explore this tangent. Elsewhere, one encounters but hints of Boulanger’s
60 “Chère Nadia, Je regrette que tous mes téléphones sont restés sans réponse. Je vous ai téléphoné tous
cesse pour vous dire beaucoup de choses. Je pars ce jour en Amérique (avec le Rex) ou je vais habiter chez une
amie à Charleston, pendant qu’Igor finit son travail a Cambridge. Je suis très heureuse et je voulais vous en
parler. Aussi, je voulais vous parler de Nini, à qui il faut aider –il n’a pas pu devenir officier (il a raté les
examens) et il souffre beaucoup d’être dans un milieu de soldats qui sont gentils mais à la longue déprimants...
excusez ma hâte, je suis sur le départ. Je vous embrasse de tout cœur, Vera.” Vera Sudeinkina to Boulanger,
December 1939, F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (63).
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sexual exploits that run the gamut from, in Ned Rorem’s words, “intimations of latent
lesbianism,” to infatuations with married men, including Raoul Pugno and Alfred Cortot
(also her supervisor at the École Normale), and possibly even affairs with students such as
Igor Markevitch and Melville Smith.61 And more recently, Lloyd Whitesell has characterized
Boulanger as having an “enigmatic sexual character.”62The rumor with the most staying
power is that Boulanger was in love with Pugno and that after being with him when he died
on tour in Russia in 1914, Boulanger renounced all further relationships.63 So historians are
left with a Boulanger in love with a ghost and infatuated with the idea of Stravinsky, but
who, as an adult, never had an actual, long-lasting relationship.
It is a slippery slope from stating that Boulanger and Stravinsky’s partnership had any
element of the romantic woven into it to asserting that Boulanger’s devotion to his music was
simply motivated by blind obsession. The opposite danger is that in denying Boulanger’s
sexuality, whatever it may have been, we reinforce the image of Boulanger as servant of the
music, an almost inhuman facade.64 I have already commented that Boulanger adroitly and
61 Ned Rorem, “The Composer and the Music Teacher.” New York Times 23 May 1982, Books
Section, 7. Boulanger’s possible infatuation with Raoul Pugno is especially complicated by the recent research
by Jérôme Spycket which reveals that Pugno was actually the father of Boulanger’s sister Lili: Spycket, A la
Recherche de Lili Boulanger (Paris: Fayard, 2004), 82. Léonie Rosenstiel seems tirelessly interested in
exploring Boulanger’s possible affairs, though they lack any form of substantiation. See: Rosesntiel, Nadia
Boulanger, 152 (Mauclair) 212 (Cortot). For Melville Smith’s infatuation with Boulanger see: Annegret
Fauser, “Aaron Copland, Nadia Boulanger, and the making of an ‘American’ composer,” Musical Quarterly 89
(2006): 535.
62 Lloyd Whitesell and Sophie Fuller eds., “Ravel’s Way,” in Queer Episodes in Music and Modern
Identity (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2008), 60.
63 More on Pugno’s death and Boulanger’s connections to it, see: Le Ménestrel, 17 January 1914, 18;
and Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 116-117.
64 Sylvia Kahan addresses the possibility of Boulanger’s lesbianism in connection with the Princesse
de Polignac. See Kahan, Music’s Modern Muse, 320–21. Rosenstiel also comments on the relationship between
Polignac and Boulanger as well as the possibility that Boulanger was a lesbian, see Rosenstiel, Nadia
Boulanger, 245–46.
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intentionally crafted this asexuality into a powerful public persona, wrapping it in religious
connotations, and I will explore this further in Chapter Three.65
Uncritically replicating either end of this identity spectrum, however, denies
Boulanger any sexual agency. It also reinforces the idea that female sexuality is dangerous,
and irrational, controllable only through domination or by rendering it inert through
celibacy.66 These subtexts have damaged our perception of Boulanger’s self-determination,
resulting in her incomplete historical treatment. They also reinforce stereotypical historical
narratives on successful, single women that either ignore or sensationalize their sexuality.
Instead, I believe Boulanger’s sexuality needs to be handled with more nuance in the
literature on her, painting a more complete picture. Beginning with Stravinsky, the
documents certainly suggest that something happened between Gargenville in 1939 and April
1940 that made subsequent communication between Boulanger and Stravinsky awkward and
uncomfortable. This could have easily been her refusal of his advances as much as it was his
refusal of hers, or it could have been something entirely unrelated to romance and sex.
Moreover, Stravinsky had just lost his daughter, wife, and mother. He had left behind his
remaining family and his adopted culture to move to a new home for an indeterminate length
of time. His depression and sense of isolation may very well have been the only factor that
made a dialogue with Boulanger difficult. Ultimately, whatever caused this silence, the
65 See Jeanice Brooks, “Noble et Grande Servante”: 92-94. Adopting this ascetic, asexual framing of
Boulanger has proven equally seductive to authors, such as in Claudia Maurer Zenck’s article on Stravinsky in
exile, where she depicts Boulanger as “Stravinsky’s prophet.” See: Zenck, “Challenges and Opportunities,”
174–75.
66 For recent theoretical discussions of women’s sexuality and its social role see: Chrys Ingaraham,
Thinking Straight: The Power, Promise, and Paradox of Heterosexuality (New York: Routledge Press, 2004);
Audre Lorde, “Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power,” Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches (Freedom, CA:
Crossing Press, 1984), 53-59; and Naomi Wolf, Promiscuities: The Secret Struggle for Womanhood (New
York: Ballantine, 1997).
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documents show that the pair reconciled the situation, albeit hesitantly. The value they placed
in their artistic dialogue, and their friendship, clearly trumped whatever took place between
July 1939 and March 1940.
American Reunions
It took Boulanger a month to respond to Stravinsky’s letter that she was not keeping silent
out of spite, but because she was tremendously busy organizing her own war-relief efforts
and deciding whether or not to leave for America herself.67 At the time, she awaited
confirmation of a teaching contract at an American school—a necessity to secure herself a
proper visa. Simultaneously, she occupied herself by running concerts in France wherever
possible and visiting with friends, including Stravinsky’s own children.68 By 22 June, France
had surrendered to Germany, and by July, Boulanger had accepted a teaching post at the
Longy School of Music in Cambridge, Massachusetts. On 6 December 1940, with Axis
forces occupying much of the Continent, and the prospect of crossing the North Atlantic
made even more dangerous by naval warfare, Nadia Boulanger fled Paris into exile.
Once together in America, the Symphonie helped the two musicians reconstruct a
professional life together. It was also at this point that both Boulanger and Stravinsky
reluctantly resolved to more permanently establish themselves in American artistic spheres,
and used the Symphonie as part of their means to do so. Upon her arrival in New York,
Boulanger found that she had missed the opportunity to hear the premiere of Stravinsky’s
67 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 5 April 1940, SS, CH-Bps.
68 Ibid.; and Boulanger to Stravinsky, 19 November 1940, SS, CH-Bps. At this same time, prior
students, such as Katharine Wolff, wrote to Boulanger to urge her to come to America. Wolff wrote: “I had
hopes that you would come for that at least in a teaching or lecturing capacity. So many French musicians are
coming over constantly and I keep hoping that some day a boat will arrive with you on it.” Wolff to Boulanger,
31 December 1940, F-Pn, N.L.a. 117 (195-196).
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work. The composition, finished the previous April, was first performed under the
composer’s baton in celebration of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra’s 50th anniversary on 7
November 1940. By 4 December, Stravinsky was in contact with Boulanger concerning
subsequent performances. His letter describes the difficulties he was experiencing with
American ensembles, particularly those overseen by their old friend, Sergei Koussevitzky.
He wrote:
My dear Nadia,
We were so happy to hear from you. We hope to see you soon, in January,
when we will be in Boston for a week of my concerts…
How I regretted your absence in Chicago (or in Cincinnati) where I had
beautiful executions of my Symphonie! In Boston, where Koussevitzky also
wanted me to conduct it (while repeating Oedipus rex as well), they asked me
to provide a means for the orchestra, which is to say, in good French, payer la
location. I was afraid that this very unexpected condition would render the
performance impossible. I’ve never furnished the location for my
compositions, never, no part. It would have been even stranger to do it with
the Boston Symphony, which is to say, chez Koussevitzki, where I have
always been considered like a “member of the family.” They had probably
proposed this ridiculous condition to me without Koussevitzki knowing, and I
hope that he will intervene to cancel it.
See you soon, Nadia, we embrace you with all our affection,
Your
Igor Stravinsky 69
69 “J’étais si heureux d’avoir votre mot. Nous espérons vous voir bientôt, en janvier, quand nous serons
à Boston pour la semaine de mes concerts…Que j’ai regretté votre absence à Chicago (ou à Cincinnati) où j’ai
eu des belles exécutions de ma Symphonie! A Boston où Koussevitzki voulait que je la dirige également (en
repétant[sic] Oedipus Rex aussi) on me demande de fournir le matériel d’orchestre, c.a.d. en bon français de
payer la location. J’ai bien peur que cette condition si innatendue[sic] rende l’exécution quasi impossible. Je
n’ai jamais payé la location de mes compositions, jamais, nulle part. Il serait d’autant plus étrange que je le
fasse à la Boston-Symphony, c.a.d chez Koussevitzki où j’ai été toujours consideré[sic] comme « membre de la
famille ». On a probablement taché de m’imposer cette condition ridicule à l’insu de Koussevitzki et je veux
espérer qu’il va intervenir pour l’annuler. A bientôt, Nadia, nous vous embrassons très affectueusement. Votre,
Igor Stravinsky.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 4 December 1940, N.L.a. 108 (139).
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Treated with a certain amount of celebrity in America, Stravinsky was not expecting the
bureaucratic hiccups he encountered while working with the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Stravinsky believed this was not Koussevitzky’s doing, but more likely the impertinence of
his administrative team. In the end, the composer seemed optimistic that a compromise
would be reached without a great deal of trouble.
Vera Stravinsky, on the other hand, did not seem so willing to exculpate their
conductor friend. She wrote her own letter to Boulanger five days after that of her husband,
implying that things were not entirely as calm as Stravinsky had stated:
Dear Nadia,
…For the Symphonie performance in Boston, it’s imperative that Koussev.
finally decides to fix the program. I wanted Igor to also repeat Oedipus rex—
but, it’s necessary that Woodworth hurries to rehearse with the choirs. As
Koussevitzky doesn’t respond to letters, Igor has absolutely no idea what the
program will be. Who could possibly suggest to Koussev. that he must make
an effort and finally respond? Igor truly wants to repeat Oedipus—the choir
and the orchestra already know the work, which would economise rehearsal
time for the Symphonie. I’m afraid that the committee will refuse to do it for
economic reasons (three singers and one speaker).
Dear Nadia, I send you my love and say with all my heart, we’ll see you soon!
Vera 70
The subtext to this letter is clear: could Boulanger please intervene? Boulanger knew
Koussevitzky well. The two were friends and he was a great supporter of her talents and
those of her students. Surely she could speak to the conductor and ameliorate the situation.
70 “Chère Nadia…Pour que la symphonie se joue à Boston il faut que Koussev. se décide enfin de fixer
le programme. Je voulait aussi qu’Igor rejoueŒdipes Rex –mais alors il faut que Woodworth se dépêche a[sic]
répéter avec les chœurs. Comme Koussev. ne répond pas aux lettres, Igor ne sait absolument pas quel sera le
programme. Qui pourrait dire à Koussev. qu’il passe un effort et qu’il réponde enfin? Igor est très désireux de
rejouerŒdipe –le chœur et l’orchestra le connaissent déjà, ce qu’économisera le temps pour les répétitions de la
symphonie. Je a[sic] peur que le comité pour des raisons d’économies (3 chanteurs et 1 speaker) se refuse à le
redonner.Chère Nadia, je vous embrasse de tout cœur et vous dis à bientôt! Vera.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 4
December 1940, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (139). One can also consult the carbon copy held at the Paul Sacher Stiftung
or an incomplete translated version published in Craft, Correspondence, 38.
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Archival documents leave it unclear whether Boulanger ever stepped in to address this issue,
though in years to come, Boulanger was called upon on several occasions to act as a buffer
between Koussevitzky and Stravinsky, thus reinforcing her ability to act as mediator between
the two artists.71
In addition to this plea for assistance, Vera Stravinsky included in her letter a list of
responses to Boulanger’s own set of requests. Shortly after arriving in America, Boulanger
began organizing social and professional events for the composer, and had written ahead to
solicit his permission and confirm his participation. She insisted the Symphonie be performed
in Boston, stating that surely “something would be arranged.” She then organized dinner
events in New York on the evening of the 22 and 23 December, for the Stravinskys and a
“small company” of her choosing. Of the concerts already planned for Baltimore and
Washington on 6 and 7 January, Boulanger wrote to ask exactly what the program would be
and if Stravinsky would allow her to give a pre-concert lecture. Also before the
performances, Boulanger suggested that Stravinsky attend a dinner with her on 4 January
with the conservator of the Walters Art Gallery, and several of the “most remarkable
gentlemen you could ever meet.” This, she promised, would remain a small party and would
feature excellent food. Finally, preceding concerts arranged for 14 and 15 January, Boulanger
requested Stravinsky dine with her and her students, all of whom “would dearly like to see
him.” She requested this along with access to Stravinsky’s score, in order to properly prepare
her pre-concert lectures.72 The Stravinskys agreed to each of Boulanger’s engagements,
seeming as excited to see her as she was to see them.
71 For example, it was Boulanger who wrote Stravinsky’s speech for the Koussevitzky Testimonial
Dinner in 1944. See: Boulanger, n.d., F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 124 (103–10).
72 Ibid.
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Outside of these events, Boulanger struggled with her new situation after arriving in
America. The French half of the Conservatoire Américain, the center of her transnational
network, had been disbanded, and by January the school was re-established under the
direction of Robert Casadesus in Rhode Island. While there, he wished to dedicate the school
primarily to instructing pianists, and Boulanger was hesitant to participate.73 Instead,
Boulanger remained based in Boston, her diaries listing a joyful visit with Stravinsky in
Cambridge from 13-16 January where they perused scores and shared stories (see Figure
2.2): 74
Figure 2.2 Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky in Gerry’s Landing, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, date unknown (probably January 1941). Property of the Centre
internationale Nadia et Lili Boulanger, Used with permission.
73 Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 319. Leonard, Conservatoire Américain, 51-62.
74 “Stravinsky Cambridge,” Boulanger, Diaries, 13-16 January 1941, F-Pn, Rés. Vmd. Ms. 53 (1).
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By February 1941, both musicians had settled into their new professional lives.
Boulanger taught regular classes at the Longy School, while also making frequent trips to
Washington, Cleveland, and Baltimore.75 Stravinsky began to gain an increasing number of
concertizing engagements that took him as far as San Diego and Mexico City, and his and
Vera’s efforts to move permanently to California were beginning to bear fruit.76 With their
lives seeming to have settled into a sort of rhythm, Boulanger and Stravinsky turned to the
question of editing his Symphonie.
Editing the Symphonie en ut
At some point after Boulanger used the autograph manuscript to prepare lectures for the
Symphonie, the pair began considering the need to revise the composition. The score
Stravinsky had been using to conduct from was in a state of disarray—parts needed to be re-
copied, and adjustments written in by hand had to be formally changed. Boulanger and
Stravinsky began to officially discuss the editorial project on 3 March 1941, when Stravinsky
wrote to Boulanger about it from Hollywood:
My dear Nadia,
It has almost been a month since we’ve heard news from you. Would you be
so kind as to send us something as small as a postcard…Concerning [the
Symphonie]: I’ve spoken about it to Mr. Ernest R. Voigt (Associated Music
Publishers, Inc. 25 West 45th Street, New York City) and he promised me (as
soon as he receives the material from here) to send you parts for each
instrument and the orchestral score. The individual parts are the originals,
which is to say, full of errors, and the orchestral score is the one you’re
already familiar with, the grey copy. If you are in need of mine (the black
75 Boulanger, Diaries, February 1941, F-Pn, Rés. Vmd. Ms. 53 (1).
76 Walsh, Second Exile, 125–37. The Stravinsky’s purchased their home at 1260 North Wetherly Drive
in April 1941.
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copy), I’ll send it to you, but I’d prefer to keep it here (I may be in need of
it)…
When will we see you again? Is it impossible to think that we’ll see you here
again this year?
Dear Nadia, I embrace you very affectionately,
Your,
I. Strawinsky 77
Boulanger accepted the task, though this time she did so reluctantly. By spring 1941, she was
growing increasingly demanding, and unpredictable. The secondary English literature, which
primarily consists of the “definitive biography” written by Léonie Rosenstiel, paints a picture
which suggests that Boulanger simply could not adjust to life as a subordinate in the United
States and was growing increasingly dogmatic in her discomfort. As Rosenstiel writes,
Boulanger soon suffered difficulties with former students who now directed the institutions at
which she was employed:
[Boulanger] became irascible, once again subject to violent headaches and
digestive disturbances. She was thoroughly exhausted and had lost her ability
to control both Melville Smith and Reginald Stewart. Losing control was one
of Nadia’s greatest fears…It was equally clear that Stewart, like Melville
Smith, was unwilling to supply all information to his ‘teacher’ as though
reciting a catechism or taking a test. Nor could he accede to her every wish.
This created an impasse.78
77 “Ma chère Nadia, Il y a à peu près un mois qu’on est sans nouvelles de vous. Vous serez bien
gentille de nous envoyer ne serai-ce qu’une carte postale…A propos de cette dernière : j’en ai parlé à Mr. Ernest
R. Voigt (Associated Music Publishers, Inc., 25 West 45th Street, New York City) et il m’a promis de vous
envoyer (dès qu’il recevra le matériel d’ici) une partie de chaque instrument plus la partition d’orch. Les parties
serons vierge c.a.d. plaines [sic] de fautes et la partition d’orch celle que vous connaissez, la grise. Si vous en
aurez besoin de la mienne (la noire) je vous l’enverrai, mais je préfère de la garder ici (j’en aurai peut-être
besoin)…Quand vous reverra-t-on? Est-ce tout à fait impossible de vous y revoir cette année encore ici? Chère
Nadia, je vous embrasse très affectueusement.Votre, I Strawinsky.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 3 March 1941, F-
Pn, N.L.a. 108 (140). One can also consult the copy at the CH-Bps and in the Craft Correspondence.
78 Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 324.
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In her position at the Longy School of Music, she apparently chafed under the “direction” of
her former student, Melville Smith, and began to expend the support of other alumni residing
in the United States, including Walter Piston at Harvard University.
The letters that circulated surrounding corrections for the Symphonie reveal a more
nuanced story, indicating that Boulanger was also struggling with a profound sense of
depression. On 17 March 1941, in response to Stravinsky’s earlier letter, Boulanger wrote
one of the most emotional texts found in their entire correspondence, expressing a torrent of
guilt and remorse at having left France. To my knowledge, the only extant letters that express
Boulanger’s reactions to living in exile are those she wrote to Stravinsky. For this reason, this
letter is worth quoting at length, allowing Boulanger’s viewpoint expression after being
hidden for more than sixty years. From her small apartment in Gerry’s Landing, Boulanger
wrote to Stravinsky:
My dear friend,
I am ashamed not to have written to you yet, but I am very busy, and I am also
experiencing a severe moral crisis…The sense of shame that I have for
leaving at such a time weighs very heavily on my soul. I should have known,
but then again, what to do differently. To help them over there, I had to take
on this other task. Anyway, as you can see, things aren’t going very well. And
they shouldn’t, if we want to find some balance again. These last years have
been full of what we have abandoned. We’re paying for it today—it is only
fair...The whole thing seems to be for us to determine that for which we are
ready to give our lives. And we have, for what, given so much [already],
because even if it is without hope, one must still prepare oneself for the end…
I didn’t know how much I loved France, how much I need her, and how much,
in her weakness, I would feel her greatness. How we have served her poorly,
us other Frenchmen, whose flesh and spirit were formed by her, her traditions,
her faith. We suddenly remember that we are descended from those who
fought with Joan of Arc, who prayed with St. Louis, who saw Chartre rise.
And such memories permit neither weakness nor betrayal…
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Forgive me for all of this that makes no sense except to me. But I am so alone
with respects to this that I have to open my heart. And who would be able to
understand like you? But there is no luck in being honored with such weighty
confidences as this. This doesn’t matter, it is well worth it, because how many
men are beating their breast at this moment?
As for the materials, I hope it doesn’t come now, because we are giving a
concert for the Polish on April 4th in New York with Schutz’s
Resurrection…It was necessary to copy out all of the parts, because I have
nothing here, and Barbara made all the copies, which took a lot of time. One
wouldn’t think that, in seeing this interminable and useless letter, that I have
little time. But it is easier to say everything, in complete disorder, than to
choose, eliminate, refuse, and give form…
Give my regards to Vera, and don’t worry, I’m done. I send my love. I miss
you both terribly, and I want to hope that we will see each other soon…some
day.
Yours,
Nadia79
Boulanger’s letter explores a wide array of rhetoric, exposing the fractured nature of her
political beliefs and mental state. Her emotional and mental composure were dissolving.
Ever the Gallic, the distance she had put between herself and her home had become almost
unbearable after a year away from Paris. Her iron-clad professional identity, the one thing
she chose to cling to, was fraying at the seams. The result was that her work and her focus
suffered greatly, and she became unstable. Rather than being incapable of assuming a
subordinate position while in America, the greater concern that preoccupied her mind was
her sense of shame at abandoning her country.
Fighting to retain the image of the “Master Teacher” and surrounded mainly by those
who were students, former students, or who had not lived in Europe long enough to
empathize with her, Boulanger reached out to someone who she trusted, someone who had
79 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 17 March 1941, SS, CH-Bps. I have included the complete letter and its
original French as Appendix I, 4.
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lived in Paris with her and himself had a complex relationship with the political events
occurring in Europe. Additionally, Boulanger had no reason to act Stravinsky’s superior; he
had been a close friend and peer for years. This was why she reached out to him, and to my
knowledge, him alone, to confess these overwhelming emotions.
Upon receiving this extraordinarily unconventional text from Boulanger, Stravinsky
began writing to friends, asking how to find her and if anyone knew if she was alright.80
Boulanger’s heavily peripatetic schedule made it difficult to pin her down at this time,
especially considering her work took place on the opposite side of the continent to
Stravinsky. Instead, the composer set the following:
My dear Nadia,
I have been with you with all my heart this whole time. You letter moved me
greatly. I send you all my love,
Your,
Igor Stravinsky 81
Stravinsky’s letter is short and slightly tepid, given the heart-rending text which preceded it.
It is in instances like this that one gains the impression that while Boulanger felt she could
indeed pour her heart out to Stravinsky, he did not entirely know how to handle her.
Boulanger had previously been a friend of the family, a colleague, a supporter of his work,
but Stravinsky’s replies to Boulanger’s crises suggest he would rather not become her
80 See Stravinsky to unknown recipient (possibly Arthur and Georgette Sachs), 30 April, 1941, SS,
CH-Bps. In addition to trying to ensure Boulanger’s health was stabilizing, Stravinsky also wanted to get in
touch with her to see if she knew anyone who could help with his son Theodore’s situation in Switzerland.
81 “J’avais été de cœur avec vous tout ce temps. Votre lettre m’a beaucoup émue.Vous embrasse très
affectueusement.Votre I. Str.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 31 March 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (141-142). This was
sent to Gerry’s Landing via Mrs. Forbes. Stravinsky sent another letter on 31 April 1941, searching for
Boulanger to ensure she was alright, Stravinsky to unknown recipient (possibly Arthur and Georgette Sachs), 31
April, 1941, SS, CH-Bps. In addition to trying to ensure that Boulanger’s health was improving, Stravinsky also
wanted to get in touch with Boulanger to see if she knew anyone who could help with his son Theodore’s
situation in Switzerland.
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confessor. Nonetheless, he was the prime recipient of Boulanger’s plea for help, and whether
or not he meant to be supportive in return, Boulanger took great comfort in what little
comfort he did extend.
What Stravinsky did not know, however, was how desperately his support was
needed at this time. Simultaneous to Boulanger’s breakdown, she was suffering through a
gruelling fight with Louise Talma. The argument began when Talma interpreted Boulanger’s
actions toward a student of hers as anti-Semitic. Drafts of Boulanger’s letters held in the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France suggest that this was all the result of a misunderstanding.82
Misunderstanding or not, she never sent her rebuttal to Talma, and instead drew herself into a
battle with her former pupil. Sending a barrage of missives to Boulanger, Talma accused her
of everything from crooked billing techniques, to pedagogical ineffectiveness, to misogyny
(brought about by a myopic obsession with her dead sister), and finally anti-Semitism. Such
sentiments resonated all too well with the general Anti-French sentiment circulating in the
United States at the beginning of the war when all Frenchmen were viewed as potential Nazi
collaborators. Consider this letter from Talma to Boulanger:
My dear friend,
In a statement from my bank received by me today I find a check under date
of March 24 made out by you. I should like to know why the price of my
lessons has doubled since December. You don’t seem to realize how greatly it
embarrasses your students never to know where they stand. If you did realize
it you would have less trouble with them; they simply become discouraged
over such vagueness, so much so that when Roy Harris asked Piston’s advice
about proposing a position to you in his (Harris’s) school, Piston advised him
not to do so, saying you were too difficult to deal with. I could name you a
good many former students who no longer study with you because you will
not come to a definite agreement with them. To these you can now add my
name, as it is impossible for me to continue on such a basis.
82 Boulanger, “Documents d’archives, Séjour aux États-Unis,” 1941-1946, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 145–
49.
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It’s strange that you should think it alright to do what you did about Marie
Brodeur’s letter.83 But then, if you can think that it is Christian to be anti-
Semitic, I suppose you can think that this too is alright. It’s all very
bewildering and sad. I feel as though I had stepped off solid ground into a
quicksand. Don’t misunderstand me: all this is in no sense a judgement –I
would not be so presumptuous, and anyhow I remember too well what is
promised those who judge. I simply do not understand. Perhaps you can throw
some light on how an expression of hatred can mean the contrary. Meanwhile
I know that our doctor, who is Jewish, treats me with more justice,
understanding, and humanity then do you, my godmother. It’s sad, but it
changes nothing of my love for you which remains the same as always.84
This letter, just one of many examples from 1941, was a harsh slap in Boulanger’s face.
Here, Talma reported to Boulanger that her former students were purposely avoiding
studying or working with her and that her Christianity was skewed. Moreover, it was written
in English when Talma was fluent in French—a further means to insult Boulanger. The
pedagogue chose to give Talma the silent treatment, only spurring the latter’s fury, and
Talma began to denounce Boulanger publicly as an anti-Semite. This caused the pedagogue a
great deal of trouble, as her visa was pending, and people who had agreed to vouch for her as
witnesses began to back out after word of Talma’s accusations reached them.
In June 1941, George and Arthur Sachs wrote to Talma to inquire about Boulanger’s
general state of well-being. Their letter is a curiously veiled effort to let Talma know of both
the troubles Boulanger faced concerning visa applications as well as the numerous people
willing to vouch for the pedagogue’s good character. Apparently, after receiving it, Talma
chose to forward it along to Boulanger in haughty righteousness:
83 Marie Brodeur (neé Neubeiser) was a student of Boulanger’s in the 1920s. Her husband studied at
Fontainbleau in 1927, where he and Neubeiser met. Marie Brodeur was a staunch supporter of Boulanger and
Fontainebleau throughout her life. Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 219. It is unclear what letter Talma is
referencing and what exactly Boulanger chose to do to it.
84Talma to Boulanger, 6 May 1941,F-Pn, N.L.a. 110 (148–49), original in English.
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Dear Louise:
Please excuse this typed letter. Have you any news at all of Nadia? Also, has
the passport problem come through all right?
Douglas Moore wrote me sometime ago that he did not feel like sending a
letter in [sic] behalf of Nadia, because of various rumors he has heard, I do,
however, hope that those excellent letters that she did get will stand her in
good stead, and help secure her a Professor’s Visa.
Do let me know any news you may have of her.
We may be staying out here most of the summer, and are becoming really
good Californians.
With warmest greetings from George and Dick
(In Louise’s handwriting) Maybe you will pay more attention to the words of
others than you do to mine, and perhaps one day you will understand that
everything I have said to you on all subjects was, in my blunt and ungracious
way which at least has the merit of being frank and sincere, meant for your
good.
My love goes with you. May the summer be one of much benefit to you.85
By the beginning of March, Boulanger retaliated, barring Talma from attending the
memorial service for her sister, Lili, and initiating her complete social ostracization from the
Conservatoire Américain and the sisters at the Sinsinawa Convent. Though Talma and she
eventually reconciled years later, the battle they underwent in the early 1940s was vicious
and unyielding.
It was at this point that the corrections for the Symphonie came to Boulanger. Unlike
her previous editorial projects with Stravinsky, Boulanger now farmed the responsibility of
creating proofs out to her students. She provided them with instructions about which
corrections should take place in the score, and then expected them to copy these out and
create new parts. This new editorial methodology emanated from Boulanger’s distinct lack of
85 Arthur Sachs to Talma, 7 June 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 110 (84).
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free time, owing to an exceptionally busy spring schedule shuttling between Cleveland,
Washington, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.86 Additional duties during the 1940-41 school year
included conducting a gala concert for Paderewksi on 5 April, and giving a lecture on the
music of Stravinsky and J. S. Bach at the Phillips Memorial Gallery on 9 May.87 Just as she
did after her mother died, Boulanger used a busy work schedule to distract herself from the
guilt and emotional pain she felt. She further rationalized this by sending much of the money
she made from these events back to France.88 Unfortunately though, her activities stalled the
editorial project she had agreed to take on.
By 19 May 1941, Stravinsky had run out of patience with Boulanger, and wrote to her
to request an update on the status of corrections to his score:
My dear Nadia,
Once again, I haven’t received word from you for a long time. Are you always
at Cambridge, are you on vacation (completely unbelieveable)? It was
eternities ago (17 March) that you sent me (unfortunately, tragic) news. Since
then, the Associated Music Publishers, in their letter of 1 April, wrote to me to
let me know that “the material of your symphony was sent to Miss
Boulanger…she wrote us in the meantime that her corrections would be
delayed as she is rather busy at this time.” Is this time over? I’m just
wondering this with a certain degree of concern for two reasons: 1. My
concert in Mexico, where I will be performing my Symphonie, is approaching,
and I wonder if I can count on your new corrected parts 2. If we send my
conductor’s score along with the original parts (in order to facilitate your
corrections), I am very afraid that the Associated Music Publishers, before
renting the corrected parts to the Mexican Philharmonic (one has to allow 10
to 14 days for the transfer from New York to Mexico) will feel themselves
obliged to take it from you, thereby interrupting your precious work. At the
86 Boulanger, Agendas, April-May 1941, F-Pn, Rés. Vmd. Ms. 53 (1).
87 Concerning the concert at the Phillips Memorial Gallery, Boulanger requested that the entire main
hall be re-arranged to better reflect her musical program. In a letter from Duncan Phillips to Boulanger, he
delicately explains the impossibility of doing this. Duncan Phillips to Boulanger, 3 May 1941, F-Pn, Rés. Vm.
Dos. 148 (24); The concert itself is listed in: Boulanger, Diaries, 10 May 1941, F-Pn, Rés. Vmd. Ms. 53 (1).
“Lecture Phillips Gallery, Washington, J.S. Bach and his church music; Strawinsky;” The gala concert for
Paderewski is discussed by Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 318; and Spycket, Nadia Boulanger, 109.
88 Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 317.
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least, you could continue it according to the corrections partly inscribed on the
grey score, partially on pieces of paper. I am, as you can see, in complete
ignorance of what’s going on. Word from you would put my nerves at ease,
assuming the word is reassuring.89
Boulanger had no choice but to respond that the project had run aground. The initial student
charged to help her, for whom Boulanger provides no name, had become ill. Boulanger
herself had fallen and hurt her arm terribly, making writing very painful. The pedagogue
wrote to Stravinsky that the lack of a competent helper would delay the process entirely and
furthermore, according to Boulanger, all the individual parts needed to be redone, and she
had nothing but the un-annotated score to work with. Combined, these factors made the
correction process very slow and time-consuming. She ultimately suggested to Stravinsky
that he would have to wait for her to return from her summer teaching schedule in Wisconsin
before she could improve matters at all:
Dear Igor,
Please excuse my silence—I am nothing but excuses—first the horrendous
preoccupation we all share, and then, the illness of a student who was
supposed to help me with my work for you, and finally, an arm that has
rendered writing very difficult these past months. (While falling on ice, I
sprained the muscles horribly, and the nerves are still very tender.)
I have nothing but the “new” material, the second score—and that renders the
work even more dubious, because I suspect I’m forgetting a great deal of the
details—and what’s more, I had to accept, with such gratitude, to go and teach
at Sister Edward’s Convent where I will be from 18 June until the 26 of
July—after which I will be in Santa Barbara (assuming everything is still
possible then!)
I will have to retrieve from here the good score and the material that has
already been corrected around the 15 or 20 August (I also have to go to
Canada again so that my visa can be changed to a Professor’s Visa) and I will
do everything possible—but the truth is that we will have to make all new
parts—and that I am not able to take on—the student who wanted to do it will
89 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 19 May 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (143). The copy of this letter can also be
consulted at the CH-Bps. I have included the letter in its original French in Appendix I, 5.
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not be here for months, unfortunately, and Barbara does not have the means to
dispose herself to such work. In the end, I will do all that I can—if you knew
how painful it is to write, you would understand why I am truly unable to do
it.
It’s peculiar, I was certain I had written to you [about this], and spoken with
you about the house, about this summer—was that truly a dream? I suddenly
have doubts—and yet, I believed what you said in my dream so much. I don’t
even know myself anymore! I embrace you both, with deepest affection,
NB 90
Not only was Boulanger’s mind heavy with thoughts of home, but she had also fallen
physically ill. To be separated from the teaching conditions she was used to, and debilitated
by a lack of dependable, capable students, made matters worse. Furthermore, Boulanger was
no longer dealing with a sympathetic publishing agent like Gavryil Païdchaze of the Édition
Russe. Instead, she had to negotiate with Ernest R. Voigt of the Associated Music Publishers,
who gave her far less latitude with correction times and was proving difficult about getting
her the materials she deemed necessary to complete the editorial process. Boulanger’s
cultural capital had, to a certain degree, dissolved. The experience of exile had eroded her
authority in ways she would never have had to experience in France, and this lead to the
Symphonie project floundering in its half-corrected state. Stravinsky replied to Boulanger’s
letter not angry, but concerned:
What news, my poor Nadia! Your letter distressed me greatly! One single
thing remains constant—your decision to come to Santa Barbara, provided
events don’t make you change our mind. I embrace you very affectionately,
Your,
I. Str
How is your arm? 91
90 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 30 May 1941, SS, CH-Bps. For a transcription of the original document in
French see Appendix I, 6.
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By the end of August, the mental strain had started to physically affect Boulanger’s
heart, and after completing her teaching duties in Wisconsin, she decided to take a ten-day
vacation—unheard of for her—and rest. Boulanger retreated to California, and stayed with
her friends Georgette and Arthur Sachs at their Montecito Ranch. Georgette Sachs, had been
an early American pupil of Boulanger’s, and the pair had since become close friends.92 Her
husband, Arthur Sachs, was a very wealthy man and a patron of the arts.93 He had provided
funding for Boulanger’s tours in the late 1930’s and was a continual donor to the Lili
Boulanger Memorial Fund after its founding.
The Sachs lived just over an hour and a half away from Stravinsky’s home in
Hollywood. In August, Stravinsky was still occupied with a tour to Mexico, but he wrote to
Boulanger nonetheless to complain about the “idiots at the Associated Music Publishers who
had expedited all the materials for his Symphonie to London without having received [her]
corrections!!!!!!”94 The pair also exchanged views about his son, Theodore, and their worries
about his recent internment in a prisoner-of-war camp in Switzerland. Boulanger wrote to
Stravinsky that she was haunted continually by the thought that she had abandoned
91 “Quel divine, ma pauvre Nadia! Votre lettre m’a beaucoup affligé! Une seule chose constante –c’est
votre projet de venir à Santa Barbara. Pourvu que les événements ne vous fâchent pas [changer] l’idée. Je vous
embrasse très affectueusement, Votre I. Str. Comment vas la bras?” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 12 June 1941, SS,
CH-Bps. This letter also appears in the Craft Selected Correspondence, 245 where he claims it is only a
fragment of a letter. The received copy does not exist in the F-Pn. Possibly this letter was just a draft that
Stravinsky never sent or that Boulanger did not keep.
92 The entry for Georgette Sachs can be found in: Boulanger, “Student Directory,” F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Ms.
1198 (3).
93 According to Rosenstiel, the paternal side of Arthur Sachs’ family was Jewish, and this would have
precluded any attempts to summer in Cambridge with Boulanger. This was part of what lead her to visit them in
Santa Barbara instead. Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 319.
94 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 29 July 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (144). A copy of this letter also exists at the
Paul Sacher Stiftung and is available in Craft’s, Selected Correspondence.
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everything, but that it was time to “settle the parts for the [Symphonie] once and for all”
while she was visiting in Santa Barbara.95 Stravinsky’s reply, sent after his return to
Hollywood, set the tone for his and Boulanger’s work there that summer:
My dear Nadia,
Am happy to learn you are so close. How this vacation with the kind Sachses
will do you good, and how this little sojourn will renew your strength—and
you’ll be in need of it, because you give of it so generously left and right.
The more you spend your energies, the stronger your troubled conscience
becomes. I know that you have nothing to blame yourself for. These worries
are a part of your nature and they will bother you less when the strength of
your heart returns. May God come to you in aid.
Your,
I. Str. 96
With these sentiments—Stravinsky’s that California bring Boulanger restoration, and
Boulanger’s that her vacations there be a time for discussing music—the pair established a
tradition that would hold for the remainder of Boulanger’s time in America. Each summer,
after finishing her teaching obligations on the East Coast and spending a short stint working
with the Sinsinawa nuns in Madison, Wisconsin, Boulanger retired to Santa Barbara where
she spent her vacation time with the Saches and the Stravinskys. These months included
regular meetings with the composer where they engaged in music-making, score-reading, and
gossiping about family and friends. Her visits were usually not very long, but almost every
95 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 5 August 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (145). During this visit, Stravinsky also
asked Boulanger to help him with his Harvard University Publishing contracts and with his Symphonie. See
Stravinsky to Boulanger, 13 October 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (147).
96 “Ma chère Nadia, Heureux de vous savoir si près. Que ce séjour chez les bons Sachs vous fasse du
bien et que ces courts[sic] vacances vous donnent des nouvelles forces –vous en avez besoin puisque vous les
distribuez si généreusement à droite et à gauche. Plus vous les depenserez[sic] plus forts devant vos troubles de
conscience. Je sais que vous n’avez rien à vous reprocher. Ces troubles font partie de votre nature et ils vous
tourmentèrent moins quand les forces de cœur vous reviendront, Que Dieu vous vienne en aide. Votre, I Str.”
Stravinsky to Boulanger, 5 August 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (145). At the end of this, he added a postscript that
Robert Bliss had been operated on and he was waiting to hear from Mrs. Bliss about the details of his condition.
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composition Stravinsky composed from then on found its way into Boulanger’s collection,
and bore some sort of annotation or dedication to her. The first of these visits, made in 1941,
centered on the Symphonie en ut, and though the visit restored Boulanger’s spirits, it did not
seem to result in the completion of the work’s correction as well.
Alexei Haïeff and the Symphonie en ut
For nearly a year after this first visit to Santa Barbara, Boulanger and Stravinsky failed to
return to the subject of the Symphonie. Instead, Boulanger continued teaching at the Longy
School of music while also touring and lecturing along the east coast. 1941-42 was not a
good year for Boulanger. In January 1942, the Conservatoire de Paris announced that Olivier
Messiaen had been appointed to the post of professor of harmony that Boulanger had desired
for so long.97 On 10 January, a letter arrived from Paris to tell Boulanger that her cottage,
Gargenville, was now occupied by the Nazis, a fact that greatly traumatized her. Notes left in
her diaries suggest that news from family and friends was unfathomable to the isolated
Boulanger and images in the newspapers documenting the atrocities of the German army
only made Boulanger more critical of those French who she felt were blind in their
collaboration with these events.98 The Princesse de Polignac had fled to England where she
97 Spycket, Nadia Boulanger, 109.
98 Boulanger, Diaries, 10 January 1942, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 109. “News from the Rue Ballu,
Gargenville is occupied.” “Nouvelles de la rue Ballu, de Gargenville, occupé.” Ibid., 6 January 1942, “Pictures,
terrible to leaf through, with the insidious German page, but such blindness to us who have lost our greatness.”
“Illustrations, terribles à feuilleter, avec l'insidieuse page allemande—(mais notre aveuglement à nous qui avons
perdu notre grandeur. ”
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was living a penniless existence. On 13 March, Boulanger learned that the Princesse had
fallen and broken her arm. 99
Avoiding discussions about the Symphonie en ut, Boulanger worked with Stravinsky
to re-write his Poetics of Music for a lecture series in Chicago. She spent November to March
of that academic year negotiating with Dumas Malone, then head of the Harvard University
Press, and Edward Forbes concerning the publication of Stravinsky’s Poetics of Music—an
effort that Stravinsky rewarded by sending her a hand-dedicated, first-edition copy. February
1942 was also when Stravinsky began working on his Barnum and Bailey’s Circus Polka
commission, a work that Boulanger would reference continuously later in life as an example
of Stravinsky approaching even the most casual of commissions as serious intellectual
activity. And that summer, when she returned to Sanata Barbara, she and Stravinsky began
work on the Sonata for Two Pianos, a work written for, dedicated to, and premiered by
Boulanger. In amongst all these projects, the Symphonie en ut did not seem to merit mention,
and it wasn’t until 28 November 1942 that Boulanger introduced Stravinsky to the pupil she
had in mind as appropriate to complete the editorial work.
Alexi Haïeff had been a student of Boulanger’s in Cambridge, Mass. and in Paris
from 1938-9. In November 1942, Boulanger chose Haïeff to be the recipient of the Lili
Boulanger Memorial Award and began to consider him a possible candidate to complete
what she and Stravinsky had started in editing the Symphonie. By March 1943, Boulanger
wrote to Stravinsky to try, once again, to acquire a copy of the Scherzo and Finale
99 “Princesse de Polignac s’est cassé le bras.” Boulanger, Diaries, 13 March 1942, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf.
Ms. 109. For more on Boulanger’s correspondence with the Princesse de Polignac during the war and their
respective exiles in America and Britain, see: Kahan, Music’s Modern Muse, 357–66.
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movements of the work.100 Stravinsky responded that, lamentably, they had yet even to be
printed. By April, Boulanger was arranging dinner meetings with Haïeff, Marcelle de
Manziarly—a former pupil of Boulanger and friend to both her and the composer—and Vera
Stravinsky.101 Coincidentally, these meetings occurred at the same time that Haïeff required
money for medical treatment, and part of the solution to these problems seemed quite
obvious: have Haïeff complete the process of writing out the revisions for the Symphonie.102
Boulanger and Stravinsky spent the summer of 1943 blissfully at work in California
where the composer composed the Sonata for Two Pianos. In October, Boulanger helped him
re-orchestrate the Danse Sacrale movement of Le Sacre du Printemps. In June, Haïeff wrote
to Boulanger to say that he was “recopying the first movement of the symphony, which, [he
thought] now is right with many changes in desposition[sic] and orchestration.” Haïeff had
moved in with Marcelle de Manziarly on doctor’s orders to get some fresh country air, and in
his letter he reported that he was feeling “much stronger and healthier.” Another former
pupil, Claudio Spies, wrote to Boulanger on 16 April 1944 that Haïeff had shown him the
“photostat of the Symphony in C which he [was] copying.” 103 All signs suggested that
revising the Symphonie was finally seeing some progress.
Within another seven months, however, Haïeff’s story had changed. On 17 November
1944, he wrote:
100 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 16 March 1943, SS, CH-Bps; Stravinsky to Boulanger, 20 March 1943, F-
Pn, N.L.a. 108 (155). Stravinsky replied that these items were not even engraved for printing yet.
101 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 26 April 1943, SS, CH-Bps.
102 Alexei Haïeff to Boulanger, 18 May 1943, F-Pn, N.L.a. 74 (191-192).
103 Claudio Spies to Boulanger, 20 May 1944, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (201-202).
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Dear Mademoiselle,
I do not know, even, how to begin.
I feel very guilty and terribly ashamed. First of all, I must confess: I have done
very little work on the Stravinsky Symphony…
All this time my guilty conscience kept me from writing to you…I did not see
clearly the difficulty of doing [these edits], and…This summer, to my shame,
I copied only twenty pages...
All this autumn I was expecting a questioning letter from you or from
Stravinsky, but had not the courage to write myself and tell the truth.
…I know you will be disgusted with me for all this, but, please, only
remember that I will always adore you,
Yours devotedly,
Alexei 104
Boulanger intervened with Stravinsky on her former student’s behalf, writing to him
to “forgive Alexei,” and excuse him because of his illness. She explained: “everything is his
fault, and nothing is his fault. Primarily it’s winter’s fault, actually.”105 The composer was
not angry—that summer, Boulanger had participated in the premieres of his Sonata for Two
Pianos in Indiana, and the pair had just finished performing the work in a recital at Mills
College.106 Twenty days prior to Haïeff’s penitent letter, Stravinsky had also agreed to write
an Elégie for solo viola, a commission Boulanger convinced him to take for only $100.107
The letters and annotated scores suggest that Stravinsky was more interested in revelling in
his current creative state than in trifling over doomed editorial alterations. Boulanger, on the
104 Haïeff to Boulanger, 17 November 1944, F-Pn, N.L.a. 74 (196-199). (Original letter in English)
105 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 21 November 1944, SS, CH-Bps. “ tout est de sa faute, et pas de sa faute.
(De la faute de Winter d’abord). ”
106 The Sonata for Two Pianos had its unofficial premiere at the Santa Clara convent for the Sinsinawa
nuns and a private audience on 6 August 1944. Boulanger and her pupil Richard Johnston played the pianos.
The official premiere took place at the Univesity of Indiana with Robert Tangeman and Boulanger performing.
See Walsh, Second Exile, 161–62; Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 326–28.
107 Walsh, Second Exile, 162.
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other hand, had had enough. It was at this point that she abandoned efforts to correct the
score. Six years after engaging with the project’s financial situation and three years after
starting the editorial process, attempts to revise the composition evaporated.
“Don’t do this to love, do this to know”: Analyzing the Symphonie en ut
What do remain of Boulanger’s efforts are three two-piano reductions in both her and
Soulima Stravinsky’s hands, presumably from after the war, and fourteen pages of her
analytical sketches. All of these materials are housed as part of the fonds Boulanger of the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France (see Table 2.2).
Table 2.2 Archival materials for the Symphonie en ut, F-Pn.
Work Type of Score A
nn
ot
at
e
Date Code
Symphony en Ut Photostat copy of the
Autograph Orchestral
Score, mvt. I and II
X 1941
Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 (1-
2)
Boulanger’s sketches
and analyses of the
symphony
1941?
Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 (3)
X
Autograph manuscript
of the two-piano
reduction, mvt I
X Undated
Rés. Vma. Ms.
1039
Autograph manuscript
of the two-piano
reduction, mvt. I-IV
X 1940
Rés Vma. Ms. 982 (1-3);
983 (1-2); and 984
Copy of autograph for
two-piano reduction
score108
X Undated
Vma. 4015 (1-3)
108 The catalog entry for this score also states that it comes with Boulanger’s esquisses or analytical
notes. They are missing from the actual document and I suspect became Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 (3). Louise Talma
references a photostat of this score in a letter to Boulanger stating: “As you know from the cable we sent there
was quite a Boulangerie here this summer… your presence was truly in our midst, both in the music we wrote
and the music we studied and played together, the latter including the two Stravinsky Symphonies. (One of the
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The manuscript items for the Symphony are bound together in three volumes, catalogued
under shelf number Rés Vma. Ms. 1218 (1-3). Volumes one and two of this series contain the
first and second movements of the Symphonie respectively. Somehow, Boulanger had
managed to bring these back with her from America when she returned to France. Unlike the
majority of her Stravinsky scores, these do not bare any inscription or marginal dedication.
The sheets are photostats of Stravinsky’s carefully hand-written text, and, excepting a few
annotations written in pencil, they are clean of any markings. Together, these two volumes
probably comprise the “grey score,” referenced by Boulanger and Stravinsky in their letters.
These are the materials that Boulanger struggled with during the first stage of the editorial
process, and glancing at the score’s nearly pristine condition, one empathizes with Boulanger
that she had but this sparsely notated score and her memory from which to initiate
corrections. It is a testament to her formidable talents that such a procedure was even ever
suggested to her by Stravinsky or his publisher.
The third volume of Rés. Vma. Ms. 1218 contains a collection of small scraps of
paper—pieces of unfinished letters, bank statements, and miscellaneous, torn stationary—on
the back of which one finds Boulanger’s meticulous notes on the Symphonie. These pieces of
paper appear to have once been attached to corresponding pages of the orchestral score. At
some point, they were removed from their moorings and now, for conservation purposes,
stand bound together in a single volume. These, I suspect, were the original documents that
men had a photostat copy of the manuscript of the C. sym. with your marginal notes.)” Talma to Boulanger, 21
September 1947, F-Pn, N.L.a. 110 (233-235). I have checked for this score amongst the materials “relating to or
composed by American students” that Boulanger bequeathed to Harvard and have not found it there. It is also
not listed in the catalog to the archives in Lyon, Paris. See Jeanice Brooks, “The fonds Boulanger at the
Bibliotheque Nationale,” Notes 51 (1995): 1229.
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Figure 2.3a Nadia Boulanger’s analytical notes for the Symphonie en ut, first movement. [Source: F-Pn, Rés.Vm. Ms.
1218 (3), bi-folio 1a, and b, used with permission.]
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,
Figure 2.3d Nadia Boulanger’s analytical notes for the Symphonie en ut, third and fourth movements [Source,
F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Ms. 1218 (3), bi-folio 1c verso and d, used with permission.]
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inhabited the envelope that now holds the esquisses for the Symphonie de psaumes discussed
in Chapter 1.
I believe Boulanger made her notes for the Symphonie in two stages—the first four
pages completed prior to the remaining ten. The notes for the first stage are typical of one of
Boulanger’s hastily scribbled, late-night creations, similar to those seen for the third
movement of the Symphonie de psaumes. For the Symphonie en ut, Boulanger jotted down
notes on specific characteristics of the work—particular cross-relations or rhythmic
gestures—but did not necessarily comment directly on the composition’s formal properties.
Boulanger’s handwriting gets increasingly muddled as her work wears on, and by the fourth
movement, there are few details and the handwriting is difficult to read (see Figures 2.3a-d).
These notes were most likely made during the early stages of Boulanger’s
involvement with the score, possibly in connection with a pre-concert lecture such as those
she arranged in 1941.109 The notes suggest preparation for a more general audience, as they
deal mainly with easily recognizable aural events suitably selected for a group of first-time
listeners. In keeping with Boulanger’s approach to teaching new compositions, her sketch
materials proceed linearly through the piece, as if providing a step-by-step guide on how to
experience Stravinsky’s latest masterpiece. They also highlight idiosyncrasies specific to
Stravinsky’s compositional voice that make the Symphonie uniquely his. Turning to the notes
for the first movement, it is possible to piece together at least part of what Boulanger would
have discussed in one of her pre-concert talks.
Boulanger highlighted fifteen aspects of the Symphonie’s first movement for her audience’s
consideration (see Table 2.3). Some of these provide clues to structural points, such as the
109 Boulanger analyzed the entire work, so these were made after Stravinsky had finished composing it.
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woodwind run one measure before R19 that leads into the Symphonie’s second theme area, or
the subtle woodwind quartet that precedes the recapitulation several measures before R45.
Other gestures reflect uniquely Stravinskian effects. One such example is the trumpet solo at
R39. Here, the composer introduces an ascending, eighth-note melody and then directly
repeats it while changing each eighth-note into a set of repeated sixteenth-notes. This
repeated-note technique was the second idiosyncrasy Boulanger introduced to her audience
when describing the symphony, urging them to perceive of how this simple compositional
ploy reigned in the forward thrust of the music. Other features include a B-flat/B-natural
cross relation presented in the woodwinds and the strings before R67. I do not believe this
cross relation as significant as the one highlighted in her previous notes for the Symphonie de
psaumes, but it is intriguing to see this idea return in her talk on the Symphonie en ut.
There are other aspects of this collection of gestures that make them quintessentially
Boulanger’s. For example, the pedagogue manifests her pre-occupation with the interval of
the fifth by identifying such a gesture in the cellos one bar before R71. Her ability to find
such a progression in this Symphonie is quite admirable, considering that, in its ironic
adaptation of sonata form, the work attempts to eschew all use of fifth progressions,
exploiting predominantly third relationships instead.110 Also, Boulanger’s fascination with
Stravinsky’s rhythmic procedures (beyond that of turning eighth notes into sixteenth-notes)
finds its way into her discussion of the movement’s final three measures and the gesture in
the trumpet one before R58.
110 Straus explores this property of the Symphonie in his “Stravinsky’s ‘Tonal Axis,’” Journal of Music
Theory 26 (1982): 261–90. In 1998, Jonathan Cross published The Stravinsky Legacy (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998), 193-226 the sixth chapter of which offers an overview of the theoretical material
published on the Symphonie en ut. Placing Boulanger as an antecedent for all of these analyses would prove an
interesting project for future scholars.
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Table 2.3 Boulanger’s analytical notes, Symphonie en ut, first movement
Prose
Description :
Explanation : Musical Reference (examples at concert pitch) :
1, 2nd, 3rd, 4th
time
Opening gesture: Theme
of first and second
measures paired with
theme of third and fourth
measures.
Paces (freiner)
the movement
with
Uses sixteenth notes to
restrain rhythmic
momentum.
1 before [R] 12
for four
measures
Transitional material
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1 before R19 Run in woodwinds;
Commenting on the third
relationship (“D” center
avoided for “A” center)
2 after R19
until R21
Second theme area not in
dominant, rather has
subdominant/submediant
emphases
After R22,
modulation
Modulation to
development section
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R28
modulation
Horn melody
[Three
measures
before] R30
Tutti measure of silence
Trumpet at 39,
before and
after
Use of sixteenth notes to
sub-divide the rhythm and
slow the forward thrust of
the music.
Retransition
before R45
Interested in transitional
material that sets up the
recapitulation.
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Compare R52
with R12
R52 is a transposed
version of R12
After R58 Trumpet theme
Before R67, B-
flat/B-natural
Cross-relation in
woodwinds and strings.
R71 B, F-
sharp, G, C
Progression of fifths in
violoncello
Rhythm R73 Concluding rhythmic
gesture
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Many, though not all, of these segments are signposts for recognizing the opening
movement’s use of sonata form. That said, Boulanger’s notes are for the most part void of
any terminology such as exposition, development, or recapitulation that would require a
specialized knowledge. This is typical of Boulanger’s pre-concert talks. Though she would
include some discussion of “technique,” these interludes were usually quite short and
sandwiched between otherwise descriptive, general prose where the audience was provided
with a list of brief highlights or compositional gems that empowered them to actively engage
with a work’s performance.111 Boulanger taught her audience that they too could appreciate
new music, even music they may never have heard before that had been written by one of the
leading modern composers of their time. In this way, Boulanger’s talks made Stravinsky’s
music digestible to a wider audience and encouraged any budding interest the general
population might have had in this music.
Her second group of notes is far more specialized and implies a very different
methodology. The remaining ten pages involve the detailed segmentation of the first, third112,
and fourth movements of the Symphonie, and take into consideration their harmonic,
thematic, and rhythmic content, as well as their phrase structure.113 These notes are thorough
111 For a recording of another of Boulanger’s pre-concert talks that follows a similar format see:
Conférence sur le Rake’s Progress, 1954 [recte 1952], F-Pn, SDRC 7154. The script to her BBC lecture on the
Septet also contains similar features, especially identifying aural signposts for her listeners to latch onto. See:
Lecture on the Septet, 1953, “Stravinsky Documents,” FINLB.
112 The third movement, which I will not be discussing in this chapter, is fascinating for the initial label
assigned to it by Boulanger: “Russie” or “Russian.” Whether this assertion of its Russian-ness was a byproduct
of discussions with Stravinsky or simply her own opinion, is difficult to say. For these notes please see
Appendix IV.
113 There is no evidence to suggest why there are no notes on the second movement. My suspicion is
that Boulanger completed working on the first movement and continued with the third and fourth because she
knew they were not yet published. Perhaps the second movement notes got lost when Boulanger returned to
America, but I cannot imagine it was from lack of interest that she failed to write any. It may also have been the
simplest to commit to memory, so she chose not to make any short-hand notes for it.
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and resemble a drawn out version of what appeared in her charts for the Symphonie de
psaumes.
With the Symphonie en ut, Boulanger once again divided the music into distinct
sections. This time, the governing principle is each segment’s thematic content. She
identifies the incipit for each section and, for those materials that aren’t modulatory, their key
center. Fundamental rhythmic components are also labelled, along with each theme’s main
harmonic relationships. To the left of each event appears the measure at which it begins and
to the bottom or right of each section is the theme’s length in bars. Consider, for example, the
first segment in Boulanger’s notes (example 2.3).
In the top, left-hand corner, Boulanger identifies the melody as the first theme
(circled number “1”), and writes out its first three measures. The 26 to the left-hand side of
the staff indicates that this gesture begins at bar 26 of the first movement. The thirteen below
shows that it lasts for thirteen measures before new material, five measures long, connects
the melody to its next appearance. Boulanger’s notation is ingenious for its ability to shrink
large-scale occurrences to small, manageable highlights (see Figure 2.4 a-b). Furthermore,
these pages reveal a prolonged period of time spent with the complete score. As legendary as
Boulanger’s memory is, the chances of her constructing something to this level of detail
without a score at hand are unlikely. Second, their reflection of specialized language and
occasional references to sonata form imply they may have been used in the classroom,
instead of being specifically intended for a general concert audience. Most likely, Boulanger
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Example 2.3 Nadia Boulanger’s notes for the first movement, R5-R8+1 [Source: F-Pn, Rés.
Vm. Ms. 1218 (3), folio 4, 1941 (?), and Stravinsky SYMPHONY IN C (c)
1948 by Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz – Germany © Renewed All
Rights Reserved. Used by permission of European American Music
Distributers LLC, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for Schott Music GmbH & Co.
KG, Mainz – Germany.]
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Figure 2.4a Nadia Boulanger’s notes to the Symphonie en ut, first movement. [Source: F-Pn, Rés. Ms. Vma. 1218 (3), folios 2 and 3,
1941(?), used with permission.]
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Figure 2.4b Nadia Boulanger’s notes to the Symphonie en ut, first movement. [Source: F-Pn, Rés. Ms. Vma. 1218 (3), folios 4-6,
1941 (?), used with permission.]
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created these notes as a sort of pneumatic device, potentially so she could refer to the music
later in her teaching or as a means of retaining the details of the music in her own memory
after she had to return the score to its composer.
One of the analytical rewards found in parsing the music this way lies in the work’s
proportions. As we saw with the Symphonie de psaumes, and as Boulanger implied in her
praise for Stravinsky’s Octet, she was keenly aware of a sense of equilibrium in Stravinsky’s
musical structure. The notes of Rés Vm. Ms. 1218 (3) reveal that the Symphonie en ut came
even closer to achieving these perfect symmetries.
In considering what Boulanger’s calculations may mean, I have arranged them in
relation to the work’s use of sonata form. My choice to add Boulanger’s individual segments
together follows her methodology for the third movement of the Symphonie de psaumes
found in Chapter 1 and her treatment of Stravinsky’s Messe that we will see in Chapter 3. By
adding her smaller segments together and then aligning them with the Symphonie’s sonata
form structure, I arrived at the following larger structural proportions:
25:34:34:58:74:52:32:34:25 (see Table 2.4):
Table 2.4 Boulanger’s proportions for the Symphonie en ut
The movement is almost perfectly symmetrical around the development section; the outer
portions of 25, 34, and 58/52 measures frame the inner developmental material.
Intro Th. I Mod. “3” Development “1” “3”
Modulation/
Mutation
Coda
25
mm.
34 mm. 34
mm.
58 mm.
(35 + 23)
74 mm. 52 mm. 32 mm. 34 mm.
+ 25
mm.
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Table 2.5 Comparison of Cone and Boulanger’s internal divisions, Symphonie en ut, first
movement
Edward
T. Cone’s
Divisions
Intro Th. I Bridge Th. II Development
25
mm.
34 mm.
(2x17)
34
mm.
58 mm.
([4] + 30 +24)
(34 + 24)
67 ½ mm.
Boulanger’s
Divisions
Intro “1” Mod. “3” Development
25
mm.
34 mm.
(13 + 5 [one
measure
overlap
between two
sections]
10 + 7)
(2 + 2
+ 4; 7
+ 19)
34
mm.
58 mm.
([4] + 16 + 10
+ 5;
5 + 14 + 1 +
3)
(35 + 23)
4 + 3 + 22 + 10 + 8 + 6
+15 (originally 14 ½) + 6
74 mm.
Cone Group I
(Includes trans. +
Theme I + Bridge A)
Group II
(Includes Theme II +
Bridge B)
Coda
X- Y
56 ½ mm.
(24 ½ + 32)
34 mm. 34 mm. + 25 mm.
(2 x 17)
Boulanger
“1” “3”
Modulation/Mutation
Coda
13 + 5 + 10 + 7
(recapitulation) + 2 +
2 + 4 (modulation) +
7 + 2 (trans-
mutation)
52 mm.
16 + 16
32 mm.
34 mm. + 25 mm.
My arrangement of Boulanger’s divisions resonates with Edward T. Cone’s own
analysis of the Symphonie en ut that he produced forty years later.114 Both analyses arrive at
similar demarcation points for larger formal events in the Symphonie, though their
vocabulary differs slightly (for example, Boulanger uses “modulation” where Cone uses
114 Edward T. Cone, “The Uses of Convention, Stravinsky and His Models,” Musical Quarterly 48
(1962): 287–99.
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“bridge”). The major point where they differ occurs in the development section, where
Cone’s mathematical goals conflict with Boulanger’s own focus on thematic material (see
Table 2.5).115 Overall, the differences between Cone and Boulanger’s work have little
bearing on the final result: the movement has inherent symmetrical properties.
Cone went so far as to assert that, in addition to the overall balance of the piece, the
internal sections also contained perfect proportions. His analysis of the first theme divides it
into two, seventeen-measure fragments. He also joins the four measures of connective
material prior to the recapitulation as part of the recapitulation proper (see R45-4-45 in
example 2.4) to ensure this additional moment of symmetry. Cone’s points of division are
creative, especially his decision to elide the last four measures of the development with the
material that follows it. In so doing, he effectively shoe-horns the music into an exactly
symmetrical mould that has a “false recapitulation” at its center (see example 2. 5). The final
result is a positivistic validation of Stravinsky’s composition, and Cone uses this analytical
perfection to reinforce Stravinsky’s quality as a composer.116
115 Confirming some of the internal divisions in the following chart is made difficult by the missing
upper-left-hand corner of folio 2. I have reconstructed some of these numbers to the best of my ability using the
subsequent material.
116 Ten years later, Barry Mosten Williams took this analysis even further and extended the argument
of the work’s symmetry to the entire symphony. B. M. Williams, “Time and the Structure of Stravinsky’s
Symphony in C,” Musical Quarterly 59 (173): 355–69. It is beyond the scope of this study to do so, but it would
certainly be interesting to see how Boulanger’s proportions align with Williams’s. Some of that analysis would
be slightly complicated by the missing second movement in Boulanger’s esquisses.
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Example 2.5 Cone’s “false recapitulation,” R36-38, first movement, Stravinsky
SYMPHONY IN C (c) 1948 by Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz –
Germany © Renewed All Rights Reserved. Used by permission of European
American Music Distributers LLC, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for Schott
Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz – Germany.
Boulanger’s segments are far less rigidly controlled; their mathematics yield far fewer
nodes upon which to pin an argument of internal symmetries. Instead, because of their
concern with thematic development, her results are more fluid. As we saw with her initial
pre-concert-talk notes, for Boulanger, the details of Stravinsky’s music lived in dialogue with
the overall structure, and an appreciation of both was necessary for understanding the entire
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masterpiece. For Boulanger, it was not a work’s ability to mathematically adhere to specific
calculations alone that made it worth studying, but also its ability to allow the surface detail
and the overall structure to interact, to develop, and to lead the listener through an aesthetic
experience. The details and the background, the composer’s idiosyncrasies and a piece’s
relation to historical traditions, all of these aspects were intertwined in Boulanger’s
pedagogical approach. A small prose inscription found on the last piece of paper in the
esquisses folder for the Symphonie en ut reinforces Boulanger’s epistemic tenet and is the
only example of Boulanger using prose in all her fourteen pages of notes. In her handwriting,
Boulanger had scrawled: “don’t do this to love, do this to know.” (ne faire aimer, faire
connaître) Of paramount importance to her entire analytical procedure was the act of
“understanding” a work from as many different angles as possible. If, in the end, this resulted
in one also enjoying a composition, then that was a delightful side-benefit. The actual
“understanding” however, was the ultimate goal.
Out of Exile
The Symphonie en ut was the longest and arguably least successful project in which
Stravinsky and Boulanger ever engaged. In total, seven years passed between the time when
Stravinsky began sketching the work and when Boulanger finally abandoned efforts to finish
editing it. The piece was not published in its entirety until 1948, it never acquired an official
patron, and the manuscript was not purchased for the Library of Congress as originally
intended. Yet despite these problems, the materials surrounding the work provide a stunning
and thus far unknown picture of Stravinsky and Boulanger interacting in exile. Because of
the blunders, the problems, and the many written negotiations, the pair furnished historians a
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path by which to explore the development of their relationship from 1937 to 1944. In
particular, these documents provide for the first time Boulanger’s own voice about dealing
with patrons, marshalling public support for Stravinsky’s music, and grappling with exile.
Though the project was to most degrees a failure, one cannot underestimate the
importance that the visits and discussions it engendered had for the beleaguered musicians. In
1950, years after returning to Paris, Boulanger wrote to Vera Stravinsky of the precious
memories of her time spent with the Stravinskys in Hollywood. As Boulanger’s relationship
with Stravinsky began to suffer the difficulties of growing old apart, she put to paper her
deep longing to return to Santa Barbara and begin the music all over again:
Just like when one is little, I tell myself stories, and I dream that I am
arranging my cushions, at your home, so that I might sit on the couch. I see
Igor’s hand, his fingers, moving a marble in Chinese Checkers. I see the table
once again, its arrangement organized with such patience, something for
George, the telegram from Dolin, the Sonata at Milhaud’s. Everything is
there, the smallest of details make me believe, when I enter into this game,
that we are together, and the conversation will begin once again.
But it is nothing more than a dream.117
And Boulanger was not alone in having experienced joy in their music-making, Stravinsky
too reveled in these meetings. Upon learning of the composer’s death in 1971, Boulanger’s
long-time friend and once-student, Sister Ignatia Dourney, wrote to Boulanger to comfort
her. Her letter recounts the one memory of Stravinsky that she thought would soothe
Boulanger best:
117 “Comme quand on est petit, je me raconte des histoires, je rêve que j’arrange mes coussins, chez
vous, pour droppiez sur le canapé. Je regarde la main, les doigts d’Igor, déplaçant la bille du Chinese Checkers.
Je revois sa table, le cadre qu’il avait refait avec quelle patience, pour George, le télégramme de Dolin, la
Sonate chez Milhaud. Tout et tout, ces petits détails me font croire quand j’entre bien dans le jeu, que nous
sommes ensemble, et que la conversation va reprendre. Que n’est-ce qu’un rêve.” Boulanger to Vera
Stravinsky, 14 September 1950, SS, CH-Bps.
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I recall so vividly in Santa Barbara how pleased [Stravinsky] would be as you
pointed out the new or extraordinary structural facets of his compositions, and
how happy you would be when he offered a new composition for [you] to read
with him. I hope never to forget Oedipus rex as you and he examined it
together, he singing, you playing. What an experience!”118
It was the dialogue they shared, and their ability to discuss music, that sustained Boulanger
and Stravinsky throughout their joint exile. Together they shared a sense of hope that the
beauty of the world would not be destroyed, and that Stravinsky’s music could return to
Europe. This was what tempered their feelings of solitude, guilt, and shame; together they
survived, even if the symphony suffered.
Though this project provides a detailed account of the personal relationships
developed during its evolution, the actual musical documents remain surprisingly incomplete.
There is the missing corner from Boulanger’s analytical sketches, and the absence of any
analysis for the second movement. The score Alexei Haïeff used to make corrections from is
in neither Boulanger’s nor Haïeff’s archives, and the autograph score for the final two
movements of the symphony never made it into Boulanger’s possession. She did not even
purchase a copy of the published score, an extremely uncharacteristic choice for Boulanger.
Simultaneously, archival materials relating to Boulanger and Stravinsky can be found in
France, Switzerland, and North America. The archives of her students hold many items yet to
be examined, and missing pieces of the Symphonie en ut—a work jostled back and forth from
East to West coast and back to Paris again—may rest hidden somewhere simply waiting to
be found. No doubt locating them would help to flesh out the details of this extensive project.
Despite this problem of incompleteness, the Symphonie en ut remains but the only
work from the 1940s for which Boulanger ever constructed a detailed analysis like that found
118 Sister Ignatia to Boulanger, 1 April 1971, F-Pn, N.L.a. 105 (404-406).
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in her archives. Though she collected the scores for most of Stravinsky’s other compositions
written at the time, she never composed a separate analysis for them. Boulanger’s private
analytical sketches reveal where it was that Boulanger escaped to in order to free herself
from the emotional upheaval of surrounding life. For all her failures in funding and editing
the work, she ensured that she would have some means by which to remember this music.
Perhaps this intensely emotional connection to the symphony explains why Boulanger
programmed it but twice in her teaching schedule in the years following.119 She also
performed her two-piano reductions for it on a single concert, just after returning to Paris
from exile.120 Otherwise, the piece fell into relative obscurity in Boulanger’s pantheon of
Stravinsky works, compared to the perennial celebration some of his other compositions
received.
The Symphonie en ut along with the Sonata for Two Pianos were also the last pieces
by Stravinsky to fall privy to Boulanger’s editorial pen. When she finally left America to
return to Paris in January of 1946, she would never again correct the music to a score by
Stravinsky. At this time, Boulanger approached her sixtieth year, and her already poor
eyesight was failing badly. Simultaneously, she had finally been appointed as Professor at the
Conservatoire de Paris, there was the school at Fontainebleau to rebuild, and a love for
119 On 29 August 1949, Boulanger included the slow movement of the Symphonie en ut in one of her
lectures at Bryanston Summer Music Camp. John Amis to Boulanger, 8 June 1949, F-Pn, Rés Vm Dos 153
(53). The piece was also included on the syllabus for her 1956–57 Wednesday afternoon classes along with In
Memoriam Dylan Thomas, Cantate, Symphonie en trois mvmts, Ode, Canticum Sacrum, and Variations Bach.
Boulanger, Les cours de la Rue Ballu (“les cours de mercredi”), 1956–57, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 128.
120 This was a two-piano concert performed with Soulima Stravinsky. Also on the program were the
Four Norwegian Moods, excerpts from Mavra (Air de Paracha); Trois histoires pour enfants (Tilibom, Les
canards etc.); Scherzo à la Russe, Sonate pour deux pianos, Circus Polka;Œdipes Rex (Air de Créon); Andnte
et Scherzo de la Symphonie en ut majeur (Andante and Schezo), Concerto en mi bémol (Finale); and
Perséphone (Finale). The singers included Flore Wend, Gérard Souzay, and Hugues Cuénod. Roger Cortet
performed on flute. Edmonde Charles-Roux also participated. Boulanger, Programmes, 20 June 1946, F-Pn,
Rés. Vm. Dos. 195 (756).
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music—especially Stravinsky’s music—to rekindle in Europe. She simply did not have the
time to be his editorial advisor anymore.
Boulanger left America to re-establish a tradition of modern music in Europe as she
imagined it to be, a project she had been forced to abandon by the onset of World War II, but
to which she was no less committed after her six-year absence. Boulanger’s experience in
exile had only solidified her resolve to direct music along the “right path,” a path whose
direction was illuminated by the guiding light of Igor Stravinsky. Following this bittersweet
departure—marked by excitement at returning home and extreme sadness at once again
leaving friends behind—the echoes of the events from 1937-1944 remained with Boulanger
and Stravinsky for the rest of their lives. Though Boulanger returned to Paris to renew her
battle for new music, the intensely emotional connection she had with certain parts of her
past, like the music for the Symphonie en ut, lingered painfully and so were omitted from her
public efforts to reform European artistic tastes. Today, the Symphonie en ut is one of
Stravinsky’s most celebrated late neo-classical compositions, considered an archetype of
proportional clarity and harmonic invention, but from 1944 until her death in 1979, it
remained for Boulanger the unfinished symphony.
CHAPTER THREE
Redefining a Partnership, Recreating an Icon:
Nadia Boulanger Interprets Igor Stravinsky’s Messe
In 1944, Stravinsky began work on a setting of the Roman Catholic Mass. He wrote the
piece in two stages, finishing the Kyrie and Gloria movements in 1945 and the final three
movements in 1948. In Stephen Walsh’s words, the Messe “seems to have been a product
of a renewed religious consciousness…itself presumably in some way related to the sense
of remote exile.”1 I agree, while also adding that this sensitivity to religious thought also
bore a connection to Nadia Boulanger’s extended presence in California in 1944 and her
own staunch Roman Catholic beliefs. The Messe appeared just after Stravinsky finished
writing the Sonata for Two Pianos, itself a gift to Boulanger, the premiere of which took
place in the summer of 1944 at a Roman Catholic Convent in Madison, Wisconsin.
Adding to the connection between the Messe and Boulanger are two letters Stravinsky
wrote to her in 1944 in which he included newspaper clippings that reference religious
subject matter. The pair had maintained a dialogue for years that often crossed into the
realm of the religious; one could certainly view his choice to compose a Roman Catholic
Messe as partly influenced by this relationship.
1 Stephen Walsh. "Stravinsky, Igor." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/52818pg8
(accessed December 2, 2009).
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When Boulanger left the United States to return to France in January 1946, she
did so awaiting a promised copy of the autograph manuscript of the first movement.
Later, in 1949, just over a year after Stravinsky finished the piece, Boulanger conducted
the work in concert and, in 1950, she organized an extensive lecture on it in Solesmes,
France, the stronghold for Gregorian Chant in France since the French Revolution. For
years after, the Messe was a staple element of Boulanger’s concert programs and of her
pedagogical practice. Her final word on the piece is contained in the text of a lecture she
gave in Zurich, at a conference held a year after Stravinsky’s death. The materials of her
Solesmes and Zurich lectures—both the prose and her musical materials—remain extant
as part of the holdings of the Centre Internationale Nadia et Lili Boulanger and are a rich
text for understanding Boulanger’s mediation of one of Stravinsky’s late neo-classical
religious works.
Inherent to Boulanger’s treatment of the piece in lectures and in the classroom
was her presentation of Stravinsky’s faith. In addition to the music of his Messe,
Boulanger took it upon herself to offer her reading of Stravinsky’s spiritual orientation.
She believed Stravinsky’s faith and his strong personality were borne of the same
passion. The mind of this great composer did not differentiate between a focus intense
enough to play Chinese checkers and one required to contemplate the existence of the
divine. Because faith, psyche, and creative inspiration were indivisible, Boulanger used
the Messe as the ultimate lesson to explicate the composer’s faith. Therefore,
Stravinsky’s Messe —though written for the Catholic Church by a self-proclaimed
Eastern Orthodox believer— manifested the depth and breadth of his faith in its content.
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This chapter explores Boulanger’s involvement with Stravinsky’s Messe and her
public construction of his religious identity from several vantage points. First, I theorize
Boulanger’s actions through the use of writings on transnational religious networks. I
examine how Boulanger created a hybridized Roman Catholic-Eastern Orthodox
orientation for Stravinsky, and then attempted to use it as a pedagogical and social tool. I
then focus on the religious elements found in her dialogue with Stravinsky and
interrogate how she incorporated them into the public lectures she gave on the Messe in
1950 and 1972. I add to this a reading of two aspects of the nine pages of teaching notes
Boulanger made on the music of this work. Being one of the few analyses for which
Boulanger provides an almost complete script, this chapter offers a unique glimpse of
Boulanger’s pedagogical approach to Stravinsky’s late neo-classical style, of those
elements that she identified as specifically his, and of how these reflect her teachings
about him as a religious individual.
The time in which the Messe was written straddles the period when Boulanger
and Stravinsky’s relationship transitioned from that of exiled companions, to separated
partners. Their letters allow us to understand how their creative dialogue evolved during
this transition. Further documents reveal how Boulanger attempted to re-establish herself
in post-war European circles and what part Stravinsky’s music played in this. Finally, the
Messe provides a focal point for considering how it was that Boulanger and Stravinsky
discussed religion and its relationship to music and life.
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Boulanger’s Transnational Religious Network
Music and Catholicism; Catholicism and music, these were the two poles of Nadia
Boulanger’s existence. Dominating her life, her dense intertwining of these topics often
caused the lines between them to blur. Jeanice Brooks has already discussed how larger
themes in Boulanger’s career can be viewed as a function of her successful manipulation
of a devout persona as a, “grande servante de la musique.”2 Elsewhere, one finds specific,
unsolicited references to religion by Boulanger, such as her response to Bruno
Monsaingeon that “just as I accept God, I accept that there are masterpieces.”3
Furthermore, Boulanger thought nothing of sharing her personal beliefs with her students.
For example, Roger Sessions’ had a falling out with Boulanger precipitated mainly by her
meddling with his divorce on religious grounds, and she was godmother to several of her
students, including Louise Talma.4
But it was not just the quotidian affairs of her pupils which were subject to
Boulanger’s religious fervor, her lessons and the material addressed therein did as well.
To be a member of the Boulangerie was to be exposed to, and often to participate in,
Boulanger’s religious discourse, in both its covert and overt manifestations. Regardless of
one’s own religious beliefs—and in Boulanger’s transnational community, most students
were of Protestant or Jewish faiths—one had to somehow negotiate the Catholic aspects
of the Boulangerie’s pedagogical structure.
2 Jeanice Brooks, “Noble et Grande Servante de la Musique: Telling the Story of Nadia
Boulanger’s Conducting Career,” The Journal of Musicology 14 (1996): 93-94.
3 Bruno Monsaigeon (director), Mademoiselle: A Film by Bruno Monsaingeon, DVD (1977,
Paris : Idéale Audience Internationale, 2007).
4 The letters between Louise Talma and Nadia Boulanger reveal in particular how Boulanger
combined her religious discourse with everyday life. Talma, Correspondence with Nadia Boulanger. F-Pn,
N.L.a. 110 (20-427).
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Furthermore, Boulanger used a discourse about music that mixed the act of music
making with experiencing the divine. Devotion to music, discipline in experiencing,
performing, and composing were likened to religious asceticism. To enter into a
discussion about music with Boulanger, especially after the Second World War, one had
to expect an amount of hermeneutic explanation to stem from religious dogma.
Boulanger held fast to the universalizing powers of faith-based conduct, resonating with
Susanne Rudolph’s argument that, particularly in transnational models: “religious
associations give structure and meaning to human relations…Ritual and belief
systems…make possible both physical and cultural survival.”5 Boulanger had already
witnessed what she believed was the crumbling of global cultural systems from her self-
imposed exile in the United States during World War II. Returning to Europe, she shored
up her concept of worthy aesthetics by adding to it a strong religious subtext, the trials of
the war making her more determined in her faith and less inclined to sublimate it. This
may also have been stimulated by a desire to stand in dialogue with Olivier Messiaen’s
own predilection for combining compositional methods and Roman Catholicism. To
survive within Boulanger’s pedagogical structure, therefore, one had to be able to
navigate her religiosity.
It is possible then to view Boulanger’s post-war efforts as an attempt to transform
what had primarily been a transnational cultural network into one that also transmitted
religious ideologies. I discussed earlier in this dissertation how Boulanger’s “followers”
functioned in a community that transcended state lines, creating trans-Atlantic social and
cultural conduits by which Boulanger’s teachings and ideas travelled. Initially, I
5 Rudolph and Piscatori eds., Transnational Religion and Fading States (Boulder, CO: Westview
Press, 1997), 6.
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examined this specifically as a system by which Boulanger propagated her musical and
cultural ideas and accrued a great deal of cultural capital. But when one encounters
Stravinsky’s Messe, it becomes necessary to also consider how Boulanger endeavored to
transmit her ideas about religion along these lines.
As a social model, the Boulangerie was similar to those systems described by
Manuel Vasquez and Marie Friedmann Marquadt, according to whom faith discourses
were “key in the creation and maintenance of the intersubjective world where meaning,
identity, and sense of place and belonging emerge.”6 To participate in musical
discussions with Boulanger, one had to consider her religious discourse as she applied it
to music. Thus, Boulanger’s modernist aesthetic came along with certain faith-based
epistemologies. These parameters, delineated through mutable religious discursive
strategies, became a further way of dictating means of belonging amongst those involved
with the Boulangerie. Thus we can consider this religious aspect of Boulanger’s network
as resonating with models described by Vasquez and Marquadt, where faith-based
boundaries, “transcended [their] political counterpart, encompassing people and places
across the world and complimenting, if not superseding, the nation in significance.”7
Similarly Boulanger propagated interpretations of musical masterpieces that transcended
nation, creed, and ethnicity, because of their universal religious content or message. Part
proselytizer, part educator, Boulanger’s efforts to connect religion and music in the
classroom were oft-times indivisible, particularly when it came to Stravinsky’s music
after 1945.
6 Manuel A. Vasquez and Marie Friedmann Marquadt, Globalizing the Sacred: Religion Across
the Americas (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2003), 316.
7 Ibid., 83-84.
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As we shall see, Boulanger’s religious construct contained within it several
complex signifiers. To discuss these signifiers, I have chosen also to import Peggy
Levitt’s idea of “hybrid religious identities.” 8 In dealing with Stravinsky, and specifically
her strategies for dealing with the Messe, Boulanger had to form a universal religious and
musical space so as to mediate a work written for the Catholic rite by a self-identified
Eastern Orthodox believer. As Peggy Levitt writes, “hybridity is a useful conceptual
device to understand multiple, fluid, and often contradictory religious identities.” 9
Boulanger fashioned just such a hybrid model when lecturing on Stravinsky’s Eastern
Orthodoxy to her various audiences, presenting it as in dialogue with the Roman
Catholicism represented in his composition. I must emphasize that Boulanger did not
seek to conjoin these two faiths so that they became one, completely new, religious
position. Instead, they remained distinctly different where matters of dogma were
concerned. It was in their ritual approach to the religious experience where Boulanger
maintained the two were sympathetic with each other. This hybrid Eastern Orthodox-
Catholic creation shares much with Levitt’s concept of the “symbolic faithful” with an
emphasis on the symbols and acts present within the performance of the religious object
without a heavy emphasis on their connection to dogma.10
In a broader sense, Boulanger used this amalgamation of faith to enact a partial
apotheosis of Stravinsky. To recognize Stravinsky’s genius, was to acknowledge he had
been touched by God. To hear Stravinsky’s music was akin to experiencing a religious
8 Peggy Levitt, God Needs No Passport: Immigrants and the Changing American Religious
Landscape (New York: The New Press, 2007), 10.
9 Levitt, Passport, 321.
10Levitt, Passport, 104.
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miracle. At times, as we shall see, Boulanger even allowed Stravinsky’s role as the
“savior of modern music” to become analogous with her Catholic view of Jesus as savior
of the world. Devotion to music; devotion to God; devotion to Stravinsky, these became
the holy trinity of Boulanger’s pedagogy after her return to Europe.
Stravinsky and Religion
Stravinsky’s own statements about his religious beliefs are as nebulous and convoluted as
any of the autobiographical comments he concocted during his lifetime. Yet, at the root
of his testimonials and other third-party reminisces seems to have been a man deeply
sympathetic to aspects of the spiritual. Stravinsky was raised in the Russian Orthodox
faith, but not one strictly enforced by his parents. He himself only began to observe a
strongly faith-based life during the 1920s, which Robert Craft suggests may have been
caused by a growing sense of anxiety over his infidelity.11 Further influence may have
been exerted by the neo-Thomist philosopher, Jacques Maritain, who Stravinsky met on
10 June 1926.12
Maritain was a leading proponent of Neo-Thomist philosophy in early post-War
Paris. In the wake of the realities of the Great War, many French Catholics reevaluated
their theological orientations. It was in this milieu where Maritain’s turn to the religious
thought of St. Thomas Aquinas—a theology presented as grounded in logical, objective
11 Stephen Walsh, Stravinsky, A Creative Spring: Russia and France 1882-1934 (New York: A. A.
Knopf, 2002), 498–99.
12 Their initial introduction was facilitated by their mutual friend, Arthur Lourié: Walsh, Creative
Spring. 432. For more on Maritain and Lourié see: Douglas Shadle, “Messiaen’s Relationship to Jacques
Maritain’s Musical Circle and Neo-Thomism,” in Messiaen the Theologian, ed. Andrew Shenton
(Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2010), 83-100.
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reasoning—became very popular.13 This connection between the cerebral and orderly and
the separation of art and religious practice also resonated with the ideals of modernism
itself, particularly Stravinsky and Boulanger’s brand of modernism.14 Stravinsky’s own
sympathy to Neo-Thomism is obvious, as Walsh writes, in comments the composer made
to reporters, particularly in his “Some Notes on my Octuor.”15 Furthermore, as late as his
Autobiography in 1936, Stravinsky condemned Wagner’s Parsifal on the grounds that it
conflated art and religious ritual.16
Whether or not directly caused by his meeting with Maritain, Stravinsky officially
returned to the Russian Orthodox Church in 1926. His choice of Russian Orthodoxy over
Catholicism, he would later explain to Robert Craft, was “linguistic.” In Stravinsky’s
words: “the Slavonic language of the Russian liturgy [had] always been the language of
prayer for me, in my childhood as now.”17 But Stravinsky remained closely sympathetic
to Catholicism, as his exchanges with Boulanger will show. After 1926, references to
13 Walsh, Creative Spring, 431.
14 Boulanger also owned Maritain’s books. In 1941, for example, she ordered three of them from
the W. B. Dumas & Co. Foreign Book Shop: A travers le désastre (1941); La pensée de St. Paul (1941);
and Le crépuscule de la civilisation (1941). She also ordered books by Colette, Fyodor Dostoyevsky,
André Gide, Charles Ferdinand Ramuz, and Paul Valéry. Boulanger, Voyages aux États-Unis, 1941, F-Pn,
Rés. Vm. Dos. 125.
15 Stravinsky equivocated about his absorption of Maritain’s teachings in Themes and Episodes
(New York: A. A. Knopf, 1966) stating: “Maritain may have exercised an influence on me at this time
[1926], though not directly, and, certainly, he had no role in my ‘conversion’; until just before the latter
event I knew him only through his books; we became personal friends in 1929, at the time of my Capriccio.
Maritain was erudite, and unobtrusively so, but to be with him was to learn. I have not seen him since 1942,
when he attended a lecture of mine at the University of Chicago,” 76. The lecture mentioned here is the
same one that Boulanger helped Stravinsky re-write from his Poétique Musicale into English in 1942.
16 Igor Stravinsky (with Walter Nouvel), Chroniques de ma vie (Paris: Denoël, 1936), 39.
17 Stravinsky, Craft, Themes and Episodes, 76.
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Stravinsky’s faith are reflected in his choice of composition subjects and texts, his public
statements, and his private letters.18
After relocating to the United States, Stravinsky continued to practice his
Orthodox faith in a somewhat public manner. His student from 1942-1943, Ernest
Andersson, recorded three times in his composition notebooks that Stravinsky was “a
devout Greek Russian Catholic,”19 suggesting that, like Boulanger’s, Stravinsky’s
religion was closely intertwined with his pedagogical activities. Moreover, peppered
throughout the conversation books after 1959 are indirect references to Stravinsky’s
opinions of the spiritual; theological comments continued to be an integral part of
Stravinsky’s mature artistic persona. Craft even commented on this as part of the minutae
of Stravisnky’s unpacking procedure while on tour with him in 1966: “within a half-hour
of occupancy [the] character [of his hotel room] was entirely transformed. The medicines,
toiletries, and sacred images neatly set out on the bed-table” [italics mine].20 For
Stravinsky, as with Boulanger, the rituals demonstrative of spirituality became very much
incorporated into his public behavior in later life, a marker of the personality of a mature
artist, and not meant to be tucked away into the realm of private observance.
18 Paul Griffith goes so far as to suggest that the Symphonie de psaumes was a “record of doubt,
searching, and prayer,” possibly more autobiographically linked to its composer than Stravinsky himself
would have ever admitted. Stravinsky (New York: Schirmer, 1992), 104.
19 H. Colin Slim, “Lessons with Stravinsky: The Notebook of Earnest Andersson (1878-1943),”
The Journal of the American Musicological Society 62/2 (2009), 391 and 395.
20 Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Dialogues (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1982), 15.
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Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky’s Religious Dialogue
There are numerous documents left behind to attest to how Boulanger and Stravinsky
incorporated their religious beliefs into their discourse. I begin with a quotation from an
unfinished letter that Boulanger wrote to Stravinsky in 1945. It was penned while
Boulanger was on one of her many visits to the order of the Sinsinawa Nuns of Madison,
Wisconsin. This letter was never sent, though Boulanger kept it in her archives, and
portions of it convey the thick connection Boulanger drew between Stravinsky’s genius
and the power of God.
When you are here, scores in hand, I would like to walk the path with you
once again…There is but one man among millions who finds [music like
yours]—and not many hear what they have found. What solitude. Without
a doubt, arranged by God to protect you from the other horrors, and from
yourself. In this austere solitude, there is no ease, no intrusion no
distraction—a severe treatment.21
Creation and the divine, these things were indivisible for Boulanger and her construction
of Stravinsky’s genius. His creative abilities, his talent, his innovativeness, these were all
gifts from God. Stravinsky himself would later state a similar belief in his conversation
books with Robert Craft, maintaining that he was “the vessel through which le Sacre [du
Printemps] passed.”22 But even before Craft and Stravinsky discussed the composer’s
religious inclinations, it had been a normal part of Stravinsky’s dialogue with Boulanger.
Indeed, Boulanger and Stravinsky’s deep faiths served as a running theme throughout
their relationship, as witnessed in their letters and the anecdotes of friends.
21 “Quand vous serez là, avec les partitions en mains, je voudrais refaire le chemin avec vous… il
n’y a qu’un homme entre des millions, qui trouve –et pas beaucoup dans chaque centaine— qui entends ce
qu’il a trouvé. Quelle solitude. Sans doute, ménagée par Dieu pour vous protéger des autres horreurs, et de
vous-même. Dans cette austère solitude, aucune facilité, aucune intrusion, aucun dispersement—traitement
sévère. ” Boulanger to Stravinsky, February 1945, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (190).
22 Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Expositions and Developments (New York: A. A. Knopf,
1981), 148.
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Documents from early in their relationship show that Stravinsky knew and
respected Boulanger’s Catholic beliefs. On 19 March 1936, he attended the annual
memorial service for Boulanger’s mother and sister, later that day sending along flowers
“destined for the tomb of [Boulanger’s] dearly departed.”23 Both parties exchanged
annual Easter and Christmas greetings, and references to simple blessings are common in
their other letters.24 Boulanger honored the death of Stravinsky’s daughter and wife on a
yearly basis, sending him remembrances that touched upon ideas of the afterlife and
God’s will.25 Even as late as 1959, Stravinsky was thankful for her careful memory,
writing to Boulanger that: “this pain…that I have carried with me for twenty years now,
is still, and always, in need of sympathy.”26 Because of her closeness with family
members, it was Boulanger that Soulima Stravinsky’s parents begged to dissuade their
son from marrying someone “not of their race or religion” in 1931.27 And because of her
awareness of their religious beliefs, when Soulima Stravinsky sought to baptize his son
Catholic in 1946, Boulanger was sent to transmit Stravinsky’s approval.28 Finally, it was
faith that served as the focus for the penultimate words Boulanger and Stravinsky ever
23 “Je pense à vous, croyez le moi et acceptez, je vous prie, ces fleurs qui sont destinées à la
tombe de vous[sic] chères disparues.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 19 March 1936, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (122).
24 See, for example, the letters from Stravinsky to Boulanger (all N.L.a. 108): 21 January 1939,
(134–35); 19 December 1945 (201); and 25 December 1956 (246). For letters from Boulanger to
Stravinsky with such content see: 3 January 1943; 15 May 1938; and 2 March 1967, SS, CH-Bps.
25 See, for example, letters from Boulanger to Stravinsky: 3 March 1944; 8 November 1958; and
26 November 1962, SS, CH-Bps.
26 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 25 February 1959, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (269–70). Boulanger received the
letter on the 28 February and recorded in her diary: “Very moving letter from Stravinsky” (“lettre I.S. très
émouvante”). Boulanger, Agendas, 28 February 1959, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms 63 (1).
27 Catherine Stravinsky to Boulanger, 4 August 1931, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (90).
28 Stravinsky to Boulanger 30 December 1945, “Tell Nini [Soulima] agree entirely christen Jean
Catholic.” This was one of the final messages sent by Stravinsky to Boulanger before she left the United
States to return to Paris.
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exchanged. In her arthritic handwriting, Boulanger sent Stravinsky the following
poignant and pointed message on Ash Wednesday, 1970: “My prayers join with yours,
along with my thoughts. May God watch over you.”29
This life-long concern with the religious was particularly dense during Stravinsky
and Boulanger’s shared exile in the United States. For example, in his letter to Boulanger
about his re-marriage in 1940, Stravinsky was especially careful to qualify that the union
was: “for the moment, civil, because of the long Orthodox Lent.”30 Later, in 1942, when
Boulanger experienced her deep crisis, Stravinsky knew enough to comfort her by
writing: “may God come to you in aid.”31
This religious undercurrent seems to have reached its pinnacle for the pair in
1944. It coincided with Stravinsky’s increased involvement with Boulanger’s long-time
friends, the Sinsinawa Nuns. In January 1944, Stravinsky participated in a lecture recital
at the Santa Clara Convent, tacking it on to the end of the tour that had brought him to the
University of Chicago.32 The composer agreed to play his Duo Concertante with one of
the convent’s musicians, and to the nuns’ surprise, also arrived on the eve of the lecture
recital with a transcription of his “Danse Russe” from Petrushka to perform as a duet.
The concert was an enormous fundraising success for the convent, and Sister Edward
Blackwell wrote to Boulanger the following week to relate the details:
29 Boulanger to Stravinsky 11 February 1970, SS, CH-Bps.
30 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 18 April 1940, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (137–38).
31 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 5 August 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (145).
32 Stephen Walsh, Stravinsky, the Second Exile: France and America, 1934-1971 (New York: A.
A. Knopf, 2006), 154; 170. Stravinsky also ran into Jacques Maritain after the Chicago lecture which,
Walsh believes, may have also stoked his religious fervor.
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Nadia dear, Stravinsky was so so big about not wanting to increase [his
fee].33 [He] took care of hotel bills, cabs, and telephoned to Chicago to
traffic messages…I tried to do all I could, and he was so simple and
elegant in the simplicity…Mother visited with Stravinsky and he loved her
sanctity…Nadia dear, you should have seen Stravinsky in profound
lengthy prayer before the Blessed Sacrament Sunday and Monday…I truly
love him!34
This is an uncommon snapshot of Stravinsky’s generosity and kindness as well as his
religious convictions. Stravinsky not only devoted himself to this lecture recital for the
convent for little money; he also spent time in prayer on not one, but two occasions
during his visit there. He complimented the order’s mother on her “sanctity,” made a
point of paying for many of his expenses, and was willing to extend his performance so
that it included more music than he had originally verbally agreed. Despite the Order’s
foundation in a faith removed from his own, it would seem Stravinsky still respected and
venerated the holiness of these religious women and was moved to give of himself during
his visit.
The topic of Christianity seems to have remained with Stravinsky after returning
home. Just over a week following his arrival in Santa Barbara, on 9 February, he sent
Boulanger a letter containing several clippings to “entertain her,” including one on the
Japanese and their relationship to the Christian faith:
Jays Flay Allies as “Un-Christian”
NEW YORK, Feb 3 (AP) – The Tokyo radio, in a fantastic propaganda
broadcast, quoted an unidentified “Fillipino[sic] commentator” today as
saying that the Japanese, who don’t profess to be Christians, are making
Christian teaching patent here on earth, even in such a horrible time as
this.
33 The nuns paid him $400 for all of the events that weekend.
34 Sister Edward Blackwell to Boulanger, 25 January 1944, F-Pn, N.L.a. 105 (328–32).
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The broadcast—an ironic sequel to recent disclosures concerning Japanese
war atrocities—said the commentator had written an article “severely
criticizing the un-Christian practice of the Anglo-Americans.”
“Japan is waging the war with honor for a just cause and is about to bring
about everlasting peace and prosperity to Greater East Asia in accordance
with the teachings of Christ,” Tokyo quoted the article as saying.
The broadcast was transmitted in English and recorded by the U.S. foreign
broadcast intelligence service.35 [Underlining Stravinsky’s]
This brief snippet of propaganda shows how Axis powers were able to play with the issue
of religion in their attempt to condemn American war activities as un-Christian. Prior to
this letter, Stravinsky made several comments in his correspondence with Boulanger
showing that he had little support for the war, particularly for the atrocities of the Nazi
army.36 Judging by his underlining in this article, he harbored similar sentiments for those
fighting against Anglo-American forces in the South Pacific. Stravinsky seemed
particularly incredulous about the “honorable” actions of the Japanese and their
adherence to the “teachings of Christ.” It is fascinating to see that of all the propaganda
circulating at the time, Stravinsky chose to pass along to Boulanger an article that
combined issues of religion and war. Most likely, he knew Boulanger would react with a
disbelief similar to his own. Perhaps partly driven by superstition, or by the resonance
this article maintained with his lecture a week earlier, it would seem that Stravinsky was
thinking about issues related to Christianity in early 1944, particularly as the war dragged
on and his family remained in Europe, close to danger. It was with this mindset that
35 Stravinsky to Boulanger 9 February 1944, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (167–68). It may also have been
that the newspapers of the west coast, not to mention the United States in general, had a keen interest in the
war in the South Pacific, given the events of Pearl Harbour.
36 See, for example, Letter from Stravinsky to Boulanger, 29 July 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (144).
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Stravinsky finished the Sonata for Two Pianos on the 11 February. Boulanger came for a
brief visit the following day.
Another article followed in August of that year, just three days after Boulanger
had returned to the Sinsinawa Convent to premiere the Sonata for Two Pianos. The
clipping once again references events of the war in the South Pacific where Americans
were engaging Japanese troops:
Figure of Christ Stands Amidst Ruins of Battle
By Richard W. Johnston
A REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS, SAIPAN, June 26 (Delayed)
(U.R)—On a small hill between Charan Kanoa and Garapan is a half-acre
graveyard where in the first terrible 48 hours of battle for this island,
American shellfire and Japanese mortars and artillery rained destruction
over the burial ground.
It is the Catholic cemetery where hundreds of converted, Spanish-speaking
natives lie buried. There are weather stained wooden crosses, flat concrete
monuments pitted with shell craters and even a few marble markers. Duds
and pieces of shrapnel litter the burial ground.
In the center of the plot is a cast metal figure of the crucified Christ on an
eight-foot concrete cross.
Figure Virtually Unscathed
During the early part of the battle great, jagged pieces of shrapnel sprayed
across graves and blew a six-cornered hole through a marble monument
less than 10 feet from the crucifix. The cross itself was pitted and the little,
inverted-V roof above the Savior [sic] was torn and splintered. But only
one piece of shrapnel struck the metal figure of Christ. It was a tiny
fragment, and—incredible as it may seem—it penetrated the figure’s side
at almost the exact point where the New Testament says the Roman
centurion’s spear was thrust.
The crucifix faces to the north where the battle continued
after…[its]modeled face [with] realistic green glass eyes look out over the
disturbed graves to the blue sea beyond.
Despite the rages of warfare, the cemetery, like all cemeteries, tells
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its own story. There are ancient, sunken graves dug and marked in the
days of the Spanish occupation. There are others with flat markers in the
form of the Maltese cross—the resting places of Christians buried during
the German tenure which followed the Spanish-American war and was
interrupted in 1914 by the Japanese conquest.37
Stravinsky sent this clipping to Boulanger along with two reviews of her performance of
the Sonata for Two Pianos. His predilection for the superstitious is evident here in the
story of a cemetery decimated by battle, yet whose statue of Jesus remained unscathed
but for a single piece of shrapnel that pierced its side. There is something haunting about
this piece of journalism as it attempts to map religious imagery onto the actions of war,
with American soldiers on the side of righteousness.38
Stravinsky likely shuttled this clipping along with the reviews as a means to
distract Boulanger’s war-time thoughts away from Europe. The previous 6 June had
marked D-Day, and the public was aware that, by August, Allied forces neared the
French capital. The question remained however, how much of Paris the Germans would
leave behind for them to liberate. Boulanger’s response to Stravinsky’s gift confirms that
she did indeed require distraction. She wrote to him not only of her frustration with
American audiences and critics alike, but also of her anxiety about the progress of the
war, particularly since she had just learned of the death of her friend, the author Antoine
St. Exupéry.
37 Richard Johnston, “Figure of Christ Stands Amidst Ruins of Battle,” Los Angeles Times, 5 July
1944, 5; and letter from Stravinsky to Boulanger, 16 August 1944, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (185–87).
38 Stravinsky makes no mention of this excerpt in his accompanying letter, simply writing that the
reviews of the Sonata for Two Pianos sent along with it were disappointing for their dilettantism. In his
own words: “What is the point of doing all this work if only to receive such a reaction?” Stravinsky to
Boulanger, 16 August 1944, “Cela valait la peine de faire cet effort, pour recevoir une pareille réaction. ”
Given Boulanger’s excoriation of the critics in her response—“How, dear Igor, could I measure their
incurable stupidity any better?” (“Pourquoi, Cher Igor, me faire mesurer mieux leur incurable
stupidité?”)—one can assume that perhaps Stravinsky’s article on the Japanese cemetery was added to
placate both their frustrations. Boulanger to Stravinsky, 19 August 1944, SS, CH-Bps.
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The choice then of a religious article to act as a balm for Boulanger’s concerns
reveals the place of comfort such a subject had for her, and Stravinsky’s awareness of the
steadying power of religion in her life. Though the term “miracle” is never used, the
dominant theme of the small piece Stravinsky sent her certainly is miraculous survival
and the protective power of faith. For both Boulanger and Stravinsky, this must have held
a sense of autobiographical poignancy at this point in their mutual exile. When, on 23
August, news reached California that the Allied troops were liberating the capital,
Stravinsky wrote in his sketchbook: “Paris is no longer in the hands of the Germans.” 39
He eventually gave an excerpt from the original sketches for that work, his Scènes de
ballets, to Boulanger. 40
War, exile, composition, and religion, these themes were bound together in both
Stravinsky and Boulanger’s minds. By the time Stravinsky turned to writing his Messe in
December 1944, he knew Boulanger had initiated efforts to return to France. His choice
then to set a Catholic Mass must have carried with it in some vein a sense of nostalgia for
time spent in Madison, Wisconsin, and his friendship with Boulanger. Moreover, perhaps
Stravinsky’s intimate awareness of both Boulanger’s religious beliefs and her zealous
desire to champion his music made the prospect of writing a Messe that much more
attractive; after all, he could remain secure in the knowledge that in providing Boulanger
with a Messe, she would return to Europe prepared to advocate for it on both artistic and
religious grounds.
39 “Paris n’est plus aux Allemands,” Walsh, Second Exile, 161.
40 Stravinsky, Scènes de Ballet, autograph score, F-Pn, Ms. 17942. These are the sketches for the
second variation: “L’Étoile, Adantino”
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Establishing a Legacy—Boulanger’s Return to Paris
Boulanger therefore arrived in France with ample material from which to construct her
interpretation of Stravinsky’s religious beliefs, or at least the ones he chose to share with
her. The perfect object lesson to explicate these beliefs would be his Messe. But
Boulanger parted the United States with only a copy of the Gloria movement in hand,
believing Stravinsky would send the rest of the work along after she had settled herself
back in Paris.41 When the Messe did arrive, it was left to Boulanger to interpret it. Where,
how, and with whom she chose to share this interpretation is particularly indicative of the
conditions that confronted Boulanger in post-war Europe, and the strategies she
employed to conquer them.
After the liberation of Paris in August 1944, France fought its own aesthetic
battles. One dominant theme among them was the worth of neoclassicism and
specifically, the continued validity of Stravinsky’s music. On 11 January 1945, Manuel
Rosenthal and the Orchestre national began a series of seven concerts devoted to
performing Stravinsky’s music. Leslie Sprout has done extensive research on the events
of this series, particularly the premiere of Stravinsky’s Four Norwegian Moods on 15
March.42 The performance was met much as Stravinsky’s Sacre du printemps had been
thirty-two years earlier: with sirens, whistles, and cat-calls. Pierre Boulez and Serge Nigg
were among the students responsible for the outcry, and Olivier Messiaen was their
professor at the Conservatoire.43 Francis Poulenc wrote an open letter in Le Figaro
41 Boulanger’s photocopy of the autograph orchestral reduction for the Gloria movement is dated
1945. See: Stravinsky, Messe, F-Pn, Vmg. 22923.
42 Leslie A. Sprout, “The 1945 Stravinsky Debates: Nigg, Messiaen, and the Early Cold War in
France,” Journal of Musicology 26 (2009): 85-131.
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condemning them, and by extension Messiaen, likening the students to “little yappy
dogs…lifting their legs at the pedestals of statues.”44 This new generation of students,
raised during the German occupation of Paris, linked accessible music, such as
neoclassicism, with the restrictions of socialism.45 On the opposing side of the argument
was the older generation, those who remembered traditions before the war and in some
ways wished to erase the years between 1940 and 1944 to return to how things were. For
them Sprout argues:
the end of the occupation was an opportunity for French composers to pick
up where they had left off in 1939 …In the case of Stravinsky, the return
was to an imaginary version of pre-war Paris, one where [his] new music
had met with universal praise, not the mixed reception that had actually
greeted the composer’s final prewar appearance in the capital in 1938.46
Those who stood in support of Stravinsky included the previously cited Poulenc, Georges
Auric, Alexis Roland-Manuel, and, the journalist, Claude Rostand. Serving for the
opposition, in addition to Nigg and Boulez, was the composer André Jolivet. The critical
battle between these two camps played out bombastically in the press. Boulanger
returned to Paris in media res of a heated debate that resonated poignantly with her own
passions. It is no wonder then that one of her first actions upon arriving in France was to
begin writing music criticism for Le Spectateur. As we will see, her journalistic
endeavors and her teaching duties consumed Boulanger in the early years after the war.
43 During the war, Henri Busser and Max D’Ollone taught composition at the Conservatoire,
afterwards, René Leibowitz was the professor. Sprout, “Stravinsky Debates,” 109.
44 Francis Poulenc, “Vive Strawinsky!” Le Figaro (April 7 1945), 1; Translated by Sprout,
“Stravinsky Debates,” 107.
45 Sprout, “Stravinsky Debates,” 89.
46 Ibid., 108.
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Critical debate died down after 1947, mainly, as Michèle Alten argues, because of
pressures exerted by the government following the drafting of the Marshall Plan.47 From
March-April 1947, Soviet Russia and the Allied Parties partitioned Berlin. In February
1948, the resolution concerning socialist realism and formalism in music was drafted, a
resolution that Sprout argues was widely discussed in France. 48 And in May 1948, the
Second International Congress of Composers and Music Critics was convened in Prague.
It was here that the Soviet Communist Party made it clear to the world what it would
allow of its composers.
In the shadow of these events, Boulanger rebuilt her pedagogical tradition. If she
chose to ignore the negative connotations of neoclassicism’s “accessibility,” it is perhaps
because she only too strongly believed in its relevancy as an “international” aesthetic.
Her fight in post-war France, as we shall see over the second half of this dissertation,
became increasingly about supporting her legacy, and by extension Stravinsky’s, while
also ignoring the dissenting or opposing opinions launched in her direction. The ship
carrying Boulanger back to her beloved Paris docked at Le Havre on 20 January 1946.
Waiting there to greet her were Soulima and Françoise Stravinsky along with their new
child, Jean. Settling in to her apartment at 36 rue Ballu once again, Boulanger wrote to
Stravinsky of the conditions in Europe:
Finally the first letter, and it’s only a little note! Dear Igor, dear Vera, not
a day passes when I don’t speak of you, but it has been too cold to
write…I don’t know how to explain it. Life is taken up with revisiting,
reviewing, re-familiarizing…I would like to give you an idea of the
situation here. I’m not up to judging that which concerns politics.
47 Michèle Alten, Musiciens français dans la guerre froid (1945-1956) (Paris: L’Harmattan,
2000), 50-51.
48 Sprout, “Stravinsky Debates,” 87.
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Everything is too fluid and complex. But the youngsters with whom one
speaks…are taken to grand theories [that are] vague, destructive…There
are others who are better directed, seeing things with a sense of
hierarchies, loving that which one must love, fighting for that which is
worth fighting for. Certain places haven’t moved. The same ticks, the
same gossip, the same pleasantries. Only habits have changed a little, and
again, everything is still so difficult…49
As was typical of Boulanger, her letter omits specifics, alluding to details only through a
rhetoric with which she and the Stravinskys were familiar. Her interests lay in re-assuring
the composer that there remained a loyal and sympathetic youth in Europe who would
still adhere to her teachings, ignore those of competing camps like Messiaen’s, and
champion Stravinsky’s music. The pedagogue’s first words paint the picture of a
fractured Europe, unsure of which path it would take to reestablish musical traditions.
What dominates the text is her relief: relief to be home and to find it intact. After re-
connecting with her homeland, she wrote to Stravinsky with confidence that she could
muster a youthful few to “fight” for music’s proper path.
Her letter was met with excitement on the other side of the Atlantic:
Nadia, chérie,
Let me tell you, even if it will only be with a few words, what an immense
joy it is to hear from you again…I was especially eager for your
statements. Happily, I read as much between the lines as in them. [My]
egotistical conclusion: I am inconsolable that we have lost you here, but at
49 “Enfin, la première lettre, et ce n’est qu’un billet! Cher Igor, Chère Vera, pas un jour passé sans
vous parler, mais, d’abord il faisait si froid qu’écrire…. Je ne sais comment expliquer. La vie prise par
revoir, regarder, reconnaître! …Voudrais vous donner une idée de la situation ici. Ne me sens pas en
mesure de rien juger en ce qui concerne la politique. Tout est trop fluide et complexe. Mais les jeunes avec
lesquels on parle…donnant dans de grandes théories vagues, destructives…Un autre nombre bien dirigé,
voyant les choses avec le sens des hiérarchies, aimant ce qu’il faut aimer, luttant pour ce qui vaut d’être
sauvé. Certains milieux n’ayant pas bougé. Les mêmes tics, les mêmes potins, les mêmes plaisanteries.
Seuls leurs habits ont un peu changé et encore, tout est encore si difficile.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 27
January 1946, SS, CH-Bps.
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least I get a bit of satisfaction in thinking and rejoicing in the decisive
importance of your presence over there. [Italics Stravinsky’s]50
Boulanger and Stravinsky clearly shared a vision of how their relationship would
continue after their separation, and Stravinsky makes that evident in his letter. Though
Boulanger could no longer converse with him in person, she would serve a fundamental
role in stabilizing his legacy overseas by teaching his music and promoting it in concerts.
Stravinsky considered Boulanger’s ability to do this of a “decisive importance,” and
knew he could depend on her for its execution.
Boulanger threw herself into her role. As mentioned earlier, she began by
zealously writing music criticism for Le spectateur.51 Boulanger who had refused months
earlier to write a word in the American press, was now creating weekly concert critiques
concerning the rebirth of musical performance in Paris. It was fine for fledgling
American critics, themselves in their artistic infancy, to get it wrong, but she seemed
fervently opposed to allow any slippages in the quality of music in Europe upon her
return. Moreover, she had Stravinsky’s music to defend.
During her first year back, Boulanger presented Stravinsky’s music via nine
public lectures. From March until June she gave eight talks at the Maison Gaveau, and in
50 “Nadia chérie, Laissez-moi vous dire, ne serait-ce que pas les qq. mots, l’immense joie de vous
lire enfin…J’étais surtout avide d’avoir vos statements. Heureusement je les ai lu autant dans qu’entre les
lignes de votre lettre. Conclusion égoïste : Inconsolable que je suis de vous avoir perdue ici, il me reste au
moins cette satisfaction, c’est de penser et de jouir de l’importance décisive de votre présence là-bas. ”
Stravinsky to Boulanger, 11 April 1946, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (203).
51Jeanice Brooks, “Les Écrits de Nadia Boulanger: Bibliographie,” in Nadia Boulanger et
Lili Boulanger: Témoignages et Études, Alexandra Laederich, ed. (Lyon: Symétrie, 2007) 451–54.
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Table 3.1 Boulanger’s concerts containing Stravinsky repertoire, 1947-1948
Composition Date Location Performers
Additional
Repertoire Folio
Scherzo à la russe
14 and 17
January 1947
Union Interalliée
and Club d'essai J. Françaix
Mozart, Schubert, Françaix,
Haïeff. 762
Ave Maria
18 March1947;
21 March 1947
Union Interalliée
and Club d'essai 764 764
Circus Polka
III Mvmt, Sonata for Two
Pianos; Scherzo à la
Russe; “Nocturne” du
Concerto pour deux
pianos; Finale du
Capriccio; Finale de
Dumbarton Oaks Concerto 28 August 1947
Concert Tours
(concert “avec
commentaire”) J. Françaix
J.S. Bach, Widerstehe doch der
Sünde, Air: Resiste au péché
(Cantate 54); Choral Wohl mir
das ich Jesum hate (Cantate
147); Sinfonia (Cantate 28);
Nous vous remercions
Seigneur; Vergnügte Ruh'
(Cantate 170) 769
Valse et Polka (from the
Three Easy Pieces for
Children)52 5 August 1947
Salle du Jeu de
Paume J. Françaix
Fauré, Mozart, Hindemith,
Schubert, Auric, Poulenc 770
“Nunc erubeseite” from
Oedipus Rex
October 1948 London
Mme. Marie-
Thérèse Holley
779-
780
52 This may also have been the Circus Polka, it is unclear from the program which they performed.
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Composition Date Location Performers
Additional
Repertoire Folio
"A propos de l'Orpheus,
d'Igor Strawinsky"
29 October
1948
Salle des
Concerts,
Conservatoire de
Lausanne
"Introduction by
Mademoiselle
Nadia Boulanger"53 781
III Pieces pour Clarinette 17 May 1949 Cercle Interallié
M. Louis Cahuzac,
clarinet54 Bach, Brahms, and Mozart 788
“Stravinsky”
27 August – 2
September 1949
Bryanston
Summer Camp55 793
53 The tickets for this concert cost Fr. 3.45, 2.30 and 1.75 for teachers and students. Approximately $10, 8, and 5 USD today.
54 Cahuzac was a famous French clarinettist. He was first clarinettist for the Concerts Colonne and Concerts Symphoniques Fouche and worked with
Stravisnky on the Trois Pièces pour Clarinette. Darius Milhaud’s Sonatine pour clarinette is dedicated to Cahuzac. He was also a famous interpreter of Brahms’s
music for clarient. So much so that during the 1920s the French government sent him and Vincent D’Indy to Germany to perform. Pamela Weston. "Cahuzac,
Louis." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/04551 (accessed
December 2, 2009).
55 The Bryanston Summer Camp was a prestigious, all-boys boarding school in the South-west of England. (The all-boys population may also explain
Boulanger’s comment below: “especially for my boys.”) The school was founded in 1928 and Boulanger worked there for several summers during the late 1940s
and early 1950s. See for example the program Boulanger sent Stravinsky for the summer session of 12 August-3 September 1949 (kept as part of the
correspondence), SS, CH-Bps.
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April she spoke at the Sorbonne, presenting many of Stravinsky’s works composed during
the Second World War, including the Scherzo à la Russe, Circus Polka, Four Norwegian
Moods, the corresponding Sonata for Two Pianos, and the Symphonie en ut.56
Just as she had done in her “illustrated lectures” for Radcliffe College in 1938, Boulanger’s
talks on Stravinsky included the performance of his new works, often in the form of two-
piano reductions, realized with the help of Soulima Stravinsky or Jean Françaix (see Table
3.1). 57 Boulanger forwarded along the advertisements for her lectures to Stravinsky on a
regular basis, both to reassure him of her efficacy and perhaps to boast a little.58
Whenever possible, she also saw it as her duty to attend concerts which had
Stravinsky’s music on the program, the works often receiving their European premiere in her
discerning presence instead of the fractious climate caused by Messiaen’s students. In fact, as
yet another counter to the 1945 riot, Boulanger made a point of herding her students along,
making a strong statement just by bringing them to the concert hall. It was during one of
these concerts that Marcelle de Manziarly ran into her former teacher, and she wrote to
Stravinsky about it afterwards:
We had ourselves a delight. Désormière conducted your Third Symphony59
very well, in front of an elegant public who filled the Théâtre des Champs-
Élysées for the concert…Naturally, we were all there, Nadia and her students,
[Soulima] and his wife…Nadia lives in an apartment without heat and says
she’s preparing concerts for the radio, that she gives along with articles that
56 Boulanger, Programmes, 20 June 1946, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 195 (756). See also letters from
Boulanger to Stravinsky, 20 and 27 March 1946, SS CH-Bps, which includes the advertising for Boulanger’s
lectures and the details of the performances respectively.
57 Boulanger, Programmes, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 195 (762, 769, an d 770).
58 See for example, letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky 27 March 1946, SS, CH-Bps.
59 I believe this is a reference to the Symphony in Three Movements.
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she’s writing each week (concert reviews), work that eats up her nights and
days.60
Manziarly’s letter depicts the key elements of Boulanger’s early post-war existence.
Shivering in a cold apartment in the dead of winter and well into her sixty-first year,
Boulanger was devoting herself entirely to rebuilding European musical traditions. The
ascetic living conditions served as penance for abandoning her beloved Paris, and drove her
fervor to see that music, particularly Stravinsky’s music, and her own career were revived as
she saw fit. Finally, when she travelled to concerts, she did so with her many students, and,
still a “membre de famille,” with Stravinsky’s son and daughter-in-law.
As of 1947, Boulanger grasped the scope of the changes that had taken over Europe,
and had a clearer idea of the increasingly fractious arena that music aesthetics were entering.
She eagerly wrote to Stravinsky, asking if she could soon add the Messe to her arsenal of
pedagogical tools:
Dear Stravinsky,
…Thank you for the Kyrie, not only for me, but for my boys.61 I’ve been in
such need of it. When will you finish the Messe? You can renew the tradition
that has been lost for all these centuries. It has taken on a [new] life in your
hands and we have such a need to retrieve the spirit, the technique of the
Kyrie and the Gloria which are of an incalculable importance.62
60 “Nous avons en une joie. Désormières a dirigé votre 3ème Symphonie, très bien, devant un public
élegant qui remplissait le théatre des Champs-Elysées, pour ce concert de la Pleïde. Nous étions naturellement
tous là, Nadia et ses élèves, Nini et sa femme…vit dans un appartement pas chauffé et dit préparer des concerts
pour la radio, ce qui lui donne, avec les articles qu’elle écrit chaque semaine (critique de concerts) un travail qui
lui mange ses nuits et ses jours. ” Letter from Marcelle de Manziarly to Igor Stravinsky, 24 November 1946,
SS, CH-Bps.
61 Occasionally Boulanger would classify her students as “my boys,” there is even one letter that we
shall see when I talk about The Rake’s Progress, where she talks about “my boys—and girls!” I believe this was
her way of qualifying to Stravinsky that only her advanced pupils, or private composition students, got to see it
first.
62 It is unclear exactly when Boulanger received the Kyrie movement from Stravinsky. Her copy of the
complete autographed score is from 1947. Her copy of the orchestral score is dated 1949. Stravinsky, Messe, F-
Pn, Vmg. 22924 and 22925 respectively.
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If you knew what influences are exerted [here] it’s horrible. You’ll tell me that
only the weak submit to them. No, they create a false atmosphere in which
newer sensibilities might be lost, but…You are there, and everyday you play a
greater role. Slowly, they come to you, and when they understand you, they
are saved…We are overrun by the “prima donna” of the baton, the keyboard,
the bow, and it is difficult to regain the lead. We make the public cry with
bass drum and brazen sentimentality. Regaining leadership is not so easy.
When you succeed, it’s a victory laden with consequences.63
Notice again the religious overtones between Stravinsky’s music and its ability to “save”
Boulanger’s students. Boulanger’s Europe was still at war, except now it was being fought
over aesthetics, and Boulanger and Stravinsky were fighting on the side of righteousness. In
her letter, Boulanger lays out in prose what we saw in her discussion of Stravinsky’s
counterpoint in the first chapter: his music was an extension of past “traditions that have been
lost for centuries.” Stravinsky could “renew” them, make them contemporary, join past and
present whilst pointing a way for the future. Once again Boulanger reveals that the notable
characteristics of Stravinsky’s music are its “spirit and technique.” Believing vehemently in
its future importance, Boulanger waited eagerly for the completion of Stravinsky’s Messe.
Between receiving the first two movements of the piece and her first performance of
and lecture on the Messe in August 1949, Boulanger occupied herself with evangelizing for
Stravinsky throughout Europe. She organized and participated in ten different concerts
between January 1947 and August 1949. Added to the repertoire mentioned earlier in this
63 “Merci pour le Kyrie, non seulement pour moi, mais pour mes garçons. Il me le fallait. Quand
finirez-vous la Messe? Vous pouvez renouer la tradition perdue depuis des siècles. Elle a pris vie dans vos
mains et nous avons un tel besoin de retrouver l’esprit, la technique du Kyrie et du Gloria sont d’une importance
incalculable. Si vous saviez quelles influences s’exercent c’est affreux. Vous me direz que seuls des faibles les
subissent. Non, elles créent une ambiance fausse dans laquelle peuvent s’enliser des sensibilités neuves
mais…Vous êtes là, et vous jouez chaque jour un rôle plus grand. Lentement, ils viennent à vous, et quand ils
vous ont compris, ils sont sauvés…Nous sommes envahis par la “prima donna ”de la baguette, du clavier, de
l’archet, et c’est dur de remonter le courant. On fait pleurer le public à coup de grosse caisse et de
sentimentlité[sic] éhontée. Remonter le courant n’est pas si facile. Quand on réussit, c’est une victoire lourde de
résultats. ” Nadia Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, 14 June 1947, SS, CH-Bps.
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chapter were performances of Stravinsky’s Three Movements for Clarinet, excerpts from his
1947 ballet, Orpheus, and the re-worked Ave Maria, among others (see Table 3.1). 64 She
also continued to lecture on his music, travelling as far abroad as Lausanne and London,
while also speaking locally as part of the Cercle Interallié series and the Salle du Jeu de
Paume, both in Paris. Western Europe was quick to embrace Boulanger as an expert on
Stravinsky’s music, and her engagements to lecture on the composer became increasingly
numerous. By August 1949, her knowledge of Stravinsky, accompanied by her personal
relationship with him, was well-known throughout the continent and her transnational
network of students.
The Finished Messe and Boulanger’s 1949 Performances
Stravinsky completed his Messe in March 1948, in between conceiving of the idea for what
would become his opera, The Rake’s Progress, and finishing his ballet, Orpheus. Boulanger
had a copy of Boosey and Hawkes’ printed edition in her possession within the year. On 18
March 1949, Boulanger wrote to Stravinsky:
This is not the way I wish to speak to you of the Messe. It is of an
immeasurable importance, and unlimited reach. I love it more and better than I
know how to tell you. It is so ridiculous to try to express beautiful things [in
words]. But you know this.65
64 The autograph of the re-worked version of Stravinsky’s Ave Maria was one of the scores Boulanger
possessed. It is now held by the Bibliothèque Nationale under shelf number Rés. Vma. Ms. 980. It was also one
of her favorite pieces to conduct.
65 “Ce n’est pas ainsi que je peux vous parler de la Messe. Elle est d’une importance incalculable, et
d’une portée sans limites. Je l’aime plus et mieux que je ne sais vous le dire. Il est si ridicule d’essayer
d’exprimer de belles choses. Mais vous les savez.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 18 March 1949, SS, CH-Bps.
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In response, Stravinsky related to her his recent efforts to record the work in New
York, telling her of the issues he had with his performers and his disdain for reports of Ernest
Ansermet’s recent performance of the work:
I [recorded the Messe] with children (not with women, like Ansermet) who
were, unfortunately, not entirely of the first order. Here, they don’t have, like
in Europe, the tradition of maîtrises of Discanti and Alti. However, I decided
on children because the presence of women’s voices, as perfect as they may
be, in the music of my Messe would be a tremendous imprudence (for the
sense and spirit of this music) than the imperfection of a children’s choir.66
Once again, just as he did with the Symphonie de psaumes, Stravinsky reinforced his desire
for children’s voices in the performance of his music, however bad they may be. It is almost
as if the imperfections were desired—a part of his aesthetic. Stravinsky also reiterates his
frustration with the quality of training given to musicians in America. Certainly, this was a
theme with which he knew Boulanger would empathize. 67 He would have known and
empathized with Boulanger’s sense that the European model for training musicians was
better than the American one. Stravinsky’s longing to return to Europe and his irritation with
his American home are themes that run throughout the correspondence between Boulanger
and he after their separation. As we shall see in the following chapter, this friction between
66 Cette derniere[sic], je l’avais fait avec des enfants (pas avec des femmes, comme Ansermet) qui
etaient[sic] malheureusement pas tout a fait de premier ordre. Ici, ils n’ont pas, comme en Europe, la tradition
des metrieses[sic] des DISCANTI et ALTI. Cependant j’ai du me decider pour les enfants car la presence[sic]
des voix de femmes, aussi parfaites soient-elles, dans la musique de ma MESSE serait une imprudence bien
plus grave (pour le sens et l’esprit de cette musique) que l’imperfection d’un chœur d’enfants.” Stravinsky to
Boulanger, 18 March 1949, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (213). This letter is also available for consultation at the SS, CH-
Bps and as part of the correspondence published by Robert Craft.
67 In 1943, Boulanger gave an interview to the Los Angeles Times wherein she lamented: “The
difficulty in America is that you have the talent, but the training for composition begins too late...The gifted
children of 8 and 9 should be in conservatoires studying the language of music and the humanities. It is too late
to begin as an adult.” The interview took place in Stravinsky’s Hollywood home with the composer sitting close
by. Isabel Morse Jones, “Noted Music Teacher Pays Visit to Coast,” Los Angeles Times, 5 December 1943, G1.
Stravinsky was present when Boulanger gave this interview.
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Stravinsky’s European longings and American realities served as a kernel in the demise of
his and Boulanger’s relationship.
As Stravinsky stewed, Boulanger’s career thrived in Europe, and the Messe took on a
special place in her rebuilding efforts. During her first few months with the score, references
to it appear in her diaries, her letters, her concert programs, and her teaching notes. On the 11
April, she, Prince Pierre of Monaco, and Marie Blanche de Polignac attended a performance
of the work in Monaco, sending a telegram to the composer afterwards to thank him “with all
[their] deepest heartfelt thanks for his remarkable Messe.”68
Eight days later, Boulanger was in Montana, Switzerland visiting her old pupil, the
pianist and composer Dinu Lipatti. Lipatti was a particularly dear student of Boulanger’s,
having recorded with her the Johannes Brahms Waltzes, op. 39. He had also been diagnosed
with Hodgkin’s disease in 1947, at the age of 31, which precipitated Boulanger’s visit that
April.69 Boulanger travelled to him along with her life-long friend and assistant, Annette
Dieudonné, and brought with her the score to Stravinsky’s Messe. Written in Boulanger’s
diary from the 19 April is a brief note stating that Lipatti, his wife, Madeleine, Dieudonné,
and she read through the piece from the score. Their subsequent postcard, sent to Stravinsky
in thanks, suggest that the exercise—getting in touch with Stravinsky’s spiritual side as
manifest in this new score—served as a sort of healing, prayerful activity. 70 Dinu Lipatti
68 “Toute notre profonde affectueuse reconnaissance pour votre Messe admirable” Boulanger, Prince
Pierre of Monaco and Marie Blanche de Polignac to Stravinsky, 19/11 April 1949, SS, CH-Bps.
69 The recording made by Boulanger and Lipatti was of the Johannes Brahms Waltzes for piano 4
hands, recorded in Paris, February 1937. Released by EMI as a compact disc “Great Recordings of the
Century” 1989. Lipatti would die a year after Boulanger’s visit. There has been one biography produced on
Lipatti, originally written in Romanian. See: Dragos Tanasescu and Grigore Bargauanu, Lipatti , ed., Carola
Grindea and trans., Carola Grindea and Anne Goosens (London: Kahn and Averill, 1988).
70“Relisons messe Strawinsky avec Dinu, Mad., et Annette.” Boulanger, Agendas, 19 April 1949, F-
Pn, Rés VmB Ms. 88 (1949).
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wrote simply: “I thank you, [Stravinsky], most respectfully, for all You have given us.”
Madeleine Lipatti added: “Permit me to tell you, Master, the deep emotion felt upon hearing
Nadia play the Messe for us. I thank you with all my heart.” 71 In her subsequent letter,
Boulanger elaborated on her visit, and the importance of Stravinsky’s music to a dying man,
while also touching upon her friend’s previous complaints:
Dear Friend,
I missed the Messe in London by one day. But it would seem that it was very
well done by Ansermset, and very well sung by the choirs of the BBC. True,
the children’s voices were missed, but the vocal production of the English
rendered it less noticeable than everywhere else. With what impatience we
await your recordings! You alone can establish a tradition that entirely
corresponds with your music. And in the middle of so many horrors created
by the frightening notion of “the performer” who refuse to deform themselves
in order to distinguish one from the other. Who will be their Molière, because
they merit the satire with which you have already dealt them a blow.
I came [to Montana] to try and get rid of a cold that has left me in a vexing
state. I also wanted to see my dear Dinu Lipatti, [who is] terribly sick. How
you would love his playing, his spirit, his thought. Alas…he will never
recover. Each of the words that you said when you came to [my] classes are
present to him, and you are enmeshed in his life. He is bed-ridden now…and
the future is dark for him. He asked me to assure you of his respect, and to
thank you. When he says your name, such a joy illuminates his poor face. 72
71 The whole postcard reads : “Venue passer quelques jours ici. Nous jouons et rejouons la Messe,
Orpheus. Que ne puis-je vous dire, Cher Ami, tout ce qui va vers vous. Mais…vous parler de votre musique –
comment surmonter ma terreur. Je vous embrasse Nadia B./Cher Maître, Je vous remercie bien
respectueusement pour tout ce que Vous nous donnez. Dinu Lipatti /Permettez-moi de vous dire, Maitre, la
profonde émotion ressentie en entendant Nadia nous joués la Messe. Je vous en remercie de tout mon cœur,
Madeleine Lipatti.” Boulanger and the Lipattis to Stravinsky, 19 April 1949, SS, CH-Bps.
72 “J’ai raté d’un jour la Messe à Londres. Mais il paraît qu’elle à été très bien donnée par Ansermet et
très bien chantée par les chœurs de la BBC. Certes les voix d’enfants ont du manquer, mais l’émission vocale
des Anglais a dû rendre cela moins sensible que partout autre part. Avec quelle impatience n’attendons-nous pas
vos disques! Vous seul pouvez établir une tradition correspondant entièrement avec votre musique. Milieu de
tant d’horreurs créées par l’affreuse notion “interprète ”que ne déforment-ils pas pour se distinguer les uns des
autres. Qui sera leur Molière, car ils valent la satire que vous leur avez d’ailleurs déjà assenée. Suis venue ici
essayer de me remettre d’une grippe qui m’a laissé en fâcheux état. Voulais aussi voir mon cher Dinu Lipatti,
bien malade. Comme vous aimeriez son jeu, son esprit, sa pensée. Hélas…se remettra-t-il jamais. Chacune des
paroles que vous avez dites quand vous veniez au cours lui est présente, et vous êtes mêlé à sa vie. Il est couché
maintenant…et l’avenir est sombre pour lui. Il m’a demandé de vous assurer son respect, et de vous remercier.
Quand il prononce votre nom, c’est une belle joie qui illumine son pauvre visage.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, n.d.
(after 19 April 1949), SS, CH-Bps.
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In the first paragraph of Boulanger’s letter we see the beginnings of the divide that
would come between her and Stravinsky. She acknowledges that Ansermet strayed from the
score in performing the Messe with women’s voices, but she implies it was more important
for Stravinsky’s music to be performed—for audiences to be exposed to his work—than to
quibble over specifics. Boulanger also knew that by creating recordings, Stravinsky would be
able to establish his own, authoritative performance tradition. Through that, he could
differentiate between the grotesque freedoms taken by performers and his own desires.
Boulanger’s second paragraph revels in pre-war memories, referencing the time when
Stravinsky guest-lectured in her classes. Her letter is a macabre reassurance to Stravinsky
that he had left such an impression on her student, Lipatti, that even to mention the name
Stravinsky provided succor to the pianist’s dying days. Boulanger seems divided on whether
to rejoice that she brought Stravinsky to this man, or to mourn Lipatti’s declining health.73
Boulanger’s travels only stoked her desire to advocate for Stravinsky’s music. After
spending the summer of 1949 at Fontainebleau, Boulanger traveled to Dorset, England, to
serve as a faculty member at the Bryanston Summer Music Camp, an outgrowth of the
private school by the same name. While there, she reinforced connections with members of
the BBC and arranged to give two concerts of Stravinsky works the following October. She
wrote to the composer excitedly from Bryanston, stating:
In October, BBC concerts. Twice, Apollon, Dumbarton [Oaks Concerto] and
the Messe between two Brandenbourg [Concertos] on each concert. For so
many years I had hoped for this!74
73 Despite the Catholic Church’s teachings concerning life after death, Boulanger still held a
melancholic view of death as witnessed in her remembrances of her mother, daughter, and Stravinsky’s lost
loved ones. Perhaps this had something to do with her own fear of the Pre-Vatican II belief in purgatory or
limbo, where souls were left to languish in between heaven and hell for eternity.
74 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 4 September 1949, SS, CH-Bps.
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This was the first time Boulanger had ever agreed to conduct any work by Stravinsky larger
than the Dumbarton Oaks Concerto, and now, she had the opportunity to premiere his Messe
with the BBC. Not only that, but she would also be able to realize her ambition of putting
forward an all-Stravinsky-Bach program for the general public. On 30 October, she reported
back to Stravinsky about the concert in an extensive letter. It is a rich text for what it betrays
about Boulanger’s performance expectations and her discourse with Stravinsky, and is worth
quoting at length:
Dear Friend,
One of my dearest dreams has finally been realized. In London, I conducted
Apollon, Dumbarton Oaks, and the Messe. I had missed all the performances.
It was, therefore, my first contact with it, living, realized. I cannot tell you
what those rehearsals were, because not only did I myself uncover discovery
after discovery, understanding more and more the value of each note, but the
musicians, amazed because you had presented them with notes that, in
appearance, seemed so simple, understood, gave of themselves with a
ceaseless, expanding joy, [made] the effort to do truly that which you asked,
breathing, phrases, silences, proportional relationships, and they all came, at
the end of the performance, to tell me what an extraordinary impression they
felt in the result that you allowed them to obtain. The choirs, good, women,
unfortunately, but with the English production, [so] not shocking. The soprano
and contralto solos, good, tenor and bass, less good. I had to, in the Gloria,
hurry their measures along after the beginning, because of, it was too bad,
unstable voices. Everything became unsteady. I therefore, deliberately, in
need of the ability to obtain a proper solution, you might say, skipped over
some measures before the Hosanna, but with decency.
Ever since, I’ve wanted to write to you, but, what to say. I truly believe that I
understood everything, and the performance was as good as possible without
you. Now, to speak of the Messe. That would seem presumptuous and
impossible. Silence says more. I embrace you, I thank you, and I know that
once more, you have succeeded. The old forgotten tradition, betrayed,
unknown, you have revived it. What admirable music, what spirit. But I
ramble and in my own turn betray. What you have given this Messe is of a
significance without measure. Now no one has the right to ignore it, and what
one must not do, and what one must do. The way is once again opened.
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Everyone seems to have understood, and I am happy. 75
Even within the first lines, one gains a sense of Boulanger’s delight at hearing “alive” that
which she had perceived of in her inner ear for so long. Her letter lists those things which she
emphasized with the performers—breathing, phrases, silences, proportional relationships—
things that we already saw her referring to with the Symphonie de psaumes and the
Symphonie en ut. Boulanger also betrayed her reason for defending Ansermet’s decision to
use a women’s choir previously, she too had no choice but to do so with her performance of
the Messe, probably because the BBC already had trained singers after Ansemet’s concert.
But Boulanger was sure to qualify once again that the English way of vocal production did
not result in a “shocking” tone. She was also honest and admitted, in a rather round-about
way, that she had to alter the music to account for some “unsteady” male voices. One can
almost sense her fear in Stravinsky’s reaction as she admits to having “skipped over” some
measures prior to the Hosanna. She was right to know he would notice this. Upon receiving
her letter, Stravinsky underlined the sentence where Boulanger wrote of changing the music,
75 “Un de mes plus chers rêves s’est enfin réalisé. J’ai dirigé à Londres Apollon, Dumbarton Oaks et la
Messe. J’en avais manqué toutes les auditions. C’était donc pour moi le premier contact avec elle, vivante,
réelle. Je ne peux vous dire ce qu’ont été les repétitions[sic], car non seulement j’allais moi-meme[sic] de
découverte en découverte, comprenant mieux la valeur de chaque note, mais les musiciens éblouis parce que
vous leur permettez de faire avec des notes en apparence si simples, ont compris, se sont donnés avec une joie
sans cesse grandissante, la peine de faire vraiment ce que vous demandiez, respirations, phrasés, silences,
rapports de quantité, et ils sont tous venus, à la fin de l’exécution me dire quel extraordinaire impression ils
avaient ressentie devant le résultat que vous leur permettiez d’atteindre --les chœurs, bons, des femmes hélas,
mais avec l’émission anglaise pas choquant. Le sopr. et le contralto solos, bien, ténor et basse, moins bien. J’ai
dû dans le Gloria, presser leurs mesures après le début, car c’était mauvais, voix pas stables. Tout devenait
vacillant. J’ai donc, délibérément faute de pouvoir obtenir quelque chose de propre, glissé en quelque sorte
quelques mesures avant l’Hosanna, mais, avec décence. Depuis, je veux vous écrire, mais, que puis-je vous dire.
Je crois vraiment que j’ai tout compris, et que l’exécution a été aussi bien que possible sans vous. Maintenant,
parler de la Messe. Cela me semble outrecuidance et impossible. Le silence convient mieux. Je vous embrasse,
je vous remercie, et je sais qu’une fois de plus, vous avez réussi. La veille tradition oubliée, trahie, méconnue,
vous l’avez renouée. Mais pas en regardant arrière, en allant en avant. Quelle musique admirable, quel esprit.
Mais, je m’égare et à mon tour trahis. Que vous ayez donné cette Messe est d’une signification sans mesure.
Maintenant personne n’a plus le droit d’ignorer, et ce qu’il ne faut pas faire, et ce qu’il faut faire. Le chemin est
à nouveau ouvert. Tout le monde semblait comprendre, que je suis heureuse. ”Letter from Boulanger to
Stravinsky, 30 October 1949, SS, CH-Bps.
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and in the margin wrote: “what does this mean?,” but he never mentioned it in any of his
responses. Perhaps Boulanger’s closing remarks, that Stravinsky had “succeeded” with
admirable, spirited music in reopening “the way” for the future of music assuaged his ego
enough that he dropped the issue.
Once again, there are religious undertones in her penultimate, supplicating line: “the
way is once again opened.” Boulanger often combined the image of Stravinsky being “the
light” with Stravinsky providing “the way,” alluding in my mind to the Biblical verse John
14:6, where Jesus states: “I am the way, the truth, and the light.” Just as Boulanger accepted
Jesus as her savior, in many ways, she painted Stravinsky as the savior of music.
Three classes on Bach motets and Stravinsky’s Messe followed in November 1949,
and another concert directed by Boulanger took place on 19 December at the Union
Interalliée. 76 She arranged to have the work performed twice on the same program, and this
time took no chances with her soloists. Her choir was the Chorale Gouverné, the choir of the
Radio Française, and among the soloists were Gisèle Peyron, and Paul Derenne, veteran
performers who recorded music earlier with Boulanger. She once again reported back to her
friend that even the most “unprepared people understood [the performance]. Never before
has a public been more attentive, more taken.”77
By 25 November 1950, Boulanger owned a copy of Stravinsky’s recordings,
themselves a gift from the composer.78 She wrote to him of yet another performance of his
76 Boulanger, Agendas, 13 December 1949, F-Pn, Rés VmB Ms. 88 (1949).
77 Letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 20 December 1949, SS, CH-Bps.
78 On the 16 September 1950, Stravinsky wrote to tell Boulanger he was sending her his recent
recording of the Messe (written without any accents in French): “ Je demanderai aux Sachs que je verrai dans 3
jours de vous remettre les disques de ma “MESSE ”car je suppose que vous ne les avez pas encore. J’ai fait cet
enregistrement avec les chœurs d’hommes (enfants et adultes) d’une eglise catholique de New York a l’issue de
la premiere americaine en concert a New York. Je ne dis pas que ces enfants aient eu un entrainement ideal[sic]
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Messe that she lectured at and of the general state of Europe after the announcement of a
revival of Wagner’s Siegfried:
Your Messe conquered the spirits at Solesmes. There, they understood and
that makes it all worth it.
Elsewhere, when you see the fervor drummed up around the reprise of
Siegfried and its sequel, you understand the confusion of the poor public who
could pretend to be a little better guided. It is Wagner, Strauss, that are
presented as beacons all over the world, and the world finds itself not very
well for it—they direct painfully.
Thankfully, among the youth who remain attentive, the trend is good. There is
a heavy dodecaphonic offensive, but it won’t hold its position for long.79
By November 1950, Boulanger no longer minced words with Stravinsky, she now stated
directly her distaste for the competing compositional camps. She had no way of knowing, as
we shall see in the following chapter, that her friend was already exploring dodecaphony’s
“seductive charms.” Instead, in 1950, Boulanger believed she and Stravinsky served on the
side of a powerful counter-offensive against Schoenberg’s dodecaphony and Wagner’s
decadent excess. The Messe, being at that time a recent example of Stravinsky’s neoclassical
evolution, served as the perfect object lesson for Boulanger to teach about the true “avant-
garde.”
mais meme[sic] ainsi je prefere leur timbre a des voix feminines toujours trop passionees dans le chant
liturgique. Ne m’oubliez pas; meme des lettre breves de vous me font toujours un immense plaisir. ”Letter from
Stravinsky to Boulanger, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (214-215). This letter is also located at the SS, CH-Bps and is part of
the Craft published correspondence. A letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky on 25 November 1950 confirmed its
arrival.
79 “Votre messe a conquis tous les esprits à Solesmes, eux, ils ont compris et ceci compense cela.
D’ailleurs quand on voit le battage fait autour de la reprise de Siegfried et de la séquelle, on comprend la
confusion du pauvre public qui pourrait prétendre à être un peu mieux guidé. C’est Wagner, Strauss, l’école
Schonberg, qui sont donnés comme phares, à travers le monde, et le monde ne s’en trouve pas très bien, il
[dirige] avec peine. Heureusement, parmi les jeunes qui retiennent l’attention, la tendance est bonne. Il y a une
lourde offensive dodécaphonique elle ne garde pas ses positions longtemps. Avez-vous jamais entendu
Wozzek…P.S. Quelle horreur! Je ne vous remerciais pas des disques, et pourtant, quel bonheur d’entendre la
Messe. Vous récrirai, tout est capital dans cette œuvre. Merci. ” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 25 November 1950,
SS, CH-Bps.
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Boulanger’s Lectures on Stravinsky’s Messe
The private archives of the Centre Internationale Nadia et Lili Boulanger still seem haunted
by the spirit of the old rue Ballu apartment. A different Parisian office now serves as host to
the memory of the two Boulanger sisters, and within its walls are the numerous documents
used by Nadia Boulanger during her lengthy career, materials that were not specified to be
donated to archives or libraries in her will. Carefully alphabetized and indexed by composer
or theme are boxes, binders, and folders all overseen in the past by Boulanger’s secretaries,
women who had the unenviable task of maintaining a collection of papers of daunting
heterogeneity. Within this compilation of notes, articles, annotated napkins, and other varia,
are a rich series of materials on Igor Stravinsky, including a group of lectures and teaching
notes on his 1948 Messe.
During her peak effort to speak on and teach people about Stravinsky’s Messe,
Boulanger gave several lectures. Two versions of these talks remain extant. The first was
given before the Solesmes concert of November 1950 mentioned earlier in this chapter. The
talk was brief, only three typed pages long, but contained all the information that Boulanger
felt her audience required to “understand” the Messe that day. Another version is dated as
part of a conference in Zurich in 1972. This conference was a commemorative tribute to
Stravinsky, and it is fascinating that, of all the music Boulanger knew by the composer, she
chose to speak about the Messe at this event. The content of her second lecture is more
elaborate than the first, and provides an interesting contrast in Boulanger’s changing motives
and approaches for teaching Stravinsky’s music over the years. Combining these two, one
gains an idea of the place the Messe held in Boulanger’s heart and how that shifted over time.
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Solesmes, 1950
Boulanger’s first lecture took place in the small town of Solesmes in Western France.80 I
believe the concert was organized in connection with the local Benedictine abbey. Dedicated
to St. Pierre de Solesmes when it was re-opened after the French revolution, this abbey
concerned itself with the preservation of Gregorian chant.81 In addition to singing it during
their services, the monks also published a yearly review, simply entitled Revue Grégorienne.
In 1950, they included a review of the recent Stravinsky biography, written by Edwin Corle
and Merle Armitage. The review addressed the monks’ view that it told the story of a deeply
religious man, thereby validating Boulanger’s own point of view. Presumably, events
surrounding this publication in some way precipitated a concert of Stravinsky’s Messe in
Solesmes and brought Boulanger there to speak beforehand.
In order to understand the context of Boulanger’s talk, one should first consider the
status of music in the Catholic Church prior to the Vatican II council. As of 1950, when
Boulanger’s lecture was given, rules concerning church music remained those laid out by
Pope Pius X in an encyclical from 1903 which stated that:
Although the music proper to the Church is purely vocal music, music with
the accompaniment of the organ is also permitted. In some special cases,
within due limits and with the proper regards other instruments may be
allowed, but never without the special license of the ordinary, according to the
prescription of the “Cæremoniale Episcoporum.” As the chant should always
have the first place, the organ or instruments should merely sustain and never
suppress it. It is not permitted to have the chant preceded by long preludes, or
to have it interrupted with intermezzo pieces.82
80 For a transcription of the original document in French and its translation see Appendix V 1a and b.
81 For an overview of the Monastery’s history see: Eugène Cardine, et al., "Solesmes," in Grove Music
Online. Oxford Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/
subscriber/article/grove/music/26139 (accessed 27 January 2010).
82 Pope Pius X, Motu Proprio, Encyclical letter on Sacred Music, 22 November 1903, Section 4.
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This encyclical made it clear that instrumental music to be used during the Messe would
require special permission, a permission which Boulanger was perhaps hoping to convince
the Solesmes monks was worth lobbying for. The criteria she would have to present were that
the chant would always have primacy and that there were no long preludes or instrumental
interludes.
Boulanger’s talk centered on presenting just such a case. She began by proclaiming
that her goal was to bring Stravinsky’s latest masterpiece to the attention of those “called to
promote the music of the Church,” and argued that it was senseless that Stravinsky’s Messe
was excluded from liturgical practice because it used wind instruments. She elaborated that
her quarrel was with the exclusive allowance of the organ in religious services. She asked her
audience: “Can you affirm that an authentic oboe is less liturgical that the human voice with
a tremolo, that the trumpet is less noble than the battery of reeds, and that the trombone is
less solemn than the bombardment of the modern organ?” The church, she elaborated,
perennially demonized the concept of “progress” in order to reinforce its policy against
instrumental music. Her closing point on the issue, an oblique criticism of composers such as
Charles-Marie Widor, was to assure the audience that “it is simply just to recognize that the
vocal and instrumental ensemble requested by Stravinsky is certainly more dignified for
God’s temple than certain Masses for two organs that still too often clutter the solemnity of
our Cathedrals.”
Boulanger’s comments were quite confrontational, and surely meant to rouse her
audience into considering Stravinsky’s Messe for special dispensation. She continued in her
lecture to then touch upon the musical content of Stravinsky’s Messe to establish that it
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satisfied the Church’s criteria, while also impressing upon her audience that Stravinsky’s
work qualified as a masterpiece.
In general terms, she spoke about several themes that would become clichés of her
post-war talks on Stravinsky. First, she insisted on the overall unity of the Messe; one must
view the piece as a whole, rather than search for its meaning in a single note. She told them:
“it is impossible to study this score without gaining the impression of constantly being on a
voyage of discovery,” enticing them to embrace the multiple meanings behind each measure,
while also acknowledging the overall “modesty” of the piece.
She then discussed how the text of the vocal settings controlled the entire work.
Stravinsky submitted everything to the control of the liturgical voices, she explained, using a
polyphony “that is at the same time simple and audacious [and] of an extraordinary musical
density.” She elided other markers of the neo-classical aesthetic with aspects of the music
that would assuage Church concerns by calling the vocal setting sober, simple, unified, and
novel. She then turned her attention to the wind instruments, which did little more than serve
as a background that merely emphasized the voices more. The instruments “neither double
the voices, nor cover them, but instead [enter into] dialogue with them in subtle lines, or
support their development…fading after they enter.” Presented in this way, they fail to
invoke the diabolical, she argued; they simply represent the progress of music.
In this entire presentation, Boulanger provided specific musical examples only twice.
The first time, she listed three places that are particular novel in the work: the Miserere nobis
and suscipe deprecationem nostram of the Gloria, the Amen of the Credo, and the prelude of
the third Agnus Dei. But she did not elaborate on the specific properties of this music that
made it exceptional. Later she also listed the Gregorian chant that one can find in the piece
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in its “most simple and most bare” forms: Kyrie no. XVI of the Roman Gradual, the Gloria,
no. XV, the Sanctus and the Agnus Dei no. XVIII. Thus, Stravinsky’s music remained viable
for liturgical use.
But Boulanger stopped before elaborating at all about the work, offering but the
following summary of her thoughts on the music:
No doubt, in a complete study, it would be necessary to discern and develop
all that both separates this new Messe from simple liturgical melody and that
connects [the Messe to it]. I will say here only that, despite its coarseness, this
polyphony with its taught lines and its abrupt stops, respects the natural
resonance of the ancient modes much more faithfully than certain of the
harmonic treatments imposed by force on Gregorian themes, without regard
for their proper musical substance or the potential sonorities that they imply.
Possibly because of time constraints, or because she was addressing such a specialist
audience, Boulanger gave no further time to the music in her talk. I also wonder if she
wished to avoid opening the door to criticisms of its dependence on virtuoso performers or its
dissonance. Later in this chapter, when I discuss Boulanger’s classroom notes on this work, I
will re-engage with the first of the musical sections that she identified in this lecture and
suggest possible reasons—beyond pontificating to her Solesmes audience—for why she
singled out the music that she did in her talk.
For Boulanger, it was instead more important to address the question of Stravinsky’s
own inspirations for his Messe. She told her audience that she did not know whether
Stravinsky was familiar with Gregorian chant, but that:
since his youth, he [was] struck by the popular and liturgical songs of his
native land; and there would be a fine study to seek those out in his works, to
show how the musician did not cease to draw upon his deep resources, and to
absorb, with an expansive mastery, the inexhaustible riches included in the
unwinding of a pure melody in an ancient mode.
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In these few sentences, Boulanger relayed that the most important feature connecting
Stravinsky’s entire oeuvre are Russian folk-songs, and liturgical melodies, the music of his
childhood, and the distant impressions of his homeland. Recent musicological endeavors,
such as those by Richard Taruskin, have shown that Boulanger’s observations in 1950 were
indeed correct. Buried within Stravinsky’s works are the materials of Russian folk song and
the music of the Eastern Orthodox Church. Taruskin’s work, however, has not dealt
extensively with the works post-Mavra, and Boulanger suggests that to continue this
investigation with the neo-classical works would prove a fruitful study.83
Boulanger finished by repeating what connected Stravinsky’s Messe to the Gregorian
tradition. With this, and a brief word of praise for the performers who had agreed to tackle
the piece that evening, Boulanger concluded:
[there are] other affinities [that] connect this music again to the Gregorian art:
the scrupulous respect for the text and the concern to bring these nuances to
the foreground; a taste for the essential; a certain way of saying simply those
things which are most elevated; and finally, and especially, ‘the spirit of God,’
of his intimate presence and the tone that he wishes to keep in the temple of
his Glory. “Terribilis est locus iste.”
This was the first version of Boulanger’s lecture on the Messe, which was itself an example
of her efforts to champion Stravinsky’s music extending beyond the classroom. This time, it
was the Catholic Church that Boulanger attempted to convince of Stravinsky’s genius and
thereby see that his music was sanctioned for use within the sacred liturgy. One only wonders
if part of Stravinsky’s motivation for writing his Messe originated in his knowledge that the
fervently religious Boulanger would advocate so strongly for him. Is this composition an
example of his taking advantage of her proselytizing tendencies?
83 I have shown that her other analytical notes, such as those on the fourth movement of the Symphonie
en ut, suggest that elsewhere in Stravinsky’s oeuvre lie Russian elements.
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Zurich, 1972
The Zurich lecture was written out by hand by one of Boulanger’s secretaries in oversized
blue characters, but the pedagogue’s failing eyes would have been barely able to make out
the words.84 Luckily, the text was rather irrelevant. By 1972, her format and material for
speaking on Stravinsky had become such routine and so entwined with her own memories,
that many of her references in the Zurich lecture are in short hand only. There were four
major categories that needed addressing when it came to celebrating Stravinsky’s legacy: his
personality, the unity of his work, his religious devotion, and the beauty of his music. Each of
these categories came with stock quotes and anecdotes, many of them drawn from
Boulanger’s personal experiences. These categories are represented here in similar fashion to
when Boulanger spoke on Stravinsky’s Septet and The Rake’s Progress, making the Zurich
lecture the perfect exemplar of her post-1950 style of speaking on Stravinsky.
Boulanger entitled her lecture: Stravinsky, “Poorly loved, poorly understood” (Mal aimé,
mal compris). This pairing of love and understanding is a play on the same quote that
Boulanger annotated onto the Symphonie en ut score thirty years earlier: “ne faire aimer, faire
connaître.” Both of these are derivations of Stravinsky’s words from his series of lectures,
The Poetics of Music, given at Harvard in 1939.
As we saw in the preceding chapter, Stravinsky’s Harvard lectures carried with them a
rich series of meanings for Boulanger. It was she who arranged their commission, and
Stravinsky practiced reading their contents to her and Paul Valéry at her cottage in
Gargenville just prior to leaving France for the United States. Boulanger coordinated the
publication of these lectures into book form during their shared exile. She also helped him
84 For a transcription of the original French document and its translation see Appendix V, 2a and b.
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truncate them into a shorter lecture that he gave at the University of Chicago, just before he
took part in the 1944 lecture recital at the Sinsinawa Convent mentioned earlier in this
chapter. Boulanger knew the words of Stravinsky’s lectures well, and was drawn to one
quotation in particular: “One cannot force oneself to love something, but love requires
familiarity and to achieve that familiarity, one must give of oneself” (On ne s’est forcé pas
d’aimer, mais l’aimer suppose le connaître et pour connaître il faut s’évertuer.) She
shortened this simply to “ne faire pas aimer, faire connaître” on the Symphonie en ut score to
remind herself that analysis was not so much about love but about understanding. And as of
1972, Boulanger still believed that the musical world had failed to love Stravinsky as he
ought to be loved, or to understand him as he ought to be understood.
Boulanger began her Zurich talk by “explaining” her old friend to the audience. Because
Stravinsky’s personality was directly reflected in his music, Boulanger tried in almost every
lecture to describe for her audience his wit and focus. There were for her several stock quotes
that she always used. These included references to her friend, the poet, Paul Valéry, and
quotes from Stravinsky himself, taken from his 1924 article “Some Ideas About my Octour,”
and from his “Poétique Musicale.”
She began by saying: “[Stravinsky’s] personality [is] so defined, so dominating that
every gesture, every word, every work and project bears the mark.” To expand, she invoked
the words of Paul Valéry:
Nothing exists that would seem unworthy of occupying [Stravinsky’s]
powerful intelligence; His personality assimilates, unaffected by the material
he employed; he simply cannot do something without giving of himself
entirely to it. He would either refuse to see someone or else he would listen
with an extraordinary attention.
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To be subject to Stravinsky’s personality was to be in the presence of a great
individual, so powerful and assured in himself that external forces could not alter him. This
individuality was the lens through which Stravinsky engaged in the musical process. It was
what made his music unique, what gave him such a distinct voice. For Stravinsky, the way he
composed and his way of life were a part of his inner being. Boulanger summarized this by
often repeating Stravinsky’s quote from his 1934 article, “Igor Strawinsky Speaks to Us
about Perséphone”: “My nose is, my technique is.” 85
It was this control that brought Stravinsky pleasure, and meant that he lived every
minute of his life happily subject to it. He was constantly attentive, his focus omnipresent.
Boulanger would often reference her own memory that “his sense of pleasure,” encompassed
everything from “the way that he drank his Bordeaux, to his concentration when playing
cards or Chinese Checkers.” She said that he once explained to her that he would do nothing
if it did not speak to this sense of pleasure or “make him salivate.” Boulanger typically paired
this reference to salivation with Valéry’s poem:
Il dépend de celui qui passe
Que je sois tombe ou trésor
Que je parle ou me taise
Ceci ne tient qu’à toi
Ami n’entre pas sans désir
It depends on those who pass
Whether I am a tomb or a treasury,
Whether I speak or be silent
Depends only on you:
85 “Mon nez est; Ma technique est.” Igor Stravinsky, “Igor Strawinsky Nous Parle de Perséphone,”
Excelsior (29 April 1934): 579–81. The opening quote Boulanger cites by Valéry is from his Charmes, VIII
(Paris: Gallimard, 1929), 501. The poem Le Cimetière Marin, another of Boulanger’s favorites is also in this
collection.
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Friend, enter not without desire 86
The emphasis here on desire—“enter not without desire”—was, Boulanger told her audience,
a direct parallel to Stravinsky’s philosophy about composing. He could not compose without
interest, without inspiration. She continued to explain that he once told her: “I compose
because I was born to compose and because I cannot live without composing.” There was an
underlying necessity for Stravinsky’s vocation, and this was something Boulanger demanded
of her own students. There was no room for equivocation, not for Stravinsky and not for
Boulanger. To understand Stravinsky, Boulanger explained, was to know that he could have
been none other than who he was, could have written nothing but what he wrote. His music
therefore was a direct manifestation of that which drove him: his powerful personality and
ego.
This was not to say that his oeuvre could be read autobiographically, however.
Stravinsky balked at explaining his work as if it meant something specific. Boulanger and
Stravinsky defended this position by invoking the words of Paul Valéry spoken during an
interview about his 1917 poem, Le Cimetière marin: “If therefore I am asked; if there is
worry (as can happen, sometimes very passionately ) over what I “meant to say” in this
poem, I reply that I did not mean to say, but meant to do, and it was this intention of doing
that dictated what I said” [italics his].87 There seemed an anxiety on Stravinsky and
Boulanger’s part to ensure that people perceived of his music as lacking pre-determination, a
86 Paul Valéry’s writings were used to decorate all four walls of the Palais de Chaillot of the Trocadero
when it was re-built for the World’s Fair in 1937, see: Yves Augeard and Isabelle Gournay, Le Nouveau
Trocadéro (Paris: Mardaga, 1985).
87 “Si donc l’on m’interroge; si l’on s’inquiète (comme il arrive, parfois assez vivement), de ce que j’ai
‘voulu dire’ dans tel poème, je réponds que je n’ai pas voulu dire, mais voulu faire, et que ce fut l’intention de
faire qui a voulu ce que j’ai dit. ” Paul Valéry, “Interview” Variété, III, (1968) Boulanger usually shortened this
quote to “Je n’ai pas voulu dire, j’ai voulu faire. ”
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need to distance himself from the schools of Messiaen, Schoenberg, and Boulez. Stravinsky’s
compositions were void of systems that controlled what he then put to paper. His music was
instead composed via action and was to be construed as organic, as driven by inspiration that
was then mediated by technique. This was how Stravinsky arrived at the musical object. It
was also this line of reasoning that allowed Boulanger to avoid autobiography while still
linking Stravinsky’s music so strongly to his individuality; his inspiration was never
personal, she claimed, but the technique which mediated it very strongly was.
It followed then, that because Stravinsky’s work was controlled by this sense of self,
his life’s work was consistent and unified:
Being struck by the dazzling evolution of Stravinsky, that [music] which at
first seems disparate instead shows the unity of his oeuvre, singular
combination of rigor and intuition (similar to Leonardo [da Vinci]). This unity
is made by differences that, contrasted one with the others, form an ensemble
that is in some ways indivisible. [See also the] curious and significant
opposition of the two first sonatas of Beethoven, the concertos in A and C of
Mozart.88 One could find many more examples amongst all the great artists of
the world…
For Boulanger a continuity existed amongst all the pieces Stravinsky had ever written. She
taught that all great works of art, regardless of surface differences, share a common and
profound grounding in technique or craft. One would see similar technical foundations in the
paintings of artists such as Albrecht Dürer, Jean August Ingres, or Pablo Picasso. And as a
composer, she said that Stravinsky’s music was no different from that of Johann Sebastian
Bach or Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
The unity of Stravinsky’s work was a key point for Boulanger, because without it,
Stravinsky was open to accusations of being opportunistic, inconsistent, and without an
88 Most likely meaning K. 488 and K. 501.
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independent artistic vision.89 Boulanger had long been defending Stravinsky against
accusations of inconsistency ever since he had switched to neoclassicism, but after he began
serial composition, one would think Boulanger would abandon her efforts. Instead, as we
shall see, she continued to argue that Stravinsky’s personality and technique existed in all his
music, it being so powerful it even overcame the obstacles of serialism, and that dividing his
output into three different categories was simply erroneous.
The next major point woven into Boulanger’s presentation was that faith was a strong
component of Stravinsky’s existence, and this reflected itself in his musical choices. She
reminded her audience of the amount of Stravinsky’s music that drew on religious themes,
referencing material from 1944 onwards: [Requiem] Canticles, In Memoriam Kennedy
[Elégie for J.F.K.], The Flood, Babel, A Sermon, A Narrative, and a Prayer. She told them
that Stravinsky “lived with joy and prayed with deep devotion” suggesting that “ [his] ever
concrete sense of pleasure was related to the fervor [and] solemnity with which he made the
sign of the cross or spoke of sin.” She then quoted from an unidentified source:
Stravinsky was a profoundly spiritual man, observing rigorously the precepts
of the Orthodox religion. His faith [was] at the same time spiritual and
dogmatic, because, by temperament, he felt all the forces that represent [a]
universal hierarchical order, the grand order that presides over creation and
life’s unfolding.
Once again there is this reference to hierarchy and to a universal order. Boulanger told her
audience that Stravinsky was sensitive to these ideas and believed in them. Furthermore, he
was not just religious; his faith was rooted in religious dogma and practiced with vigor.
To provide context for Stravinsky’s Orthodox faith, Boulanger discussed some of the
architectural wonders of the Byzantine world, including, among others, the Russian Kremlin,
89 For just two examples see: Sprout, “Stravinsky Debates,” 90-95; and Marc Blitzstein, “The
Phenomenon of Stravinsky,” Musical Quarterly 21/3 (1935): 330-347.
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the Cathedral of Saint Sophia in Kiev, and the church of San Vitale in Ravenna, Italy. Her
notes then contain the sub-title “Russian Spirituality” at which point she spoke about St.
Basil the Great (329-379) and St. Gregory of Nazianzus (330-389/390).
St. Basil of Caeserea, or St. Basil the Great, is considered one of the great theologians
and “Doctors” of the Catholic Church, meaning he was involved in establishing matters of
theology or doctrine. He was born in Pontus, in 329, a province of then Asia Minor. He
eventually trained in rhetoric, grammar, philosophy, astronomy, geometry, and medicine in
Athens, studying under Prohaeresius, and Himerius. When Basil returned to Pontus, he was
moved by his reading of Christian scripture to renounce all worldly goods and found a
monastic order. This garnered him the sobriquet, The Father of Oriental Monasticism, and
many Eastern monastic traditions still follow the ascetic practice believed to have been
established by him. In 363, Basil was convinced to take priestly orders and in 370 was
named Bishop of Caeserea. From this position he defended the doctrine and principles of the
Orthodox faith from heretical teachings rampant during the early Eastern/Western divide of
the church. After 373, his actions garnered him scorn or estrangement from friends, but he
continued to defend what he believed to be the true path of the faith.90
St. Gregory Nazianzen (325-389) is also considered a Doctor of the Church. He, too,
was born in what was then Asia Minor, in a place called Arianzus. Gregory trained first in
the capital of Cappadocia, Caeserea, where he first met St. Basil. From that point onwards
they became great friends. Basil and Gregory reunited in Athens where Gregory also
supplemented his earlier education. Afterwards, Gregory returned to Pontus with Basil and
joined his monastic order.
90 The Catholic Encyclopedia, “St. Basil The Great” <http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/02330b.
htm> [Accessed: 31 January 2010]
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In 361, Gregory was forced into ordination by his father, and took up his priesthood
in Nazianzus. The year 379 saw him compelled by church leaders to travel to Constantinople
where he aided in defending the faith from heretical believers. It was there that he developed
his theology on the Trinity, still respected as some of the foremost thought on that
fundamental aspect of Catholic doctrine. While in Constantinople, Gregory was persecuted,
accused of heresy and even attacked in his own church. Despite this, he was appointed
Bishop of Constantinople in 380 and during this time he restored Catholic unity to the capital
of the Eastern Church. In June 381 he left his post as bishop and returned to Caeserea where
he lived the remainder of his life writing religious texts and serving his local congregation. 91
It is not difficult to see the connections between these two men’s careers spent
defending old Catholic traditions and Boulanger’s construction of Stravinsky as defender of a
certain musical lineage. The persecution of Gregory and Basil, even after they were
compelled to assume the leadership roles thrust upon them, also resonates with Boulanger’s
message that Stravinsky was unjustly persecuted despite his position as a leading figure of
modern music. One only wishes that Boulanger’s notes elaborated further on why she chose
these two men to include in her talk on Stravinsky. If she were attempting to teach her
audience about the roots of the Russian Orthodox Church, it would have been far more
logical to discuss Saint Cyril and Saint Methodius, the men believed to have begun the
Christianization of the Slavic lands.92 Were Basil and Gregory favorite saints of Stravinsky?
What Boulanger did leave behind was the sense that these two church leaders were
91 The Catholic Encyclopedia, “St. Gregory of Nazianzus”<http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/
07010b.htm> [Accessed: 31 January 2010]
92 They did this by translating scripture into Cyrillic. It is these two after whom the Cyrilic language is
named.
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fundamental to understanding Stravinsky’s faith, and that their own asceticism, staunch faith
in the presence of dissenters, and devotion to what they passionately believed, resonated with
Stravinsky as an individual, and perhaps also his musical processes.
Boulanger finished her talk with a far less obtuse reference to an article by
Monseigneur Rupp from the Revue de Deux Mondes.93 Using this excerpt, she described
what she believed to be the Slavic soul’s need for collectivity, a need satisfied by the
Orthodox Church. The Russian people had a very deep interior life, a desire for privacy,
closeness to the earth, and profound spirituality. They shared an “asceticism of thought, but
not…of physical actions,” along with an “intensity of interior life that always keeps the soul
with God.” Thus they had a “fierce independence and…profound humility.” These qualities,
asceticism, independence, privacy, and community were all values Boulanger had already
linked to Stravinsky, arguing that he maintained them at the core of his being. This was what
being raised in Russia had taught him, Boulanger explained. This was the context in which
he had developed and in which one should understand him and his work.
To make these assertions, Boulanger drew from years of friendship and dialogue with the
composer, given that Boulanger is one of the few contemporaries of Stravinsky to actually
address his faith—with perhaps the exception of Robert Craft—even if it is in these heady,
essentialist terms. I do not believe what she presented in either Solesmes or in Zurich to have
been completely the invention of her own fertile imagination. But it is also hard to accept that
her presentation was based entirely on what Stravinsky related to her. I believe the truth lies
somewhere in the middle. Just as Boulanger was willing to reconcile the disparate points in
93 Mon. Raymond Rupp, “La Fécondité des Terres Slaves,” Revue des Deux Mondes 1 (1971) Her last
two notes reference Nikolai Berdiaev [recte Berdyaev] (1874-1948) and Vladimir Soloviev [recte Solovyov]
(1853-1900), Russian philosophers involved in the spiritual renaissance in Russia at the end of the nineteenth
and beginning of the twentieth centuries.
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Stravinsky’s oeuvre, telling her audience that the Circus Polka was written with the same
concern as the Symphonie de psaumes, so too was she able to amalgamate Stravinsky’s
religious behavior into one, cogent construct. At the same time, she walked a fine line
between speaking of his Russian roots and violating the neo-Thomist principles Stravinsky
linked himself with in the 1920s and 30s. What we as scholars can take away from these two
lectures may not be so much what Stravinsky’s religious orientation was than how Boulanger
chose to remember it. Nonetheless, it was a powerful message, based in truth, and it was one
that she presented to her audience with conviction. It was also the avenue through which she
entered into a discussion of the Messe’s music.
Finally Boulanger touched upon the beauty of Stravinsky’s music. The first words
Boulanger uttered specifically about the music of Stravinsky’s piece were “The Messe was
not commissioned, it was written spontaneously. It emanated from an internal desire that we
know all too well.” Once again, she placed an emphasis on inspiration over pre-
determination. She explained to her audience that Stravinsky chose to write a Catholic Mass
partially because of the syllabic beauty of Latin, citing as prior examples his other works
with Latin texts such as the Symphonie de psaumes, and Oedipus Rex. In addition to this
though, she believed it may have been because “Stravinsky felt very close to the Catholic
religion,” a point he published himself in his conversation books with Robert Craft.
Moreover, Boulanger’s personal experiences would have allowed her to witness firsthand the
closeness that Stravinsky felt with the Catholic Church. Of all the claims Boulanger made in
this lecture, this one is not difficult to believe.
She went on to explain that Stravinsky wrote his Messe in 1948 entirely for use
within the liturgy, and in reference to her earlier talk she lied, stating that he “did not [even]
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concern himself with whether it could be used during the service.” Continuing to give
summary information, she told them of the work’s orchestration—children’s and men’s
voices and only ten wind instruments. She also told them that the whole work was set in an
early Christian character. Stravinsky’s humility in approaching the text, she emphasized, was
evident in the “extreme discretion of expression” and the “interior joy and containment of the
Gloria and the Sanctus.”
She repeated her claim from the Solesmes lecture that everything in the Messe
“strives for unity,” and that this is executed via the “sequence of notes, their vertical
relationships, their length, [and] the forms that they establish.” Without specific citation, she
tells her audience, “numbers and their laws certainly play a large role in all works of art,” and
that, in the Messe, the “visible reflects the invisible.” She told them there were five sides to
any work of art. First, there is the general emotion it provokes; followed by the intellectual,
spiritual, auditory, and visual aspects of it. In Boulanger’s words: “It is the coming together
of all these elements that determines the impression felt by those who know and those who
do not know…The effect is produced by the whole.”
But she did not rest her analysis on her own authority. She drew on quotations about
the music of the Messe from the work’s first conductor, Ernst Ansermet, and the composer.
Boulanger told her audience: “Stravinsky himself said: ‘This music addresses itself directly
to the spirit…The grand signification of the music is to reveal itself as a form of
communication between men and the Most-High.”
While Ernst Ansermet said:
Here certainly is the most intimate work of a musician who never hoped to
make his art a way to confess his subjective emotions. It is a work of faith and
of submission. His humility and renouncement of all exterior charm makes us
feel his true and authentic fervor.
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Once again, without referring to any specifics, Boulanger attempted to make her
audience feel that there was something profound within the Messe. Her allusions suggest that
with just the slightest bit of analysis, one could access the deep revelations hidden within the
notes of Stravinsky’s work.
Finally, Boulanger’s notes suggest she completed her discussion by providing an
historical overview of the development of the Ordinary of the Catholic Mass as well as the
order and purpose of each the movements It was with this dry, factual information, followed
by her summation of “Russian Spirituality” that Boulanger ended her dizzying appraisal of
Stravinsky’s Messe. With these materials, Boulanger’s audience was now expected to better
love and better understand both the music of Igor Stravinsky and the personality behind it.
Effect Produced by the Whole: The Music of Stravinsky’s Messe
Bound under the same paper clip as the notes for the Solesmes and Zurich lectures are nine
pages of Boulanger’s teaching notes. The papers provide a rich diversity of information on
Stravinsky’s Messe and they deserve an extensive study in and of themselves. For the
purposes of this chapter, however, I have chosen to engage these documents to elaborate on
two specific points made by Boulanger in her talks. The first is the question of how exactly
the Messe functions as an entire unit, and the second is what exactly she saw as exceptional
in the miserere nobis and suscipe deprecationem nostram segments of the Gloria movement.
Overall, these sketches reveal once again what Boulanger identified as hallmarks of
Stravinsky’s neoclassical style and how she went about teaching these to others.
Boulanger’s pedagogical notes on the Messe fall into two categories. Just like with
the Symphonie en ut, one set of notes divides the Messe by phrase lengths, noting the
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duration of sections either by measures (see example 3.1a) or by eighth notes (see example
3.1b). The unit of measure depended on how the music in question was constructed. That
which unfolded polyphonically, or “horizontally,” was divided by measure, that which
unfolded homophonically, or “vertically,” was divided by eighth note. The first two pages of
the Gloria serve as an excellent example of these contrasting treatments (see example 3.2).
Boulanger’s formal charts capture several of the symmetries found in Stravinsky’s
composition. First of all, there is an over-arching balance created by the organization of the
movements. One could view the entire piece as in arch form. The center of the Messe is the
Credo, itself entirely homophonic, excluding the final, six-bar, “Amen.” Both movements on
either side of the Credo— the Gloria and the Sanctus—are more complex, alternating
between polyphony, homophony, and a mixture of the two. Finally, the outer-most
movements, the Kyrie and the Agnus Dei, are both relatively brief (58 and 45 measures
respectively). These two movements use a single texture throughout and share similar
melodic and thematic elements (see example 3.1). Thus, one can hear the Messe as a
balanced piece via the sum of its parts.
Boulanger’s charts reveal several other symmetries or points of structural interest
within the individual movements. First, the Kyrie is almost a structural and thematic
palindrome (see example 3.1a). This only works if one considers the two penultimate
sections as extended versions of their counterparts at the beginning of the movement though
they have been extended by six bars when they return at the end of the piece. One can
perceive this both in Boulanger’s arithmetic, and also aurally, as the penultimate music of the
Kyrie is a simple, six-bar extension of the opening material (see example 3.1a).
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c) Credo d) Sanctus
All vertical:
4+ 7 + 3
4+ 7 + 3
4+ 6 + 3 + 4
e) Agnus Dei
Example 3.1a-e Boulanger’s formal charts for Stravinsky’s Messe, [Source: “Stravinsky
Documents” I1-I5, ca. 1950, CINLB]. Reproduced with permission.
b) Gloria
a) Kyrie
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Horizontal Vertical
(measures)
4 + 6 + 8 5  + 23  + 28 
Example 3.2 Boulanger’s division of the “Gloria” movement, example of horizontal vs. vertical music, R 10-14,
MASS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1948 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission
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The Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei movements also contain proportional elements. For
example, the first two “horizontal” phrases of the Gloria are both eighteen measures long.
Another example occurs toward the end of the piece, just preceding the “Amen.” In this
example of “mixed” writing, the phrases number as 3 + 3 and 5 + 5, but the number of
eighth notes used is exactly doubled in the second phrase (12 + 14 becomes 24 + 28).
Stravinsky accomplishes this symmetry by changing time signatures,
stretching out the musical material introduced during the three-measure phrases (see
example 3.3). Thus, the key to understanding the balance in those figures is not to rely on
the measure length, but to perceive of the individual notes.
In the Sanctus, Boulanger identifies some additive relationships between the
measures. The music of this movement oscillates between a single measure of horizontal
writing followed by two measures of vertical writing. When this pattern finally breaks, it
is done with three measures (1 + 2) of horizontal music. Directly following this, is a
segment exactly equal in measures to everything that proceeded it: 1 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 2
+ 3 = 2 + 4 + 6. And finally, the first two sections of the Agnus Dei are the same in
length, though this is mainly caused by the music being repeated exactly from the first
and the second Agnus Dei. Surprisingly, the Credo seems relatively without symmetrical
properties, despite being the longest movement and the center of the composition.94
94 One could read the outer two phrases as being palindromic in content if one ignores the “amen”
material. There are also two groupings of nine bars each towards the middle of the movement. These would
be difficult to perceive of aurally, however, given the relative distance between them and the relative
asymmetry of the surrounding material. It would be interesting, considering the similarities in entirely
homophonic writing and melodic content, to compare this credo with the Gospodi Pomillui (God have
mercy) chant of the Russian Orthodox Church.
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Example 3 Gloria, final sixteen measures, examples of proportional symmetries, R. 22-25-1, MASS by Igor Stravinsky
© Copyright 1948 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
3 + 3 + 5 + 5
= 12 + 24 eighth-notes
= 24 + 28 eighth-notes
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Boulanger’s calculations in this first set of documents show her predilection for
addressing first and foremost the phrase structure of Stravinsky’s works—most likely
connected in part to her role as conductor and performer of his music—and the
mathematical proportions that served as their foundation. Oddly enough, even if these
short-hand notes were prepared strictly for conducting purposes, there are no indications
of time signatures, no cues for instruments, no notation of which voices enter, what text is
used, or any other details. Instead, these notes show that Boulanger first approached the
music as a series of architectural blocks—as larger gestures joined together. Boulanger’s
annotations suggest that her first point of departure was to identify the overall pieces of
Stravinsky’s compositional puzzle and to explore how they fit together. She then
transmitted this to others, showing them the importance of executing these in
performance, or hearing them as a member of the audience. This is what I believe
Boulanger meant when she wrote to Stravinsky in 1950 that she had taught her
performers the correct “breathing, phrases, silences, [and] proportional relationships”
within the Messe.
Her second set of notes delves more deeply into the details of Stravinsky’s music,
though not extensively. I have transcribed as example 4 the annotations she made for the
second, Gloria movement. Her chart explores four different parameters of the music.
First, she identifies whether the writing was horizontal, vertical, or mixed. She then lists
the text used in each section and its length, either in eighth notes (and at one point she
begins to notate them as minims), or their length in measures. She then identifies the
tonal center for the segment and the thematic material used. In the case of the Gloria, her
themes begin with the letter “B” and end with “G,” because it is the second movement
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and “A” had been used for the Kyrie. Largely, this information is a repetition of the
earlier structural chart, with the exception of providing more details about the
relationship of text to themes and key centers. In particular, it shows that Boulanger
considered the music of the miserere nobis and the suscipe deprecationem nostram to
have the same thematic material: “E.”
So what was it about the “E” theme that made it so novel, so distinctly touched by
Stravinsky’s personality that she singled it out during her Solesmes talk? I believe these
measures hold within themselves a kernel of Stravinsky’s late neoclassical style that
Boulanger heard, and taught, as distinctly his. It is this same kernel that she singles out in
her notes on The Rake’s Progress, as we will see in the next chapter.
The music in question from the Gloria movement is reproduced in example 5 a-c. As we
would expect, all three contain similar thematic content. All of them suggest a pitch
center of A-major, employing the accidentals of F-sharp, C-sharp, and G-sharp
respectively. Also, the bass motion in each moves in a typical ii, V, I progression towards
the cadence. It is this circle of fifths progression that I would like to focus on, particularly
its presence in the final chord of these segments whose distribution is reproduced in
example 3.6.
The difficulty with hearing this segment of music as if it were traditionally within
A-major is the lack of a triadic harmony by means of a C-sharp above the bass note of A-
natural. The pitch C-sharp is absent from much of the three examples in question, and
when it does appear Stravinsky uses it as an accented neighbor (ex. 3.5a and c, first beat)
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Horizontal [orchestral introduction]
Gloria in excelsis Deo
et in terra pax hominibus bonae
voluntatis.
4
G-sharp
+ 6 A C-sharp
F-sharp
G-sharp
+ 8
Vertical + 13  Laudamus te, benedicimus
+ 15  reprise adoramus te, glorificamus te
+ 16  gratias agimus tibi
+ 15  reprise propter magnam gloriam tuam
Horizontal (reprise of material from first
measures)
[Orchestral introduction]
Domine Deus, Rex cælestis,
Deus Pater omnípotens
Domine Fili Unigenite, Jesu
Christe, Domine Deus,
Dei, Filius Patris
Qui tollis pecata mundi
+ 3
+ 6 A
+ 6
+ 3 E
Vertical B
E + 10  miserere nobis
G-sharp
Horizontal Qui tollis peccata mundi, + 2
Example 3.4 Transcription of Boulanger’s formal analysis of the Gloria movement
[Source: “Stravinsky Documents” I1-I5, ca. 1950, CINLB]. Reproduced with
Permission.
C
A-flat
D
B
B
E
D
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Vertical + 16  suscipe deprecationem nostram
Horizontal Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris + 2
Vertical + 10  miserere nobis
Mixed Quoniam tu solus Sanctus
tu solus Dominus,
tu solus Altissimus, Jesu Christe,
cum Sancto Spiritu: in gloria Dei
Patris.
+ 4 E-D
+ 3 E-D
+ 5 E-E-D
+ 4
(+ 1 Amen) D
or as a passing tone (ex. 3.5b, first beat) . Predominantly, the pitches found on the “tonic”
chord, or final chord in each excerpt—and indeed, it does sound like a resolution of
tension each time—suggest instead a root of E-major, through the presence of the pitches
E-natural, B-natural, and G-sharp superimposed over an A in the bass. It is this type of
sonority, its organization, its distribution, and its use as a tonic that is so distinctly
Stravinskian.
Rather than thinking of this sonority as tertial, consider it a quartal sonority with
all the pitches generated by pursuing a circle of fifths progression beginning on A: A-E-
B-F-Sharp-(C-Sharp, not present)-G-Sharp. These pitches are then amassed vertically,
most often with the placement of the generating pitch— in this case, the A-natural—
located in the bass, joined by the pitch a second above it. The distribution of the
Example 3.4 continued
E
C
E
F
G
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a) Miserere nobis (R19-R20-2) b) suscipe deprecationem nostram (R20-R21-2)
c) Second miserere nobis R21-R22-1
Example 3.5 a-c: Music highlighted by Boulanger as especially “Stravinskian”, “Gloria” movement, MASS by
Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1948 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission
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Example 3.6: Sonority, R. 22-195
remaining pitches is often related to the overtone series. If one views the fundamental as
the A-natural in the bass, the subsequent E4 and E5 all appear as they would in that
pitch’s overtone series (see example 3.7a). The same distribution occurs over the B-
natural bass pitch, affecting the F-sharp4 and the B4 above it (see example 3.7b). This
overtone series explanation controls every pitch used in this chord with the exception of
the G-sharp (unless one considers upper, out-of-tune partials).
Other materials limited by a fifth in this piece are the pitches of the bassoon and
second oboe. The remaining instruments, as well as the bass and soprano voices, all
perform pedal points either on B-natural or F-sharp—the interval of a fifth. The interior
alto and tenor voices are the only pitches that move by step, but both have as their
extremes B-natural and F-sharp.
95 Example 3.5a is missing the lower B-natural, but otherwise all three cadences finish on this sonority.
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a) series starting on A2 b) Series starting on B2
Example 3.7a-b Overtone series
Both the vertical and the horizontal elements of this music, its harmonies and its
melodies, are controlled by one interval. Viewed in this light, this music is remarkable for
its adherence to Stravinsky’s own particular guidelines and its inventiveness. In the
details of this score, Boulanger found Stravinsky’s voice, or what she referred to in her
earlier lectures as this manifestation of his personality through respect of strict
limitations.
After Solesmes, 1950-1972
The Messe became a perennial favorite for Boulanger after 1950.96 She incorporated the
piece into her classes each year from 1953-55, and then again in 1970, 1973 and 1977-
78.97 In 1955, she followed with great excitement Stravinsky’s return to Venice, where
96 That year, she used the piece for a celebration in honor of Prince Pierre of Monaco. Boulanger
to Stravinsky, 27 January 1950, SS, CH-Bps.
97 Particularly fascinating is the program for 1970 where she selected a series of masses to
compare, including Josquine des Préz’s, Messe Pange Lingua, J.S. Bach’s Messe en si mineur, Igor
Strawinsky, Messe, Beethoven, Missa Solemnis and the Messe Orthodoxe byKryzsztof Penderecki. For
these syllabi see: Boulanger, Wednesday Afternoon Classes, F-Pn, Rés Vm Dos 128.
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the Messe was to be featured in the same concert as the premiere of his latest work, the
Canticum sacrum. Boulanger wrote to Stravinsky in January of that year to tell him that,
in anticipation of the concert, she and her students had “plunged into the [score to the]
Messe.”98 And finally, Boulanger programmed the Messe on the same concert that served
as her retirement from public performance. Also included on the concert were two of the
first projects she ever worked on with Stravinsky, and the last piece she had ever seen
him premiere.99 Of all the works of Stravinsky on this final program with special
meaning to Boulanger, she singled out the Messe in a letter she sent to the composer in
late August 1969. The text, dictated to one of her students, shows the unfailing
importance the ailing Stravinsky’s music still had to Boulanger’s pedagogy:
Dear friend,
I believe you would have been touched to see with what enthusiasm, what
focus, and what exactitude my students prepared your Messe. Here is a
group of students who truly know your work by heart.
The performance that they gave was so proper, so sober, so
comprehensive. [Also on the program] we performed Dumbarton
Oaks, la Symphonie Deux Psaumes [sic], the Canticum Sacrum, The
Flood; you know what these works represent for me. It is good to see that
the youth understand of what importance these works are.
I embrace you strongly and remain always your,
t
N. B.100
98 “Nous sommes plongés dans la Messe, bien modestement, mais l’écriture est telle que même
des musiciens non chanteurs obtiennent un résultat positif. ”Boulanger to Stravinsky, 27 January 1955, SS,
CH-Bps. The Messe was not actually included on the final program. Stravinsky objected to the concert
performance of his Messe in non-sacred location. See: Glenn Watkins, The Gesualdo Hex: Music, Myth,
and Memory (New York and London: Norton, 2010), 147–48.
99Alexandra Laederich, ed. “Au clavier et au pupitre: les concerts de Nadia Boulanger de 1901 à
1973,” in Nadia Boulanger et Lili Boulanger, 173–90.
100 “Mon ami, Je crois que vous auriez été touché de voir avec quel enthousiasme, quelle attention
et quelle exactitude nos étudiants ont préparé votre Messe. Voilà une groupe de jeunes qui connaient[sic]
vraiement[sic] par cœur votre œuvre. L’exécution qu’ils ont donné était si propre, si sobre et si
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Three years after this concert, in Stravinsky’s memory, and in memory of her own
experiences, Boulanger gave her talk on the Messe in Zurich where she openly chastised
her audience for Stravinsky remaining “poorly understood.”
Boulanger attempted to turn each of her concerts and speaking engagements into
powerful opportunities. Through them, she advocated for the performance of Stravinsky’s
music within the liturgy. In addition, she promoted Stravinsky’s oeuvre as something
which required focused study to appreciate but whose beauty was worth the effort. She
also attempted to explain to others his Russian-ness and how it stood at the roots of his
inspiration, his personality, his technique and his boundless passion. In order to
“understand” Stravinsky’s oeuvre, one had to appreciate the technique used to construct
it, and the miraculous gifts that made it possible for him to execute the compositional
process. In Boulanger’s hands, Stravinsky’s religion became a unifying theme capable of
smoothing out the disparate elements of his life’s work. She placed a premium on people
accepting and knowing this, and tried to use her transnational network as a conduit along
which to transmit these ideas.
The details of Boulanger’s efforts lie partially in her analytical notes on the
Messe. These pages, coupled with the text to her two lectures, provide one of the clearest
images we have today of how she attempted to mediate Stravinsky’s music to her
students and to audience members. The work held an exceptional place in her
pedagogical canon because its religious subject material allowed her to broach the topic
of Stravinsky’s faith with others. She wove her understanding of Stravinsky’s beliefs
compréhensive. D’autre part, nous avons travaillé Dunbarton[sic] Oaks, La Symphonie, [sic] Deux
Psaumes, Le Canticum Sacrum, The Flood; vous savez ce que ces œuvres représentent pour moi…Je [vous]
embrasse très fort et suis toujours votre, N.B.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 31 August 1969, SS, CH-Bps.
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along with the idea that Stravinsky’s genius was a gift from God, and that his music was
a product of divine inspiration mediated by his distinct technique. The letters and diary
entries discussed in this chapter reveal the context and the means by which Boulanger
became familiar with Stravinsky’s religious orientation; the teaching notes reveal how it
was she turned this knowledge into pedagogy.
Today, the Messe has fallen into relative obscurity both as a religious piece and as
a point of academic inquiry.101 While it was Stravinsky’s instrumentation that originally
precluded its inclusion in Church services, after the Second Vatican Council (1962-
1965), it was its Latin text and its virtuosity that rendered it unappealing.102 Other
religious texts, such as the Symphonie de psaumes, have proven far more fruitful to
scholars looking to analyze the connection between Stravinsky’s religious music and his
faith. Perhaps Boulanger’s own observations can prove as a springboard for bringing this
additional work to the attention of scholars and provide new angles by which to consider
the relationship between Stravinsky’s music and his beliefs.
For Boulanger, the Messe remained an exemplar in music of who she believed
Stravinsky was as a composer and a human being. Initially, it along with Orpheus was
the project that bridged the distance between her and Stravinsky as she moved back to
France and he remained behind in the United States. Unlike all the other projects
discussed in this dissertation, Boulanger was in no way involved with the Messe’s
101 For Kofi Agawu’s Schenkerian analysis of the Messe see: Agawu, “Stravinsky's Mass and
Stravinsky Analysis,” Music Theory Spectrum 11 (1989): 139–63. Also extant is Juliana Trivers recent
dissertation that focuses on the Messe’s non-functional tonal elements, see: “Directed Motion in
Stravinsky’s Mass,” Ph.D diss., New York University, 2004.
102 Nancy Alice Brunnemer’s 1993 Master’s thesis considers some of the liturgical reasons why
Stravinsky’s Messe failed to gain wide-spread acceptance by the Church, See: Brunnemer, “Igor
Stravinsky’s Mass: An Unacceptable Vehicle for the Roman Catholic Liturgy,” Master’s Thesis, California
State University, Long Beach, 1993.
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development, neither by editing it nor securing its premiere. Instead, it served exclusively
as a vehicle by which Boulanger championed Stravinsky in post-war Europe. Her efforts
to humanize him—speaking of his youth in Russia, his intense concentration while
playing Chinese Checkers, and his deep focus while in prayer— served as the ostinato of
her professional activities post-1950 and continued to be included in her work even after
her partnership with Stravinsky dissolved and he began composing using serial methods.
CHAPTER FOUR
THE LAST PROJECT:
THE RAKE’S PROGRESS, 1948-1952
Boulanger and Stravinsky’s partnership ended just as it had started: centered on the
development of a musical project. The last of Stravinsky’s compositions to involve
Boulanger was also the composer’s final neoclassical work, his opera, The Rake’s Progress.
For her part, Boulanger followed the composition’s development from 1948-1951 from
across the Atlantic, firmly entrenched once again within the professional musical circles of
Europe. But even as friends, colleagues, and former students wrote to Boulanger of the opera,
Stravinsky grew increasingly reticent and unpredictable in terms of his behavior towards her.
On 11 September 1951, five years after separating in the United States, Boulanger
and Stravinsky reunited in Venice for the world premiere of The Rake’s Progress. The
meeting seemed to resuscitate past ties, and Boulanger and Stravinsky settled back into their
creative discourse. Shortly after the premiere, Stravinsky arranged to have three volumes of
the opera’s summary sketches—essentially an expanded continuity draft used for
rehearsals—sent to Boulanger as a gift. Furthermore, in February1952, he insisted that
Boulanger be given editorial control over efforts to translate the libretto for The Rake’s
Progress into French. The pedagogue, only too happy to help, hired François Valéry and
began revisions.
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But something happened to upset their renewed partnership. Stravinsky grew
frustrated with Boulanger’s perfectionist habits concerning the translation and revoked his
request for her involvement. Boulanger’s reports to Stravinsky about the reception of The
Rake’s Progress in Europe were met with uncharacteristic disinterest. He instead quarrelled
with her about how she had gained access to the opera’s orchestral score, material that he had
not even sent to his publisher by that point, and he condemned her suggestion that he permit
the concert performance of brief excerpts from his opera. Boulanger found herself defending
repeatedly her creative choices to her friend. Without a clear catalyst, their professional
partnership began to fray, though this time, the damage would be irrevocable. Boulanger
would never again be asked for her editorial opinion on a Stravinsky work, and while
requests concerning her personal activities and general professional gossip remained
welcome, Stravinsky seemed to largely lose interest in her input on compositional matters.
This final chapter of Boulanger’s professional relationship with Stravinsky is best
examined from two vantage points: the historical and the musical. Concerning the first point,
letters, syllabi, and diaries from 1946-1953 allow for a reconstruction of Boulanger’s
relationship with Stravinsky during the writing and first performances of his opera. This
reconstruction is necessary in particular because Boulanger has otherwise been completely
erased from the extant literature on The Rake’s Progress (excluding mention of her presence
at the Venice premiere). The letters allow for insight into Boulanger’s awareness of the
work’s development, her sustained efforts to secure European billings for the opera, and her
perception of Europe’s anticipation of the opera’s performance. They help to revise the
image of Stravinsky as frozen betwixt the pages of his opera score from 1946-1951 and
reveal in even greater detail his pan-continental aspirations for his musical masterpiece,
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particularly as they extended beyond Italy. These materials also reveal Boulanger’s
perspective of events and how she dealt with Stravinsky’s increasingly distant and
antagonistic behaviour.
Second, the archives hold both Boulanger’s copy of the published piano/vocal
score—bearing a dedication on its inside front cover from Stravinsky dating 7 September
1951—and the complete continuity draft used during rehearsals by Robert Rounesville, the
first Tom Rakewell. The markings made to the summary sketches by Stravinsky and
Rounseville’s rehearsal pianist reveal several intriguing aspects of the later stages of the
opera’s genesis. Boulanger’s own annotated piano/vocal score betrays once again her
predilection for editorially revising Stravinsky’s works, though this time her changes never
made it to print. Her copy of the music bears pitch corrections, alterations to tempo and
dynamic markings, and added orchestral indications. It also contains several of her analytical
notes in the margins. These annotations provide further insights into the opera’s initial
performance, painting a clearer picture of what Boulanger may have heard on 11 September
1951, and how she later presented the opera’s construction to her pupils and the public.
Combined, the documents provide a rich and powerful text by which to revise our
understanding of Boulanger’s involvement with Stravinsky’s operatic masterpiece and the
overall demise of their professional partnership. They flesh out the details of a new branch of
trans-Atlantic communication that motivated the composer during the compositional process.
They also suggest details of the opera’s compositional development and Stravinsky’s habits
as an operatic composer. Finally, these materials open up new avenues by which to approach
Boulanger’s uncomfortably dogmatic persona in the final decades of her career. They suggest
that while Boulanger chose to continue her public promotion of Stravinsky and his music for
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the remainder of her life, privately she was aware that The Rake’s Progress was to be the
means by which she would commemorate the end of her creative partnership with Igor
Stravinsky and establish her lonely position in the aesthetic debates after1950.
The Writing of an Opera
On 2 May 1947, Stravinsky visited an exhibition of paintings by William Hogarth (1697-
1764) at the Chicago Art Institute. The experience was inspirational, particularly his viewing
of Hogarth’s series of eight panels entitled The Rake’s Progress, depicting a man’s descent
from prosperity into madness and economic ruin. Stravinsky decided to write an opera on the
subject.
The actual composition of the piece, however, would have to wait. His work schedule
at the time was completely saturated. Just a week earlier, he had been in Washington
conducting his Dumbarton Oaks Concerto in an anniversary concert organized by Mildred
Bliss. He sent Boulanger a signed copy of the program while also writing to say that he had
been forced to cancel his subsequent European trip in order to remain in America to continue
work on his ballet Orpheus, expected by Balanchine that fall.1 In addition to these
commitments, Stravinsky faced an unfinished Mass and contract negotiations with Columbia
records. Boulanger’s sixtieth birthday approached (for which Stravinsky would write her an
Hommage), and he had just resumed correspondence with a young conductor, Robert Craft,
who wanted to perform the composer’s music with his Chamber Arts Society in New York.
1 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 19 April 1947, F-Pn, N.L.a. (208–09). At this time, he also sent her the
newly published version of his Ode. The receipt for this dispatch remains in his archive at the Paul Sacher
Stiftung as part of the correspondence from 5 May 1947, SS, CH-Bps. It cost Stravinsky $20 to send the score
and he declared the value of it at $0.00. Boulanger responded with her thanks and disappointment: Letter from
Boulanger to Stravinsky, 5 May 1947, SS, CH-Bps.
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All this meant that Stravinsky did not begin negotiations with his chosen librettist, W. H.
Auden, until 30 September 1947, just a week after finishing Orpheus, two weeks after
Boulanger turned sixty, and four months after visiting Chicago.2 Stravinsky and Auden met
from 11-18 November of that year to draft a scenario, and by February 1948, Auden, together
with the aid of Chester Kallman, delivered a finished version of the libretto to the composer.3
For the next three years, Stravinsky remained hard at work on his opera.
Though Stravinsky and Boulanger corresponded regularly from 1947-48, they mainly
discussed Boulanger’s hopes that he would soon finish his Mass and her involvement with a
concert performance of Orpheus, for which Stravinsky sent her the score on 23 March 1948. 4
The pair only began discussing The Rake’s Progress the following September, when
Stravinsky wrote to Boulanger with perfunctory details of its content:
I wish so much to write you (volumes!)—but when? All my time is taken (for
the past three months now) with the composition of The Rake’s Progress—3
acts, eight scenes. And I’m already at the end of the first scene (it’s true, it’s
the longest). Soprano, alto, tenor, and 2 basses for actors and a small orchestra
(like that for the Noces de Figaro), small chorus, recitative, harpsichord or
piano.5
2 Stephen Walsh, Stravinsky, the Second Exile: France and America, 1934-1971 (New York: A. A.
Knopf, 2006), 209-213.
3For the chronological details concerning the development of the libretto see: Paul Griffiths, Igor
Stravinsky: The Rake’s Progress (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1982): 5-17.
4 Boulanger had just finished helping the BBC radio put on a production of Orpheus (performance date
of10 June 1948). Stravinsky sent her a copy of the score on 23 March 1948 (Letter from Boulanger to
Stravinsky, 23 March 1948, SS, CH-Bps). On 22 April, Boulanger contacted him to negotiate permissions
concerning the upcoming June performance, and his response, granting her full rights, arrived by cable the
following day (All letter held as part of the SS, CH-Bps). According to the correspondence, Orpheus figured
prominently in her classes that summer. For Boulanger’s annotated score see: Stravinsky, Orpheus, photocopy
of autograph, 1948, F-Pn, Vma. 4008.
5 “Je voudrais tellement vous écrire (des volumes!) – mais quand? Tout mon temps s’en va (depuis
déjà 3 mois) à la composition de l’opéra THE RAKES PROGRESS – 3 Actes, huit tableaux. Et j’en suis encore
à la fin du premier tableau (c’est vrai, c’est le plus long) Soprano, Alto, Tenor et 2 Basses comme personnages
et un petit orch. (pareil aux Noces de Figaro), petit chœur, Recit. –Harpsichord ou Piano.” Stravinsky to
Boulanger, 5 September 1948, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (212). Boulanger appears not to have responded directly to this
news. She was also in the middle of teaching engagements in England at the Bryanston Summer Camp and
regular teaching duties at the Conservatoire.
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Stravinsky knew well what information to provide Boulanger. By listing the
performers and the orchestration, Boulanger could now start soliciting opera houses,
prodding conductors, and working to promote performances of the work. What the
composition actually sounded like was a moot point. Both musicians, as we have seen, were
reluctant to use prose to describe music, and Stravinsky may not have wished to torment
Boulanger with vague descriptions of his new opera when she was so far away. Both knew it
was probably best to wait for a score they could exchange.
By August of the following year, Stravinsky had completed the work’s first act and
his family was the first to hear it. Françoise Stravinsky, Soulima’s wife, wrote to Boulanger
on the 21st of the month to tell her about the experience:
Dear Nadia,
…the start of The Rake’s Progress is completely marvellous. Igor Stravinsky
works on it constantly. He’s happy to progress slowly because of the
recitatives, which are giving him a great deal of difficulty. He hopes to have
finished the first act by Christmas (1st Act = three scenes, the first is the
longest and most advanced). What we’ve heard of it has a freshness of
invention [and] a dazzling unusualness. You will love it.6
Boulanger, for her part, remained silent about The Rake. Her thoughts and letters to
Stravinsky were instead centered on preparations for celebrations in honour of Prince Rainier
of Monaco in April 1950. Stravinsky was only too happy to grant her permission to use his
Scherzo à la Russe and his complete Mass, for the occasion.7 Later that month, Boulanger
6 “Le début de Rake’s Progress est tout à fait merveilleux. Igor Stravinsky y travaille constamment. Il
se plait d’avancer lentement à cause des récitatifs qui lui donnent beaucoup de mal. Le scenario (livret) de
Auden est superbe et le satisfait pleinement. Il espère avoir fini le premier acte à la Noel (1er Acte = 3 tableaux,
le première le plus long est très avancé). Ce que nous avons entendu est d’une fraicheur d’invention, d’une
insolite éblouissante. Vous adorez cela. ” Françoise Stravinsky to Boulanger, 21 August 1946 (recte 1949), F-
Pn, N.L.a. 108 (109). The date is Sunday, 21 August 1946, but this is obviously a mistake, (especially given
there is a Sunday 21 August in 1949 but not 1946).
7 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 27 January 1951, SS, CH-Bps.
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was in Basel lecturing on his Suite Italienne, before returning to Paris where she prepared for
her summer commitments as the new Director of the Conservatoire Américain at
Fontainebleau.8
News of the opera, however, continued to arrive at Boulanger’s door. On 20 April
1950, Nicolas Nabokov wrote from New York that he had just heard Stravinsky’s “absolutely
sublime” work played through for the third time.9 Only five days later, Claudio Spies
reported that he was travelling to New York where Stravinsky had promised to show him the
finished portions of The Rake.10 On 5 May, Marcelle de Manziarly wrote to Boulanger:
the other day Stravinsky was here…with a tenor, who had a beautiful voice,
[and was a] good and enthusiastic sight reader…we rehearsed the opera. Him
(Stravinsky) playing, me, adding a third hand at the piano and singing the
female roles in my most beautiful voice...brilliant performance…in front of
Poilly, Rose, Kirstein, Hawks…and then later, Balanchine.11
De Manziarly’s letter teasingly presented to Boulanger the image of a composer auditioning
his latest composition for the impresarios, publishers, and directors of the East coast. Present
in her account were two vital pieces of information for Boulanger: Stravinsky was allowing
8 Kendra Preston Leonard, The Conservatoire Amércain : A History (Toronto: Scarecrow Press,
2007), 75-108; Jérôme Spycket, Nadia Boulanger (Paris: Fayard, 1999), 122; and Léonie Rosenstiel, Nadia
Boulanger: A Life in Music (New York and London: Norton, 1982), 349.
9 Nicolas Nabokov to Boulanger, 20 April 1950, F-Pn, N.L.a. 90 (202).
10 Claudio Spies to Boulanger, 25 April 1950, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (235–36). Stravinsky’s offer was his
way of congratulating Spies for finishing his dissertation: “The Concept of Form in Strawinsky’s Symphonies
and Concertos.”
11 “Le lendemain de mon arrivée Strawinsky y…avec un ténor, avec une belle voix, déchiffrant bien et
enthousiaste et nous répétons l’opéra. Lui (Str.) jouant, moi faisant une troisième main au piano et chantant de
ma plus belle voix les roles des femmes…brillante exécution…devant Poilly Rose, Kirstein, Hawks[sic], un
autre musicien, puis plus tard Balanchine. ” Manziarly to Boulanger, 5 May 1950, F-Pn, N.L.a. 83, (135). De
Manziarly had just returned from a trip to Paris where she had visited with Boulanger. The other people named
by Manziarly most likely are Lincoln Kirstein, the Director of the New York Ballet, Broadway impresario Billy
Rose, and Ralph Hawkes, one half of the Boosey and Hawkes publishing company. I am uncertain who the
“Poilly” referenced here is.
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others to sight-read his opera; and the product was polished enough to play for a discerning
audience.
Spurning Boulanger’s curiosity further was a visit from Soulima and Françoise
Stravinsky on 25 May. They shared a dinner date in Paris, where no doubt the pedagogue
inquired about The Rake. Three months later, just after Boulanger finished recording
Stravinsky’s Suite italienne with the BBC orchestra, Georgette Sachs wrote to say she had
spent a weekend with Igor and Vera in Hollywood. Her letter of 5 August states that the
Stravinsky’s seemed bored of life in Los Angeles and could seriously benefit from some time
in “their old country.” She also noted that Stravinsky was “working furiously on his opera,”
but that Vera appeared slightly bored with their situation.12
In sum, by fall 1950, Boulanger had been lead to believe that the Stravinskys would
greatly appreciate an excuse to come to Europe. Furthermore, Stravinsky’s new opera was
nearly ready to be performed. She could now promise to European impresarios a work close
to completion, the size and spirit of which would be of great interest to several opera houses
where she had connections. Excited by the opportunity to help her old friend, Boulanger
found a brief pause at the end of her summer teaching schedule13 and finally wrote to the
composer about his opera:
12 )“Les Stravinsky ont passé un dimanche ici, avec nous, je tremblais d’appréhension de les sentir –
détachés –surtouts sans vous, après une ci longue séparation ou peut tous craindre. Ils sont toujours si séduisants
mais hélas, je ne les ai pas sentir gaïs [sic] et entrain –je crois que Los Angeles n’a plus d’attrait pour eux, et
qu’ils auraient en besoin de sa retremper dans l’atmosphère, pourtant si dédaignée, de nos vieux pays, et
maintenant cela peut devenir plus compliqué et bien plus précieuse. Quel dommage. Lui travailles avec
acharnement à son opéra. Véra m’a paru s’ennuyer un peu. ”Geogette Sachs to Boulanger, 5 August 1950, F-
Pn, N.L.a. 103 (88-96).
13 Boulanger was commissioned by the BBC to record Stravinsky’s “Duo Concertante” with Erich
Gruenberg. The concert was set for June 7 and she was paid 145 pounds for the engagement plus a concert of
Bach cantatas the following day. Boulanger, Documents d’archives, 7 June 1950, F-Pn, Rés Vm Dos 154 (15,
18).
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Dear Friend,
Why do I never write? I have too many things to say, no time, and I lack the
means by which to tell you what a place you hold in all our lives, in my life,
so completely. And yet, I speak so much about you, with you, surrounded by
your work, which saves me the struggle of trying to tell you what I only wish I
could.
But today: Gunsbourg, oh yes, [Raoul] Gunsbourg can mount your opera at
Monte-Carlo. He has no doubt, he said…“if not in 1951, then in 1952.” Didn’t
speak of specifics, but did say: “it’s well understood that I could only give this
opera if it was in French. The English title, translated, is: ‘La carrière d’un
roué’ not suited for an opera playbill. So we’ll use the name of the principle
character ‘Thomas Rakewell.’” If this interests you at all, would you tell me
that this title and the idea of the opera in French are acceptable and [also]what
amount you would require [of him] to reserve the European premiere for
Monte Carlo…
…So many things to tell you, but I’ll let them go…One thought persists,
though: can’t I, is there no way I could read the opera? All the others who
know it have made me terribly jealous. It’s not good for one’s mental
health…or one’s physical health [either].14
By prodding her connections, particularly those with the royal family of Monaco, Boulanger
had mustered creative and financial interest in Stravinsky’s Rake at the Opéra Monte Carlo.
Stravinsky needed but name his price and he had a European opera house prepared to
premiere his new work. The other criteria mentioned by Boulanger—that the work be
translated into French—would eventually involve her extensive input and became a central
reason for her sustained involvement with The Rake’s Progress.
14 “Cher Ami, Pourquoi je ne vous écris jamais? J’ai trop de choses à vous dire, pas de temps, pas le
moyen de vous dire quelle place vous tenez dans notre vie à tous, dans la mienne, d’une manière si absolu, et
puis, je parle tant de vous, avec vous, à travers vos œuvres, que je m’épargne la lutte que représente d’essayer
de vous dire ce que je voudrais. Mais aujourd’hui : Gunsbourg, mais oui [Raoul] Gunsbourg peut monter votre
opéra à Monte-Carlo. Comme il ne doute de rien, il dit… ‘si pas en 1951, alors en 1952.’ Ne parle pas affaires,
mais dit: bien entendu je ne pourrai donner cet opéra que dans une version française. Le titre anglais, traduit,
donne: la carrière d’un roué, pas heureux pour une affiche d’opéra. Alors, le nom du principal personnage
‘Thomas Rakewell.’ Si cela vous intéresse, voulez-vous me dire si ce titre et l’idée de l’Opéra en français vous
paraît acceptable, et quelle somme vous demanderiez pour réserver la 1ère en Europe à Monte-Carlo…Que de
choses j’ai à vous dire. Passons c’est sans espoir. Une pourtant domine : ne puis-je, n’y a-t-il pas un moyen que
je lise l’opéra. Tous ceux qui le connaissent me donnent une affreuse jalousie. Ce n’est pas bon pour la santé
morale…ni physique.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 1 September 1950, SS, CH-Bps.
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The Opera’s Premiere: “I’ve never seen such disorder”
Stravinsky’s response was long and detailed. He found the idea of mounting the opera in
Monte Carlo “favourable,” particularly because of the theatre’s small dimensions. He was
concerned that translating the opera into French would “mutilate the vocal parts,” especially
since his “entire oeuvre and its musical prosody” were “conceived of integrally in order to
give Wystan [sic] Auden’s magnificent text its due.” As for the monetary issues, he
explained that Ralph Hawkes of Boosey and Hawkes oversaw those matters completely, but
had just died, and Stravinsky did not know who was to replace him. In the end, Stravinsky
insisted the title be translated appropriately, along with character names, so that everything
retained the sense of the original. He felt that to accomplish this, one would need to
collaborate directly with Auden, and proceeded to give Boulanger the poet’s address.
But her request for a score was left unfulfilled. Stravinsky replied that he had not a
copy to give. Instead, he suggested the easiest thing for Boulanger to do would be to stop by
Boosey and Hawkes the next time she was in London or to correspond with Erwin Stein, the
opera’s editor, who could help her get acquainted with the score. He concluded by saying he
was working constantly in the hopes of finishing The Rake before the spring and confirmed
what Georgette Sachs had already written to Boulanger: Hollywood was now “void of
interest” to him and Vera. It seemed all three—Boulanger, and the Stravinskys—shared the
hope that 1951 would reunite them in France.15
The ice was broken. Boulanger was ecstatic about the possibility of Stravinsky’s
return to Paris. She forwarded to Gunsbourg the addresses for W. H. Auden and Boosey and
15 “Hollywood d’autre part est bien vide d’interet[sic] et la Californie a beaucoup change[sic] depuis
que vous l’avez quittee[sic].” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 16 September 1950, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (214–15).
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Hawkes. She also arranged a meeting between herself and Royal Family of Monaco, to
inquire as to what influence they might be willing to impose to see that The Rake’s
performance was a grand affair. At the same time, she suggested to Stravinsky that the
Festival at Aix-au-Province would be another excellent place to produce the opera. She took
the initiative and began corresponding with the company on his behalf.16
By November, Stravinsky sent word to Boulanger that Boosey and Hawkes had
signed performance contracts with two French opera houses—though he did not know which
two—and grumbled again about translation issues.17 He requested news from Boulanger of
events in Europe, particularly concerning performances of his music, and implied that she
should dig as much as possible to uncover rumours about The Rake. He wanted to know what
people were saying about the production, an inquisitiveness that would swell to paranoid
levels as the project wore on.
Boulanger spent the month of January working on “Concerts Jeunesse” in Geneva on
the subject of the evolution and artistic creations of Igor Stravinsky.18 Occupied with these
and two other lectures on Stravinsky in March, it took Boulanger until April to learn that the
opera premiere would actually take place in Italy, not France as she had been led to believe.
She quickly wrote to her friend saying: “How to begin? As always, I have questions, one
which dominates all the others: Your opera, will it take place in Venice? When? Please
16 Letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 22 September 1950, SS, CH-Bps. Boulanger’s correspondence
with Stravinsky paints a somewhat bleak picture of the climate in France, where certain theatres, such as those
in Aix and elsewhere, believed there was a socialist threat facing Europe that made investing in a new opera
appear very risky. From far away in America, buffered by the mediation of Boosey and Hawkes, Stravinsky was
shielded from learning of the paranoia and sense of risk that such a production posed to impresarios in post-war
France.
17 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 27 November 1950, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (216–17).
18Boulanger, Documents d’archives, January 1951, F-Pn, Rés Vm Dos 155 (3-12).
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respond, because in order to hear it, I would have to modify all my plans.”19 Having expected
a premiere closer to home, the news that it would take place far away caught Boulanger—and
her extraordinarily busy schedule—by surprise. That the information reached her only five
months in advance complicated matters further.
Stravinsky responded rather perfunctorily. He had signed a contract to conduct the
premiere of his opera for the Biennale in Venice for the 10 September, but his editors had
already promised the premiere to la Scala. He wrote that Boosey and Hawkes were to iron
out the “boring details,” which he thought “personally, should not concern [him].” He also
passed along that excepting a Prelude, the opera was complete and he was busy proof reading
the piano-vocal reduction. He added that he hoped to see Boulanger—along with his son
Theodore, his daughter Milene, and his granddaughter Kitty—at the premiere. As if he had
forgotten that he had given the impression that the premiere would take place in Paris, he
finished his letter with a slightly callous post script, asking “whatever happened to
Guinsburg’s[sic] plans in Monte-Carlo?”20
19 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 11 April 1951, SS, CH-Bps.
20 “J’ai signé un contrat avec la Biennale pour diriger la premiere du “RAKE’S PROGRESS ” au
Festival de Venise le 10 Septembre. Mais il semble que mon editeur Boosey and Hawkes s’etait plus ou moins
avancé vis-à-vis de la Scala et, pour s’eviter des ennuis, (qui, personnellement, ne devraient pas me toucher) il
cherche a trouver un compromis de nature a donner satisfaction tant a la Biennale qu’a la Scala et a moi-meme.
En sorte qu’il est possible que la Scala participe au Festival car en ce qui me concerne je ne veux pas modifier
l’epoque de ma venue en Italie, ce qui implique forcement Venise et non Milan…L’opera est termine sauf le
court Prelude que je suis en train de composer; il n’y aura pas d’ouverture. J’ai encore beaucoup de travail car
Boosey and Hawkes grave le piano-chant et je recois sans cesse des epreuves a corriger d’Allemagne…Je
compte bien que nous nous verrons a Venise…Mais quelle agitation nous attend la-bas!!! Les Theodore y
viendront de Suisse avec Kitty, et Milene et Andre (qui seront a Nice cet ete) y feront aussi un saut…Où avez-
vous fait des conférences[sic] (sur ma musique) dont vous parlez et quand? Et qu’est-ce qui est devenu le beau
projet de Guinsburg[sic] à Monte-Carlo? On entend plus parler.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 27 April 1951, F-Pn,
N.L.a. 108 (219).
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Boulanger spent May in Rome overseeing concerts of Stravinsky’s music, but also
collecting gossip about The Rake’s premiere.21 On 17 June, after returning to Paris,
Boulanger wrote frantically to Stravinsky, frustrated by the conflicting news:22
The rumours circulating around Paris are so varied and contradictory that one
just has to give up trying to understand them. One day “the premiere will take
place in Milan,” the next “in Venice” then, “nothing is definite, everything is
going to be broken down—and it will be redone in Paris in the spring,” then
“the 9th in Venice,” “Of course, a monstrous production by the Scala at its
biennial.” “American performers have been hired,” “What, no, it’s the Italians
who are doing everything.” “Sets by Blathus?” “No, by Berman.” And after
all this blowing hot and cold that does nothing but torment, I would rather not
hear anymore, and [instead] wait. How do I explain what happiness it would
be to see you again and to hear your Opera.23
Within three weeks of this letter, a message arrived at the rue Ballu from Nikolas
Nabokov in Rome. He informed Boulanger that, according to his sources, it was now
definitive that Stravinsky’s opera would be performed in Venice in September. He also sent
along exciting news: he had a copy of the score for Stravinsky’s opera, and would soon be in
Paris to share it with Boulanger.24 Most likely it was during this trip that Nabokov made a
copy of the score as a gift for Boulanger. Her possession of it, however, would later prove
upsetting to Stravinsky.
21 Boulaner, Agendas, May 13 and 15, 1951, F-Pn, Rés VmB Ms. 88 (1951).
22 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 15 June 1951, SS, CH-Bps.
23 “Les bruits qui courent à Paris sont si variés et contradictoires qu’il faut renoncer à comprendre. Un
jour ‘la 1ère aura lieu à Milan,’ l’autre ‘à Venise,’ puis, ‘rien n’est décidé tout va craquer –et ce sera repris à
Paris au printemps,’ puis, ‘le 9 à Venise.’ ‘Du tout, procès monstre de la Scala à la Biennale.’ ‘Les interprètes
américains sont engagés.’ ‘Comment, ce sont les Italiens qui font tout’. ‘Les décors de Balthus?’ ‘Non, de
Berman.’ Et ce jeu de douche écossaise qui m’a d’abord tant tourmentée, me paraît si exagéré, que je veux
essayer de ne plus rien entendre, et d’attendre. Comment dire ce qu’est le bonheur de vous revoir et d’entendre
votre Opéra.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 17 June 1951, SS, CH-Bps.
24 “J’ai vu en Italie Ballo qui m’a dit qu le Rake se fera à Venise définitivement le 8 septembre. La
partition de Strawinsky est arrivée, et aussitôt que je rentre de Londres, nous viendrons chez vous et je la
porterai avec moi.” Nicolas Nabokov to Boulanger, 3 July 1951, F-Pn, N.L.a. 90 (210).
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For his part, Stravinsky sent Boulanger a detailed itinerary of his planned tour just
before leaving for Europe. When combined with Boulanger’s response, their shared anxiety
and excited anticipation become obvious. 25 When the Stravinskys settled in Milan for
rehearsals, Vera Stravinsky sent along an update on matters to Boulanger. She told her that,
after arriving in Naples, Stravinsky had come down with a serious case of pneumonia. He
had been in bed for ten days and was taking penicillin. The conductor, Ferdinand Leitner,
was doing a wonderful job preparing the orchestra, but, Vera confided, Stravinsky was very
nervous because his illness had forced a three-day delay with his own rehearsals with the
musicians. She complained to Boulanger that the premiere would actually be on the eleventh
and not the eighth as originally planned, exclaiming: “I’ve never seen such disorder!” She
also told her that she and Stravinsky would remain in Milan until 5 September after which
time they would move on to Venice. She concluded by saying: “I hope Igor will gain his
strength back just before the premiere, and when you see him, he will be in full form, the
opera will be well prepared, and it will be the success that he deserves so much. If you could
only know how much he has worked on it over the past year.”26
Boulanger left for Venice on 3 September 1951.27 Upon her arrival, she took up a
room in the Hotel Bauer Grunwald, and on the day of the opera’s premiere, quickly dashed
25 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 21 July 1951, SS, CH-Bps. Boulanger then wrote to Stravinsky on 21 July,
asking of him the specifics of his arrival. She requested these details in order to align her plans with his, if
possible. Her note, written in haste, requested the “date of his arrival in Naples; the name of the boat; the date
he would arrive in Venice; the date he would leave Venice; his destination after leaving; and his date leaving for
the United States.” (“Date arrivée Naples?; Nom du bateau; Date arrivée Venise; Date départ Venise;
Destination; Date départ pour les Etats-Unis.” For Stravinsky’s reply see: 27 July 1951, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108
(221).
26 “Je n’ai jamais vu un pareil désordre. Nous restons à Milan jusqu’au 5 – puis Venice[sic]. J’espère
que jusqu’à la première Igor retrouvera toutes ses forces, et quand on vous verra il sera en forme, l’opera[sic]
sera bien preparé[sic] et il y aura un succes[sic], qu’il merite[sic] tant/ si vous saviez seulement quel travail il a
eu la dernière année. ”Vera Stravinsky to Boulanger, September 1951, F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (75).
27 Boulanger, Agendas, 3 September 1951, F-Pn, Rés VmB Ms. 88 (1951).
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off a note to the Stravinskys saying she would reunite with them at the theatre doors shortly.
One cannot help but sense the pure joy in her final phrases: “How emotional to spend these
hours with you. Have just re-read the third act. Thank You.”28
The opera’s premiere was an event that Boulanger would refer to later as one of the
most musically sublime she had ever experienced.29 That evening she joined many other
well-wishers and supporters at the small Fenice theatre to participate in the lavish festivities.
Also in attendance were Nikolas Nabokov, Marie-Laure de Noailles, Charles-Albert Cingria,
and Robert Craft.30
Craft, a Juilliard-educated conductor from New York, had originally contacted
Stravinsky via correspondence in 1944. His passionate interest in Stravinsky’s music
prompted an invitation to visit California, and in 1948, Craft moved into Vera and Igor
Stravinsky’s Hollywood home to serve as assistant to the composer. As a conductor, Craft
was tremendously interested in contemporary music, including that of Edgard Varèse, Arnold
Schoenberg, and Anton Webern, and he served as the perfect advocate in America for
Stravinsky’s later music.31 Ever easily seduced by those willing to pacify his ego, Stravinsky
embraced Craft’s company with open arms. By 1950, it was this young American who
attended The Rake’s Progress as Boulanger had once attended the Brussels performance of
the Symphonie de psaumes: as a part of the extended Stravinsky family. This was the first
28 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 11 September 1951, SS, CH-Bps.
29 See for example, Boulanger to Stravinsky, 11 June 1955, and 23 June 1967, SS, CH-Bps.
30 Walsh, Second Exile, 270–74.
31 For an overview of Craft’s relationship to Stravinsky see: Craft, Chronicle of a Friendship, 1948–
1971 (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1972); Craft, Down a Path of Wonder (New York: A. A. Knopf, 2006), 143-
237; and Walsh, Second Exile, 194-5.
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time Craft and Boulanger met, and it was the first time Boulanger could appreciate the
change he had brought to her creative dynamic with Igor Stravinsky.
The opera itself began late, in part caused by the extensive socializing that took place
beforehand. The cast that evening contained two singers within Boulanger’s orbit: Hugues
Cuénod as the auctioneer Sellem, and Nell Tangeman as Mother Goose.32 The remainder of
the cast included the famous Elisabeth Schwarzkopf as Anne Truelove, Robert Rounseville
as Tom Rakewell, Otakar Kraus as Nick Shadow, and Jennie Tourel as Baba.33 Hurriedly
thrown together, under-rehearsed, and sung in a language foreign to many of the performers,
the premiere lacked polish and clarity.34 Because of delays in scene changes and unclear
cues, the production dragged on, ending at 1:00 am. But when it did finally end, those left in
the theatre treated Stravinsky to twenty curtain calls.35 Musically, the reviews were
unflattering; Stravinsky had been unsure on the podium, and Rounseville in particular had
been inadequate in the title role. Socially, however, and as a means to revive Stravinsky’s
presence in Europe, the event was a huge success. From Boulanger’s perspective, the event
brought her friends and beautiful music; it could not have been a more perfect evening.
32 The Swiss tenor, Hughues Cuénod, had been a member of Boulanger’s chamber choir in the 1930s.
See: Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 262. Nell Tangeman, wife of former student and fellow University of
Chicago professor, Robert Tangeman, knew Boulanger from at least the World War II years and the premiere of
the Sonata for Two Pianos. See:,Ibid., 224.
33 Griffith, Stravinsky, 49.
34 In the recent biography on Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, the singer reported that she recalled the premiere
with “mixed feelings: At the [performance], Stravinsky remained completely glued to the score and failed to
give the singers any of their cues. Luckily, the eminently skilled Ferdinand Leitner had conducted the rehearsals
so the production was a triumph.” Kirsten Liese, Elisabeth Schwarzkopf: From Flower Maiden to Marschallin
(New York: Amadeus Press, 2009), 37.
35 Walsh, Second Exile, 274.
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Boulanger returned to Paris by way of Walkenswaard on 20 September. 36 The news
waiting for her at home was not good. Soulima Stravinsky had written from the United States
to say that he and his wife had followed The Rake’s premiere there and were glad to know
that “among all those other indifferent or neutral ears, there were hers.” Soulima continued
that the American reviews were not tremendously insightful or flattering, and the negative
press seemed more numerous this time than usual. 37 He asked Boulanger for her
reassurance; undoubtedly, Boulanger knew that Soulima’s father would need the same.
After reading this letter, Boulanger’s efforts seem designed at least in part to bolster
Stravinsky’s wounded ego as she mediated news of the opera’s European reception to him.
She tried to emphasize to the composer the positive reactions of audience members,
particularly those like Prince Pierre of Monaco who still fell under her influence. 38Indeed,
Boulanger took great care after meeting with Stravinsky in Venice to emphasize her own
power in Europe as if sensing his doubts on the matter. She also attempted to mitigate
Stravinsky’s waning belief in his relevance as a neoclassical composer and the relevance of
the neoclassical aesthetic in general. Despite this, however, problems caused by geographical
36 Boulanger, Agendas, 20 September 1951, F-Pn, Rés VmB Ms. 88 (1951).
37 “Nous avons vécu de loin la création de Rakes Progress. Savoir que parmi tout d’oreilles
indifférentes ou neutres il y avant les vôtres est rassurant. Des articles dans tous les journaux et magazines de
lendemain même nous ont donné une idée de ce qu’a été cet évènement. Ce qu’est l’œuvre dans la Musique et
dans l’Histoire. Je suis sûr que nous en pensons la même chose vous et moi. Le temps se changera de le prouver
aux hésitant. Mais peut-être ne sont-ils pas si nombreux cette fois-ci, ou je m’abuse? ” Soulima Stravinsky to
Boulanger, 30 September 1951, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (344–45).
38 “Il parait que le Rake’s a Zurich (underlined and annotated in the margin : 3.11.51) a été accueilli
avec un enthousiasme extraordinaire. Représentation sans vedettes, laissant à l’œuvre seule le soin de produire
son effet, et l’obtenant, d’une manière totale. Pierre de Monaco est allé à Zurich pour l’entendre, et m’a raconté
la réaction du public, immédiate, constante, frappante. Nous sommes plongés dans la partition, tous les jeunes
sont marqués par tout ce qu’elle leur apporte. ” “It appears that the Rake’s at Zurich has been welcomed with an
extraordinary enthusiasm. Performance without stars, allowing the work alone the care to produce its effect, and
obtaining it in a complete manner. Pierre of Monaco went to Zurich to hear it, and told me of the immediate,
complete, and striking reaction by the public. We are submerged in the score, all the youth are struck by all that
it brings to them.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, after 11 March 1951, SS, CH-Bps. This was when Boulanger’s
correspondence with Stravinsky shows the first signs of being annotated.
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distance were only exacerbated by an ever-yawning aesthetic divide between Boulanger and
Stravinsky after the latter’s return to the United States.
Composition in Early Cold War America
The 1950s marked a notable shift in the politics driving modern music in America. Gone
were the 1930s, when neoclassical modernism and Boulanger’s first-generation of alumni
had dominated musical styles. Also fading into history were the 1940s that brought with
them what Ross Lee Finney characterized as the “ascendency of populist music.”39 Instead,
the 1950s in America were, to borrow from Finney again, years of “change, science, and
experimentation.”40 At this time, serial methods gained substantial ground amongst
composers. Ned Rorem dubbed these artists—who included Milton Babbit and Roger
Sessions—the “serial killers.”41 Those who stood in Babbitt’s camp successfully lobbied for
the primacy of dodecaphony and integral serialism amongst the younger generation. The
need to strengthen the overlap between science and music became a priority for composers in
the academy and many sought to buck the trend of pandering to the whims of what was
increasingly seen as a fickle, dilettante public.42
Following Boulanger’s departure from America, gender and sexual politics in the
United States became heavily conflated with compositional styles. Boulanger’s female-ness
39 Ray Allen and Ellie Hisama, eds., Ruth Crawford Seeger’s Worlds: Innovation and Tradition in
Twentieth-Century American Music (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2007), 12.
40 Ibid.
41 Nadine Hubbs, The Queer Composition of America’s Sound: Gay Modernists, American Music, and
National Identity (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2004).
42 Ibid.
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and rumored homosexuality became increased liabilities as they had never been before. As
Carol Oja argues:
gendered language was used against the so-called neoclassicists of the
[1950s]…most of [whom] had studied or had extensive contact with Nadia
Boulanger, a female teacher…In aesthetic arguments of the period…
“neoclassicism” often was posed as the antithesis of “experimentation.” 43
This is not to say that gendered rhetoric was restricted solely to post-1950 debates. Ned
Rorem argues that as early as the 1940s the codes of female/male and French/German were
used in the United States.44 But after the Second World War, with the rise of the Red-Scare
and McArthyism, staunchly homophobic and misogynistic politics were now institutionally
condoned. The connection between neoclassicism and women/homosexuals meant that those
who continued to practice this type of compositional style were more likely subject to
scrutiny. After the war, Hubbs argues, “tonality became tainted as “queer and feminine” and
“non-tonal experimentalism [was] a project constructed in distinctly masculinised terms”45
This climate made it difficult for Boulanger to reestablish herself in America as a
commanding authority the way she once had been. Her cultural capital could no longer
generate clout as it used to. Students still came to study with her, but more so because of her
incredible ability to train technique, and less because of her cutting-edge compositional ideas.
Ned Rorem’s Paris Diaries contain a description of Boulanger’s studio in 1951. His
depiction, though somewhat cruel, is worth considering for its candid appraisal of Boulanger
in the early 1950s:
43 Carol Oja, Making Music Modern: New York in the 1920s (New York: Oxford University Press,
2000), 125.
44 Hubbs, Queer Composition, 146.
45 Ibid., 170.
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[Her] shimmer [of influence] exploded into flame just before the war, in
Boston, where she was the chief guide for any composer anywhere…The
flame’s extinction…came in the late forties when the new young Americans
emigrated to Paris like good shepherds bearing dubious gifts. But they found
(with the change of air) they didn’t now need her….Now, at her
“Wednesdays,” she moves like an automaton.46
Americans faulted Boulanger for her strict adherence to championing the tonal tradition, but
for subtly different reasons than those in Europe. Soon the generation of youth raised during
and just after the Second World War in the United States became increasingly skeptical of
Boulanger’s ability to speak to the avant-garde as she once had. While music in America
diverged from the path Boulanger believed in, it became all too easy for Craft and others to
convince Stravinsky that an association with her was becoming increasingly anachronistic
and, to a degree, embarrassing.
After Europe: The Reception of a Rake
On 30 November, in addition to sending Stravinsky her condolences on the anniversary of
Lyudmila Stravinsky’s death, Boulanger wrote to the composer that the Bibliothèque
Nationale de France had approached her about purchasing one of his scores for their
collection. She suggested to him that he sell them his score for The Rake—asking if he would
allow the copy Nabokov owned to be reproduced at their expense—or Orpheus or The Rite of
Spring excerpt that she owned.47 She also mentioned in passing that she had managed to
46 Ned Rorem, The Paris Diary and the New York Diary, 1951-1961, (New York: Da Capo Press,
1998), 19.
47 Little did they both know that eventually the F-Pn would own them all. “La Bibliothèque Nationale
voudrait avoir sinon un manuscrit, du moins une photo, l’un d’eux –permettriez vous que la partition du Rake’s
qu’a Nabokoff soit reproduite par leurs soins. Ou l’orchestre d’Oedipus? Ou le manuscrit de la fin du Sacre?
Pardon de vous ennuyer, mais c’est si important pour la B.N. ”Boulanger to Stravinsky, 30 November 1951, SS,
CH-Bps.
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acquire a copy of the orchestral score to the Rake and was enjoying herself immensely by
pursuing its pages.
These two points seemed to irritate Stravinsky. He sent his brusque response on the 8
December:
Very dear Nadia
…What do you mean by the sentence “have managed to acquire the orchestral
score for [The] Rake…!”? What orchestration and what score are you
speaking of? The one from Boosey and Hawkes? It’s not yet definitively
published because of corrections that need to be made.
Would the Bibliothèque Nationale, about which you spoke to me in your last
letter, like to acquire my manuscript? I have two in Hollywood, one summary
sketches and another—the large orchestral score: both written with
calligraphy on transparent paper (in order to make copies). I would be happy
to sell them—but it will be very, very expensive, unfortunately.48
Stravinsky’s unprecedented concern over her ownership of the rough draft of one of
his scores seems bizarre. After years of sending her unfinished works in various states—often
because they required her editorial blessing—Stravinsky had suddenly become
uncomfortable with Boulanger possessing his unpublished music. Boulanger only aggravated
Stravinsky’s concern when she neglected to respond with further information about where
her version of The Rake had come from. He replied to her 1951 Christmas greeting by asking
yet again where she had managed to find herself a copy of this music. Quixotically, in the
same letter, he offered her three photocopied volumes of summary sketches for the Rake with
48 “Très chère Nadia…Que voulez-vous dire par la phrase “Ai obtenu (?) d’acquérez l’orchestre de
“RAKE ” Quelle violon et quelle importance ” De quelle orchestra ou partition d’orch s’agit-il? De chez
Boosey and Hawkes? Pas encore definitivement[sic] et publié – à cause des corrections à effectuer. Est-ce que
la Bibliothèque (Nationale?) dont vous me parlez dans votre dernière lettre voudrait acquérir mon manuscrit?
J’en ai deux à Hollywood, un summary sketches et un autre – la grande partition d’orchestre : toutes les deux
écrites caligraphiquement sur papier transparent (pour avoir des copies). Je serait[sic] bien content de les vendre
– mais cela coutera très, très cher, hélas.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 8 December 1951, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (223).
He finished the letter by adding that London (meaning Boosey and Hawkes) had informed him that there were
seven theatres in Germany performing The Rake that year.
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“unfortunately numerous (but never sufficient) corrections in his hand” from the Venice
premiere. He told her it was her decision whether to keep these for herself or to donate them
to the Bibliothèque as she had written earlier.49
Perhaps sensing the composer’s growing unhappiness, Boulanger responded to his
inquiries in a most sarcastic tone about the provenance of “her score.” But whether
purposefully or in a moment of miscommunication, she refers here only to his gift of
summary sketches and remains silent about her orchestral copy:
Yes, after pleading my case, attesting that I would not loan the score to Rake’s
to a single person, that I would not copy it, not in its entirety or in part, that I
would not open a theatre to perform it, [and then] signing piles of papers…I
received the three volumes. We do not cease to do anything but read it…What
a marvel.50
This seemed to calm the waters and satisfy Stravinsky’s anxieties. His tone changed
and he asked Boulanger to help him once more with European matters. Stravinsky wrote to
her that Nabokov planned to use singers he had never heard of for a performance of The Rake
in his upcoming Stravinsky Festival.51 The composer asked Boulanger if she knew of them—
Janine Michaud (Anne) and Roger Bourdin (Shadow)—and if they would be adequate.
Stravinsky added to this request that she inquire about the status of the French translation of
The Rake, currently taking place in Paris, and report to him about its quality.52
49 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 8 January 1952, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 224–26.
50 “Oui, après avoir plaidé ma cause, juré que je ne prêterais à personne la partition du Rakes, que je ne
la copierais ni entièrement, ni en partie, que je n’ouvrirais pas un Théatre[sic] pour l’exécuter, signé des tas de
papiers…j’ai vu arriver les 3 volumes. Nous ne cessons plus de la lire. Quelle merveille.” Boulanger to
Stravinsky, 17 January 1952, SS, CH-Bps. On 13 February, Stravinsky settled the issues concerning the
Summary Sketches. Boulanger had been sent the two acts that Boosey and Hawkes had in their possession, and
not the continuity draft. After hearing from Stravinsky, Venice rectified the situation. See: Stravinsky to
Boulanger, 8 February 1952, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (229).
51 The festival was to be in conjunction with the conference “The Situation of Music in the Twentieth-
Century.” See Walsh, Second Exile, 316.
52 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 22 Jan 1952, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (227).
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Only too happy to help, Boulanger provided him with a detailed response:
Dear Igor,
Upon receiving your letter, telephoned rue d’Anjou to obtain the translation.
Certain passages are good, but others are impossible. All your rhythms
changed. Where syncopation is everywhere, equal values give it an
unacceptable monotony. Also, some expressions, like: “The deuce,” which
have such a striking resonance and give the sense that they say many things at
once because of the strength and complexity of a single word, are too stripped
and empty of their resonance at this all too important point [in the translation].
What do you want [to do]?
1) Write yourself to the translator, indicating the points that you find
unacceptable?
2) Find a person here (I know someone) to attempt to put to rights what must
be changed.
I await your instructions. It is most important to finish this work with a sense
of urgency, even if the date of the opera remains uncertain, because if artists
learn a text that is only changed shortly afterwards would be quite detrimental.
Concerning the performers: Bourdain will be perfect. Micheau lacks lower
resonance, perhaps some lyricism, but will not accept, I believe, if she feels
she cannot measure up to the task. You must, at all costs, obtain Cuénod for
Salem and Simoneau for Tom…
I leave Thursday for Monaco. Lecture on the Rake. I am terrified because…I
am incapable of saying well that which the people must know. They are
continuously being led up the wrong paths!53
53 “Cher Igor, Au reçu de votre lettre ai téléphoné rue d’Anjou pour obtenir la traduction. Certains
passages sont bien, mais d’autres sont impossibles. Tous vos rythmes changés. Où la syncope est tout, des
valeurs égales donnent une monotonie inacceptable. Quelques expressions aussi comme : The deuce, dont la
résonnance est si frappantes et le sens, voulant à la fois dire tant de choses, par la force et la complexité du mot,
rendu par Hésa, dont la sonorité trop clair et le vide sont terribles à cet endroit si important.Que voulez-vous? 1)
Écrire vous-même au traducteur, signaler les points que vous n’acceptez pas. 2) Trouver ici (je connais
quelqu’un) pour tenter de remettre au point ce qu’il faut changer. J’attendrai vos instructions. Il est nécessaire
de faire ce travail d’urgence, même si la date de l’Opéra reste incertaine, car pour les artistes, apprendre un texte
qui serait changé ensuite serait bien fâcheux. En ce qui concerne les interprètes : Bourdain sera parfait. Micheau
manquera de grave peut-être de lyrisme, mais n’acceptera pas, je crois, si elle ne se sent pas en mesure de bien
faire. Il faudrait à tous prix obtenir Cuénod pour Sallem, et Simoneau pour Tom. Pour ce dernier il est question
de Lucca, moins bien que Simoneau. Je pars jeudi pour Monaco. Conférence sur le Rake. Je suis épouvant
car…je suis incapable de bien dire ce que pourtant les gens doivent savoir. On les mène sans cesse dans les
mauvais chemins! ”Boulanger to Stravinsky, 5 February 1952, SS, CH-Bps.
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Boulanger was clearly unimpressed with the translation. She also took care to emphasize her
knowledge of European activities and performing artists. Her letter reminds the composer
that, in Europe, she was still considered a leading authority on his music, and reinforces the
idea that she believed Stravinsky’s music led the way for the development of musical
modernism. All of her suggestions—regarding the libretto and adding Cuénod to the cast of
his Rake—were adhered to. Stravinsky’s response was quick and exacting. He wrote two
letters, one to Boulanger to ask her to take over responsibility for the translations of his opera
from Boosey and Hawkes; and one to his publisher telling them to co-operate. Clearly, he
once again accepted Boulanger’s editorial authority on such matters:
Dear Nadia,
I am disappointed to learn the results of your inquiry at Rue d’Anjou
concerning the Rake’s [translation] into French. I would like to believe that
the catastrophe is not a general one but only limited to certain places.
I’ve just written to Dr. Roth to ask that he get in contact with you immediately
to put you in charge of bringing order to all of this. Otherwise, I don’t know
who to ask…You could even choose someone competent with such material.
Because, frankly, I am just too far and do not have the time.
Keep me posted on what comes of all of this…54
To Roth he wrote:
Dear Dr. Roth,
I have just received a letter from Nadia Boulanger whom I had asked to give
me her opinion about the French translation of the “RAKE’S”.
Her answer is not too cheerful. I understand that the French translation of this
Mr. de Badet (by the way I have never understood who commissioned him:
you or the Grand Opera?) in many instances is completely off and, still worse,
54 “Chere Nadia, J’ai été assez deçu en apprenant les resultats de votre enquete Rue d’Anjou au sujet
du RAKE en francais. Je veux bien croire que la catastrophe n’est pas generale et qu’elle se limite a certaines
places. Je viens d’ecrire au Dr. Roth en lui demandant de se mettre immédiatement en rapport avec vous pour
vous charger de mettre ordre a cela. Autrement, je ne sais pas a qui m’adresser et vous etes a meme de choisir
quelqu’un de competent en la matiere. Quant a moi je suis trop loin et n’ai pas le temps. Tenez-moi au courant
de ce qui en advient.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 8 Feb 1952, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (228).
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has led to some musical changes which completely erase the original
rhythmical sense.
I know that some alterations are unavoidable but the result must not be a
striking nonsense as the case seems to be.
Please contact Miss Boulanger and ask her to handle herself the problem of
straightening out the mistakes. I cannot do it from here; time is running short
and moreover Miss Boulanger is at hand and perfectly aware.55
Boulanger’s opinion trumped all. One only wonders how much her meddling frustrated Ernst
Roth not to mention how Stravinsky’s orders may have offended M. de Badet and Roger
Désormières, the two men then in charge of translating his Rake into French. And yet, the
libretto was surrendered to Boulanger to repair in February 1952, and she and François
Valéry began to revise what they saw as a remarkably inept attempt.
Unfortunately, this was to be the last time Stravinsky would adhere to Boulanger’s
suggestions. The end came swiftly after this exchange about the libretto, and, unbeknownst to
her, was caused by attempts to once again enter into a dialogue with Stravinsky about his
music. Upon beginning revisions, Boulanger dashed off a quick letter from Fontainebleau to
suggest Stravinsky allow for the publication of small fragments from his opera:
Dear Igor,
1) Translation: François Valéry is in the process of seeing what can be done.
Some of it will be impossible—too many rhythms completely destroyed and
certain syllables impossible for the voice. What’s more, the text is without
character, weak. I know, it is easy to criticize, but, I truly believe that it is
possible to do better. It has to be…
3) Would you be opposed to the performance of fragments from the Rake’s. I
believe this would do the entire opera a great deal of good, the airs becoming
familiar separately. The public has such a need to hear them before they will
recognize them. It will do for the music what photos do for paintings.
55 Stravinsky to Boosey and Hawkes (Dr. E. Roth), 2 February 1952, CH-Bps. Original letter in
English.
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Do not kill me, I have even seen instrumental transcriptions of the arias,
organized along with interludes. The music is of such a beautiful quality, that
it could even support such treasons. Please forgive me, if you think I am
speaking nonsense.56
Boulanger’s obsequious efforts to cushion herself from Stravinsky’s disapproval were
unsuccessful. On 28 March 1952, Stravinsky responded by rescinding his request for her to
oversee his corrections. He wrote to Boulanger: “if you cannot oversee [the revisions]
directly yourself—something which I doubt strongly—I prefer to leave [them] up to Dr. Roth
to oversee.” Furthermore, Roth had advised Stravinsky that the creation or performance of
fragments of his opera should not be allowed. The composer accepted this advice over
Boulanger’s, exacting a blow to her own ego, and told her that he “had already written as
such to Schwarzkopf who had been performing them like that in London.” He concluded by
writing that during his upcoming trip to Paris, he would be too busy to fit any of her events
into his schedule. His penultimate line reading: “I beg of you, dear Nadia, do not insist.”57
The 1952 trip to Paris was a far less collegial affair than that of the year before.
Despite collecting his itinerary in advance, Boulanger neglected to meet Stravinsky at the
airport. 58 Her secretary sent along a note excusing her absence. 59 On the other hand,
56 “Cher Igor, 1) Traduction : François Valéry est en train de voir ce qui peut être fait. Telle quelle
impossible –trop de rythmes complètement détruits et certaines syllabes impossibles pour la voix. De plus, texte
sans caractère, faible. Je sais, facile de critiquer, pourtant, je crois vraiment qu’il est possible de faire mieux. Il
le faut…3) Seriez-vous hostile à l’exécution fragmentaire du Rake’s. Je crois que cela servirait beaucoup
l’œuvre dans sa totalité, les airs devenant familiers séparément, le public a tant besoin d’entendre avant de
reconnaître. Faire pour la musique ce que les photos des détails font pour la peinture. Ne me tuez pas, je vois
même des transcriptions instrumentales des airs. Encadrés par les interludes. La musique est d’une belle qualité,
qu’elle peut même supporter ces trahisons. Pardon, si vous trouvez que je déraisonne.”
Boulanger to Stravinsky, n.d. (ca. February 1952), CH-Bps.
57 “Ne m’en veuillez pas, mais c’est impossible car j’ai deja trop a faire a Paris ou mon sejour sera tres
limite et en outre je n’ai pas la possibilite d’excercer suffisamment mes doigts. Je vous en supplie, chere Nadia,
n’insistez pas.” Stravinsky to Boulanger, 28 March 1952, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (230).
58 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 9 April 1952, SS, CH-Bps. Boulanger replied that the score had arrived,
that she wanted to know what plane he would be on and when he would be at Orly so she could meet him, and
that she had convinced a whole “mess” (foule) of people to attend his three concerts in Paris.
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Boulanger corralled numerous people to his concerts and funnelled him gossip about the
ramifications of Roger Désormière’s sudden retreat from the podium due to illness.60 But
then, on 23 May, Boulanger brought her students to one of Stravinsky’s rehearsals, in direct
ignorance of his earlier request that she not do so. She did not mail her usual thank-you note
for allowing the event for another four months. 61 The visit ended without the usual fanfare
and Boulanger’s diaries are void of the expected soirées and dinners. Her rapport with
Stravinsky had changed.
Perhaps the greatest difference that Boulanger finally acknowledged during this visit
was the influence of Stravinsky’s new assistant, Robert Craft on the composer. The story of
the unravelling of Stravinsky and Boulanger’s partnership from 1952 onwards is also the
story of the struggle for his allegiance waged between Stravinsky’s old friends and Craft.
Boulanger’s devotion to the neoclassical aesthetic was unwavering, as was her belief in the
canonical place Stravinsky had secured for himself because of it. She had outlined this
polemical position from her 1925 Rice Lectures onwards, and, I think, firmly believed
Stravinsky would share this standpoint with her until the end. Craft on the other hand
encouraged Stravinsky’s interest in serialism, also presenting himself as having Stravinsky’s
best interests in mind. Craft’s argument, however, was that in order to secure a canonical
position, Stravinsky needed to distance himself from tonality—and, by extension,
59 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 4 April 1952, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (231). Stravinsky wrote later to confirm his
European itinerary and asked her if she could relate what was to become of the Paris premiere of his opera after
Désormière fell ill. Boulanger did not meet Stravinsky because she had been at the funeral for Roger Ducasse’s
sister. Boulanger to Stravinsky, 28 April 1952, SS, CH-Bps.
60 In 1950 Désormière suffered from the onset of an aphasic disorder that forced his premature
retirement from conducting. Noël Goodwin. "Désormière, Roger." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/subscriber/article/grove/
music/07636 (accessed January 6, 2010).
61 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 23 Sept 1952, SS, CH-Bps. In attendance were, among others, Idel Biret,
Mario di Bonaventura, Thea Musgrave, and Noël Lee.
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Boulanger—and embrace serialism. With Craft whispering in one ear and Boulanger the
other, each positing a staunch belief in their own perspective, Stravinsky was pulled in two
different directions. It was a tug-of-war Boulanger could not win. The aesthetic connection
she had shared with Stravinsky for twenty years slipped from her fingers after 1952, and she
was left on her own to defend neoclassicism.
After their 1952 visit, Boulanger attempted to befriend “Bob Craft” by sending him a
book as a gift and including greetings to him at the end of her letters to Stravinsky.62 One
gets the sense that Boulanger feared her correspondence was being vetted by Craft, her
requests for scores and suggestions for commissions requiring his blessing first. But her kow-
towing was to little avail. Though she remained silent after Stravinsky’s departure from Paris
that summer, when Boulanger resumed contact with him in September— using the one-year
anniversary of The Rake’s premiere as her pretence—she asked him for a photostat copy of
his new work, the Cantate. In a terse letter, Stravinsky refused her request, sending her to
Boosey and Hawkes instead. He concluded with an unusually cutting remark, thanking her
for sending him the “numerous signatures of her students and their ([meaning] your) kind
thoughts.”63 In one sentence, Stravinsky stripped bare the cover that Boulanger had employed
for most of their partnership: using her students as a filter to express her own ideas. He also
cast doubt for the first time over the actual influence Boulanger was having on her pupils,
questioning the probability that her students were still absorbing her mantra as she claimed
they were.
62 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 16 May 1952, SS, CH-Bps. It is unclear what book it was.
63Stravinsky to Boulanger, 11 October 1952, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (232).
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Boulanger remained silent for the remainder of 1952. Her first correspondence of the
new year involved dutifully sending Stravinsky well-wishes for his February premiere of The
Rake’s Progress at the Metropolitan Opera House and informing him of favourable reviews
of productions in Colmar and Strasbourg. 64 Colleagues in the United States informed her of
the positive reaction of his May performance of The Rake with the students of Boston
College, and Boulanger sent him a congratulatory letter in response.65 From across the
Atlantic, Stravinsky became far more transparent about his desire for Boulanger to simply
keep him informed of performances and reviews of his music. Her opinion on its contents
was no longer important to him.66
In a stunning, last-ditch effort to resuscitate their dialogue and remind him of her
talents, Boulanger sent him one last extensive review of The Rake’s Progress as performed
by the Opéra Comique. Her letter of 24 June 1953 is a summation of Boulanger’s views on
the opera, her aural talents, and what it was that she and Stravinsky desired of their
performers. She wrote:
Dear Friend,
To not have written you yet is shameful. But life during the Concours is
relentless.67
The Opéra Comique asked me to help with the rehearsals, but I was in
Brussels for the Queen Elizabeth competition, and therefore arrived too late to
64 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 4 January 1953, SS, CH-Bps. Boulanger wrote to say she wished she could
be in America, New York, for the 14 February. She also wrote to pass along favourable reviews of productions
in Colmar and Strasbourg. In lieu of attending, Boulanger sent Stravinsky a congratulatory telegram on the day
of his 14 February premiere at the Met.
65 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 31 May 1953, CH-Bps. Boulanger also mentioned that Stravinsky’s
Cantate was to receive a performance in Paris soon.
66 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 17 June 1953, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (233).
67 This was the Queen Elizabeth Concours for which Boulanger was a judge that year.
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be of any help whatsoever. Certainly, you were badly missed, but, [it must be
said] that you alone give certain accents to the rhythm of life that make it
seem as if life itself were music. I found Cluytens good, understanding,
fulfilling. The musicians were enthusiastic, happy to perform a score where
each [player] felt the importance of his/her role and heard it. Certain soloists
had a remarkable sense of ensemble. Very good.
The staging very successful, particularly the scene at Mother Goose’s house
and at the House of Fools. Lively direction.
Micheau (Anne) lacked the mid-range, but, sang the berceuse very well,
admirably.
Simoneau excellent vocally, less so with the acting…Nick Shadow, Deprez,
remarkable. Each syllable distinct, intelligent, good. Herrand didn’t for an
instant let one forget Cuénod, but he wasn’t bad. Couderc good Baba, very
good after:
Not skillful enough at the beginning of her aria. Truelove, good. The choruses
very good at the House of Fools, good enough at Mother Goose’s. One serious
error, the pause in staging. It would be better to sacrifice the scenery than to
cut the scenes. It was already better at the premiere than it was at the dress
rehearsal. I couldn’t go Saturday, but I will go tonight.
I forgot the pianist—good enough, but a little indecisive, and it was almost
always the same question of approximate values of instead of
or a mechanistic stiffness. I believe that the entire problem came from
a confusion between the measure and the rhythm. But, to return to the pianist,
acceptable.
Each time I hear Rake’s the marvel of it is easier to feel. I see you, impatient
with my useless effusions, but I believe all the same that I know each note and
if I delight myself in rereading a score of Mozart’s, there I discover each time,
I discover the Rake—and everything it brings to me is new and eternal.68
Boulanger’s letter is extraordinary in its detail, in light of her busy schedule. Each singer was
appraised for their quality of singing and acting. Her reference to tenor Hughes Cuénod is as
68 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 24 June 1953, SS, CH-Bps. For a transcription of the original French
document see Appendix I,7.
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much a comment on Boulanger’s own loyalties—Cuénod was, after all, one of her singers—
as it was a comment on the quality of the singing in general. Most striking is her interest in
the rhythmic minutiae of the pianist’s playing. Here, she betrays once again the importance
of ignoring the bar-line, playing Stravinsky’s music in longer, fuller phrases, and adhering
strictly to the rhythmic notation on the page. Possibly this comment was also an allusion to
her own keyboard talents that had so often been put to use for Stravinsky’s good in the past.
Writing this letter appears to have shored up Boulanger’s resolve. She sent along two
other reports to Stravinsky that summer, citing productions in Tours and Edinburgh. She
informed him that she objected so strongly to the staging at the Opéra Comique that she
wrote to the director, Louis Beydts, to change it. Unfortunately, she continued, just after
getting her point across to Beydts, he died, and she did not know what direction the
production would take in the aftermath. Finally, she attempted to pull Stravinsky back into a
dialogue with her by bringing up one of their most vibrant dislikes—feckless critics:
But the critics are a sorry group, pretentious, because they feel at their core
their own weakness, or they remain silent, or, out of sheer arrogance, rip apart
with full fangs. One could say that there is nothing for them but ridicule. The
majority of them understand nothing, and there is no exception, not for The
Rake, not for the Cantata. Sometimes, there is the urge to combat them, but
more often, to just ignore them.69
Stravinsky’s replies were polite, but cursory. He thanked her for her reports, but did not
engage her about any of her musical commentary. He agreed with her dislike of the French
translation, and wrote that “perhaps someday” it would be revised, and that she was right to
think the staging a travesty. He did not, however, seem tremendously concerned with
69 “Mais les critiques sont de pauvres types, prétentieux, parce qu’ils connaissent au fond leur
faiblesse, ou ils se taisent, pas peur se tromper, ou par bravade, ils déchirent à pleines dents. Dire qu’il ne leur
reste que le ridicule. La plupart d’entre eux n’a rien compris jamais rien à rien, et ils n’ont pas fait exception ni
pour le Rake, ni pour la Cantate. Parfois, on a envie de les battre, le plus souvent, de les ignorer.” Boulanger to
Stravinsky, 21 September 1953, SS, CH-Bps.
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enforcing strict adherence to the libretto, nor did he give much attention to Boulanger’s
efforts on his behalf. Even her attempt to engage with him over the critical reception of his
works failed. Stravinsky was at that time mainly interested in using her to catalogue the
location of performances of his music in Europe, and after June 1953, he became much more
obvious about this. Otherwise, her opinions on his music and the actual quality of
performances seemed no longer to be of value to him.70
And so, after the summer of 1953, Boulanger and Stravinsky parted ways
professionally. Boulanger continued to lecture on his music, and he remained a central part of
her concert programs and her syllabi, but the magic of actually participating in the creative
process with him, discussing the music alongside him, had gone. Publically, Boulanger did
little to acknowledge or express her sentiments about this change, and in her letters to Vera
and Igor Stravinsky, she continued to send along “best wishes” to them and “Bob.” I will
consider the complexities the dénouement of Stravinsky and Boulanger’s dialogue in greater
detail in the following chapter. For now, suffice to say that privately, there was nothing left
for Boulanger to do but sit back and watch as Craft and Stravinsky (re-)constructed his
legacy and moved in the direction of serial composition without her.
The music of an opera
In spite of the difficulties her relationship with Stravinsky faced after 1949, Boulanger
treated the scores of The Rake’s Progress as she had any Stravinsky composition since 1909:
she analyzed it. Furthermore, she drew her students into this exploration with her. In 1951,
the pedagogue’s syllabus for her Wednesday afternoon classes announced that, for just
70 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 27 June 1953, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (234) and Stravinsky to Boulanger, 28
September 1953, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108.
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10,000 francs, students could spend that academic year studying Bach cantatas, Beethoven
piano sonatas, and Igor Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress. Initially, Boulanger facilitated
these studies with the use of her dedicated piano/vocal score and her bootleg copy of the
orchestral manuscript provided her by Nikolas Nabokov. After February 1952, she added to
her teaching tools the three volumes of Stravinsky’s summary sketches sent to her from
Milan. The extant pages of these documents—namely the piano/vocal score and the summary
sketches—riddled with Boulanger’s and Stravinsky’s annotations, suggest new ways of
understanding how Stravinsky created his opera and how Boulanger may have taught it.
The “Summary Sketches”
Stravinsky’s gift of summary sketches—in more formal terms, a continuity draft of the entire
opera—is currently housed as part of the general collection of the Bibliothèque Nationale de
France, Département de Musique. The score remains in its original, three-volume format—
one for each Act of the opera—under shelf-number Rés. Vma. Ms. 329 (1-3). According to
inside markings, Stravinsky completed the volumes as follows: Act I, 16 January 1949; Act
II, 1 February 1950; and Act III, 7 April 1951. In July 1951, he sent an order to the
Hollywood Photocopy Service for three copies of this music. The copies were then sent
along to the lead performers, giving them less than two months to learn the score.
In sum, these documents offered Boulanger an object-lesson in the relationship
between composition and performance, especially of dramatic music. She had not only
Stravinsky’s edits to address, she also had those of the vocalist and the pianist by which she
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Figure 4.1 Rehearsal pianist annotations. The Rake’s Progress, Continuity Draft, Act I, ii,
R. 108-6-108.5 [Source, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 329, 1, p. 83, 1951]. Used with
permission.
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could demonstrate the practical requirements inherent to the performance of opera.71 The
sketches that eventually came into Boulanger’s possession were originally used by Robert
Rounesville, the first Tom Rakewell, as indicated by the numerous cues and edits added to
his score. The music also contains annotations in Stravinsky’s hand, addressing in particular
the spacing of intervals, rhythmic gestures, and tempi. The majority of pencil markings found
here belong to the rehearsal pianist who re-wrote the material in several places simply to
make it more playable.
Act I was by far the least polished of all the Acts in the summary sketches. For this
reason, the rehearsal pianist ended up inserting many of the orchestral indications into the
score her/himself. Also, the edits in this Act concern re-spacing notes to make them more
comfortable for the pianist’s hands (see Fig 4.1). Some markings are ambiguous as to
whether they were added out of performance issues or whether they were engendered by
Stravinsky’s revisions, such as the grace notes found in Figure 4.1.
In other cases, the score contains explicit evidence of Stravinsky’s changes. Most
often, these type of edits refer to texture, spacing, rhythms, and orchestration. Stravinsky also
reorganized rehearsal numbers, as one can see in the following figure (see Fig 4.2).
Before proceeding further, I would like to add a practical note. For the sake of clarity,
the rehearsal numbers cited in this discussion of the summary sketches are those Stravinsky
provided. When in conflict with the published score, I use those found on the written page of
the original documents. Later in this chapter, when discussing the published piano/vocal
score, I will use the published rehearsal numbers.
71 Rounseville’s anxieties about the opera were manifold. These included concerns about rhythms, such
as with the Fs in II, 25-4 and the ensemble at II, 133-1.
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Figure 4.2 Additional annotations to the continuity draft. The Rake’s Progress, Continuity
Draft, Act I, i, R 43-45 [Source, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 329, 1, p. 34, 1951]. Used
with permission.
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The page shown in Figure 4.1 contains a particularly clear example of
Stravinsky’s orchestration process. Consider, for example, the material two measures
before R44 (see examples 4.1a and b). In hurriedly copying out his continuity draft,
Stravinsky followed conventional practices and only notated the general pitch content
Figure 4.1 Annotated and realized orchestration for R 44-2. The Rake’s Progress, Continuity
Draft, Act I, i, R 44-2 [Source, F-Pn, Rés. Vma. Ms. 329, 1, p. 34, 1951].
a) Continuity Draft, R 44-2 b) Published version, The
Rake’s Progress (New York:
Boosey and Hawkes, 1952).
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and rhythms of the accompaniment’s sonorities. Vocal lines remained predominantly as
they would appear in the published score. This document shows that Stravinsky granted
himself large amounts of creative leeway when finalizing the material of The Rake’s
Progress. Between mapping out a continuity draft for his work and focusing in on the
details of orchestration, he permitted himself the opportunity to alter material. These
drafts suggest that several factors remained undecided—that this opera was far from
complete—by the time Stravinsky sent his continuity drafts to be photocopied. After
seeing this intermediary score, it is only too easy to
empathize with Stravinsky’s extreme nervousness at the rostrum on the opera’s opening
night. He had, after all, finished the score only very late in the process.
There are other places where the summary sketches reveal Stravinsky’s multi-
layered methods in greater detail. Such is the case in the final musical excerpt of Act I,
scene iii, Anne’s cabaletta “I go, I go to him.” This cabaletta closes both scene three and
the act. At this point in the opera, Anne has resolved to travel to London to rescue her
lover, Tom, despite the possibility of his infidelity. Her cabaletta is a neoclassical re-
interpretation of the Baroque da capo aria whose form is typically ABA’. The music in
question occurs at the return of the A section, found at R 205-207 of the sketches,
R208.2-211 of the published score. According to the traditions of the Baroque da capo
aria, this return to the original material requires a virtuosic variation of the music already
heard, usually in the voice. Stravinsky’s score reveals how he composed out the later
stages of this variation.
There are three different layers to the music of the summary sketches at this point.
First, there is the original material, represented in example 2a by all music not marked off
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Example 4.2a Example of Stravinsky’s late editorial process, “I go, I go to him,” The Rake’s Progress, Transcription
of Continuity Draft, Act I, iii, R205-207 [Source, Rés. Vma. Ms. 329, 1, p. 47, 1951, F-Pn]
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Example 4.2b Published orchestral score, “I go, I go to him,” first setting of “A” section,
R194-R198. THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by
Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission
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Example 4.2b, continued “I go, I go to him,” first setting of “A” section. THE
RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes
& Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
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Example 4.2c Published orchestral score, “I go, I go to him,” return of “A” section,
R207-211. THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright
1951 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
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by boxes. Second, I have circled the music he chose to delete from the original version.
Finally, the music that Stravinsky added later, and that would eventually become part of
the published version, is marked off with boxes (see example 4.2a).
The accompaniment figures in both “A” sections of this aria originally shared a
great deal in common, as the summary sketches reveal (compare examples 4.2a and b).
With the exception of added running sixteenth notes and sustained bass pitches in the
bassoon, the da capo material is exactly as it was in its first manifestation—harmonic
Example 4.2c, continued Published orchestral score, “I go, I go to him,” return of
“A” section, R207-211. THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor
Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.
Reprinted by permission.
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support through chords in the brass and woodwinds and pizzicato octaves in the lower
strings. Furthermore, though the addition of running sixteenth-notes is exceptional to the
opening three measures of the da capo section, such figuration occurs after the fourth bar
of the original “A” statement, thereby diluting its subsequent efficacy as a variation
device. The two measures of dotted eighth, sixteenth-note rhythms, marked for deletion
at R206, are also vestiges of the same material found earlier in the aria at R198-3 and
R199-1. Thus, Stravinsky’s two different versions were initially very closely related.
His later pencil markings reveal the steps he took to rectify the situation. As
already mentioned, Stravinsky completely deleted the dotted-eighth/sixteenth-note
accompaniment. His sustained chords were now placed in the upper woodwinds as block
chords instead of as eighth notes in the trumpets and horns, thereby creating a far lighter
texture by which to support the voice.
Stravinsky then relegated his running sixteenth-note figuration to the violas,
removing this material from its previous, far more prominent location in the first and
second violins. He instead gave these upper strings new material, marked in solid boxes
in example 4.2a. The rhythms of the strings is purposely in metric conflict with the 4/4
time signature of the piece. Each violin pattern begins on a metrically weak beat and
resolves to a truncated eighth note on a metrically strong beat, usually the third beat of
the bar.
This layer was added to the already complex rhythms of Anne’s melody which
also avoids strong beats by beginning each phrase with an anacrusis. Complicating the
entire texture is that Anne’s off-set melody does not match up with the violin’s phrasing
until the final cadence at R211.4, and even that does not take place until beat three of the
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measure (see example 4.2c). Therefore, in Stravinsky’s re-composed variation, two layers
of metric instability occur simultaneously, augmenting not only the sense of virtuosic
variation, but also brilliantly driving the dramatic tension of the music forward to the end
of the Act. Stravinsky now conveys Anne’s desire to “go” to London both in her text and
in the music; Act I now ended with a thundering momentum.
Thus the summary sketches offered Boulanger manifold ways to explore
Stravinsky’s compositional process and the practicalities of composing for the theatre.
The contents of its pages contain many insights into Stravinsky’s methods, his creative
struggles and his eventual solutions. Those students who attended Boulanger’s classes
during the 1952 year would have gained unprecedented access to information about
Stravinsky’s Rake’s Progress, and its composer. This took place even in spite of the
growing rift between him and Boulanger. One can only imagine the depths to which
Boulanger mined this particular score and how much of this process she shared with her
students. Further clues to her process can be found by examining the other extant
document concerning The Rake’s Progress in the Bibliothèque Nationale’s collection,
Boulanger’s copy of the piano/vocal score.
Boulanger’s piano/vocal score
Boulanger’s personal copy of the piano/vocal score to The Rake’s Progress is also not
catalogued as part of the fonds Boulanger. It remains within the general collection under
shelf number Vma. 4010, and one can only find a description for it in the Stravinsky
section of the card catalogue. In total, fifty seven pages of this score contain annotations
in Boulanger’s hand, indicating both corrections and analytical comments. “Errors,” as
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Boulanger highlights them in the piano/vocal version, are particularly fascinating,
because they suggest ways that Stravinsky revised the work between Boosey and
Hawkes’ publication of the piano/vocal score and the release of the orchestral version
following the premiere. Considered along with the Symphonie de psaumes example,
Boulanger’s materials for The Rake’s Progress show once again that Stravinsky left
certain aspects of his music—particularly tempi—unfixed until after he had managed to
work with live performers.
Of the changes indicated by Boulanger, fourteen have to do with tempo markings
(see Table 4.1). Excepting the two annotations marked by an asterisk, these tempi are
Table 4.1 Tempi changes in The Rake’s Progress, F-Pn, Vma 4010, 1951, piano/vocal
score published by Boosey and Hawkes
Act and
Rehearsal
Number
Original Alteration
I, 51  = 96  = 69
I, 98 (nothing)   = 60
I, 160  = 72  = 76
II, 10  = 56  = 60 or 66? (question mark Boulanger’s)
II, 12 L’istesso tempo (
=56)
 = 112. (First in pencil then written over in ink)
II, 19  = 56  = 82
II, 23  = 56  = 60
II, 48   = 126   = 138
II, 84 + 3 (Stravinsky’s marking
 = 96)
 = 126 (*)
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II, 86  =  (*) (Indicates to maintain tempo despite
metre change)
II, 96  = 72  = 116
II, 146 (nothing) poco piu  = 60
II, 150 (nothing) tempo primo  =54
III, 241 (nothing)  = 60
those Stravinsky settled upon after rehearsals in Venice.72 In all but the first of his
changes, he calls for an increase in tempo.73 Sometimes the difference is slight, as in the
change from quarter-note = 72 to quarter-note = 76 at Act I, R160. This tempo change
occurs just as Rakewell finishes the aria, “love, how easily betrayed,” in which he
laments his impending choice to sleep with Mother Goose, thereby betraying his and
Anne’s love (see example 4.3).
The chorus that takes place at R160 is also the end of Act I, scene ii, and the
change in tempo may very well have been out of a desire to add sharper dramatic contrast
between Tom’s aria and the scene’s final choral number. It could also be related to the
horn’s prolonged D-sharp held from R. 160 until R. 161. Whatever the case, the increased
tempo provides a slightly smoother transition between Tom’s lament and the chorus of
whores that follows.
72 I have deduced this after comparing it with the material of the summary sketches. Each of the
earlier markings occurs in the parts that he sent to his performers.
73 I believe the change of 96 to 69 was a matter of correcting a typographical error.
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Example 4.3 Tempo change at R160, Act I, ii. THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor
Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.
Reprinted by permission.
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In other instances, the change Stravinsky invokes is quite extreme, such as the one found
at Act II, R19, where Stravinsky alters the original tempo of half-note= 56 calling instead
for half-note= 82 (see example 4.4).
This change occurs again at a dramatic moment involving Tom Rakewell, this
time at the opening of the second act. Here, Tom is bemoaning his ruined state brought
about by reckless cavorting about the streets of London. The change in tempo adds
increased tension to the last of Tom’s notes and drives this aria to its conclusion twenty-
six bars later. Also, because the ending of this aria sits high in the tenor tessitura, the
increase in tempo aids the performer in executing the last measures more securely,
particularly its final A-flat.
Example 4.3 continued Tempo change at R160, Act I, ii. THE RAKE’S
PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes & Son
(London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission
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Example 4.4 Tempo change at R19, Act II, i. THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor
Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.
Reprinted by permission.
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These changes, along with the others incorporated by Stravinsky, are linked to
improving the dramatic flow of the opera and aiding the performers, either singers or
instrumentalists, in better realizing the score. They also add credence to the work of Erica
Buxbaum, who argues that, although the composer claimed his published tempi were to
be respected to a fault, in practice, he too considered them fluid and flexible.74
Boulanger’s own willingness to meddle with the set tempi reinforces this.
Boulanger’s score contains one tempo change of her own. This occurs at Act II,
R84.3, and the difference is not slight. Originally, Stravinsky indicates a tempo of eighth-
note= 96 but Boulanger writes for eighth-note = 126 instead. The music in question is the
beginning of Anne’s aria “How strange! Although the heart for love,” where Anne has
arrived in London to rescue Tom only to discover his infidelity. The opening of Anne’s
aria received several changes from its original construction in the piano/vocal score to its
appearance in the published orchestral part. After working with his performers,
Stravinsky added glissandi and fermatas above Anne’s F-natural and E-flat. Boulanger
then took the liberty of inserting a much faster tempo (see example 4.5).
74 Erica Buxbaum, “Stravinsky, Tempo, and Le Sacre.” Journal of the Conductors Guild. 13/1
(1992): 32-39.
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Example 4.5 Tempo change inserted by Boulanger at R 85-R. 86.4, Act II, ii.
THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951
by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
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The increase in tempo allows the singer’s sustained notes more theatricality, the
intervening pitches flash by and the extreme high points of the melody garner more
drama. Now, the performer has greater room to express rage, exploiting the aria’s
sustained F-natural and E-flat and their accompanying glissandi for their full potential.
It would be most uncharacteristic for Boulanger to change a Stravinsky score
without any suggestion from the composer that his music was to be performed that way.
Perhaps her change reflects Elisabeth Schwarzkopf’s first performance. It would also be
consistent with the other places where Stravinsky introduced faster tempi. At the same
Example 4.5 continued Tempo change inserted by Boulanger at R 85-R. 86.4,
Act II, ii. THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky ©
Copyright 1951 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by
permission.
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time, it is tempting to read this as an independent editorial mark by Boulanger. Perhaps
this was her way of providing the Anne character with greater depth—a brief moment of
anger at her predicament, before lapsing back into her subservient, dutiful behaviour.75
Without knowing the source for this marking, it is impossible to say conclusively whether
it was Stravinsky or Boulanger who constructed this brief outburst for the character of
Anne. Still, this information opens doors for those performing the role today, particularly
those interested in re-visiting possible feminist interpretations of the character.
In addition to these tempi issues, Boulanger inserted or adjusted twenty-three
other markings (see Table 4.2). Most of these are innocuous peccadilloes, as simple as
Table 4.2 Additional changes notated in Boulanger’s piano/vocal score, F-Pn, Vma.
4010, 1951.
Act, Rehearsal
Number
Material inserted later:
I, 57 -1 parlando
I, 75 + 2 accent in Trulove part (“No”)
I, 95 -1 poco rall and decrescendo
I, 105
f changed to ff; un poco pesante
I, 106-1 a tempo
I, 112 -1 G and C missing at key change (type-setting error)
I, 188-3
8va marking to the triple-croche, l.h., three before 188, and a   f
to l.h. one after 188.
II, 18 poco meno
II, 85-2 F to A, fermata and glissando
II, 86-4
E to B, fermata and glissando
75 For a feminist reading of themes in Boulanger’s own opera, La Ville Morte, written with Raoul
Pugno from 1909-1913 see: Kimberly Francis, “Nadia Boulanger and La Ville Morte: En‘gendering’ a
Woman’s Role in the Making of an Opera” M.A. thesis, University of Ottawa, 2005. For more on La ville
morte see: Caroline Potter, “Nadia Boulanger’s and Raoul Pugno’s La Ville Morte,” Opera Quarterly 16
(2000): 397-406; and eadem., Nadia et Lili Boulanger (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2004), 79-87.
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II, 95
a tempo marking moved above B in Anne part
II, 116 Optional lower note for Tom
II, 212 – 1 sub. dim., decrescendo to p markings
II, 218 – 1 p marking (originally mf)
III, 12 stacc. secco f (originally p)
III, 86 poco tranquillo
III, 170 “your” in Nick’s part (originally misspelled)
III, 187 F missing over “thought” in Nick’s part
III, 195 + 6 meno mosso
III, 198 -2 Missing accidentals: Tom’s F and piano, r.h. E
III, 198-1 Missing accidentals: Anne’s penultimate note (A instead of A)
III, 254 +1 – 255-1 Commas after “boat,” “float,” “West,” “rest,” and “glide”
III, 256 +1 Anne’s final note changed to a “C”
correcting misspelt words or absent accidentals. Worth noting is the later inclusion of an
optional lower note for Tom Rakewell at Act II, R116—the original pitch is a G4—and
several added expressive markings that relate to tempo including a poco rall, a poco
meno mosso, and two missing a tempo markings.
More informative, however, are Boulanger’s own analytical annotations found
throughout (see Table 4.3). Of these twenty-five comments, eight of them involve
inserting orchestration markings into the score. This facilitated a certain performance
practice as much as it clarified linear relationships of the different melodies, such as the
indication of the trumpet line at I, 143. In other cases she substituted different pitches in
the reduction (III, 202.1), emphasized particular melodic and rhythmic gestures (I, 66 and
I, 58 respectively), and charted certain instances of thematic development, such as her
comment at I, 67.2 and her comparison of I, 69 with II, 53.3. Each annotation is
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Table 4.3 Boulanger’s analytical comments found in the piano/vocal score, F-Pn, Vma.
4010, 1951.
Act and Rehearsal
Number
Annotation
I, 58 In the margin: “rhythme”
I, 60 -1 cad. Retour
I, 67 +2 In the margin: “phrase reprise une 5th au dessous”
I, 68 lié et stacc.
I, 104 +1 Moved tremolo after the 2/4 change
I, 140 NB has marked in orchestration in the piano part
I, 143 bis.
At 143 bis, she penciled in the following upper line (“trp.”):
(This is also an example of her added orchestration indications)
I, 151-152 In the margin: “each chord has its own sense of melody,”
« chaques accord a son sens propre mélodique. » Also
indicated orchestration.
I, 163-164 Indicated orchestration; Also wrote in margin:
I, 166
In the margin:
I, 170 -1 Written: x 1 ½ p. 58 (nothing written on p. 58)
I, 174-176+1 Music bracketed with a wavy line lengthwise (top to bottom) in
the margin.
I, 177-183+2 Orchestration indicated
D
A
E
D
G
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I, 186-186+1 Orchestration and the following voice leading indicated:
I, 188 –1 – 188 Notes added to piano r.h.: (add B-flat)
II, 1-10 Orchestration indicated.
II, 53 + 3 Compared melody with that at R. 69
III, 146-1 NB crossed out ascending G A B C D in r.h. piano and wrote in
F G A B C.
III, 162 +1 Boulanger questioned dotted rhythm (perhaps thought   better
than  )
III, 202 + 1 F substituted for E in piano r.h.
III, 205 marcato marking added
III, 206 Orchestration indicated
III, 243 Marginal annotation: “battement régulier G6 B 6 A”
III, 246-249
III, 250-3 Marginal annotation: “aboutissement de la Basse”
D
C
C
C
B
A
A
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intriguing for its isolation of the idiosyncrasies of Stravinsky’s compositional style and its
understanding of his developmental procedures. There are three markings in particular
that I would like to focus on in further detail: those found at I, 151-152; I, 163-164; and
the markings from III 243-253.
Boulanger’s observations concerning The Rake’s Progress share many aspects in
common with those she made thirty years earlier on the Symphonie de psaumes and
thirty-five years earlier in her Rice Lectures. For instance, at I, 151-152, Boulanger was
once again interested in showing her students how Stravinsky’s linear processes
engendered vertical sonorities that were both new and yet connected to past traditions
(see example 4.5). In the margin beside this music, Boulanger wrote that “each chord had
its own sense of melody.”
In this five-voice texture, each instrument proceeds either via step-wise motion or
by consonant skip in the context of C-sharp minor. Especially indicative of this tonal
center is the entry of the cello and basses which both begin G-sharp, C-sharp, E-natural,
C-sharp, G-sharp, E-sharp or scale degrees 5, 1, 3, 1, 5, sharp-3 respectively. Thus,
though the resultant vertical sonorities form non-functioning chords encumbered by a
variety of unresolved semi-tones and sevenths (see example 4.6), Boulanger exposes how
the horizontal behaviour of each line actually prepares the C-sharp minor of Rakewell’s
“Love, too frequently betrayed” aria. This serves as another example of how
Stravinsky’s counterpoint belongs to the old traditions while also producing his own
modern sound.
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Example 4.5 Section highlighted by Boulanger, The Rake’s Progress, I, ii, R151-152.
THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by
Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
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Example 4.6 Vertical sonorities from introduction to aria “Love, too frequently
betrayed.”
The second example, Boulanger’s comments on I, 163-164, links us to her observations
about the Mass discussed in Chapter Three of this dissertation. Her marginal note appears
in example 4.7:
Example 4.7 Marginal comment on Act I, 163-164
Boulanger’s comments refer once again to one of Stravinsky’s instrumental
introductions, this time the material that precedes the “Lanterloo” chorus from Act I, ii.
Chord: -- -- -- Min. mm7th Maj. + 11
Harmonic
function: -- -- -- vii
6 v7 VII6, 11
Set: 2-1 3-2 3-7 3-11 4-26 4-22
Prime
Form: (0,1) (0,1,3) (0,3,5) (0,3,7) (0,3,5,8) (0,2,4,7)
Chord Maj. + 13 Maj. + 11 Dim. + 11 Maj.(missing3rd) Dim + 11
Harmonic
Function: VII
6,13 VII6, 11 viio6, 11 V(or v)7 iio, 11
Set: 4-14 4-22 3-10 4-13 4-12
Prime
Form: (0,2,3,7) (0,2,4,7) (0,3,6) (0,1,3,6) (0,2,3,6)
D
A
E
D
G
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Example 4.8 Circle of fifths influence on harmonic and melodic material in The
Rake’s Progress I, ii, R163-163.3. THE RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor
Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd.
Reprinted by permission
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Boulanger’s diagram outlines a circle of fifths progression centered on A major, the tonic
of the movement in question. The notes of these chords, as one would expect of a tonal
piece, are the building blocks of the chorus’ introduction, but instead of having them
progress in a tonally functional sequence, Stravinsky layers them so that they sound
simultaneously. He also uses the interval of a fifth as an organizing principle for the
clarinet figure. Boulanger’s chart shows how these fifth relationships are inherent to both
the details and the larger harmonic organization of these measures. It also outlines how
the D-natural, while adding a plagal flavour to this section, could also be interpreted as
the seventh of the dominant seventh of A major. Stravinsky avoids resolving it as such,
however, except in the running sixteenth note figures of the strings and upper
woodwinds. By instead placing the D-natural in the bass where it is played by the second
bassoon Stravinsky renders the pitch ambiguous; it could be either a seventh or the
fundamental of a IV chord. His idiosyncratic voicings and unique treatment of the circle
of fifths are both hallmarks of Stravinsky’s music, hallmarks we saw in his Mass, and
aspects of his work that fascinated Boulanger.
The final group of markings I have chosen to focus on concern rehearsals
numbers 243-253 of Act III. This scene complex is situated in Bedlam, where Tom has
been committed after the Devil renders him mad. The music in question occurs when
Anne arrives to visit him. Though Tom mistakes her for Adonis in his altered state, he
still begs her forgiveness and the pair reconciles.
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Boulanger seemed particularly interested in the overall structural development of
this section. Her first marking, “beat regularly G-natural 6 B-flat 6 A-flat,” (battement
regulier G-natural 6, B-flat 6, A-flat), refers to the primary harmonies of the three major
sections of the music in question: G minor in first inversion, B-flat minor in first
inversion, and A-flat major. She calls for a steady tempo to occur in all three areas, even
though Stravinsky marks a change. This tempo links the three sections stylistically,
connecting Tom’s admission of guilt with his eventual redemption at the hands of Anne
(see example 4.8a-c).
Stravinsky’s tempo for Anne’s lullaby is slower, set at eighth-note = 50, but
Boulanger’s comments suggest that this tempo be ignored, and it should instead share the
same pulse as the structural points that preceded it at R243 and 246. In doing so,
Boulanger creates dramatic continuity through musical continuity. The cyclic return to
the same tempo joins these three sections together so that the audience can more easily
perceive of the process of Anne and Tom’s reconciliation.
Boulanger isolates an internal section even further with her comments on the bass
line at R246-R249. This is the exact moment where the lovers confess their continued
affection for each other: Tom’s words an incoherent, mad rambling, Anne’s a
reinforcement of her constancy. At this point, as their confessions lead toward their
reconciliation, the bass line grows increasingly chromatic. It descends from D-flat
through the pitches C-flat, C-natural, A-flat,and A-natural until reaching what Boulanger
writes is the “resolution (aboutissement) of the bass,” a pedal B-flat (see example 4.9a
and b).
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a) Act III R243, introduction, g-minor in first inversion
b) III R246, “What should I forgive,” B-flat minor in first inversion
c) III, R254 “Gently little boat,” A-flat major
Example 4.8 Conclusion of the opera, “Battrement regulier” Act III, iii, R243-254, THE
RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes &
Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
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Example 4.9a Bass line of interest to Boulanger, Act III, iii, R246-249 THE RAKE’S
PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes & Son
(London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
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Example 4.9a continued Bass line of interest to Boulanger, Act III, iii, R246-249. THE
RAKE’S PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes &
Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
This resolution to a B-flat pedal occurs exactly when Tom and Anne sing together
in a moment of forgiveness and renewed love. Boulanger may have highlighted these
notes because of an interest in their transitional function. Certainly, this music comprises
yet another example of Stravinsky controlling dramatic tension through the use of a
drawn-out, linear progression—another grande ligne.
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Example 4.9b Boulanger’s reduction of the bass line, Act III, scene 3, R246-R249
There is one further possible reason for Boulanger highlighting this particular
progression, and that is its relationship to the B-A-C-H quotation found pervasively in the
opera (see example 4.10). Mary Hunter and Chandler Carter have both shown that the
Example 4.10 B-A-C-H motive
B-A-C-H motive occurs throughout Stravinsky’s work.76 Hunter in particular focuses on
the scene in question, Act III, scene iii, finding within it several permutations of this
motive including one in retrograde (H-C-A-B) and the un-ordered version, B-H-C-A (see
examples 4.11a and b).
76 Mary Hunter, “Igor and Tom: History and Destiny in The Rake’s Progress,” The Opera
Quarterly 7/4 (1990): 38-52; and Chandler Carter, “Stravinsky’s ‘Special Sense’: The Rhetorical Use of
Tonality in The Rake’s Progress,” Music Theory Spectrum 19 (1997): 55-80
.
Resolution (aboutissement)
of the bass
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a) R246-4-R246
b) R 213.3-213.4
Example 4.11 Mary Hunter’s identification of the B-A-C-H motive in The Rake’s
Progress, Act III, iii, R213.3-213.4 and 246-4-246. THE RAKE’S
PROGRESS by Igor Stravinsky © Copyright 1951 by Hawkes & Son
(London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission
The progression distilled by Boulanger also contains within it unordered variations of the
B-A-C-H motive (see example 4.12).
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Example 4.12 The B-A-C-H motive in Boulanger’s example, R246-249
Hunter argues that the bedlam scene that contains these motives was of particular
autobiographical importance to Stravinsky. She cites Robert Craft who wrote that “the
music of this scene was of great significance for Stravinsky, because he [identified] the
love of Tom and Anne with his own and his wife Vera’s.” 77 Hunter reinforced her
interpretation by citing Vera Stravinsky’s own testament that Act III, scene iii was: “to
[her]…the most touching music [Stravinsky] ever wrote.”78 Could there be a further layer
to this quotation?
It was no secret to Stravinsky that Boulanger’s passion for his music was most
challenged by her love for the music of Johann Sebastian Bach. Leaving these brief
references to this composer in his music would undoubtedly have caught the attention of
someone as apt as Boulanger. Hunter believes these quotes were Stravinsky’s way of
“resolving certain aspects of his musical past” and “expressing his “love for certain older
77 Hunter, 50. The citation comes from; Robert Craft and Vera Stravinsky eds., Stravinsky in
Pictures and Documents (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979), 362.
78 Ibid. Vera Stravinsky, "La prima assoluta" (a memoir of die first performance of The Rake’s
Progress, at La Fenice in Venice in 1951), quoted in Robert Craft and Igor Stravinsky, Themes and
Conclusions (London: Faber, 1972), 56.
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composers.” I would take this even further by saying his saturation of the Act III, scene
iii love duet with this B-A-C-H quotation was a way of expressing his love for
neoclassicism and perhaps even for his friend, Nadia Boulanger. Perhaps this was his
way of forever writing music that could serve as a rapprochement between him and his
old friend. This adds a further layer of meaning to Boulanger’s note of 11 September
1951 “thanking” Stravinsky for the music of the third Act. By highlighting this area with
so many analytical annotations, Boulanger makes it only the more enticing to imagine
that it was a message well-received.
Despite the markings Boulanger left behind on her teaching scores, whatever
codes may have been buried within the pitches of Stravinsky’s opera remain for the most
part unknown. Boulanger’s manuscripts scratch but the surface of what she discussed in
her classes and lectures. We do know that her observations about The Rake’s Progress
were hers alone, albeit tempered by two decades of creative interaction with the
composer. I believe Boulanger was secure enough in her own intimacy with Stravinsky’s
music that she would not have hesitated to put forth her evaluation of his opera as
definitive, even without his input, and that her previous interaction with him validated
and continues to validate this position to a large degree. This confidence transcended the
classroom, and Boulanger’s status in Europe as a Stravinsky expert presented her with
many opportunities to lecture on his music, and in particular, The Rake’s Progress to the
public at large. 79
79 One such presentation, a pre-concert talk given in 1952 in Monaco, was recorded for radio
broadcast and is now part of the collection at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Boulanger, Conférence
sur le Rake’s Progress, 1954 [recte 1952], SDRC 7154.This extensive lecture offers a rich text by which to
begin to answer some of the question concerning Boulanger’s mediation of Stravinsky’s late neo-classical
output to the general public. Though it is beyond the scope of this chapter to deal with the material of this
lecture here, it would make a fascinating study in its own right.
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A Partnership Ends
After 1952, Boulanger and Stravinsky’s creative partnership dwindled away. Instead of
receiving first-hand knowledge of his music, Boulanger now bolstered her assessment of
his work based on past conversations and experiences, even as Stravinsky drifted
increasingly further afield from neoclassicism and her conversations with him became a
part of the increasingly distant past.
For scholars, returning to Boulanger’s materials for The Rake’s Progress provides
unprecedented and remarkable insights into both the late compositional process that the
opera underwent and its early performance practice. The continuity draft given to
Boulanger suggests a new compositional stage for the opera for scholars to consider. This
allows for a clearer picture of what happened directly preceding the opera’s premiere and
what the lead performers were presented with just two months before appearing on-stage.
In addition, Boulanger’s letters augment our knowledge of early productions of
the opera in Europe, none of which are mentioned by Paul Griffiths’ published account of
events.80 These suggest a new starting point for approaching Stravinsky’s post-World
War II European reception, particularly in Paris and Monaco, and a way of navigating our
knowledge of his place in the world of Messiaen and Boulez discussed in Chapter Three.
Finally, it is sometimes difficult to understand why Boulanger did not fight harder
to win back Stravinsky’s allegiance, or why she remained so intransigent about moving
with Stravinsky towards serialism. But by 1950, her career had reached a comfortable
apex. She was a professor at the Conservatoire de Paris, she now served as director of the
school at Fontainebleau, and her alumni had achieved enormous success in the milieu of
80 Griffiths, ed. “Performance History,” in The Rake’s Progress, 48-59.
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classical music. She received invitations from all over the world to adjudicate
competitions—in performance and composition—and her network now extended into
Soviet Russia, Hungary, and Japan.81 She had little need to acknowledge the dissention
and disruption to her transnational network with Americans, and she perhaps doubted the
staying power Robert Craft’s influence might have on Stravinsky. Students still came to
her in droves. Furthermore, by 1950, Boulanger was nearing seventy. She, too, must have
felt that her time was winding down. But unlike Stravinsky, she did not doubt her life’s
work. Artists would always debate where the future of music lay, but Boulanger was
secure that her opinions would stand the test of time.
81 Rosenstiel, Nadia Boulanger, 251, 350 and 381. Also, after serving as a judge for the
International Tchaikovsky Competition in 1962, Boulanger maintained correspondence with Tikhon N.
Khrennikov; see F-Pn, N.L.a. 62.
EPILOGUE
Boulanger and Robert Craft’s Stravinsky
Rather than abruptly ceasing to exist, Boulanger and Stravinsky’s relationship slowly faded
to black after 1952. The letters continued until Stravinsky’s final convalescence in New York
City in 1970, each missive faintly dusted with the patina of nostalgia. Boulanger faithfully
wrote to Stravinsky every March and November, to assure him that he was in her thoughts on
the anniversaries of the deaths of his daughter and first wife. Every Christmas brought
birthday greetings from Boulanger for Vera and in each letter were “mille pensées” (best
wishes) for Robert Craft—or Bob—as Boulanger usually referred to him. Less frequently,
one finds telegrams from the North Wetherly Drive trio to Boulanger on Christmas, and her
own birthday (16 September). Neither Boulanger nor Stravinsky attended the extravagant
birthday celebrations that marked their respective seventieth and eightieth birthdays—
Stravinsky because he was too busy, or ill; Boulanger because she could not afford the
expense or the time away—but they found their own special ways to honor the other. For
Boulanger’s sixtieth birthday, Stravinsky composed his Hommage à Nadia Boulanger, a
short canon to the text of Jean de Meung; for Stravinsky’s eightieth birthday, Boulanger gave
interviews to the CBC and other documentary film-makers who were compiling a tribute for
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the composer. Beyond that, their telegrams and formal greetings to each other received pride
of place amongst the deluge of well-wishes sent. 1
Outside of these cordial exchanges, their once interlocking artistic spheres overlapped
no more. But to say that Boulanger remained ignorant or apathetic to Stravinsky’s serial
music is wrong. Not a single major work between the 1956 Canticum Sacrum, and the 1967
Requiem Canticles failed to be mentioned in letters to Boulanger. Sometimes this news came
from third parties only, such as was the case with the ballet Agon, and in other cases
Stravinsky sent her cursory information about instrumentation and general musical content,
such as with his cantata Abraham and Isaac. 2 Furthermore, Boulanger remained avidly
aware of the reception of his works. From New York, Soulima Stravinsky, Claudio Spies,
and Richard Hammond wrote to her of concerts, particularly of the beleaguered Mouvements
for piano and its underwhelming soloist, Margrit Weber.3 Elsewhere, Igor Markevitch
1 Boulanger took part in several documentary films for Stravinsky’s eightieth birthday, see: Letter from
Claudio Spies to Boulanger, 11 November 1962, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (276); Igor Stravinsky, Once at a Border:
Aspects of Stravinsky, dir. Tony Palmer, 166 min., Kultur International Films, 1980, videocassette; and ibid.,
Stravinsky at 80: A Birthday Tribute, produced and directed by Franz Kraemer, 88 min., Canadian Broadcasting
Company, 1962, videocassette. For Boulanger’s copy of the autograph to her Hommage see: Stravinsky,
Hommage à Nadia Boulanger, Autograph manuscript, 16 September 1947, F-Pn, Ms. 17940.
2 For letters concerning Agon see: Claudio Spies to Boulanger, 29 Novemebr 1957, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107
(253); Soulima Stravinsky to Boulanger, 6 December 1957, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (355); and Sister Ignatia Dourney
to Boulanger, May 1958, F-Pn, N.L.a. 105 (388–90). Boulanger eventually wrote to Stravinsky about the work
“thanking him” for it, 25 May 1968, SS, CH-Bps. For letters concerning Abraham and Isaac see: Robert Craft,
et.al. to Boulanger, 16 September 1962, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (276); and Spies to Boulanger, 10 September 1965,
F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (293); 10 March 1964, N.L.a. 107 (287); and 21 June 1964, N.L.a. 107 (288). Stravinsky
himself wrote to Boulanger to ask her if she had heard anything about the work’s European reception on 21
March 1965, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (280–81).
3 Letter from Spies to Boulanger, 29 January 1960, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (263–64): “Soloist does not
understand this music.”; and 20 September 1962, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (275); Dr. E. Roth also wrote to Boulanger
about the piece, worried that Stravinsky’s health would be too poor for him to conduct it. Roth (Boosey and
Hawkes) to Boulanger, 12 November 1959, F-Pn, N.L.a. 57 (174); and Richard Hammond to Boulanger, 26
January 1960, F-Pn, N.L.a. 74 (270). Boulanger eventually wrote to Stravinsky to report that she had managed
to familiarize herself with the Mouvements score from afar: 15 September 1960, SS, CH-Bps.
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informed her of performances he organized in Europe, and in his own turn, Nicolas Nabokov
wrote to Boulanger often of Stravinsky’s European reception.4
In November 1955, Boulanger began planning a trip to Venice for the September
1956 premiere of the Canticum Sacrum, bringing with her Annette Dieudonné, Winnifred
Johnstone, and an unnamed pupil.5 Two years later, in 1958, she returned to Venice to hear
Stravinsky’s Bach Variations and his Threni. Arriving several days early to take in the
rehearsals, Boulanger noted in her diaries her daily reactions to what appears to have been an
increasingly distressing experience:
21 September: Rehearsal Bob, conducting very well placed, very strict, very
cold, very proper.
22 September, everything very vague at rehearsal, Stravinsky hesitant to take
the baton because he didn’t work at learning his part during Bob’s rehearsal; 7
[00 p.m.] Rehearsal hardly more decisive than this morning.
23 September: Rehearsal Stravinsky, very hesitant, moving, doesn’t dare
make a decision, physical reactions too slow, gave it all up to Bob. The whole
thing is sad. Sometimes there is a gesture reminiscent of old times.6
The final trip Boulanger would make to see Stravinsky perform took place six years
later, when she attended one of Nabokov’s art festivals in West Berlin in 1964.7 The entire
4 Nabokov’s later letters often discussed Stravinsky’s music and his health. See especially 1962–68,F-
Pn, N.L.a. 90 (222–26; 228–29); See also Igor Markevitch to Boulanger, 1962–64, F-Pn, N.L.a. 83 (281, 292,
and 294).
5 See: Letters from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 25 November 1955; 6 May 1956; 4 June 1956; 2
September 1956; undated (post Canticum Sacrum premiere), SS, CH-Bps; For Stravinsky’s replies see: 30
March (Holy Friday) 1956 and 16 May 1956, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (249–50); and Vera Stravinsky, January 1956,
F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (76-80). Claudio Spies also wrote to Boulanger to wish her well during her trip to the
premiere: Spies to Boulanger, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (246–47).
6 “21 septembre 1958: rép Bob conduit les choses bien en place, très strict très froid, très propre; 22
Septembre : rép tout très vague Str. hésitant à prendre le baton car il n'a pas travaillé sa partition l'apprend
durant la répétition de Bob; 7 rép, guère plus décisive que ce matin. 23 Septembre: rép Str. très hésitant
pathétique n'osant prendre une décision réactions physiques trop lentes--se raccrochant à Bob. Le tout très triste.
Parfois un geste souverain de jadis.” Boulanger, Agenda, 21–3 September 1958, F-Pn, Rés. Vmf. Ms. 62.
According to Stravinsky’s diaries, he paid for Boulanger’s ticket. The cost was $16.00. Stravinsky, Diaries, 23
September 1958, SS, CH-Bps.
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visit turned into a fiasco with Stravinsky first cancelling because of health concerns and then
deciding at the last minute he would attend.8 Boulanger, whose plans undulated like a
pendulum along with Stravinsky’s, finally committed to going, but one can only imagine her
annoyance. It was the last time she would travel beyond Paris to visit with her composer
friend. 1964 also marked the last time Boulanger would formally program one of
Stravinsky’s serial pieces onto a program. The work was his Introitus (T.S. Eliot in
memoriam) and Boulanger included it along with his Élegy (1945) on the program for the
Princess de Polignac in November 1964, an event I will consider in further detail below.
Following November 1964, Boulanger isolated her interaction with Stravinsky’s post-
1952 music to her classroom and in her replies to the composer. The rhetoric she used to
describe his compositions soon became the stuff of well-worn clichés, perhaps because her
failing eye-sight required that so many of her letters be dictated. Boulanger continued to
consider each piece “a revelation,” that teemed with energy, and contained nothing but “all
the right notes.” In each score, she wrote to him, there remained a “great lesson.” These
rhetorical phrases, or slightly varied versions of them, were recycled time and time again.9
7 Letter from Nabokov to Boulanger, 11 June 1964, F-Pn, N.L.a. 90 (220). He enticed Boulanger there
by agreeing to pay her expenses as well as any money she would lose by being absent from her
teaching/concertizing schedule.
8 The whole affair seemed highly dramatic and really placed Boulanger in the middle of Stravinsky
(and Robert Craft) and Nabokov. See: Stravinsky to Boulanger, 30 July 1964, F-Pn, N. L. a. 108 (277); and
letter from Nabokov to Boulanger, 28 August 1964, F-Pn, N. L. a. 90 (233).
9 See for example : Boulanger to Stravinsky 2 September 1958, SS, CH-Bps : “Lu la partition de
Threni – n’ose en parler --que seraient mes mots devant ces pages extraordinaires. Entendez tout ce que mon
silence contient. ” (“Read the score to Threni—I dare not speak of it—what are words before these
extraordinary pages. Hear (and understand) all that my silence contains.”); and Boulanger to Stravinsky, 8
September 1965, SS, CH-Bps: “Son génie se renouvelle pourtant, par une miracle presque incroyable. Son
Requiem pour TS Eliot [recte: Introitus] est un chef d’œuvre. Monumental autant que condensé. Et tout reste
éclairé par celui qui porte la lumière depuis tant d’années. Toujours elle-même, toujours nouvelle. ” (“His
genius renews itself still, by an almost incredible miracle. His Requiem for TS Eliot [Introitus] is a masterpiece.
Monumental, while still condensed. And all remains clarified by he who has lit the way for so many years.
Always itself, always new. ”)
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Boulanger protected herself from further comment by writing that she did not wish to bore
Stravinsky, or dare to put into words that which the music said best on its own. She therefore
saved herself from having to express anything particular about Stravinsky’s late music that
would betray her loyalty to him, or possibly force her to lie and say something positive about
serial music.
Boulanger Teaches Stravinsky’s Twelve-tone Music
There are extant clues that allow us to see some of the details of Boulanger’s later
pedagogical relationship with Stravinsky’s serial music. If we believe that Boulanger actually
taught the material listed in the syllabi for her Wednesday Afternoon Classes, then she
incorporated Stravinsky’s late music often after 1958 (see Table E.1).10
Table E.1 Stravinsky pieces included in Boulanger’s Wednesday Afternoon Classes post-
1958
10 Boulanger, Les Cours de la rue Ballu, (“Les cours du mercredi”) 1955-1979, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos.
128.
Academic Year Work(s) by Stravinsky
1955-1956 Ave Marie
Pater Noster
Capriccio
Perséphone
1956-1957 Canticum novum [sic]
Dumbarton Oaks Concerto
Oedipus Rex
1957-1958 Perséphone
Canticum sacrum
1958-1959 Threni
1959-1960 Canticum sacrum
1960-1961 Threni
1961-1962 Capriccio
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1962-1963 Capriccio
Threni
1963-1964 4 Chants russes
3 Chansons pour les enfants
Duo concertant pour violon et piano
A sermon, a narrative, and a prayer
1964-1965 Fugue du Concerto pour deux pianos
1965-1966 Introïtus
Elégie pour Baryton et 3 clarinette
1967-1968 Works by Strawinsky, Boulez, Nono,
Lutoslawski, Stockhausen, Xenakis
1969-1970 Canticum sacrum
(Along with works by Boulez, Messiaen,
Dutilleux, Xenakis, Theodore Chanler, and
Zygmunt Mycielski)
1970-1971 Messe
1971-1972 4 chants russes
Concerto pour piano et instruments à vent
Sonate pour deux pianos
fragments from “Canticum sacrum”
1972-1973 Ave Maria –Pater Noster –Pastorale
Concerto pour 2 pianos
Messe
1973-1974 Capriccio
1974-1975 Requiem Canticles
1975-1976 4 Chants russes (translated into French by
Ramuz)
Pastorale
1976-1977 Concerto pour 2 pianos
1977-1978 Messe
1978-1979 Capriccio
The Canticum sacrum was included a total of six times; Threni, appears thrice; and the
Introitus, and A Sermon, a Narrative, and a Prayer appeared once each. Bizarrely enough,
none of these scores were included as part of the fonds Boulanger gift, and perhaps they were
sent along to Lyon instead (see Table E.2).
Concerto pour violon
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The most remarkable of the four scores the Biblothèque Nationale de France does
hold from this time is Boulanger’s copy of Elegy for J.F.K. given to her by Rufina
Ampernova, a friend and Boosey and Hawkes employee.11 Boulanger’s arthritic handwriting
covers the score, where she mapped out the serial skeleton of the work. She identified rows
and row types and then sketched them onto a loose piece of staff paper that she tucked away
in the back of the score when finished. This composition was never actually incorporated into
Boulanger’s syllabi, and there is no evidence to suggest she ever gave a lecture on it. I read
her analysis as a quiet, reluctant attempt to dissolve her anathema for serial methods and re-
kindle her passion for Stravinsky’s oeuvre. Whatever the driving force behind it, the score is
a rare illustration that Boulanger was aware and capable of serial analysis, despite her
misgivings towards it.
Table E.2 Stravinsky scores owned by Boulanger, 1963-1971
Work Type of Score A
nn
ot
at
ed
Date Shelfmark
The Flood Published Score (New
York: Boosey & Hawkes,
1963)
1963
Vmg. 22922
Elegy for J.F.K. Published Score (New
York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1964)
X 1964
Vmg. 12520A
Rite of Spring Published Sketches (New
York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1969)
X 1969
Vma. 4011-
4012
11 Rufina Ampernova first corresponded with Nadia Boulanger concerning Boosey and Hawkes’s
edition of Igor Markevitch’s symphonies: See Ampernova to Boulanger (as part of the Igor Markevitch
correspondence), 1974-1976, F-Pn, N.L.a. 83.
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Otherwise, there is every reason to believe that Boulanger continued to use tonality as
a means for analyzing Stravinsky’s music. But she can hardly be faulted for that after reading
the 1959 Conversations with Igor Stravinsky. In this particular interview, Stravinsky
responded to Craft’s question of the relationship between his later music and tonality that:
The intervals of my series are attracted by tonality; I compose vertically and
that is, in one sense at least, to compose tonally…I hear certain possibilities
and I choose. I can create my choice in a serial composition just as I can in
any tonal contrapuntal form. I hear harmonically, of course, and I compose in
the same way I always have.12
Craft pushed the issue further by asking Stravinsky if this was true about the music of his
Septet, a piece that Boulanger lectured on extensively for the BBC in 195213:
R.C. Nevertheless, the Gigue from your Septet and the choral canons in the
Canticum Sacrum are much more difficult to hear harmonically than any
earlier music of yours. Hasn’t composing with a series therefore affected your
harmonic scope?
I.S. It is certainly more difficult to hear harmonically the music you speak of
than my earlier music; but any serial music intended to be heard vertically is
more difficult to hear. The rules and restrictions of serial writing differ little
from the rigidity of the great contrapuntal schools of old. At the same time,
they…enrich harmonic scope; one starts to hear more things and differently
than before. The serial technique I use impels me to greater discipline than
ever before.14
Stravinsky himself drew the connection between his new music and his old, between
counterpoint, tonality, and serial writing. It is not difficult to imagine how Boulanger may
12 Robert Craft and Igor Stravinsky, Conversations with Igor Stravinsky (New York and
London, 1959), 24-25.
13 Boulanger, Lecture on the Septet, ca. 1952, D 1-21 (22), Centre Internationale Nadia et Lili
Boulanger.
14 Craft and Stravinsky, Conversations, 24-25.
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Table E.3 Boulanger Concert Programs Referencing Stravinsky’s Music (1958-1971)15
Piece: Date: Concert
Location/Series:
Additional Notes: Folio:
"All-
Stravinsky
Recital"
18 May1958 Southern Illinois
University
“The Nadia Boulanger Seminars” The second of these
seminars included the “University Convocation and All-
Strainvsky recital.” 16
( 877-878)17
Dumbarton
Oaks Concerto
29 May 1959 Fondation Singer-
Polignac
Bach, Monteverdi, Gillet also on the concert ( 890-891)
Ave Maria 17 May 1960 Union Interalliée Singers included: Flore Wend, Marguerite Pâquet, Paul
Derenne, and Doda Conrad; Also on the program: Hindemith,
Préger, Françaix, Chanler, Sermizy
( 901-902)
“Egologue I”
and
“Dithyrambe”
from Duo
Concertante
for violin and
piano
10 August 1960 Yehudi Menuhin
Festival, Gstaad
( 909-916)
15 Boulanger, Programmes, 1958-1964, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 195 (877-1094). Boulanger’s programs are in and of themselves revelatory of her
pedagogical practices and the connections she saw across time periods and stylistically diverse composers. For more, see: Jeanice Brooks. “New Links Between
Them: Modernist Historiographies and the Concerts of Nadia Boulanger,” Crosscurrents: American and European Music in Interaction, 1900-2000, ed Carol Oja,
Anne Schreffler, Felix Meyer, and Wolfgang Rathert (Basel: Paul Sacher Stiftung, in press).
16 At this convocation, Boulanger received an honorary doctorate from Illinois University and afterwards Nell Tangeman and Soulima Stravinsky
presented a program of compositions by Igor Stravinsky. The festivities also included an evening of performances (student compositions), followed by private
meetings between the composers and Boulanger. A final reception (which cost $3.25 per ticket) ended the evening. Howard Hanson was the reception’s guest
speaker.
17 During her 1958 tour, Boulanger also conducted a concert at Dumbarton Oaks in honour of Mr. and Mrs. Bliss’s 50th wedding anniversary. There was
no Stravinsky on the program. Programmes, 1958-1964, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 195 (861–71).
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Nocturne from
the Concerto
for Two Pianos
5 December 1961 Union Interalliée Concert in memory of Theodore Chanler, oorganized by
Nadia Boulanger. Idel Biret played the piano with her in this
concert.
( 963-964)
Violin
Concerto in D
17 January 1961 Royal Festival Hall; The
English Chamber
Orchestra and Music
Society
Performed along with Yehudi Menuhin (soloist for the
concerto) and others. Program also included a Bach
Brandenburg Concerto and the Fauré Requiem
( 966-969)
Ave Maria
(Russian
Version)
8 April 1962 King's Chapel Concert
Series
Daniel Pinkham was the director of Music for the series ( 1005)18
“Non
erubescite
Reges” (from
Oedipus Rex)
24 May 1962 Fondation Singer-
Polignac
Also on the program: Bach, Mozart, et Monteverdi ( 1046)
Mass 21 June 1962 Yehudi Menuhin Bath
Festival
Boulanger conducted ( 1059)
Scherzo à la
russe
24 July 1962 Benefit concert for
scholarships/study
grants for the
Conservatoire
Américain de
Fontainebleau
Given along with Clifford Curzon ( 1077)
Concerto en
Ré
26 August 1964 Bath Festival, Yehudi
Menuhin
Menuhin played the concerto; Also on the program: Bach,
Suite in B-minor, No. 2; Joseph Haydn Concerto in D Major,
101; J. S. Bach, Brandenburg Concerto No. 5
( 1094)
18 Boulanger also performed a special arrangement of Thomson's, A Solemn Music (980), “prepared especially for Nadia Boulanger;” in this series.
“Concert in Carnegie Hall,” 15-18 Feburary 1962, New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein musical director.
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have translated the information from this interview to justify the content of her own classroom
discussions; at the same time, I cannot help but wonder if these conversation books didn’t make
Boulanger miss the joy of having analytical discussions with Stravinsky herself.
Boulanger’s more conservative choices appear to have influenced her concert
programming more so than her pedagogical efforts. This may also have been a by-product of
unwilling conductors or untrained performers in her orbit. Nonetheless, after 1958, Stravinsky’s
music continued to appear regularly on concert programs with which Boulanger was involved, in
locations as far away as Illinois, and more locally as part of the Fondation Singer-Polignac
series, the yearly Yehudi Menhuin Festival, and concerts she organized at the Royal Festival Hall
and as part of the King’s Chapel Concert Series (see table E.3). None of these concerts included
Stravinsky’s serial music.
Furthermore, by 1958, Boulanger had abandoned hope of cajoling Stravinsky into
accepting any commission she proposed. Boulanger approached him only three times with
project offers after the events of The Rake’s Progress. In 1956, she wrote to Stravinsky with a
commission from Cristobal Halffter, the new conductor of the de Falla orchestra.19 Later, in
1966, Boulanger passed along that André Malraux, the then French Minister of Cultural Affairs,
was interested in commissioning a work from Stravinsky.20 In both cases, Boulanger no longer
hid the distaste she had for making such requests of Stravinsky. In her own words: “I have
completed my chore, aware that I will no doubt revolt you, but you love me enough to pardon
19 See letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 21 February 1956, SS, CH-Bps. “J’ai fait mon devoir,
consciente de sans doute vous révolter, mais vous m’aimez assez pour me pardonner, n’est-ce pas?”
20 See Boulanger to Stravinsky, 4 December 1966, SS, CH-Bps. For Stravinsky’s reply see: 11 December
1966, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (293–94). Stravinsky flat-out refused to have anything more to do with music in Paris after
the disastrous performance of his Threni during a Pierre Boulez concert series. See Walsh, Second Exile, 387.
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me, no?” She knew all too well the unlikelihood that Stravinsky would entertain the offers, and
she was right. The composer accepted neither.
The most disappointing denial came in 1964, just following the death of Prince Pierre of
Monaco, when Boulanger asked Stravinsky to write a piece for a celebration being put together
to honor the Princesse de Polignac.21 Stravinsky was at first interested, but after hearing that the
payment would only amount to $10,000, he flat-out refused, saying the price did not even equal
what he would charge to conduct a concert.22 Being in an emotionally vulnerable state,
Boulanger was wounded by this rejection, but, once again reflecting her talent at denying the
poor choices made by Stravinsky, she instead decided to include two previously composed
pieces on the program for her concert: his Introitus and his Elégie (1945).23 Neither work was
related to the Princesse in any way, but the second of these compositions, the Elegie (1945), was
written by Stravinsky after Boulanger’s urging for the meagre price of $100 in 1945.24 Was this
21 Letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 14 November 1964, SS, CH-Bps. Some other letter or phone
conversation must have occurred before this, as Stravinsky’s first response is in the form of a telegram and dates
from 12 November 1964, F-Pn, N. L. a. 108 (307). In Stravinsky’s original telegram he wrote: “Proposition
attractive, regret time so short, is there chance of postponement and could you cable conditions urgent because
another commission pending also leaving for New York in a week.” At first, Stravinsky was not only interested, but
he seemed almost favourable to the idea, so long as Boulanger got back to him quickly.
22 Stravinsky’s final refusal also went by telegram on 17 November 1964, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (284), in which
he wrote: “Regrette infinement mais prends aujourdhui dix mille pour diriger un concert et pas moins que 25 mille
pour commende une courte piece vous remercie beaucoup neamoins.” (“I’m infinitely sorry, but am paid $10,000 to
conduct in a concert now and no less than $25,000 for a short piece. Nonetheless, my sincere thanks.”)
23 Letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 24 November 1964. SS, CH-Bps. “Le Fondation tenait tant à la
réalisation de ce projet, le seul qui me paraissait et le plus beau et le plus juste que tout est encore à l’examen. Mais,
je crois que leur budget ne leur permet pas d’envisager ce qui n’est pas discuté mais dépasse les disponibilités ”
(“The Foundation held on dearly to the realisation of this project, the one that seemed to me the most beautiful and
the most just of all those yet considered. But, I believe that their budget will not allow them to realize that which,
though it isn’t said, surpasses their available funds.”)
24 In 1944, Boulanger proposed the Élegie project to Stravinsky on behalf of Germaine Prévost, a violist
from Belgium whose wife and daughters he had been forced to leave behind during the war. Prévost asked
Boulanger to request Stravinsky write a piece for solo viola for the memory of the violinist, Aphonse Onnou. All
Prévost had to offer Stravinsky though was $100. Stravinsky accepted. See letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 21
August 1944, SS, CH-Bps. Stravinsky agreed and wrote the work. See also: Walsh, Second Exile, 162; Craft and
Vera Stravinsky, eds. Stravinsky in Pictures and Documents, 357.
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Boulanger’s way of sending Stravinsky a message, or of reminding herself of who her friend
once was?25
Stravinsky’s Failing Health
What compounded the issue of growing frustrated or angry with Stravinsky was Boulanger’s full
awareness that his health was slowly deteriorating. On 15 October 1956, Stravinsky had a stroke
in the middle of conducting a concert in Berlin. The news was a terrible shock to friends and
family.26 Theodore Stravinsky wasted no time writing to Boulanger that his father was not well,
though recovering. Someone, Theodore Stravinsky wrote, ought to compel his father to take time
off—implying that he hoped Boulanger would be that person.27 On 4 November, the pedagogue
received a phone call from Robert Craft, who explained that Stravinsky had managed to finish
the Berlin concert in spite of the stroke, but that he had begun to speak poorly afterwards. Then,
after leaving for Munich, it would seem that he was badly paralyzed. In her diary, Boulanger
wrote: “Since [then] he has been better, but also bad…A complicated conversation. [He] wants
to work. [It’s] terrible, terrible.”28
25 In Stravinsky’s response concerning the tribute for the Princesse, he thanked Boulanger for including his
music. Letter from Stravinsky to Boulanger, 30 November 1965, F-Pn, N. L. a. 108 (285–86). “Merci d’avoir mis
au programme de tante Wynnie Introitus et Elegie.” (“Thank you for including on the centenary program for Aunt
Winnie the Introitus and Elegie.”)
26 Walsh, Second Exile, 347.
27 Letter from Theodore Stravinsky to Boulanger, 16 October 1956, F-Pn, N. L. a. 109 (12). Theodore was
so worried in fact, that he had his own doctor, a Dr. Gilbert, follow his father for the remainder of the tour.
Boulanger had been away at a music festival in Berlin, which is why there is a month’s difference between when
Theodore Stravinsky first wrote her and when she got in contact with anyone about the incident.
28 Boulanger, Agendas, 4 November 1956, F-Pn, Rés Vmf. Ms. 60 (4). “Craft m’appelle—l’attaque
pendant le concert à Berlin, mais a fini le concert. S’est révillé parlant mal. La tête se sentant [en air]—mais parti
pour Munich. Une nuit a voulu se lever a pensé paralyze très mal. Depuis a été mieux mais sens mal. Une
conversation compliquées. Veut travailler—terrible. Terrible…et nous parlons.”
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From that point forward, letters sent to Boulanger often referenced Stravinsky’s health.
One gets the impression that mutual friends such as Claudio Spies and Louise Talma sugar-
coated the situation for her. Spies in particular wrote repeatedly that the composer seemed tired,
but not terribly ill and that when conducting his music his old vigor returned to him.29 Richard
Hammond on the other hand thought it fool-hardy that Stravinsky continued to work the way he
did after the stroke, writing in one particularly candid letter of 26 January 1960:
Despite his hard work [Stravinsky] did not look too badly, but I am sure he was
quite tired, and I hate to see him being dragged off on a somewhat pointless trip to
South America mainly for Bob’s sake, while he should be resting and saving his
strength for his much more important work.30
Most agreed that, in person, Stravinsky seemed feeble. This may explain why, despite writing of
how much she missed Stravinsky, when he made a house call to the rue Ballu in 1958, Boulanger
failed to meet him, and later, when Boulanger toured the United States in 1962, she did not
include a trip to Santa Barbara on her itinerary.31 I think there was a large part of Boulanger that
wanted to avoid seeing Stravinsky in a weakened state, or that was not sure she could keep up
the false support for his work if she were to see him in person. And perhaps that lies at the root
of Boulanger’s later rhetoric concerning the energy and the youthful power of Stravinsky’s late
music. Perhaps these words were used to promote the sentiment that despite his physical state,
Stravinsky’s mental capacities were still intact.
From 1968 onward Boulanger received reports of Stravinsky’s health that see-sawed
between hopeful and upsetting. Theodore Stravinsky kept Boulanger fully aware of his
29 See for example Spies to Boualnger, 29 November 1957, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (253).
30 Richard Hammond to Boulanger, 26 January 1960, F-Pn, N.L.a. 74 (270).
31 For information on Boulanger’s tour of the United States in 1962 see: Boulanger, Voyages aux États-
Unis, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Dos. 125. After missing her, Stravinsky left her a note stating his disappointment: Stravinsky
to Boulanger, 13 November 1958, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (264–65).
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impressions of the situation, writing in October 1968 that his father was improving, though he
could no longer walk on his own and it was “in vain” to try to “search for any sort of happiness
in his eyes.”32 Months later, the patriarch was back in the hospital, but a letter came on 19 June
1969 from Katharine Wolff, that the composer had experienced a “miraculous” recovery and had
left the hospital.33 By that September, Stravinsky was once again a spectator at concerts of his
music, but the usually unflappable Claudio Spies wrote to Boulanger:
The last time I saw Mr. Stravinsky was for me a very sad moment. He did not
recognize me. It was at one of those circus-like concerts of Robert Craft at
StoneyBrook, N.Y. It has become utterly impossible to understand how Mrs.
Stravinsky can tolerate Craft’s crude behavior toward Mr. Stravinsky, and the
sadness at the old gentlemen’s deterioration is thus the greater.34
Even Spies was now growing wary of Craft, and had begun to perceive the folly in Stravinsky’s
care.
Boulanger must have been divided between worry, concern, and resignation, and she
appears to have made the choice that there was little she could do to help Stravinsky at that point.
Instead, she turned her attention to his children, who had been the ones to originally welcome her
into their family—and therefore into her friendship with Stravinsky—so many years ago.
Boulanger wrote to Stravinsky’s daughter, Milène Marion for the first time since Catherine
Stravinsky’s death in 1939, to console her. Milène replied in thanks, writing that it was a great
comfort to hear from Boulanger, given the powerlessness she felt concerning the painful and
difficult situation in which she and her brothers found themselves.35 Theodore wrote to
32 Theodore Stravinsky to Boulanger, 15 October 1968, F-Pn, N. L. a. 109 (32).
33 Katharine Wolff to Boulanger, 19 June 1969, F-Pn, N.L.a. 117 (297–98). Original in English.
34 Spies to Boulanger, 13 September 1969, F-Pn, N.L.a. 107 (296). Original in English.
35 Milène Marion to Boulanger, 27 October 1969, F-Pn, N.L. a. 108 (312): “Les sentiments de sympathie
et de compréhension qu’elle exprime nous sont d’un grand réconfort dans la situation très difficile et pénible que
nous trouverons, d’autant plus pénible que nous sommes totalement impuissante, mes frères et mois, à y remédier.”
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Boulanger in September 1969 that Vera had asked him not to come to visit his father, implying
his presence was not welcome there.36 Particularly confusing for Boulanger was that, a week
later, she received a telegram from Igor and Vera Stravinsky saying they were thinking of her
and would see her in Paris in a month.37 Boulanger wrote to Theodore to urge him to remain
calm—that this was the best thing he could do for his father. Such a suggestion seems to have
been a lot to ask of Stravinsky’s older son, particularly when it came to Vera Stravinsky.38
By December, Stravinsky’s health was in continual decline. Theodore Stravinsky wrote
to Boulanger:
mentally, he seems lost in a world of his own, impenetrable…[sometimes there is]
a reflex denoting a certain lucidity of the spirit, but those are only rare and brief
moments. He said himself, for example, he knows he can no longer keep things
straight in his head…The only pleasure left to him—and this is deeply moving—
is to listen to music. So, we play him records. It is heart-breaking to watch him
listen while following the score. 39
Within two months, Theodore Stravinsky wrote that the situation had changed for the worse:
[I am now] completely deprived of real news of my father. All ties have been
broken between Vera and us following a letter that I could not stop myself from
writing—in only the most proper terms—to tell her my indignation at the
announcement that not only all of the manuscripts but also all the archives are
being put up for sale. Letting on that it was Strawinsky himself who was selling
everything. I also passed on my additional indignation at these articles, or
“interviews,” fabricated by Craft to feed the myth that the Master is still mentally
36 Theodore Stravinsky to Boulanger, 23 September 1969, F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (34).
37 Stravinsky to Boulanger, 30 September 1969, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (301).
38 Theodore Stravinsky to Boulanger, 2 October 1969, F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (35). Theodore wrote to her: “vous
le dites, cruciaux se posent, et cela à tous les plans.” (“You were right when you said, it’s crucial to remain calm, no
matter what.”) In this letter Theodore also gave Boulanger his sister’s address in California.
39 “Au moral il semble plongé[sic] dans un monde à lui, impénétrable et, tout à coup, une réflexion qui
dénote une certaine lucidité de l’esprit, mais ce ne sont que de rares et brefs instants. Il dit lui-même, par exemple,
être conscient de ne plus pouvoir coordonner les choses dans sa tête…Le seul plaisir qui lui reste –et c’est vraiment
bouleversant –est d’écouter de la musique. Alors on lui fait tourner des disques. C’est poignant de le voir écouter en
suivant le partition. ” Theodore Stravinsky to Boulanger, 7 December 1969, F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (36).
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in full form. My letter received a vile response from Vera. When I think, dear old
friend, that the mental state of my father has completely robbed him of the ability
to even recognize his own music when it is played for him? It’s tragic.40
In spite of this, Boulanger seems to have chosen to continue treating Stravinsky as if he was
well, and sent him a ballot for that year’s Lili Boulanger Award.41 And what does one say to a
dying friend, especially when one knows that one’s letters are no longer private? For Boulanger,
who had herself previously benefitted from Stravinsky’s predilection for ego-stroking and had
known all too well the composer’s desire for devotees and followers, it must have been bitter-
sweet to know that the composer had brought himself to this end. Ultimately, Boulanger wrote
very little, though her few words are packed with meaning. First, on Ash Wednesday 1970,
Boulanger put pen to paper to write simply: “My prayers join with yours, and my thoughts. May
God keep you.”42 Two weeks later, her final words to Stravinsky arrived and perhaps only
fittingly, they concerned the anniversary of the death of his first wife, Catherine. In her brief
note, Boulanger simply wrote: “My thoughts are with you, My Friend, in inalterable fidelity. In
my memories, I embrace you with all my heart. Nadia B.”43
40 Étant maintenant complètement privé de vraies nouvelles de mon père. Tout est rompu entre Vera et nous
à la suite d’une letter que je n’ai pu m’empêcher de lui écrire…pour lui dire mon indignation à l’annonce de la mise
en vente no seulement de tous les manuscrits mais aussi de toutes les archives. Laissant croire que c’est Strawinsky
lui-même qui vend tout. D’autre part mon indignation aussi devant les articles “interviews ” fabriquées par Craft
pour accréditer la légende que le maître est encoure mentalement en pleine forme. Ma lettre m’a valu de Vera une
réponse ignoble. Quand je pense, chère grande amie, que l’état cérébral complètement voilé de mon pauvre p`re
l’empêche même de reconnaitre sa propre musique quand on lui met un disue? C’est tragique.” Theodore Stravinsky
to Boulanger, 27 January 1970, F-Pn, N.L.a. 109 (37). “
41 Boulanger to Stravinsky, 8 February 1970, SS, CH-Bps.
42 “Mes prières s’unissent avec [les] votres[sic], et mes pensées. Que Dieu vous garde. ” Boulanger to
Stravinsky, 11 Feburary 1970, SS, CH-Bps
43 “Mes pensées sont avec vous, Mon Ami, en inalterable [sic] fidelité [sic]. Dans mon souvenir, je vous
embrasse de tout cœur. Nadia B.” Boulanger to Stravinsky, 2 March 1970, SS, CH-Bps.
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Stravinsky died in New York City on 6 April 1971. He was eighty-nine years old. No
entry from Boulanger’s diaries mark the event, and no reference to it was made on her wall
calendar for the year. Boulanger did, however, write letters to Theodore, Soulima, and Milène
Stravinsky with her condolences. Afterwards, she composed a letter to her old student and dear
friend, Sister Ignatia Dourney, in which she noted that God had called Igor Stravinsky on the
Tuesday during Holy Week, thus implying that of all the times for him to pass, this was perhaps
the most appropriate. Dourney responded:
Your letter! It has moved me beyond words. Your all-embracing faith inspires,
rejoices my heart. That God called the great Stravinsky during the Holy Week,
when prayer and thought lead from Calvary to the glory of the resurrection in
Christ to Eternal Life, I felt dominated his thought. May his soul be blessed with
peace and eternal glory!
For you, I know there is great sadness. The genius of Stravinsky, your friend, is
silent. No longer shall he gladden your heart with his wisdom and wit nor delight
your ear with another miracle of fresh sound…How sadness and joy intermingle
as I read your letter.44
After his death, Boulanger continued to serve as confident to Theodore as the family entered into
a vicious and lengthy legal battle over Stravinsky’s final resting place and his estate. A month
later, Theodore Stravinsky asked Boulanger to assist him in publishing his own testament to his
mother and father, a text he wrote directly following the latter’s death. He dedicated the work to
Boulanger and all she meant to the Stravinsky family.
Boulanger and Stravinsky, The Extant Literature
Unfortunately, this was not enough to warrant Boulanger’s inclusion in biographical accounts of
the composer, a fact complicated thoroughly by Craft. Prior to Craft’s texts with Stravinsky,
44 Sister Ignatia Dourney to Boulanger, 11 April (Easter Sunday) 1971, F-Pn, N.L.a. 105 (404–06).
Original in English.
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there were a handful of books published on the composer’s life and works as a whole. There was
Stravinsky’s own Chroniques de ma vie (1936) and his Poétique Musicale (1942), but both of
these were “tainted,” if you will, by the presence of ghost-writers or co-writers (Walter Nouvel,
and Rolland-Manuel and Pierre Souvtchinsky respectively).45 Outside of these works, Boris de
Schloezer’s, Igor Stravinsky appeared in 1929, and André Schaeffner, published his biography
on the composer, simply entitled, Stravinsky, in 1931. Other scholars did piecemeal surveys of
his musical output, such as Eric Walter White’s books in 1930 and 1946, and others, such as
Charles Ferdinand Ramuz and Jean Cocteau published their memoirs of Stravinsky in 1924 and
1929 respectively.
These were all, however, incomplete, and no one had access to the composer the way that
Robert Craft did after 1948. In 1957, Craft began to publish his “conversations” with Stravinsky,
short books or articles wherein Craft would pose questions and then record the composer’s
answers.46 The last of these books was published in 1969. After Stravinsky’s death, Craft began
to publish editions of the composer’s archival materials, taking advantage of Vera Stravinsky’s
permission to edit them.47 By 1985, Craft had published volumes of Stravinsky’s
correspondence, his diaries, Vera Stravinsky’s diaries, and various archival collections.48 The
45 Igor Stravinsky, Chroniques de ma vie (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1936); and Poetique Musicale
(Dijon: D.B. Janin, 1945); Boulanger was involved with the translation of the work into English in 1942. As a thank
you gift, Stravinsky gave her a copy of his Poétique Musicale which is now part of the fonds Boulanger and is
heavily annotated. See: F-Pn, Mus. Vmc. 9362.
46 Stravinsky with Robert Craft, Conversations with Igor Stravinsky (New York: Doubleday, 1959); ibid.,
Memories and Commentaries (New York: Doubleday, 1960); ibid., Expositions and Developments (New York:
Doubleday, 1962); ibid., Dialogues and a Diary (Garden City, NY, Doubleday, 1963, enlarged 1968); ibid., Themes
and Episodes (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1966, 2/1967); ibid., Retrospectives and Conclusion (New York: A. A.
Knopf, 1969). Their Themes and Conclusions (London: Faber) appeared in 1972 and was a combination of Themes
and Episodes and Retrospectives and Conclusions.
47 Walsh, Second Exile, 541; See also Jann Pasler’s excellent review of the materials in, “Stravinsky:
Insights and Oversights,” The Musical Times 127 (1986): 557–59.
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amount of information in these books is remarkable, and Craft’s own reviews and commentaries
accompanied each, themselves teeming with detail and knowledge. Any Stravinsky scholar after
Craft needed to wade through these materials before even departing on any independent
discovery.
Unfortunately, Boulanger’s recourse to accessible analysis, coupled with her insistence
on tonal explanations for Stravinsky’s music, did not fit well with the new persona Robert Craft
tried to fashion for Stravinsky after 1952. As Craft began to coax Stravinsky towards an aesthetic
more palatable to those who believed music’s future rested in atonality, Boulanger’s own
techniques became increasingly anachronistic.49 I believe this is part of the reason that Boulanger
makes no appearance in the conversation books written between Craft and Stravinsky from
1959-1969, even though the second of these is dedicated to her. Oddly enough, her exclusion
was not something that escaped Boulanger’s notice either, as her lukewarm response to
Memories and Commentaries indicated.50 There is also the possibility that Boulanger’s
familiarity with Stravinsky’s music could have challenged Craft’s own authority, which I believe
added to his motivations to exclude her.
Whatever the reason, these conversation books and Craft’s other early publication of
archival materials belonging to Stravinsky shoved Boulanger to the periphery of narratives on
the Russian expatriate. Though Stravinsky’s letters to her were published, they are censored
48 Robert Craft, ed., Dearest Bubushkin: The Correspondence of Vera and Igor Stravinsky, 1921-1954.
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1985).
49 Hubbs, Queer Composition, 163.
50One of the last documents Stravinsky sent to Boulanger was his 1958 (1960), Memories and
Commentaries. The book is dedicated to Boulanger, but avoids naming her explicitly in the body of text. This is
especially conspicuous in the section on Paul Valéry, where the “country house near Paris” Stravinsky mentions was
actually Boulanger’s cottage in Gargenville, 74. In response, Boulanger wrote a rather ironic thank-you note, in
which she lists the specific addresses omitted from the book, including “Gargenville, and the rue Ballu.” Boulanger
to Stravinsky, 29 October 1960, SS, CH-Bps.
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without indication and errors in translation make them problematic.51 Elsewhere, Boulanger
makes fleeting appearances in the publication of Vera Stravinsky’s diaries and in some materials
from her, Stravinsky in Pictures and Documents.52 But Boulanger is never granted any narrative
significance. In fact, Craft went to great lengths to criticize François Lésure’s published program
for “Igor Stravinsky: La Carrière Européenne,” where the French exhibit placed a large emphasis
on Boulanger’s relationship with Stravinsky. Craft published his scathing review at least three
times, once as an appendix to the second volume of the published correspondence, once in
Perspectives of New Music, 53 and finally in his book, Stravinsky: Glimpses of a Life.54
Craft’s overall treatment of Boulanger has acted as a road-block to subsequent
generations of scholars who have been forced to grapple with this (mis)information. Thus, layer
after layer of secondary and tertiary literature was piled on top of the omissions that would
wedge Boulanger out of history, and people stopped knowing that in her archives rested a very
different story to tell.
Ultimately, however, it is all too easy to paint Craft as the sole villain in this drama when
a variety of other factors were also at play. Stravinsky’s publisher in England, for example, Dr.
Ernst Roth, seemed just as opposed to Boulanger’s involvement with Stravinsky’s unpublished
projects as Craft may have been. Vera Stravinsky, if Theodore Stravinsky’s letters to Boulanger
can be believed, also played a part in directing Craft’s activities. If anyone had motivation for
diluting Boulanger’s intimate connection with Stravinsky, surely Vera did, after sharing her
51 Robert Craft, Stravinsky, Selected Correspondence Vol. II (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1982), 236–61.
52 Robert Craft, ed., Dearest Bubushkin (London: Thames and Hudson, 1985); Craft and Vera Stravinsky,
eds. Stravinsky in Pictures and Documents (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1978).
53 Robert Craft, “Stravinsky Pre-Centenary,” Perspectives of New Music 19 (1980): 464–77.
54 Robert Craft, Stravinsky: Glimpses of a Life (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992).
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husband with the pedagogue since 1940. Finally, as I already discussed in Chapter 4, the overall
American milieu during the 1950s and 1960s was a tremendously misogynistic one. As Western
culture, particularly that in the United States, began to reconstruct gender roles in the wake of the
second world war and to re-inscribe women to the domestic sphere, Boulanger’s gender became
a liability as it had never been before. This was then augmented by her connection to
neoclassicism and her conservative religious beliefs. It was at this time when belonging to the
“Boulangerie,” as her students had been nicknamed since the 1920s, became a pejorative. To
follow Boulanger became equitable with the antiquated and the artistically terminal.
Stravinsky, who had always been concerned about his legacy, turned seventy in 1952,
and was, according to Craft, driven to the point of a breakdown upon returning from Europe.55
Stravinsky feared he had lived to see his own irrelevancy. And it is not difficult to imagine that
this was all the more bitter a pill to swallow after being fed Boulanger’s descriptions to the
contrary. Perhaps Stravinsky’s expectations of European conditions were too heady. He had no
way of truly comprehending what cultural circumstances were like in recovering Europe. But he
offered the Continent his crowning neoclassical masterpiece in 1951 nonetheless, expecting to
receive a prodigal reception. Instead, he faced the same harsh criticism as before and, even
worse, the sense that he had failed to secure himself a place in history.
On some level, he must have felt disillusioned about Boulanger, seeing her as misled by
her own myopic vision and professional ambition. His trust in her opinions and her reports would
have been greatly undermined. It is disappointing, but not surprising, then that he chose to
remove himself from a dialogue with her about his music. He had no way of knowing he would
55 Walsh, Second Exile, 524–25.
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live for another twenty years after the premiere of his Rake; he must have felt the hourglass
nearly empty, and that any efforts to re-invent himself would require drastic action.
Thus 1950s America with its increasingly disparaging ideas about professional women in
general and Boulanger in particular, combined with Robert Craft’s ambitions, and aided by Vera
Stravinsky and Ernst Roth’s own interests, provided a fertile bed in which Stravinsky’s
insecurities festered. This in turn translated into his aesthetic estrangement from Boulanger and
his adoption of Robert Craft as his new creative advisor.
The first person to begin to erode the mythology created by Craft was Stephen Walsh.
His extensive, two-volume biography on Stravinsky began to unpick the truth from the lie behind
many of the early texts published by Stravinsky and then later, his amanuensis. 56 Unfortunately,
for all its detail, it would appear Boulanger’s relationship with Stravinsky was not part of the
story Walsh wished to tell. Instead, “Nadia,” as she is referred to by Walsh throughout, figures
only in brief guest-appearances, serving a peripheral function in the larger narrative.57 It has been
one of the major goals of this dissertation to flesh out Walsh’s brief moments and give them
greater context for both Boulanger and Stravinsky.
The literature on Boulanger is problematic for its own reasons. Though there are extant
texts that address Boulanger’s teaching methods, most of them are by her alumnae and are
mainly expanded teaching reviews or fond recollections of the student-teacher relationship
inspired by Boulanger—a state of affairs that is in and of itself an undeniably fascinating aspect
of her pedagogical legacy. 58 Boulanger stood in the way of authorizing or writing any text that
56 Walsh, Second Exile.
57 Ibid., 152–53, 161–62, 199, and 502.
58 Caroline Potter, “Nadia Boulanger (1887-1979), The Teacher in the Marketplace ,” in The Business of
Music, ed. Michael Talbot (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2002), 152–70; Don Campbell, Master Teacher,
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would put into print her analytical practices until the mid-1970s—a change of heart possibly
influenced by Stravinsky’s own experiences.59 In many ways, however, Boulanger was too late,
and her reluctance caused a chain reaction of events that led to the distortion of her biography.
The first text published about Boulanger, Alan Kendall’s The Tender Tyrant, is a prime
example of the difficulties present throughout the extant literature. 60 Boulanger’s feminized
public persona is faithfully and uncritically replicated in The Tender Tyrant, along with many a
spurious detail about Boulanger’s career. Furthermore, there is a complete absence of
bibliographic citation, making it difficult to build on the book’s insights, or dig to the bottom of
intriguing details. Kendall’s text is clearly a kind recollection of his time spent as a student of
Boulanger’s, but from a scholarly point of view, it falls short of his expressed desire to: “convey
[Boulanger’s] significance as a composer, pianist, conductor, music critic, [and]…teacher of
music.” 61
Before her death, Bruno Monsaingeon sat down with Boulanger and, much like Craft did
with Stravinsky, interviewed her for the purposes of publishing her ideas about music and her
biographical insights.62 This was coupled with a series of television programs that Monsaingeon
recorded in Boulanger’s rue Ballu apartment and in her living quarters at the Conservatoire
(Washington, D.C.: Pastoral Press, 1984); Aaron Copland’s, “Nadia Boulanger: An Affectionate Portrait,” Harper’s
Magazine (1960): 49-51; and Alexandra Laederich ed., “Souvenirs de Disciples de Nadia Boulanger,” in Nadia
Boulanger et Lili Boulanger: Témoignages et Études (Lyon: Symmetrie, 2007), 17-32.
59 At some point during the 1930s, a reporter from the Revue Musicale visited Boulanger’s classroom and
made a transcript of her general music history class, a transcript of which is held in the archives. See: Boulanger,
Cours d'histoire de la musique - École normale de musique de Paris, 193?, .F-Pn, Rés. Vma. 409 (1-4).
60 Alan Kendall, The Tender Tyrant, Nadia Boulanger (London: Macdonald and Jane’s, 1976).
61 Kendall, xii.
62 Bruno Monsaingeon, Entretiens avec Nadia Boulanger (Luyens: Van de Velde, 1980); (Later translated
as: Mademoiselle, Conversations with Nadia Boulanger, trans. Robyn Marsack [London: Carcanet Press Lim.,
1985])
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Américain. Boulanger used these interviews to share many a remarkable observation and turn of
phrase, and Monsaigeon’s book and subsequent film cannot be overlooked in Boulanger
scholarship. Simultaneously, his work shares many parallel issues to that of Craft’s with
Stravinsky, particularly the written transcription of his interviews with Boulanger that, in their
organization and reproduction, were subject to a great deal of unwritten editorial adjustment.
Furthermore, Boulanger, like Stravinsky, seemed prone to redacting history, leaving one to
wonder whether old-age or purposeful avoidance of uncomfortable realities were to blame. One
cannot ignore the Monsaingeon, but his work is best read more as autobiographical fiction, as an
example of Boulanger’s ability to construct realities rather than to relate them factually.
Jérôme Spycket’s Nadia Boulanger (1993) is the only Boulanger biography produced in
French. Directly, supported by the Centre Nadia et Lili Boulanger, the text contains the
transcription and reproduction of several letters, pictures, and scores held within the fonds
Boulanger. 63 Spycket’s text is completely void of bibliographic references, making its
evidentiary materials simultaneously tantalizing and frustrating. Also, Spycket’s text is quite
brief, summarizing Boulanger’s ninety-two years of life in only 191 pages. On the whole, the
text functions best when used as a supplement to the other Boulanger literature.
On the whole, Boulanger scholarship in English continues to be dominated by Léonie
Rosenstiel’s Nadia Boulanger: A Life in Music. Rosenstiel’s text was based on unprecedented
access to Boulanger’s personal documents, and interviews with the aging musician.64 Because of
this, the book is the most exhaustive of any of the accounts of Boulanger’s career. Like all texts
63 The Spycket contains numerous photographs, as well as some transcriptions of letters to and from Igor
Stravinsky not published in other books. Spycket, Nadia Boulanger, 93, 115, 136–37.
64 Jacques Depaulis discusses the French opinion of the Boulanger literature in Depaulis, Lettres à Nadia
Boulanger/ Roger Ducasse (Sprimont, Belgium: Mardaga, 1999), 5.
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mentioned earlier, the Rosenstiel does not provide any bibliographic references. This lack of
evidence causes Rosenstiel’s omnipresent, and sometimes cumbersome, interpretation to become
a biased hindrance rather than an asset. This is particularly problematic because of the many
negative conclusions Rosenstiel draws about Boulanger’s professional success, physical
appearance, and personal relationships.65 Ned Rorem perhaps put it best in his review of the
book from 1982: “[Rosenstiel leaves] scarcely a viewpoint, especially an unpleasant one,
unrecorded, [and] we grow weary of the dogged inventory…the unverified quotes, [and] the cold
redundancies.”66
Another curious aspect about the book is that it has never been translated into French nor
endorsed by the Boulanger Foundation.67 While the English-speaking world has been able to
access Rosenstiel’s insights, there has been a distinct lack of interest on the part of the
francophone community. Rosenstiel in fact published her book without ever submitting the
completed draft to Boulanger’s heirs in adherence with the agreement she and Boulanger
arranged when the project began. Additionally, in 1986, Rosenstiel organized the unauthorized
sale of 35,000 items given to her by the Foundation for her research. The Foundation is still in
the process of trying to reclaim all of these missing materials.68
Rosenstiel’s text remains a significant resource. Just as one cannot ignore the material
Craft produced in reference to Stravinsky, one cannot ignore Rosenstiel’s biography, but just as
65 Rosenstiel, Boulanger, 64-68, 150–52, and 409–12.
66 Ned Rorem, “The Composer and the Music Teacher,” New York Times 23 May 1982, Books Section.
Also of interest is Virgil Thomson’s private review of the book contained in a letter to Rosenstiel after her
biography’s publication. He wrote to thank her for “debunking the myth” of Boulanger, likening Boulanger’s
secretaries to a “female mafia…Nadia bullied women, but she served men.” Thomson, Selected Letters of Virgil
Thomson (New York: Summit Books, 1998), 390–91.
.
67 Depaulis, 6.
68 Alexandra Laederich,ed., “Introduction,” in Nadia Boulanger et Lili Boulanger, 7, f/n 10.
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Stravinsky scholars have begun to revise and build upon Craft, there is a burgeoning group of
Boulanger scholars working with the primary sources of Boulanger’s archive and see how
Rosenstiel’s conclusions can be clarified, nuanced, or, when necessary, subverted.
In the End
Boulanger’s life-long passion for Stravinsky’s music began with her first exposure to it in 1910.
She later grew to be a powerful voice in trans-Atlantic and European fields concerning
Stravinsky, and she used this authority to bolster Stravinsky’s career and her own. Boulanger’s
connection with Stravinsky’s music was directly related to her remarkable transnational network,
a network that flourished as her friendship with Stravinsky blossomed, and dwindled as their
dialogue faltered. To understand Boulanger’s professional success, we must also appreciate her
ability to wield cultural capital along that network as a means by which to define Stravinsky
canonically, and to mediate his music across national borders, linguistic communities, and
religious spaces. Finally, we must understand that Boulanger’s success, and her ultimate
downfall, rested in her ability to manipulate gendered rhetoric. And while this self-effacing
technique at first served to paint her as unobtrusive, and innocuous, its literal translation into the
biographical literature later has made it all too easy to forget her story.
Most important in re-evaluating Boulanger’s place in history will be the consultation of
the scores and analytical materials she and Stravinsky shared. I have shown in this dissertation
that the musical materials found in the Boulanger and Stravinsky archives reveal more
information than letters and anecdotes could ever hope to. For this pair, music was at the core of
their discourse. From 1930 until 1952, they shared an aesthetic construct; in forming their
dialogue, they discovered in the other a sympathetic ear that enhanced their individual
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professional experiences. Both musicians respected and valued the abilities of the other, and it
resulted in a continuous flow of musical documents between the two that lasted until
Stravinsky’s switch to serialism in 1952. Augmenting the anecdotal materials with information
drawn from the musical scores will help to redefine Boulanger’s role in not only Stravinsky’s
development, but in the development of twentieth-century music in general. It places her once
again as a professional musician and mitigates the perception of her as a help-mate.
Boulanger and Stravinsky’s friendship was one that spanned the course of the tumultuous
twentieth-century. It saw them through the economic throes of the Great Depression, the fear and
anxiety of the Second World War, and, in its own way, old age. Together, Boulanger and
Stravinsky shared a creative dialogue that saw them edit, perform, and analyze music together.
This passionate exchange was then passed on to generations of musicians, via Boulanger’s
students, her public lectures, and her published writings. Exploring the details and the larger
themes of this relationship provides us with both a better understanding of these two icons of the
twentieth century and the development of modern music in general.
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APPENDIX I: Correspondence Transcriptions
1. Letter from Nadia Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, ca. 1931, SS, CH-Bps
I
1) Dédicace—omise—volontairement?
-- Numéro des Psaumes, peut-on les indiquer?
2) Domine en Majuscules à partir de la 4ème mes de 17
-- Faut-il réserver Dominum en Majuscules pour la fin—pour le 3ème morceau, pour la
fin du 2nd, ou le mettre partout en majuscules.
4) Fugue
-- 6ème de 4 orchestre : sub. meno f
piano : sub. dolcissimo
Le 2nd pte paraît plus exact
remarques faites d’après disques
I
à 4 m.g. staccatissimo
7 + 12 les contr. chantent si dans le disque—la correction porte do sur le 1er temps
II Fugue
Avant 12 ret.
1 + 13 retenu
Le mt. est plus lent que 60 = ♪ dans la fugue 
III
3)      à 9  la partie en ♪  
à 12 …
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6 + 2 sopr. + contr. quittent au 3e temps—cela fait un silence avant le Laudate des ténors,
excellent il me semble?
20 à peu près 66 =  sensiblement plus lent que 48 à la 
à 22 le métronome est presque d’accord ici peut-être un petit peu plus lent que 48=  mais peu
3 + 28 dans les disques do —mais à l’orchestre je croyais avoir entendu c—vous avez
corrigé c —bon, n’est-ce pas
II
Fugue
3 + 8 luto ou lato
4 + 17 Do’ mi – no (virgule bien exacte, n’est-ce pas?)
III
Ne craignez-vous pas qu’en écrivant :
Al-le-lui-a
On appuie sur i au détriment de u faut-il isoler l’i
 
Al-le-lu...i-a
I peut-être indiquer poco meno p. pour réserver p pour 4 + 1
3 + 2 fir-ma-men-to ou tés ?
3 + 2 Vous avez indiqué sur le piano me-nto, laisse sur l’orchestre: men-to?
les 2 versions différentes sont-elles exactes? Je crois mais…
à 5 + 26
5 + 22 tromp en ré (notes réelles) :
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2. Letter from Nadia Boulanger to Igor Stravinsky, 13 August 1931, SS, CH-Bps
Les Maisonnettes
Hannencourt
Par Gargenville (S&O) Pth 28
Monsieur Igor Stawinsky
La Virronière
Voreppe
Isère
13 August 1931
Cher Ami,
Ce n’est pas par négligence, mais par respect de votre travail que je ne vous ai pas
répondu—étant donné les circonstances j’ai pensé que la seule solution raisonnable était de
vous envoyer les épreuves: elles arrivent aujourd’hui en même temps que votre mot—Hélas,
je pars pour Fontainebleau—Elles seront corrigées. Non, je vous envoie dès aujourd’hui
l’exemplaire que me retourne M. Païtchadze—veuillez répondre à mes questions dès que
vous le pourrez, sur cet exemplaire—et je les reporterai sur les épreuves.
(J’espère que vous avez encore ma petite liste)
Je suis navrée à la pensée de vous ennuyer avec tout cela mais s’il a plusieurs cas où
la “ responsabilité ” ne m’effraie pas, il y a aussi deux ou 3 endroits où vous seul pouvez
décider.
Dois-je vous dire quelle place vous tenez ici dans tous les esprits et dans nos cœurs?
Inconnu vous seriez sans cesse présent par votre œuvre—Vous avez su inspirer ici des
affections qui, je crois, arrivent à égaler l’admiration qu’on a pour vous. Alors…
Autour de vous de très fidèles pensées
À vous, Cher, grand Ami, tout ce que nous avons de plus sincère et profond,
Nadia Boulanger
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3. Letter from Stravinsky to Boulanger, 18 April 1940, F-Pn, N.L a. 108 (137–38)
Igor Stravinsky
Hotel Hemmenway [sic]
Boston, Mass
U.S.A.
Mademoiselle Nadia Boulanger
36 rue Ballu,
Paris 9ème
France
Très chère Nadia,
J’épreuve un besoin irrésistible de vous écrire ne serait-ce que quelques lignes.
J`espère qu’on vous a fait savoir la nouvelle de notre mariage avec Vera (pour le moment-
civil, vue le grand carême orthodoxe) dont j’ai cablé à Paris, mais j’avais envie de vous
l’annoncer personnellement. On a du le célébrer plus tôt qu’on me le projetait primitivement,
mais l’indiscrétion de la presse depuis l’arrivée de Vera en Amérique et ma terrible solitude
(malgré mes nombreuse occupations) m’ont décidé de la faire venir de Charleston (où elle
s’installa chez des amis) à Boston pour nous marier—ce qui été fait le 9 mars à Bedford, à 30
km d’ici chez des amis russes (professeur à Harvard), à la campagne.
Il y a un mois, sous les hospice de notre ambassadeur, avec l’aide habil [sic] et
puissant de Mr. et Mme Bliss j’ai réussi à donner un concert de chambre à New York au
profit des musiciens français éprouvé par la guerre qui a réussi aussi bien pecunirement [sic]
qu’un point de vue artistique.
Vous et Mme Loudon devez déjà être en possession de la somme importante de
$2640 qu’on a recueilli et dont m’a fait part la bonne Mme Bliss…
Nous sommes très angoissé[sic] par les évènements quoique pleins de confiance dans
l’issue de cette gigantesque lutte avec le mal. J’ai tellement envie d’avoir de vous [sic]
nouvelles, chère amie, des nouvelles directes. Sister Edward que j’ai vu à Chicago en avait et
moi non!...Un mot de vous me comblerait de joie.
Votre
I.Str.
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4. Letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 17 March 1941, SS, CH-Bps.1
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
THROWBRIDGE 78-89
Monsieur Igor Strawinsky
Chateau Marmont
3221 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, Los Angeles
California
17 Mars 1941
Mon cher ami, quelle honte de ne pas vous avoir encore ecrit, mais, si je suis tres
occupee, je passe aussi par une crise morale assez dure. Ces jours d’anniversaires, il y a eu
samedi 23 ans que ma petite Lili est morte-il y en aura six mercredi que Maman n’est plus
la–l’impossibilite de faire ici ce que nous faisions toujours a Paris, du moins je l’ai cru, tout
cela, le sentiment de honte que j’ai d’etre partie dans untel[sic] moment, a pris dans mon
esprit de douloureuses proportions. J’aurais du le savoir, mais d(autre part, que faire
autrement. Pour les aider la-bas, il fallait bien remplir cet autre devoir. Enfin,comme vous
voyez,cela ne va pas.Et il ne faut pas que cela aille,si nous voulons retrouver un equilibre.
Ces dernieres annees avaient ete remplies par nos abandons. Nous payons aujourd’hui : ce
n’est que juste. Et c’est necessaire,car si les remords nous servent de tremplin,nous pouvons
grace a eux créer en nous de nouvelles forces .Le tout est de bien determiner ce a quoi nous
sommes prets a donner notre vie.Et nous avons de quoi en donner plusieurs,car meme si c’est
sans espoir,encore faut-il se preparer a la terminaison.Mais figurez-vous que mon desespoir
est double d’un espoir indicible.Et c’est a tendre mes forces vers ce qui les demande
toutes,que pour le moment je les ai perdues,ce qui est absurde.Mais je ne savais pas combien
j’aimais la France,combien j’ai besoin d’elle,et combien,dans sa faiblesse,je la sens
grande.Comme nous l’avons mal servie,nous autres francais dont la chair et l’esprit sont
formes par elle,ses traditions,sa foi.Il nous souvient soudain que nous descendons de ceux qui
ont lutte avec Jeanne d’arc,qui ont prie avec Saint Louis,qui ont vu s’elever Chartres.Et de
tels souvenirs ne permettent ni faiblesse ni trahison.
Qu’avions nous fait de ce patrimoine qui etait notre honneur et engageait notre
responsabilite.A se reveiller d’un tel affreux cauchemar,car c’est-ce qu’a ete notre vie
nationale,on comprend soudain,et on n’a pas assez de larmes pour offrir a Dieu.Il ne s’agit
pas de sentimentalite,mais du reveil de la conscience-cela vaut bien de passer par une lourde
crise.Si l’on s’est cruellement vu dans un impitoyable miroir,le resultat vaut bien la
souffrance.Je n’aime pas avoir honte,et,j’en benis Dieu, je n’ai pas eu beaucoup honte dans
ma vie.De l’egoisme, comme presque tous les humains,mais,pas trop de fautes irreparaples(je
crois a la remission des peches,certes,mais le passe pour effacable qu’il soit reste le passe)En
ce qui concerne la vie en generale,que de concessions de laisser aller.Et le resultat ne nous
1 All typographical errors (missing accents, spaces, incorrect puncation) have been left as they were in
the original. Boulanger originally wrote this letter with a typewriter.
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permet pas d’accuser le voisin,les “ responsables ”(qu’ils ont bon dos,les responsables)mais
nous force a juger notre propre action,notre propre effort.Et,ce n’est pas joli.Tout oublié,c’est
bien simple.Comme si on n’avait pas de parents a qui il faut donner son respect,et rendre des
comptes.L’heure est venue-mais,un grand pays rayonnant de gloire,en quelques pauvers[sic]
journees a tout perdu,par les fautes accumulees pendant si longtemps.C’est a cela qu’il faut
penser d’abord,ensuite,et toujours,l’entendre a tous les domaines et ensuite,mais ensuite
seulement,dans la maison remise en ordre,repartir pour un nouvel effort,ou s’endormir dans
la paix du Seigneur,ayant mesure ses fautes,et meme pardonne,les craindre encore.
Pardon de tout ceci qui n’a aucun sens, sauf pour moi.Mais je suis si seule a cet
egard,qu’il me faut bien ouvrir mon cœur.Et qui,comme vous peut comprendre?Mais pas de
chance,que d’etre honore d’une si ecrasante confiance.Cela ne fait rien,cela vaut bien
quelque chose,car,quel est le nombre d’hommes qui en ce moment meme,se frappent la
poitrine?
Pour le materiel,j’espere qu’il ne viendra pas maintenant,car nous donnons un concert
pour les Polonais le 4 avril a New-York,avec la Resurrection de Schutz…il a fallu refaire tout
un materiel,puisque je n’avais plus rien,et bien que Barbara fasse les copies,cela a pris
beaucoup de temps.On ne dirait pas,a voir cette interminable et inutile lettre,que je manque
de temps.Mais il est plus facile de dire toute,en desordre,que de choisir,eliminer,refuser,et
donner forme.
Pas encore trouve un exemplaire des prieres.Je viens d’envoyer une lettre a ce sujet,et
vous tiendrai au courant.
Embrassez Vera,et,rassurez-vous j’ai fini.Je vous embrasse.Vous me manquez tous
deux affreusement,et je veux esperer que nousnous[sic] reverrons…un jour
Votre
Nadia
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4. continued English translation
My dear friend,
I am ashamed not to have written to you yet, but I am very busy, and I am also
experiencing a severe moral crisis. These anniversaries—it was 23 years ago on Saturday that
my dear Lili died, and six on Wednesday since Maman has no longer been here—the
impossibility of doing here what we always did in Paris, at least, I believed in it, all this—the
sense of shame that I have for leaving at such a time weighs very heavily on my soul. I
should have known, but then again, what to do differently. To help them over there, I had to
take on this other task. Anyway, as you can see, things aren’t going very well. And they
shouldn’t, if we want to find some balance again. These last years have been full of what we
have abandoned. We’re paying for it today—it is only fair. And it’s necessary, since, if
remorse serves as a springboard for us, we can, thanks in ourselves new strength. The whole
thing seems to be for us to determine that for which we are ready to give our lives. And we
have, for what, given so much [already], because even if it is without hope, one must still
prepare oneself for the end.
But, imagine that my despair is accompanied by an indescribable hope. And that’s to
give of myself for those who ask for everything, [as if] for the moment, I have lost them,
which is absurd. But I didn’t know how much I loved France, how much I need her, and how
much, in her weakness, I would feel her greatness. How we have served her poorly, us other
Frenchmen, whose flesh and spirit were formed by her, her traditions, her faith. We suddenly
remember that we are descended from those who fought with Joan of Arc, who prayed with
St. Louis, who saw Chartre rise. And such memories permit neither weakness nor betrayal.
What have we done with this heritage that was our honor and for which we were
responsible. To wake from this horrible nightmare, since that is what our national life has
been, we understand all too suddenly, and there are not enough tears to offer to God. It has
nothing to do with sentimentality, rather, it’s an awakening of conscience—such a thing is
worth experiencing a weighty crisis. We are seen cruelly in a merciless reflection, the result
is well worth the suffering. I don’t like to feel ashamed, and I thank God for it, I have not felt
much shame in my life. Egotism, yes, like most people, but not too many irreparable
mistakes. (I believe in the forgiveness of sins, truly, but for the past to be erased, it must stay
in the past.) As for life in general, so many concessions just to let go. And the result does not
allow us to accuse our neighbor, the responsables (what broad shoulders they have, the
responsible), but forces us to judge our own actions, our own efforts. And that is not pretty.
To forget everything is all too simple. Like when one has no parents to whom one must be
respectful, and accountable. The hour came—but a great country radiating glory lost
everything in a few days to the mistakes that have accumulated for so long. This is what we
have to think about, now, then, and always. To hear that in all the fields, and afterwards, but
only afterwards, in the houses that have been put back to order, starting again with renewed
strength, where one can sleep in the peace of Christ, having measured one’s faults, and
pardoned them, fearing them still.
Forgive me for all of this that makes no sense except to me. But I am so alone with
respects to this, that I have to open my heart. And who would be able to understand like you?
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But there is no luck in being honored with such weighty confidences as this. This doesn’t
matter, it is well worth it, because how many men are beating their breast at this moment?
As for the materials, I hope they don’t come now, because we are giving a concert for
the Polish on April 4th in New York with Schutz’s Resurrection…It was necessary to copy
out all of the parts, because I have nothing here, and Barbara made all the copies, which took
a lot of time. One wouldn’t think that, in seeing this interminable and useless letter, that I
have little time. But it is easier to say everything, in complete disorder, than to choose,
eliminate, refuse, and give form.
I haven’t yet found a copy of the Prayers. I have just sent a letter on this subject and
will keep you up to date.
Give my regards to Vera, and don’t worry, I’m done. I send my love. I miss you both
terribly, and I want to hope that we will see each other soon…some day.
Yours,
Nadia
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5. Letter from Stravinsky to Boulanger, 19 May 1941, F-Pn, N.L.a. 108 (143).
1260 North Wetherly Drive
Hollywood, California
Le 19 mai/1941
Ma chère Nadia,
Il y a de nouveau longtemps que je n’entends plus parler de vous. Êtes-vous toujours
à Cambridge, êtes-vous en vacances (plustot [sic] invraisemblable)? Il y a des éternités (le 17
mars) que vous m’aviez envoyé de vos (hélas tristes) nouvelles. Depuis l’Associated Music
Publishers dans leur lettre de I-er avril me parlaient de vous en me faisant savoir que “the
material of your Symphony was sent to Miss Boulanger…she wrote us in the meantime that
her corrections would be delayed as she is rather busy at this time.” Is this time over? C’est
ce que je me demande avec une certaine inquiétude pour deux raison: I.- Mon concert à
Mexico, où je joue ma symphonie, s’approche et je me demande si je pourrai compter sur ce
nouveau matériel corrigé par vous. 2.- Si on vous avait envoyé avec le materiel[sic] vierge
aussi celui d’après lequel j’ai dirigé (afin de vous faciliter le travail de correction) j’ai bien
peur que l’Asoociated Music Publishers devant livrer ce matériel corrigé à là Philharmonie
de Mexico (il faut compter 10 a 14 jours, le transfert de New York à Mexico) pour mes
concerts (commencement de juillet) se verra obligé de vous l’enlever, interrompant ainsi
votre précieux travail. A moins que vous puissiez le continuer d’après les corrections
inscrites en partie sur la partition grise, en partie sur des bouts de papier. Je suis comme vous
voyez, dans l’ignorance complète de ce qui passe. Un mot de vous mettera[sic] en bon ordre
mes nerfs, à condition que ce mot soit rassurant.
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6. Letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 30 May 1941, SS, CH-Bps.
GERRY’S LANDING
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
THROWBRIDGE 78-89
30 mai 1941
Cher Igor,
Pardon de mon silence—mais tout l’excuse—d’abord l’état d’affreuse préoccupation
où nous sommes tous, puis, la maladie de l’élève qui devait m’aider à travailler pour vous,
enfin, un bras qu’a rendu écrire très difficile tous ces mois-ci (en tombant… horriblement
froissé des muscles, et des nerfs encore très douloureux.)
Je n’avais qu’un matériel neuf, la 2de partition—et cela rend le travail des plus
douteux, car j’ai l’impression d’oublier des tas de détails –de plus, j’ai dû accepter, avec
quelle gratitude, d’aller enseigner au Couvent de Sister Edward où je serai du 18 Juin au 26
Juillet—allant ensuite à Santa Barbara (en admettant que tout cela soit encore possible!)
Il faudrait que je trouve la bonne partition ici avec le matériel déjà corrigé, vers le 15
ou 20 aout (il faut encore aller au Canada pour que mon visa soit changé en Professor Visa)
et je ferai tout ce qu’il est possible—mais la vérité c’est qu’il faudrait faire un matériel
neuf—et cela je ne peux l’entreprendre—l’élève qui voulait le faire ne sera pas en état d’ici
des mois. Hélas, et Barbara n’a pas les moyens de se charger d’un tel travail. Enfin, je ferai
tout ce que je pourrai—si vous saviez combien c’est pénible d’écrire, vous comprendriez
pourquoi je n’ai vraiment pas pu le faire.
C’est singulier, j’étais persuadée vous avoir écrit, il y a quelques semaines, quand je
vous ai parlé de la maison, de cet été—est-ce vraiment un rêve—J’ai tout-à-coup des
doutes—et pourtant, je croyais même me souvenir de ce que je vous disais. Je ne sais plus
moi-même–! Je vous embrasse tous deux, avec la plus profonde affection.
NB
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7. Letter from Boulanger to Stravinsky, 24 June 1953, SS, CH-Bps
Cher Ami,
Ne pas encore vous avoir écrit est honteux. Mais, la vie en ce temps de concours, est
impitoyable.
L’Opera Comique m’avait demandé d’assister aux répétitions mais j’étais à Bruxelles
pour le concours de la Reine Elisabeth, suis donc arrivée trop tard pour servi à quoi que ce
soit. Certes, vous manquez furieusement mais, une fois dit que vous seul donnez certains
accents à cette vie rythmique qui est la vie même de la musique. J’ai trouvé Cluytens bien,
comprenant, réalisant. Les musiciens enthousiastes, heureux de jouer une partition où chacun
sent l’importance de son rôle et s’entend jouer. Certains solistes remarquables sonorité
d’ensemble vraiment excellente.
La scène très réussie, particulièrement le tableau chez Mother Goose et chez les fous.
Décors, costumes, beaux. Mise en scène vivante.
Micheau (Anne) manque de medium, mais, a très bien chanté la berceuse
admirablement.
Simoneau excellent vocalement…infiniment supérieur à notre pauvre type de Nanise.
Nick Shadow, Depraz remarquable. Chaque syllable distincte intelligent bien. Herrand ne
laissant pas un instant oublier Cuénod, mais pas mal. Couderc bonne Bab très bien à partir
de :
Pas assez d’habile au début de son air. Treelove bien, les chœurs très bons chez les fous,
assez bons, chez Mother Goose. Une grave erreur, l’arrêt entre les tableu. Il vaudrait mieux
sacrifier les décors que de couper les scènes. C’était déjà mieux à la 1ère qu’à la générale, n’ai
pu aller samedi mais irai ce soir.
J’oubliais le pianiste—assez bien mais peu décisif, et c’est presque toujours la même
question—ou des valeurs approximatives au lieu de ou une raideur
mécanique. Je crois que tout le mal vient de la confusion entre la mesure et le rythme. Mais
pour en revenir au pianiste, acceptable.
Quand au Rake’s chaque audition en rend la merveille plus sensible. Je vous vois,
impatient de mes inutiles appréciations, mais je crois tous de même que j’en connais chaque
note et comme je m’enchante à relire une partition de Mozart, à la découvrir chaque fois, je
découvre le Rake—et tout ce qu’il m’apporte de neuf et d’éternel.
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Appendix II : Syllabus, Course d’Analyse et de Chant, 1935-1936
Appendix II is an example of a syllabus from Nadia Boulanger’s Cours d’Analyse et de
Chant. This particular syllabus is from the 1935-36 school year and possibly recycles the
process by which she and her students workshopped Stravinsky’s melodrama Perséphone.
Nadia Boulanger, Les cours de la Rue Ballu (“les cours de mercredi”), 1935-1936, Rés. Vm.
Dos. 128, F-Pn.
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APPENDIX III: Advertisement for Nadia Boulanger and Igor Stravinsky’s Class at the
École Normale de Musique
École Normale de Musique de Paris
Avec la haute approbation du Ministère
De l’Instruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts
Sous le Patronage du Ministère des Affaires Etrangères
114bis, Boulevard Malesherbes
PARIS (17è)
Téléphone : WAGRAM 80.16
Cours de Composition Musicale
Par
Melle Nadia BOULANGER
Inspectée par M.
Igor STRAWINSKY
Mardi 10 h.—Correction des travaux des élèves et étude de la composition proprement dite.
Jeudi 10h.—Lectures commentées et analyses des œuvres des Maîtres. Programme pour
1935-1936 : de Monteverde[sic] à nos jours
Les dates des inspections de M. Igor STRAWINSKY aux cours du mardi et sa
participation aux cours du jeudi seront indiquées ultérieurement.
PRIX DES COURS
Cours de composition : 1.000f par an. Payables :
350 f. Ier trimestre.
350 f. 2ème
300 f. 3ème
Cours de lecture et d’analyses : 600f. par an payables 200. f. par trimestre
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APPENDIX IV Folios 7-12 of Boulanger’s analysis of the Symphonie en ut, F-Pn, Rés. Vm. Ms. 1218 (3)
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APPENDIX V: Nadia Boulanger’s Lectures on Stravinsky’s Messe
1. October 1950, Solesmes, France
ORIGINAL
Igor STRAWINSKY. MESSE, for mixed Chorus and Double Wind Quintet
London, Boosey-Hawkes, 1948
C’est peut-être la première fois que le nom d’Igor Strawinsky est cite dans cette Revue de Chant
sacré et de Liturgie. Mais voici que nous avons la joie d’y présenter sa “Messe” récente comme
un chef-d’œuvre de musique religieuse et de la proposer à l’attention de tous ceux qui sont
appelés à “promouvoir la musique d’Église, chacun selon la nature de ses moyens.”
Cette Messe, qui a paru en 1948, n’est pas la seule œuvre de musique religieuse
composée par Str. En 1930 paraissaient les “Symphonies de Psaumes”, mais qui relèvent plutôt
du Concert spirituel; peu après, en 1934, étaient livrées à notre admiration trois “Prières” pour
chœur mixte a cappella, un “Pater Noster”, un “Ave Maria” et un “Credo”, qui devraient être au
répertoire de toutes les Maîtrises; et voici maintenant la “Messe” pour chœur mixte et double
quintette d’instruments à vent. Il est encore trop tôt pour assigner à cette Messe la place qu’elle
devra occuper dans l’histoire glorieuse du genre; mais dès maintenant elle apparait d’une
importance décisive, car elle rend impossible le retour à certaines formules “reconnues d’utilité
publique,” à certaines interprétations stériles des règles de l’église en matière de musique sacrée,
et surtout, parce qu’elle ouvre un chemin, chargé des plus belles promesses. Nous ne pouvons
entreprendre dans une simple note l’analyse détaillée de cette Messe; nous voudrions seulement
insister quelque peu sur la grandeur religieuse qui l’anime et l’enveloppe tout entière.
Cette grandeur ne se mesure pas au nombre de notes, car ce qui frappe aussitôt, c’est la
“modestie” de cette partition. Son auteur a pris la peine de nous prévenir que l’exécution devait
durer 17 minutes exactement; et certaines pièces, le Kyrie et l’Agnus Dei par exemple, ne
dépassent pas le durée de certains Kyrie ou Agnus Dei grégoriens.
Le plus souvent les quatre voix prononcent en même temps les mêmes syllabes, ce qui
donne au récitatif un caractère de grande simplicité et de profonde unité. Les répétitions de mots,
les entrées successives des voix sont très sobrement employées; partout, le musicien fait preuve
d’une grande soumission au texte liturgique, il en souligne le sens par une polyphonie à la fois
simple et audacieuse, d’une densité musicale extraordinaire; il est impossible d’étudier cette
partition sans avoir l’impression d’être entrainé constamment dans un voyage de découvertes; les
passages qui paraissaient les plus naturels surprennent eux-mêmes par leur caractère de
nouveauté inattendue, de création neuve; (v.g. les “miserere nobis” et le “suscipe deprecationem
nostram” du Gloria –l’Amen du Credo, --le prélude aux trois Agnus Dei.)
Pour mieux mettre en relief les richesses des textes de la Messe, Str. a ajouté au chœur
des voix un double chœur d’instruments; ce qui peut surprendre tout d’abord. Mais qu’on veuille
bien cependant remarquer la composition de cet orchestre d’où les instruments à cordes sont
rigoureusement exclus : d’une part, 2 hautbois, un cor anglais et 2 bassons; de l’autre, 2
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trompettes et 3 trombones. Ce choix est déjà significatif par lui-même; mais l’emploi de cette
matière sonore l’est plus encore.
Les instruments doivent jouer le plus souvent dans la nuance “piano” ou “ mezzo forte ”;
un seul “fortissimo” est demandé, sur le second “hosanna in excelsie” du Sanctus. Ils ne doublent
pas les voix, ni ne les couvrent, mais tantôt dialoguent avec elles en de souples lignes, ou
soutiennent leur essor par des appuis d’une solidité inébranlable, d’autres fois enfin les précédent
puis s’effacent devant elles.
Employés avec cette mesure, les instruments de musique ne nous semblent recéler rien de
“diabolique”; c’est leur emploi seul qui peut—hélas, le devenir, et c’est ce péril toujours
renaissant que l’Église s’est efforcée de conjurer, en demandant à l’orgue seul de se faire
entendre pendant les offices liturgiques. Mais à considérer les choses en elles-mêmes, peut-on
affirmer qu’un hautbois authentique est moins liturgique que la voix humaine avec trémolo, que
la trompette est moins noble que nos batteries d’anches, et le trombone moins solennel que l
bombarde d’un grand-orgue moderne?...Il y aurait d’ailleurs beaucoup à dire sur ce point, tant on
se permet de choses à l’orgue, sous le spécieux prétexte qu’il est officiellement le seul instrument
ayant valeur liturgique. En tout cas, c’est simple justice de reconnaître que l’ensemble vocal et
instrumental voulu par Str. est certainement plus digne du temple de Dieu que certaines Messes à
deux orgues qui encombrent encore trop souvent les solennités de nos Cathédrales. Il y a un
certain plaisir à dire ces choses et à les dire dans une Revue spécialisée dans l’étude du Chant
grégorien. Ici, cependant, il importe de bien s’entendre. Qu’on ne nous demande pas en quels
modes cette Messe est écrite; si l’on y peut reconnaître des thèmes grégoriens, etc…Non, chaque
mesure de cette partition est dans le sens fort du terme, “l’œuvre” du musicien et porte
l’empreinte de sa “poétique musicale.” Mais nous sommes grâce à lui, dans le merveilleux
domaine de l’analogie avec tout ce qu’il implique de distances et de mystérieuses ressemblances.
Et ce qui nous touche le plus, c’est que cette analogie s’établit spontanément, non pas avec ce
que l’art grégorien a produit de plus orné et de plus élaboré, mais avec ce qu’il conservé de plus
simple et de plus dévoilé; comme le Kyrie no XVI du Graduel romain, le Gloria no XV, le
Sanctus et l’Agnus Dei no XVIII, etc.
Sans doute, dans une étude complète, il faudrait préciser et développer tout à la fois ce
qui sépare cette Messe nouvelle de la simple mélodie liturgique et ce qui l’en rapproche. Nous
dirons seulement ici que, malgré ses rudesses, cette polyphonie aux lignes fermes et aux arrêtes
vives, respecte la résonance naturelle des modes anciens beaucoup plus fidèlement que certains
traitements harmoniques imposés de force aux thèmes grégoriens, sans égard à leur propre
substance musicale et aux virtualités sonores qu’elle implique. Strawinsky connaît-il le chant
grégorien? Nous ne savons pas. Mais depuis sa jeunesse, il est pénétré des chants populaires et
liturgiques de son pays natal; et il y aurait une étude bien instructive à poursuivre dans ses
œuvres, pour montrer comment le musicien ne cesse de puiser à ces sources profondes, et de
capter, avec une matrise grandissante, les inépuisables richesses incluses dans le déroulement
d’une pure mélodie dans un mode ancien. A ce point de vue, les “Prières” nous donnaient
l’assurance que Str. ne s’arrêterait pas sur cette route féconde; et voici que la Messe nous
dispense des fruits plus savoureux encore.
Mais d’autres affinités rapprochent encore cette musique de l’art grégorien: le respect
scrupuleux du texte et le souci de mettre en relief ses nuances; le goût de l’essentiel; une certaine
manière de dire simplement les choses les plus hautes; enfin et surtout “le sens de Dieu”, de son
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intime présence et du ton qu’il convient de garder dans le temple de sa Gloire. “Terribilis est
locus iste…”
Comme en toute œuvre humaine pourtant, il y a une ombre. Nous voulons parler des
difficultés pratiques que pose l’exécution de cette Messe. A part quelques centres privilégiés, ou
pourrait-on trouver un ensemble de musiciens assez maître de leurs voix et de leurs instruments,
pour rendre aves exactitude toutes les intentions de l’auteur?...Ce regret est d’autant plus vif, que
nous avons maintenant la conviction qu’une telle œuvre, interprétée humblement, fidèlement,
aurait une vertu spéciale pour délivrer les âmes d’elles-mêmes, les grouper en une prière
unanime, les pénétrer de respect et d’amour en présence de la majesté de Dieu.
Solesmes, octobre 1950.
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1b. TRANSLATION
This is perhaps the first time that the name Igor Stravinsky has been cited in this Review
of Sacred and Liturgical Song. But here now we have the pleasure to present his Messe—[his]
latest masterpiece of religious music—and to bring it to the attention of all those called to
“promote church music, each according to the nature of its ways.”
This Messe, which was finished in 1948, is not the only work of religious music
composed by Str[avinsky]. In 1930 came the Symphonie de psaumes, but that is more a
“Spiritual Concert”; a little later, in 1934, offered for our admiration were three “Prayers” for
mixed, a cappella chorus, a “Pater Noster,” an “Ave Maria,” and a “Credo,” that should be in the
repertoire of all conductors; and now here is the Messe for mixed chorus and double wind
quintet. It is already too early to assign this Messe the place that it should occupy in the glorious
history of the genre; but, as of right now, it would seem [to be] of a decisive importance, because
it renders it impossible to return to certain formulas “deemed to be for the benefit of the public
interest,” to certain sterile interpretations of the rules of the church on the subject of sacred
music, and especially because it opens a path ladened with most beautiful promises. We cannot
interpret in a single note the detailed analysis of this Messe; we wish simply to insist a little bit
on the religious grandeur that animates and envelopes it entirely.
This grandeur is not measured in the number of notes, because what strikes one right
away is the “modesty” of this score. Its author has taken the trouble to warn us that the
performance should last exactly seventeen minutes; and certain movements, the Kyrie and the
Agnus Dei, for example, do not surpass the length of certain Gregorian Kyries or Agnus Deis.
Most often, the four voices pronounce the same syllables at the same time, which gives
the declamation a character of great simplicity and deep unity. The repeated words, the
successive entries of voices, are employed very soberly; throughout, the musician proves himself
greatly submissive to the liturgical text, [Stravinsky] has reinforced this feeling by a polyphony
that is at the same time simple and audacious, [and] of an extraordinary musical density; it is
impossible to study this score without gaining the impression of constantly being on a voyage of
discovery; the passages that appear the most natural are in and of themselves surprising through
their unexpectedly novel character, of a new creativity; (see for example the ”Miserere nobis”
and the “suscipe deprecationem nostrum” of the Gloria—the Amen of the Credo, and the prelude
of the third Agnus Dei.)
To render the Mass’s texts in relief all the better, Str[avinsky] added to the vocal chorus a
double choir of instruments; which may prove surprising to you shortly. But you may wish,
however, to make note of this orchestra’s composition, where strings are rigorously excluded: on
one side, 2 oboes, an English horn, 2 bassoons; and on the other, 2 trumpets and 3 trombones.
This choice is already significant for [Stravinsky] himself, but [his] use of these sonorities is
even more exceptional [even] for him.
The instruments have to play most often in the piano dynamic or mezzo forte; a single
fortissimo is asked, in the second “hosanna in excelsie” of the Sanctus. They neither double the
voices, nor cover them, but instead [enter into] dialogue with them in subtle lines, or by
supporting their development through an unwavering solidity, at other times finally preceding
them then fading in front of them.
Employed with this control, the musical instruments do not seem to us to possess
anything “diabolical”; it is their use alone that can—alas, progress, and it is this recurring risk
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that the church endeavors to conjure up time and again, in asking that only the organ be heard
during the liturgical offices. But in considering these things in and of themselves, can you affirm
that an authentic oboe is less liturgical than the human voice with a vibrato, that the trumpet is
less noble than a battery of reeds, and that the trombone is less solemn than the bombardment of
the modern grand-organ?...There is so much more that could be said on this point, especially
when so much is permitted on the organ under the special pretext that it is officially the only
instrument that has liturgical validity. In any case, it is simply justice to recognize that the vocal
and instrumental ensemble called for by Str[avinsky] is certainly more appropriate for the temple
of God than certain Masses for two organs that clutter up only too often the solemnities of our
cathedrals. There is a certain pleasure in saying these things and to read them in a Revue
specializing in the study of Gregorian Chant. Here, however, it would be better to hear for one’s
self. So that you do not ask in what modes this Messe is written, if one can recognize Gregorian
themes in it, etc…No, each measure of this score is in the strongest sense of the term “the work”
of the musician who grants it the imprint of his “poétique musicale” But we are, thanks to him, in
that marvelous parallel dimension with all that it implies concerning distances and mysterious
resemblances. And that which touches us the most, is that this dimension establishes itself
spontaneously, not as with the Gregorian art produced by being more ornate and more elaborate,
but with that which he conserved by being more simple, more bare; like the Kryie no. XVI of the
Roman Gradual, the Gloria, no. XV, the Sancuts and the Agnus Dei no. XVIII, etc.
No doubt, in a complete study, it would be necessary to discern and develop all that both
separates this new Messe from simple liturgical melody, and that which it shares. I will say here
only that, despite its coarseness, this polyphony with its taught lines and its abrupt stops, respects
the natural resonance of the ancient modes much more faithfully than certain of the harmonic
treatments imposed by force on Gregorian themes, without regard for their proper musical
substance or the potential sonorities that they imply. Is Stravinsky familiar with Gregorian chant?
We do not know. But since his youth, he has been struck by the popular and liturgical songs of
his native land; and it would be a fine study to seek those out in his works, to show how the
musician did not cease to draw upon his deep resources, and to absorb, with an expansive
mastery, the inexhaustible riches included in the unwinding of a pure melody in an ancient mode.
From this perspective, the “Prayers” reassure us that Str[avinsky] will not stop pursuing this
fertile path; and see here, the Messe provides us with these most savory of fruits once again.
But other affinities connect this music again to the Gregorian art: the scrupulous respect
for the text and the concern to bring these nuances to the foreground; a taste for the essential; a
certain way of saying simply those things which are most elevated; and finally, and especially,
“the spirit of God”, of his intimate presence and the tone that he wishes to keep in the temple of
his Glory. Terribilis est locus iste.
Like in all human pursuits, however, there is a shadow. We want to speak of the practical
difficulties that this Messe poses for performance. On the one hand, are there some privileged
centers where one could find an ensemble of musicians having enough mastery of their voices
and their instruments, to render the intentions of this author with exactitude?...This regret is
otherwise fleeting, for we now have the conviction that such a work, performed humbly,
faithfully, would have the special virtue to deliver souls themselves, to group them as if in a
single prayer, to impress upon them a sense of respect and love in the presence of God.
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2. 1972, Zurich, Switzerland
ORIGINAL
Strawinsky
“Mal aimé, mal compris”
Personnalité si définie, si dominatrice que chaque geste, chaque mot, chaque œuvre entreprise en
porte la marque.
Étant frappé par l’évolution fulgurante de Strawinsky, ce qui semble d’abord disparate
laisse pourtant apparaître l’unité de cette œuvre, singulière combinaison de rigueur et d’intuition
(ostinato rigore de Leonardo). Cette unité est faite de diversités qui, s’opposant les unes aux
autres, forment un ensemble en quelque sorte indivisible. (Curieuse et significative opposition
des deux premières sonates de Beethoven les concertos en A et en C de Mozart) et on pourrait
multiplier les exemples trouvés chez tous les très grands artistes…
Terre ”
cf. ses recherches pour les Poëmes de la Lyrique japonaise, sa découverte du cymbalum
avec Aladar Racz –cf. Valéry : “Rien de réel ne lui paraît indigne d’occuper sa puissante
intelligence.”
Sa personnalité assimile, fait sien le matériau qu’il emploie.
Il ne pouvait positivement rien faire sans s’y donner tout entier. Ou il refusait de voir quelqu’un,
ou il l’écoutait avec une extraordinaire attention.
On ne le comprendrait pas si on ne voyait pas que Circus Polka a été écrit avec autant de
soin que la Symphonie de Psaumes, Strawinsky ayant le pouvoir de donner la même intense
attention, bien que d’une essence toute à l’objet, qu’il fût futile, burlesque, ou au contraire, qu’il
atteignit le point le plus élevé de la pensée.
Pas de différence d’essence ente un dessin de Dürer, ou d’Ingres, ou de Picasso, pas plus
qu’entre Bach, ou Mozart, ou Strawinsky.
Il avait l’amour de fabriquer de ses mains: Petits bouts de bois, transformés en cadres,
beauté de la copie, planche pour les outils, tout un côté artisanal. Penser aussi au soin avec lequel
il se mettait à travailler le piano (Czerny, etc..) à la façon dont chaque manuscrit portait le
nombre de pages.
Importance de la main. Citation de Malraux et de Strawinsky lui-même:
“Je n’ai pas voulu dire, j’ai voulu faire.”
Il vivait avec joie et priait avec profondeur.
Son sens du plaisir=la façon dont il versait son Bordeaux, sa concentration en jouant aux
cartes, au Chinese Checker [sic].
Tout d’un coup, il était terre à terre et traduisait une idée par une image du quotidien:
“Cela ne me donne pas de salive” pour exprimer l’absence de désir. (Citation de Valéry: “Ami
n’entre pas sans désir.”)
Peut-être ce sens si concret du plaisir dépend-il de la ferveur de la gravité avec laquelle il
faisait le signe de croix ou parlait du péché. Le matériel était libéré par la force même du
spirituel.
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“Strawinsky était un homme profondément religieux, observant rigoureusement les
préceptes de la religion orthodoxe. Sa foi est en même temps spirituelle et dogmatique, car, par
tempérament, il ressent toutes les forces qui représentent l’ordre hiérarchique universel, le grand
ordre qui préside à la création et au déroulement du vivant.”
Canticles, In memoriam Kennedy, In memoriam Huxley, The Flood, Babel, A Sermon, a
Narrative, A Prayer.
Parler de St. Basile:
La Messe est une œuvre ne répondant pas à une commande, elle fut écrite spontanément.
Elle émane d’un désir intérieur qu’on connaît bien mal.
Pourquoi une messe Catholique? Peut-être à cause du latin. Strawinsky avait une
prédilection pour les textes latins à cause de la beauté de la syllabe. (Symphonie de Psaumes,
Œdipus Rex.) Peut-être parce que Strawinsky se sentait proche de la religion catholique.
Elle fut écrite en 1948, mais Strawinsky y pensait depuis longtemps.
Il est remarquable que cette messe a été conçue absolument pour le service liturgique –Straw. ne
concevait pas qu’on pût la donner autrement que pendant le service, c’était là son désir et son
espoir. Jean XXIII lui avait d’ailleurs demandé de la diriger à la Chapelle Sixtine. Tranquillité,
austérité de cette musique.
Il aborde le texte liturgique avec une extrême humilité visible non seulement dans la
construction de l’œuvre, mais dans la qualité du matériel sonore: voix enfants et d’hommes,
caractère paléo-chrétien, seulement 10 instruments et seulement instruments à vent.
Extrême discrétion de l’expression, joie intérieure et contenue du Gloria et du Sanctus.
Straw. Lui-même dit :
“ Cette musique s’adresse directement à l’esprit…La grande signification de la musique
est de se révéler comme une forme de communion avec les autres hommes et avec le Très-
Haut. ”
Cf. citation Valéry (âme non vile, Ici est soigneusement évité tout procédé musical
pouvant obscurcir le texte, toute recherche descriptive ou pittoresque.)2 (Comparaison de la
sculpture et du bas-relief)
Ansermet dit :
“ C’est ici certainement l’œuvre la plus intime d’un musicien qui n’a jamais souhaité de
faire de son art un moyen de confesser son émotion subjective. C’est une œuvre de foi et de
soumission. Son humilité et son renoncement à toute charme extérieur nous fait sentir sa vraie et
authentique ferveur. ”
Composée entre Orphée et the Rake’s la première exécution eut lieu à Milan le 27
Octobre 1948 avec Ansermet
Importance des symboles
Tout tend vers l’unité.
Accord des notes dans leur succession, leurs rapports verticaux, leur durée—les formes qu’elles
établissent.
Le visible reflète l’invisible
Les nombres, leurs lois jouent certainement un grand rôle dans toute œuvre d’art.
2 Citation from Paul Valéry, Charmes, VIII (Paris: Gallimard, 1929), 501. The poem Le Cimetière Marin,
another of Boulanger’s favorites is also in this collection.
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“Il s’agit de remplir les conditions laissant le résultat dépendre de ce que, faute de mieux, nous
appelons intuition, génie héroïsme, sainteté.” et “C’est l’Universalité de l’œuvre qui fait qu’elle
entre au Panthéon des grands hommes.” (Monnet)
Émotion générale
Côté intellectuel
Côté spirituel
Côté auditif
Côté visuel
= Est-ce la réunion de tous ces éléments qui détermine l’impression ressentie par celui qui sait et
celui qui ne sait pas.
Effet produit par le tout
Straw dit : “ Je compose parce que je suis né pour composer et que je ne puis pas vivre sans
composer. ”
“ Mon nez est, ma technique est ”
Ordinaire de la Messe :
Kyrie : supplication litanique
Gloria : hymne de louange
Credo : Cantillation assez simple dont l’assistance devrait en principe se charger
Sanctus : Triple acclamation
Agnus : Supplication litanique
L’origine de ces pièces vient de l’ancienne Cantillation –l’histoire en est assez obscure. Elle
n’est réellement connue qu’à partir de la rédaction du Missel Grégorien (VIII’s) Période
apostolique = pas de liturgie réelle. Les coutumes commencent à s’établir fin du siècle (St.
Clément) puis St. Hippolyte au début du 3è siècle au 4è siècle, le répertoire s’élargit et se codifie
peu à peu jusqu’à St. Gregoire (590-604) qui réforme et codifie la liturgie. Mais, c’est au VII
siècle que remonte la rédaction et la copie du rituel grégorien.
Elle s’est élaborée peu à peu par un développement lent et continu à partir de la
cantillation primitive des textes sacrés –en partie venant du chant judaïque (sorte de déclamation
intermédiaire entre le chant et la parole.)
Gloria –Sans doute introduit par le pape Télesphore
Credo –le texte original paraît remonter du IVes –introduit dans la liturgie début du Xes.
Agnus –rendu canonique par le pape Segius (faisait partie auparavant des grandes Litanies)
Architecture Byzantine
Constantinople
St. Sophie
Ravenne = St. Nital, St. Apolinaire
Grèce – petites églises d’Athènes Daphnée
Russie Kremlin –Ste. Sophie de Kiev, Venise, San Marco
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Spiritualité russe
Pères de l’Eglise D’Orient
St. Basil 329-379
St. Grégoire de Nazianze
Fécondité des terres slaves
Article de Mgr. Rupp
Revue des Deux Mondes
Janvier 1971
L’immense terre slave a été irriguée par les eaux du baptême.
L’âme slave a besoin d’émotions collectives et l’Église orthodoxe les lui procure abondamment.
Très profonde vie intérieure combinaison de liberté, de vie très près de la terre et de spiritualité
profonde.
Fidélité à la tradition, fidélité consciente, élective, qui n’a rien de routinier ni de nostalgique.
Continuité à travers l’histoire de l’esprit religieux, de l’Attachement aux grandes traditions de
l’Église qui n’exclut pas un certain panthéisme.
Un intensité de vie intérieure qui semble faire apprécier sans fausse honte un autre aspect
de la vie. Ascétisme de la pensée, pas d’ascétisme d’ordre physique.
Une certaine liberté d’ordre terrestre n’altère en rien la profondeur, l’intensité de la vie
intérieure qui garde toujours l’âme avec Dieu.
Attitude qui explique la farouche indépendance et la profonde humilité
Berdiaev
Soloviev
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2b. TRANSLATION
Stravinsky
Poorly loved, poorly understood
Personality so defined, so dominant over every gesture—every word, every work and project
bears the mark.
Being struck by the dazzling evolution of Stravinsky, that which seems initially disparate
instead reveals an underlying unity to his work, [a] singular combination of rigor and intuition
(similar to Leonardo [de vinci]). This unity is made up of differences that, contrasted one with
the others, form an ensemble that is in some ways indivisible. ([Consider also the] curious and
significant opposition of the first two sonatas of Beethoven, the concertos in A and C of Mozart)
and one could find many more examples amongst all the great artists of the world…
Compare his research for the Three Japonese Lyrics, his discovery of the Cymbalum with
Ramuz—Consider also Valéry: “Nothing exists that would seem unworthy of occupying his
powerful intelligence.”
His personality assimilates, unaffected by the material he employed.
He positively cannot do something without giving of himself entirely to it. Indeed, he would
refuse to see someone or else he would listen [to them] with an extraordinary attention.
You will not comprehend him if you do not see that the Circus Polka was written with
the same care as that of the Symphonie de psaumes. Stravinsky had the ability to give the same
intense attention [to any project], even if in principle he objected to it entirely—if it was trivial,
farcical, or contrary—he sought the most elevated thought [on the matter].
[There is] no difference in the essence of a drawing by Dürer, or Ingres, or Picasso,
nor…between those of Bach, or Mozart, or Stravinsky.
He loved making things with his hands: little pieces of wood transformed into frames,
beautifully copied, starting with a plank as a tool, entirely an artisan. He also thought with care
about how he put himself to work at the piano (Czerny, etc.), about the way that each manuscript
carried its number of pages.
Importance of the hand. Citation of Malraux and of Stravinsky himself:
“I didn’t want to say, I wanted to do.”
He lived with joy and prayed with deep devotion.
His sense of humor= the way that he drank his Bordeaux, his concentration when playing cards,
or Chinese Checkers.
Suddenly, he would be pedestrian and would translate an idea through a quotidian image:
“That does not make me salivate” to explain his disinterest. (Citation from Valéry: “Ami n’entre
pas sans désir.”)
Maybe this ever concrete sense of pleasure was related to the fervor [and] solemnity with
which he made the sign of the cross or spoke of sin. His material was liberated by the force of
the same spirit.
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“Stravinsky was a profoundly spiritual man, observing rigorously the precepts of the
Orthodox religion. His faith [was] at the same time spiritual and dogmatic, because, by
temperament, he felt all the forces that represented universal, hierarchical order, the grand order
that presided over creation and the unfolding of life.”
Canticles, In Memoriam Kennedy, In Memoriam Huxley, The Flood, Babel, A Sermon, A
Narrative, A Prayer.
Speak of St. Basil:
The Messe was not commissioned, it was written spontaneously. It emanates from an
internal desire that we know too well.
Why a Catholic Mass? Maybe because of the Latin. Stravinsky had a predilection for
other Latin texts because of the syllabic beauty. (Symphonie de psaumes, Oedipus Rex.) Maybe
because Stravinsky felt very close to the Catholic religion.
It was written in 1948, but Stravinsky had been thinking about it for a long time. It is
remarkable that this Messe was conceived entirely for the liturgical service—Strav[insky] did not
concern himself with whether one could give it during the service, that was his desire and his
hope. Moreover, Jean XXIII asked him to conduct it in the Sistine Chapel. Tranquility, austerity
of this music.
He took up the liturgical text with an extreme humility visible not only in the
construction of the work, but in the quality of the sonic material. Children’s voices and men’s,
early-Christian character, only 10 instruments, and only wind instruments.
Extreme discretion of expression, interior joy and containment of the Gloria and the
Sanctus.
Stra[vinsky] himself said:
“This music addresses itself directly to the spirit…The grand symbolism of the music is
to reveal itself as a form of communication between men and the Most-High.”
Compare with Valéry citation (“Soul non-vile, here he carefully avoids all musical
proceedings that can obscure the text, all descriptive or picturesque efforts.”)
(Compare with sculpture and bas-relief)
Ansermet said:
“Here certainly is the most intimate work of a musician who never hoped to make his art
a way to confess his subjective emotions. It is a work of faith and of submission. His humility
and renouncement of all exterior charm makes us feel his true and authentic fervor.”
Composed between Orpheus and The Rake’s, the first performance took place in Milan
on 27 October 1948 with Ansermet.
Importance of symbols
Everything strives for unity
Agreement of notes in their succession, their vertical relationships, their length—the
forms that they establish.
The visible reflects the invisible.
Numbers and their laws certainly play a large role in all works of art.
“It has to do with fulfilling the conditions that permit the result to depend upon that which, for
better or worse, we call intuition, heroic genius, sanctity.” And “It’s the Universality of the work
that allows it to enter the Pantheon of great men.” (Monnet)
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General emotion
Intellectual Side
Spiritual Side
Auditory Side
Visual Side
= It is the coming together of all these elements that determines the impression felt by those who
know and those who do not know.
Effect produced by the whole.
Stra[vinsky] said: “I compose because I was born to compose and because I cannot live without
composing.”
“My nose is, my technique is.”
Ordinary of the Mass:
Kyrie: Litany supplication
Gloria: Hymn of praise
Credo: Chant so simple that the audience should be to able to take responsibility for it
Sanctus: Triple acclamation
Agnus: Litany supplication
The origin of these movements comes from the ancient chant—the history of which is quite
obscure. It isn’t really known before the recording of the Gregorian Missal (VIII’s). Apostilic
period = no real liturgy. The costumes begin to be formed at the end of the century (St. Clément)
then St. Hoppolyte at the beginning of the 3-4 centuries enlarged the repertory and codified it
little by little until St. Gregory (590-604) who reformed and codified the liturgy. But it was in the
VII century that the recording and copying of the Gregorian ritual was taken up.
It was elaborated little by little through a slow and continuous development beginning
with the primitive chant of sacred texts—in part coming from Judaic song (a type of intermediate
declamation between song and speech.)
Gloria—without a doubt introduced by the Pope Télesphore
Credo—the original text taken up in the IV century—introduced into the liturgy at the
beginning of the XI century.
Agnus—rendered canonical by Pope Segius (formely a part of the Great Litanies)
Architecture Byzantine
Constantinople
St. Sophie
Ravenne = St. Nital, St. Apolinaire
Greece — Small churches of Daphnee of Athens
Russian Kremlin—St. Sophie of Kiev, Venice, San Marco
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Russian Spirituality
Fathers of the Oriental Church
St. Basil 329-379
St. Gregory of Nazianze
Fertility of the Slavic lands
Article of Monseigneur Rupp, Revue des Deux Mondes, January 1971
The immense Slavic land had been irrigated by the waters of baptism. The Slavic soul needed
collective emotions and the Orthodox Church gave of these amply. Tremendously deep interior
life combined with liberty, of a life close to the earth and of a deep spirituality. Faithfulness to
tradition, conscious faithfulness, chosen, that has nothing of routine or of nostalgia. Continuity
across the history and the religious spirit, of the attachment to great Church traditions that does
not exclude a certain pantheism. An intensity of interior life that seems to make them appreciate
quite openly other aspects of life. Asceticism of thought, but not asceticism of the physical order.
A certain liberty of earthly behavior which alters nothing of the depth, the intensity of interior
life that always keeps the soul with God. Attitude that explains the fierce independence and the
profound humility.
Berdiaev
Soloviev
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